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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Sale No. 756

Public Auction Sale

To be held at our office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Collections, Stocks
& Accumulations
of the World
featuring
Leo Malz Final Offerings
William S. Langs Stock & Private Holdings
Brian S. McGrath Holdings
Bradstreet Collection of the World
Alan Fink Estate, Proprietor of Philatex
The ‘Magnum” Holding of FDC’s
The “Professor’s” Quality Used Worldwide Collection
Bill Hamilton US Collection
Property of 38 other consignors/estates

Friday, April 16, 2021 - 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 17, 2021 - 11:00 a.m.

Viewing
Schedule

March 25-April 16, 2021

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

April 16-17, 2021

Connecticut Office until time of sale, by Appointment

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com and philasearch.com
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53,
Danbury, CT 06810,
Phone: 203-830-2500 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free: 800.212.2830
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $200; increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000

Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100

Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000

Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Recommended Auction Agents
Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157
New York, NY 10014
Tel: 212-675-0819
Fax: 212-366-6462
busybird1@me.com

Purser and Associates
PO Box 369
Bronxville, NY 10708
Tel: 857-928-5140
Fax: 781-658-2567
info@pursers.com

Lorenz Kirchheim GBR
Op de Höh 21
D - 22395 Hamburg
D - 22395 Hamburg
Tel: 040-645-322-41
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Charles E. Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
CECwiakala@aol.com

Bid Live at
www.StampAuctionNetwork.com
Or call us for phone bidding at
203-830-2500

★★
★
(★)
R
P
o.g.

Mint Never Hinged
Mint with Gum
Unused, No Gum/Regummed
Reprint
Proof
Original gum

Symbols Used
Cover
Used
Specimen
Essay
▲ Piece
Block
*
❍
S
E

NYFM
TC
SL
MS

New York Foreign Mail
Trial Color Proof
Straight Line
Manuscript

Grading and Condition
Superb
Extremely Fine
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Fine
Very Good (VG)

Ext
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
centered than Fine.
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
imp
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.

Covers & Cancels

covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2021 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return
privileges.
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BIOGRAPHY
Brian McGrath began collecting stamps as a child in New Haven,
Connecticut, in the 1950s. But it was on his return to New Haven in the
1970s, after serving in the Air Force in Germany and traveling through
Europe and the Soviet Union, that he started building the collection on
auction here. For some 40 years, until he passed away in 2020, Brian
was a member of the New Haven Philatelic Society.
Brian collected stamps from all over the world, except for the United
States, and had a particular fondness for Cinderellas. He was not interested in modern stamps, and enjoyed arguing with fellow club members
about their value. He enjoyed talking in general. He was well-read and
could engage you on any topic, having deep knowledge of science, history and politics. He spoke German, Russian, and Spanish, and traveled
to Israel to practice speaking Arabic. Stamp collecting was a way for
Brian to gather his interests and experiences into once place. It connected his past with his present. There
was a room in the house he shared with his wife, Shirlee, and their three kids, devoted to his stamp collection.
In addition to stamps, Brian collected artillery shells. On weekends in the 70s and 80s, he’d take his metal
detector and one of his sons to a nearby beach or distant battlefield. In more recent years, he liked playing
pool at the Elks Club. He worked a full career in New Haven government, starting out as a city planner
and retiring as the head of the traffic and parking department.
As auctioneer for the New Haven Philatelic Society, Brian organized the fourth-Sunday stamp show in
New Haven, at the Annex Club. Recently, he had become a proud member of the Collectors Club in New
York City.

William “Bill” D. Hamilton, IV, age 73, passed in his home in Patterson, NY on
April 3, 2017.
Bill was born on May 17, 1943 in Staten Island, NY to William D. Hamilton,
III and Ruth Barry. He was a proud marine veteran and a fifty-five year member
of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Union. As a 40+ year
resident of Patterson, Bill dedicated his time to many community organizations,
including the Patterson Democratic Committee and the Putnam County Land
Trust. He is survived by his wife of 30 years, Sheila, and his 3 children, Derek,
Billy, and Katie. He is also survived by a sister, Cookie O’Connell, and step
mother, Donna Hamilton. Bill was a gentle, caring and curious individual who
was passionate about animals, cooking and gardening. He loved his family, his
home and his life, and he will be deeply missed.
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United States
General Collections
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U.S., Quality Intact Collection, 1847-1934. In Scott Specialty three ring binder album, with each stamp
carefully mounted on to page and each page carefully placed in mylar page protector, filled with many clean and very
find stamps scatter about, many of which have sound certificates (mostly from PSE and PF, with used: 1-2, 7, 9, 12 with
PF certificate, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 with PF certificate, 20, 22 plate 4 with APS certificate, 23 with PF certificate, 27, 28 with
PF certificate, 28A with PF certificate, 29, 30A, 32, 36, 37, 38, 62B, 67, 68-72, 75-78, 86-91, 92-101, 112-22, 134-37,
144 with Weiss certificate, 149, 151, 153, 154, 155, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 190, 191, 208, 218, 238-42, 261A, 262 with
PSE certificate, 263, 275-78, 291-93, 310-13, 534B Schermack type III, mint: 30, 39, 205, 211, 212-17, 219-29, 230-36,
246, 248, 250-51, 253-59, 264-70, 273, 279-84, 285-90, 294-99, 300-9, 315 with PSE graded 95 certificate, 323-27,
328-30, 367-73, 333-42 (340 with PSE graded 85 certificate), 374-82, 343-47, 357, 390-96, 397-400A, 402-3, 405-7,
414-20, 421 with PF certificate, 422-23, 424-34, 437-40, 460, 445 with PF graded 85 certificate, 446-47, 459 with PF
graded 90 NH certificate, 456 with PF certificate, 457-58, 469-76, 477 with PF certificate, 478 with PF and PSE
certificates, 479-80, 486-97 pairs (only missing 491), 498-504, 506-18, 519 with PSE certificate, 523, 524, 545 with PSE
certificate, 546, 547 with PF and PSE graded VF 80J certificates, 525-30, 531-34A, 536, 566-573, 579, 581-91, 630,
692-701 and 658-79. Quality is much better than usually encountered, with each stamp hand picked by a discriminating
collector who really had an eye to properly identify and find decent centered stamps, generally F.-V.F. and better.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
U.S., Strong Regular Issue Collection, 1847-1981. Neatly mounted in Scott National album, with 30+
(mostly P.F.) certificates, filled with many better stamps, with better 1867 and banknote grills, good Pictorial reissues,
some dollar value Columbians and Trans-Mississippi, decent Washington / Franklins, etc., with better notable items
that include, used: 1, 7, 9, 10 with red cancel, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22 with PF certificate, 22 on piece with PF certificate, 23,
25, 27 with PF certificate, 28, 29, 30 with PF certificate, 30A with PF certificate, 32, 33, 34 with PF certificate, 36, 63,
64B, 67, 67 with red cancel and PF certificate, 68, 69, 70, 70c with PF certificate, 71, 72 with PF certificate, 73, 76, 77, 78
(2), 85 with PF certificate, 85B with PF certificate, 85E with PF certificate, 86 with PF certificate, 87-90, 92-93, 95 with PF
certificate, 96, 100 with PF certificate, 101 split grill with PF certificate, 112, 116-19, 121, 126 with PF certificate, 130
with PF certificate, 135, 137A, 138A with PF certificate, 139 with PF certificate, 140 with PF certificate, 141 with PF
certificate, 149, 151, 152, 153, 155, 160, 162, 163, 165, 166, 190, 191, 208, 212-18, 219-28, 239-40, 243, 245, 261A,
262, 264-76A, 300-13, 341, 404, several Kans. Nebr., mint: 36B with PF certificate, 38, 73, 95, 113, 123, 124 with PF
certificate, 133a, 205, 211B o.g. with PF certificate, 233, 236-38, 240-41, 277 o.g. with PF certificate, 290-92, 299, 320A
with photocopy of PF certificate, 323-25, 328-29, 339, 385 NH pair with photocopy of PF certificate, 349 pair bottom
stamp NH with PF certificate, 385 NH pair with photocopy of PF certificate, 394 line pair, 395 line pair with PF certificate,
447, 447 pair with PF certificate, 454 NH pair with PF certificate, 457-58, 493 line pair, 591 and 834. Condition and
centering are both mixed, with so many of the better key items that are missing from most collections, adding up to
substantial value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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U.S., Vintage Springback National Collection, 1845-1930. On old time National pages which still use the
old Scott numbering system, with lovely sections of 1850’s, 1860’s, grills, banknotes, pictorials, Bureau issues,
Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, Pan American, Panama Pacific, Jamestown, Washington /Franklin, 1920’s Bureau
issues, Kans. Nebr. sets, etc. airmails, parcel post, good officials, special delivery, stronger Newspapers than
usually encountered in these National collections, good dues, spectacular Stationary Cut Squares section, which is
not often encountered in these old time collections, decent revenues, nice official seals and telegraph stamps, with the
following notable items - used: 9X1, 7, 9, 12, 15, 17, 35 (3), 36, 36B, 37, 68 (4), 69, 70 (2), 71, 72, 76 (2), 77 (3), 78 (3),
85, 93 (3), 89-91, 92, 96 (2), 97 (5), 98, 100 faulty, 112 (2), 115 (3), 116, 117 (3), 118, 119, 134, 138, 149, 151 (2), 160,
162, 165, 190, 191 (2), 208, 217, 228-29, 275, 276 (2), 291, 310 (2), 311, O3, O24, O47-56, O64, O101-2, O106, O111,
O112, O120, PR114-20, J5-7, J27-28, J50, U7, U13-14, U15-16, U17, U42 with Wells Fargo cancel, W51, U71, U96,
R3b, R11b, R13b, R51a, R52b, R56a, R74c, R91a (2), R98c, R114, R122 cut cancel, RB7b, Philippines 273, E1, and
mint: 73, 75, 93, 94, 113, 114, 133, 148, 149, 152, 179, 189 (2), 190 (2), 209, 211, 212, 215, 216, 217 (2), 225-28,
230-40, 236, 238, 264-74, 279-82, 283, 284, 285-90, 287, 289, 294-99, 300-6, 308-9, 323-27, 328-30, 334-38, 340,
343-47, 357-58, 378-81, 397-98, 401-3, 405-7, 414, 416, 470, 472, 474, 517, 551-71, 581-91, 614-21, 658-79, C1-2,
C4-C6, C10a, C18, E1-3, E5-9, E10-13, J1, J3, J4, J15-16, J18, J22-23, J25-26, J34, J37, J48, J56, J66-67, JQ4, O16,
O18-19, O22, O42-44, O74, O102, PR5, PR11-PR13, PR15, PR57-62, PR68-69, PR81-84, PR90-91, PR120-25, a few
pages of Newspaper Facsimiles and Specimens, Q1-12, U11-12, U30 reprint, U32-33 reprint, U36, U38-39, U40-41,
U62, U67a (2), U69, U70 (2), U71, U72a (2), U73, U74-87, U93, U105-6, U211, U243, U342, U346, U503, RB20-31,
Philippines 253 and 283. Although we took great pains to make sure everything above was correctly identified, it should
be noted some of the earlier classic stamps (before Scott 189) described as mint have the possibility of removed
cancels, many stamps with faint cancels or lightened color were not listed above and we were careful to check as many
watermarks as possible to insure accuracy, usual mixed condition and centering, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
U.S., Regular and Commemorative Issue Collector’s Holding, 1890-1940. Higher quality with some
issues in quantity and multiples, some very nice Washington / Franklins and some choice singles, consisting of: 223-24,
270, 288-89, 294 NH block of 30, 298, 300, 303, 308, 329-30, 331-42, 334, 336, 339-40, 368 plate block, 369-73, 371
(78), 374-82, 380, 397, 405 (67), 406 (71), 405-7, 414-21, 422-23, 424-31, 433-40, 462-66, 468-76, 477-78, 479-80,
501-18 (505 is in block of 9), 555, 558-63, 565-66, 568-69, 571, 658-79, 692-701, C1-6, C7 plate block, C18 (block of
four with plate number and single), J38, U31 reprint and RW17, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Large and Small Banknote Collection, 1870-90. On loose Scott National pages, plus group of vintage
R.A. Siegel auction cards, of unused and used singles, with 134-35, 136A split grill, 137 (2), 138 (4), 139 (2), 141 (2),
144, 145-51, 149 (5), 151, 152 (3), 153 (3), 154 (3), 155 (2), 156-62, 159, 160 (4), 162 pair, 162, 163, 165 pair, 165 (3),
166, 178-79, 190, several banknote india and card plate proofs, 182-85, 187-91, 205, 206-11, 208, 211, 212-18, 214,
217 (2), 219-29, plus a stock page with many 5c and 6c large banknotes on black stockpage, nice mix of mint and used
with plenty of better mint items (many with o.g.), usual mixed centering and condition, several better high values and
early grilled stamps, o.g. or without gum, some never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $70,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Powerful Pow-Wow of High Value Stamps, 1847-1918. Two large stock pages filled with better key
high value items, mostly unused, very desirable material, used: 1, 122 (2), 154, 240, 291, 293, C14, mint: 240, 241
(10), 242 (5), 243, 244, 245, 276, 291, 292, 293 (2), 312, 505 (2), 516 and 523. Occasional small faults, o.g. or without
gum, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Valuable, Certificated Mint Singles and Multiples, 1851-1930. Each with certificate (or photocopy of
certificate), mostly from Philatelic Foundation, many better items, with 17 previously hinged horizontal strip of three, part
india paper, double transfer at bottom in C of TWELVE CENTS76 o.g. block of four, 65 horizontal strip of three and
vertical strip of three, 219 never hinged strip of three, 224 NH, 308 NH, 285 NH strip of three, 295 two singles from
multiple, 400 NH block of six, 430 NH, 463 NH (2), 500 NH (2), 585 pair NH, 546 NH block of four, C13 previously hinged,
JQ5 NH (2), J30 block of nine, NH and O95 NH block of six. Mostly sound, o.g., many never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine. Scott $58,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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U.S., Collection, 1851-2008. On computer generated album pages in five three ring binders, several nice
looking key stamps, with higher value Columbians and Pan-Pacific issues, with some decent Washington / Franklins as
well as some useful back of the book sections, with highlights, used: 17, 69, 73, 77, 86, 93, 113, 135, 163, 208, 275,
311, K14, K16, Canal Zone 3, mint: 189, 211, 212-16, 222, 225, 229, 230-41, 243, 245, 254-55, 257, 282C-83, 285-89,
294-99, 300-4, 306-8, 323-27, 328-30, 342, 343-47, 369 with photocopy of PSE certificate, 396, 397-400A, 401-404,
415-18, 475, 532, 547, 571-72, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C13-15, C18, E1, E3, E6, E7, J3, JQ5,
K6-10, K15, K17, O36, O61, O91, RW1-RW72 (mostly mint, only a couple used ducks), RVB1-2, WS2 (1 no gum, 1
o.g.), WS4 no gum, Canal Zone 8, 120-35, Hawaii 31, 40 and hundreds of dollars worth of USPS postage from
1940’s-2008, condition and centering are mixed, with typical faults among earlier issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Commemorative and Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1873-1954. On stock pages and loose Scott
National pages, containing: 294-99, 323-27, 328-30, 267-73, 397-400A, 548-50, 614-21, 630, C1-C6, C13-C15, C18
(2), E1-E9, E11-13, O72P4-82P4, Q1-12, JQ1-5 (2 sets), F1, PS12b, PS15, S4 plate block, S5 (3), S6a, WS8b, WS10
plate block, RW9, RW10 (3), RW12, RW14 (2), RW15, RW16 (2), RW17, RW18, RW19 and RW21. Overall condition
appears decent with plenty of nice quality stamps, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Cornucopia of Classics to Confederate Collection Balance, 1847-1930’s. On loose album pages
and stock pages of mint and used stamp and a few covers, many better items spotted with used: 1, 7 strip of three with
double transfer, 9 double transfer, 9, 11 several quadrille pages of 50+ plated stamps, including a few with plate cracks,
15 pair, 15 on piece, 18, 23, 24 type Va (2), 63 strip of three, 63, 73 (2), 93, 113, 153, 275, 276 (2), 291, 669-79, C18, C18
on Graf Zeppelin flight cover, K16, Confederate States 13 and mint: 230-40, 250-55, 257-59, 264-70, 273, 289, 295-97,
299, 669-79 block of four set, C18, K1-14 and K17-18. Mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. Scott $19,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1930’s. On clean Davo Hingeless pages, with used: 1, 7, 15, 17 (2), 32, 33, 63 (2), 68,
69, 70, 71, 73, 76 (2), 77, 78, 90, 91, 92-95, 115, 151, 152, 155, 162, 165, 190, 208, 239, 261A, 275, 291, 311, E1-3, E7,
Q12, and mint: 68, 98, 112-14, 116-17, 149, 153, 178, 189, 190 (2), 205, 206-7, 209, 211, 214, 216, 219D, 225, 229,
230-38, 240, 261, 264-74, 272, 276, 282, 283, 287, 298, 300-10, 323-26, 328-30, 331-41, 343-47, 374-82, 390-94, 396,
397-399, 405-7, 528A-28B, 559-71, 573, 579, 582-91, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1, C4-5, Q5-6 and Q9.
Usual mixed centering and condition, generally F.-V.F. Scott $40,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Mint and Used Collection with Strong Back-of-the-Book, 1850’s-1950’s. In three albums, plus a
group of loose pages, with some typically useful regular issues, officials and ducks, but the real strength is in the
newspapers and some used and unused official seals where you have the chance to find some items you don’t see in
many collections (particularly among the Newspapers), with the following notable items, used: 25, 63, 68 (2), 69, 70 (2),
71, 72 (faulty), 73, 75, 77, 78, 93, 113, 116, 117, 119, 151, 153-55, 160, 162, 165 (2), 190, 208, 212-18, 214, 219-29 (2
sets), 230-39, 264-75, 300-11, 323-30, 342, 397-400A, 404, 423, 500, 658-79 (mixed used set with lower values mint),
C1-6, several 50¢ BEP postage dues, O24, O26-28, O30, O35, O40-42, O44, O57, O64, PR16-19, Q1-12 (2 sets),
mint: 297, 457 pair, 497 pair, C1-6, C1-2, C4-6, C18 (2), C20-22 (2 sets of blocks of four), C25-31 (5 sets), O15-16,
O18, O22-23, O25, O36, O51, O53-54, O56, O59-60, O73-75, O78, O82, O90, O91, O93, O119, PR1//PR7 group of 13
first issue newspapers with original, reprints and forgeries, PR9-14, PR23, PR59-60, PR62, PR64, PR81-84, PR90-91,
PR114-25, PR125, RW1-16, RW18-22, RW28-30 and RW35-41. Mixed condition and centering as usual, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., “Goodie” Group of Better Singles on Dealer Pages, 1851-1919. Each neatly identified, several with
accompanying certificates, of better stamps, with mint: 7 with PF certificate, 26, 63, 73, 78 with PSE certificate, 188,
208 (2), 209 with PSE certificate, 217, 229, 239, 241, 242, 253, 257 with PSE certificate, 270 plate number strip of three,
273 (2), 328-30, 334, 392 line pair, 395 line pair, K16, O107, Q7 with PSE certificate, Q10 and used: 67b, 70, 70b, 77,
83 with PSAG certificate, 121, 151, 241, 242 (3) and 292. Condition varies with occasional small faults, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $16,000+.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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U.S., Collection of Collections, 1850’s-1950’s. In eight balance collections (mostly Scott National albums),
filled with scattered pockets of better stamps, with mint: 230-32, 235-38, 296, 300-2, 306, 308, 325, 326-27, 328-30,
517-18, 591 and used: 33, 63, 68, 69, 73, 78, 87, 93 (2), 115, 151, 162, 190, 217, 230-38, 239-40, 275, R98c, used
Ducks, with RW1, RW5-8, etc., several areas of interesting stamps scattered about with useful Telegraph and Wines
sections, nice page of early Postal Stationary cut square specimens, some Spanish American War overprints, usual
mixed condition and centering, a good little mining lot which may have some good potential for the high bidder who
knows how to fully extract the value out of these collections for retail or online breakdown, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$28,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Boisterous & Better Classic Singles, 1851-1925. On two double sided stock pages full of useful
items, with used: 9 (4), 18, 63, 68 (2), 69, 70, 71 (2), 72, 76, 96 (2), 97, 112 (2), 113, 115, 116 (3), 117, 119, 134, 135,
138, 149, 151, 153, 155, 190, 217, 218, 228-29, 238-40, 276, 291, 292, 404 (2), Q11-12 and mint: 9, 244, 293, 1053,
C1-3, E13, O3P4-O9P4 and 21 Newspaper card proofs. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. Scott $16,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Lovely Clean Collection, 1851-2006. Collectively in nine albums: an attractive, overall mostly mint
collection to 1970 in a pristine Scott National Album, with premiums such as solid Bank Notes (several with New York
Foreign Mail cancels), used Columbians to the 30¢ value (50¢ unused but with heavy adhesions), a very nicely
centered #311 used, mint Fourth Bureau to the $2 (hinged or never hinged), the $5 used but fresh, complete never
hinged Kansas-Nebraskas, Prexies never hinged to the $2, lightly hinged #C1-C6, never hinged C18, etc.; six volumes
apparently complete 1971-2006 with a very substantial aggregate face value, plus two Minuteman albums of used; also
includes various mint blocks of #331, 352 and 632; generally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. with better, nice stock for the
dealer.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Collectors Consumption, 1850’s-1970’s. Of eight stockbooks, four containing U.S. stamps, one
containing Canal Zone, one containing Philippines, one containing Egypt,one containing Switzerland, better U.S. in
black stockpages and four stockbooks, containing mint: 238, 240, 397-400, 403, 619 block of four, 832-33 plate blocks,
1053 block of four, used: 10/11 (11), 24 (3), 68, 73 (3), 91, 151, 154, 190, 218, 228, 238 (2), 240, 342, C2 (2), C2 (4), C3
(2), C5 (5), C6, page of large banknote issues with fancy cancels, a couple stockpages with revenue issues, one
stockpage filled (front and back) with official stamps, with many Agriculture, Navy and State Dept. officials and two
pages of revenue stamps and two small stockbooks filled with revenue stamps, generally F.-V.F. Scott $17,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Mint Collection, 1866-1998. Neatly little collection on black stock pages in binder, many key values
from popular commemorative sets along with a scattering of modern issues that reference older stamp issues
(Columbian souvenir sheets, Trans-Miss Souvenir sheets, etc.), with better items that include: 77 with PSE certificate,
209, 230-40, 235, 285-90, 323-27, 294-44, 300-10, 328-30, 397-400A, 506-18, 614-21, 803-34 and C1-6, condition and
centering are mixed, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection With Some Well Centered Singles, 1851-1997. In two Scott National albums, plus a group
of USPS year sets, with the following stamps to be found in the two albums, used: 9, 92, 117, 151, 160, 165, 264-75,
Q1-12 and mint: 219D, 229, 230-32, 285-88, 297-99, 323-27, 400, 547, 548-50, 559 VF/XF, 564 NH XF, 570 NH XF,
571-72 NH VF, 573 NH XF, 578-79 NH, 581-91 (high values NH), 597-606 (without 599A) pairs set NH, 614-21 NH, 630
NH, 658-668 NH and well centered for this difficult issue, 692-701 NH, 803-33, C1, C3 NH, C5, C6 NH, C18 NH, RW1,
RW3, RW8, RW11-12, RW30, RW33-44, decent postage from 1940-1976 and post office yearsets from 1988-95 and
1997. Early stamps are in mixed conditon, many great stamps among the 1920’s issues that might be well worth
considering grading, many F.-V.F. and better singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1944. Hinged into Scott National album of mostly used stamps, with 7, 9, 10, 36, 68
(2), 76 (3), 87, 89, 96-98, 112-17, 149, 152, 153 (2), 154, 162, 165, 190, 191, 208, 230-39, 300-11, 341-42, 396 pair,
401-4, 679, C1-2, C4-6, E1-11, J3-6, J19-20, J43-44, RW1-3, RW7-12 and RW14-30. Centering and condition are both
mixed, a useful bread and butter collection, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Collection of High PSE Graded Singles, 1916-33. 484 pair graded Gem 100J, 489 single graded
Superb 98J, 535 plate number single graded Gem 100J, 548 graded XF-Sup 95J, 617 graded Superb 98, 620 graded
Superb 98, 628 graded Superb 98, 643 graded Superb 98J, 682 encapsulated, graded Superb 98J, 702 graded Superb
98, 707 graded Superb 98, 708 graded Superb 98, 711 graded Superb 98, 714 graded Superb 98, 720 graded Superb
98, 731a graded Gem 100J, 733 graded Superb 98, 788 graded Superb 98, 816 graded Superb 98, 817 graded Superb
98, 821 graded Superb 98, 825 graded Superb 98, 828 graded Superb 98, 838 graded Superb 98 and C12 graded
XF-Sup 95J, o.g., never hinged. Scott $3,525.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Plate Number Single Collection, 1917-1930’s. Plate number singles collection in glassine by stamp
issue in six different small boxes. Most, if not all, of the plate numbers appear to be different and mostly range from 2¢
Red’s to early 1940’s. Highlights include: 501 (two plate number strips of three), many 2c Reds, Parks, Presidential, 3c
Purples, one box of Famous Americans 859-93 - two sets of plate blocks and several sets of plate number singles, C7-9
many plate number singles, many C11 red and blue, mint and used plate number singles, C12 about a dozen plate
number singles and blocks, C23 many different plate number singles, sorted into red and blue colors, many CE1-2 plate
number singles, 1983 official plate blocks from 1c-$5 with one of each plate number, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Washington - Franklin Coil Stamp Collection, 1910-12. Of pairs and line pairs mounted on Scott
National pages, with some early early perf 12 coils, 390-94 line pairs, 396 line pair, 410-12 line pairs (2), 441-43 line
pairs, 447 (2 line pairs) and 390-96 pairs or line pairs, many of the dubious coils not counted in Scott value, most pairs
appear sound, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Miscellaneous Washington - Franklin Blocks, 1912-1921. On loose album pages, each block is
hinged to page at top, mostly never hinged on bottom stamps, with 405-7, 414, 416-17, 418 pair, 419 pair, 420, 422,
429-30, 432-35, 440 used, 469-71, 473, 474, 478 used, 483, 538, 540, 541, 542 and 545-46, mostly sound, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Plate by the Numbers Assortment, 1890 to late 1930’s. On quadrille pages, some loose pages and
three dealer counter books filled with plate number singles, plate number multiples and plate blocks, along with some
previous plate blocks that have separated over the years, with (mint unless noted otherwise): 222, 253 imprint pair, 267
plate number strip of three, 279B plate number strip of three (8), 282, 285 (3 imprint pairs and 50+ singles), 285 (2 large
separated plate number blocks of 28), 287 strip of three with plate number, 287 plate number block of four, 289 plate
number pair, 295 block of four with plate number, 314 block of four with plate number, 331 block of 13, 341 used block of
four with plate number, 371 block with imprint, 517 (2 plate number singles), 567-72 plate number singles, 622-23 plate
number singles, 622 block of four with plate number and corner margin block of four, 692 (5 different sets of matched
plate number singles), 693 (4 different sets of matched plate number singles), 694 (4 different sets of matched plate
number singles), 695 (6 different sets of matched plate number singles), 699 (3 different sets of matched plate number
singles), 700 (2 different sets of matched plate number singles), 701 (2 different sets of matched plate number singles),
834 plate number pair, 1053 plate number single, E7 plate number pair, E13, PS15 (2), plate blocks include: 345, 384
with star, 483, 484 with massive margins, 537 (2), 549, 568, 575 (2), 614-15, 622 (2), 646 (2), 647 (4), 649-50, 654 plate
block, 655 (3), 657, 661, 666, 680 (2), 682, 683, 688, 689 (3), 700, 719 (2), 832 (4), 833, C8, C11, QE1-2, PS14 (6) and
S6. Centering and condition are somewhat mixed, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Good-Very Fine
centering.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Brilliant Mint and Used Collection, 1847-2008. Presented in a Scott Specialty album, with better used
including #1 close margins, 7, 9, 36, 71, 72, 76, 77, 78, 112-121, 145-155, 212-218, 235-239, 285-291, 323-327,
397-403, useful Washington-Franklins; Kansas-Nebraska complete mint and used; mint #73, 230-234, Prominent
Americans complete, Americana issue complete; then used #C1-C6, C13-C15, E1-E7, Q1-Q12, array of Postage
Dues, K1-K5, K8, K10-K11, K13, K16, Officials; CSA #1-2, 6-7, 11-13, 12d, and finally mint and used Hawaii with #30,
32-37, 39-44, 47, 56, 59, 68, mint O1-O6; enormous break-up value, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., a Broad Balance With Everything, 1851-2010. covers include First Flights, First Days, advertising,
WWII Patriotics, fancy cancels, postcards, mint and used postal stationery, stampless covers, etc., with better featuring
1925 illustrated cover front and back for Camp Perry OH, U.S. Sanitary Commission corner ad cover, 1939 World’s Fair
cover collection, 1945 Roosevelt Inaugural covers; stamps include face, airmail plate block collection, small precancel
collection, counterbook of EFOs, a Scott National album with used #36, 78, 98, 112-117, 119, 230-240, 285-290,
294-299, 323-327, C1, mint #C10A, 285 misperforated, C18, RW15, tons of souvenir pages, CSA, etc.; excellent
inventory renewer, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 164.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection, 1850’s-1980’s. In five Harris Liberty albums, containing used: 36, 63, 68, 70, 77, 78,
112-17, 119, 149, 160, 162, 166, 190, 214, 217, 219-29, 230-40, 264-76, 285-91, 294-99, 300-10, 323-30, mostly
complete Kans. Nebr. set, C1-6, C18 and over $700 worth of face value postage, condition of earlier stamps are a bit
rough, generally F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+ (Owner’s) (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Stamp Reference Collection, 1839-1910’s. With many Fake and Forgeries, 528A (CF1), 39 fake
block of four, a couple early covers that appear to have fake markings or cancels, a few covers with stamps added to
covers, removed or added perforations, with several dubious early 1902 and Washington Franklin perf 12 coils,
removed or added cancels, PR37 counterfeit, RC28 with fake overprint, etc., several items with bad PF certificates, a
few possibly genuine items, lots of potential value and useful for reference, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Card Proof Collection, 1847-1890. Neatly hinged to old time quadrille pages, with 3P4-4P4,
40P4-47P4, 63P4, 65P4, 68P4, 69P4, 71P4, 72P4, 73P4a, 76P4, 77P4, 78P4, banknote type set of mixed types,
213P4-218P4, 219P4, 220P4-229P4, J15P4-J21P4, O1P4-O9P4, O10P4-O14P4, O15P4-O24P4, O35P4-O45P4,
O47P4-O56P4, O57P4-O71P4, O72P4-O82P4, O83P4-O93P4, PR2P4-PR4P4, PR9P4-PR32P4 and LO1P4,
LO2P4, condition appears mostly sound with a good majority in complete sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Balance Collection, Mostly from 1918-1986. A Scott National album of 1932-1986, a Scott National
and homemade pages of airmails with a few smaller sections of back of the book and stockbook of better duplicates,
with several fresh and attractive stamps, with 330, 371 plate block, 406 A plate block, 554 plate block with five point star,
614-19, 645 plate block, 646 plate block, 654 plate block, 692-701, Farley’s, 785-94 plate block set, 803-34, 803-31
plate blocks, 839-51 line pairs, C1-6, C2 9.5.1918 first trip AAMC 108, C4 first night trip San Francisco to Chicago Jul 2,
1924, C10a, C13 and a few private vending coil pairs, overall condition appears better than usual, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Small Collection of 1920’s Definitive Issues. Nice mint plate blocks and first day covers, with 573
plate number single, used block of eight and two used blocks of four, FDC’s: 551, 555, 557, 558, 589, 590, plate blocks:
551, 553, 559, 563, 564, 565, 571 and 575-77, nice quality items! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1890-1931. All neatly organized and in order by Scott number, with the
following plate blocks: 219, 264, 294, 295 (2), 314 (2), 320 (4), 323 (2), 324 (3), 329 (2), 331, 339, 340, 343 (2), 345, 346,
367 (2), 379, 383 (3), 384, 397 (2), 398, 406 (2), 408 (3), 409 (2), 425 (2), 463 from 5c error sheet, 425 Coil Stamps plate
block, 432 (2), 481 (15), 482 (10), 483, 511 (2), 525, 526, 529, 530, 531, 532, 534, 535, 543, 537 (2), 551 (3), 554 (2),
556, 559, 562, 565 (2), 566, 568, 569, 575, 576 (4), 577 (2), 582, 583, 585, 611 (2), 612, 615, 616, 620 (3), 622 (2), 623,
627 (3), 628 (2), 629 (3), many 2c red plate blocks, 660, 662, 670 (2), 676, 677, 692-700 (2) and 701. A few small faults
(mostly reinforced perf separations or other tiny flaws), o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$28,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., “Key Item” Plate Block Group, 1893-1929. Nice group of early plate blocks, with 236 NH plate block of
six, 325 plate block of four, 327 plate block of four, 329 plate block of six, 380 plate block of six, 432 plate block of six, 437
plate block of six, 512 plate block of six and C2 plate block of six, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, mostly Fine or
better. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Block and Plate Block Collection, 1917-1960’s. Six White Ace albums, with a mix of White Ace and
homemade pages, with two albums of better plate blocks, with 537, 548-50, 610-12, 614-16, 617-19, 620-21, 627, 628,
629, 630, 643-50, various other 2c red’s, 704-15, 740-49, 754-65, 785-94, 803-34 (only missing 18c), 859-93, 909-21,
plus $550 worth of face value postage, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,322+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Postage Due Collection, 1879-1925. Neatly organized on two black stock pages, filled with attractive
and fresh appearing singles, with J1-3, J5-6, J15-16, J18-21, J22-28, J29 used, J30 with PF certificate, J31-32, J34 with
PF certificate, J35-37, J37a with PF certificate, J38-44, J45-46, J48-50, J53, J55-57, J58 used, J60 and J61-68, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, some earlier stamps without gum or disturbed gum, occasional small faults, but
generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Official Multiples Group, 1873. Scarce group of multiples, O23 block of four, O72-74 blocks of four,
O77 block of four, O78 imprint block of eight, O79 block of four, O82 used block of eight, O93 block of six, O109 four
blocks of four, O110 block of four, occasional small faults, o.g. or without gum, some stamps never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Revenues, Extensive Collection and Stock, 1862-1970’s. On loose Scott Specialty album pages,
moderately filled and well represented from early first issue with some nice wines, narcotics, etc., with R13b, R14c,
R17c, R32a, R41a, R41c, R50a, R51c, R52b, R56a, R56b, R61a, R62a, R67a, R70a, R72c, R73c, R76c, R77c, R80c,
R82a, R83c, R86c, R87c, R89a, R90c, R94c, R98c, R100c, R101c, R103, R114 cut cancel, R116 cut cancel, R125,
R128 cut cancel, R138, R142 cut cancel, R146, R147 and R149, plus thousands of duplicates in a stockbook along with
a small box of revenues sorted by type and packed into glassines in small box, along with the collection, there is a stock
that seems to either be of better duplicates or as the base for an aspiring dealer to break into the bourse business, with
four dealer counter books filled with tear sheets containing used: R14c, R28c block of four, R29c pair, R32a, R38c block
of four, R41a, R41c (3), R50a, R51c (3), R61a, R64b (2), R66a (2), R72c, R75a, R76c, R77c, R83c, R80c, R83c (6),
R86c (4), R87c (6), R90c (4), R94c (2), R96c, R97c, R98c, R100c, R110 (2), R114 (2), R124, R136 pair, R143, R146,
RB5a, RB6a, RB10b, REA1 cut to shape, RF15, RK32 and mint: R172, R218, R220, RD18, RW1, RW2, RW4 (2), RW6
(3), RW7, RW9, RW10, RW11, RW12 (2), RW13, RW21, RW22, RW25, RW36, RW38, WS5 and finally there are some
loose groupings of glassines or dealer pages packed with stamps of the far back of the book that are often neglected
due to their unavailability in most dealer stocks, with 10 first issue revenues with extra horizontal, vertical or diagonal
perforations, 114 Match and Medicine, 266 Telegraph stamps, 190 State Revenues and well over 500+ New York Stock
Transfer tax stamps, five early photographs with first issue revenues and 80 bank check, receipt and other document,
mostly from the mid to late 1800’s, most of which are franked with revenue stamps, a great collection if you wish to
explore or expand the deep back of the book part of U.S. philately, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Revenues, Old Time Collection, 1862-1940. On old time Scott National pages, with occasional better
imperf and part perf first issues, strong perforate first issues with R2c, R14c, R76c, R77c, R79c, R83c, R86c, R87c,
R94c, R98c (2), R106, R108, R113, R114, R136, R138, R147 and a few better wine stamps. Some mixed condition, a
few cut cancels on second and third issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,600+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Revenues - Wines, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 56 different values from the Smithsonian Archive
(RE108//RE203), full panes of 50 or 100 as issued. Includes Scott #RE108-113, 115-128, 130-131, 133, 135-141,
144-147, 149, 151-154, 160 173-174, 180, 183-186, 188, 190-193, 195-196, 199-200, 203, without gum as issued,
incredibly fresh and choice selection of these popular issues having been hidden away for decades and only appearing
on the marketplace 10 years ago when they were sold at public auction; a wonderful opportunity to own a spectacular
group of these interesting Wine stamps, Very Fine, face value around $5997 alone, ex Smithsonian Archives. Scott
$30,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Federal “Ducks a Hunting”, 2 Volume Collection, 1934-2012 (RW1-RW79). In Fink Federal Duck
stamp albums, with many of the earlier Duck stamps with plate numbers, with RW1 NH, RW2 NH (selvage hinged),
RW3, RW4 NH, RW5 (2, 1 is NH), RW6 (2, 1 is NH), RW7, RW8 (2, 1 is NH), RW9 (3, 2 are NH), RW10 NH, RW11 (2, 1
is NH), RW12 (2, 1 is NH), RW13 (2, 1 is NH), RW14 (2, 1 is NH and PSE graded 90), RW15 (2, both NH), RW16 (2, both
NH), RW17, RW18 (2, 1 is NH), RW19 (2, 1 is NH), RW20 (2, 1 is NH), RW21, RW22, RW23 NH, RW24, RW25, RW26
NH, RW27 NH, RW28 NH, RW29 NH, RW30 NH, RW31, RW32 NH, RW33 NH, RW34 NH, RW35 (2, both NH), RW36
NH, RW37 NH, RW38 NH, RW39 NH, RW40 (3 all NH, 1 with Artist Remarque, 1 PSE graded 95), RW41 NH, RW42
NH, RW43 (3 NH), RW44, RW45 NH, RW46 NH, RW47 NH, RW48 NH, RW49 NH PSE graded 95 cert, RW50 NH,
RW51 NH, RW52 NH, RW53 NH, RW54 NH, RW55 NH, RW56 NH, RW57 NH, RW58 NH, RW59 NH, RW60 NH,
RW61 NH, RW62 NH, RW63 NH, RW64 NH with PSE graded 95 certificate, RW65 NH with PSE graded 90 certificate,
RW66 NH, RW67 NH PSE graded 95 certificate, RW68 NH, RW69 NH, RW70 NH, RW71 NH, RW72 NH, RW73 NH
PSE graded 95 certificate, RW74 NH, RW75 NH, RW76, RW77 NH, RW78 NH and RW79 NH lock and load as this one
will fly, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Fine and better. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Christmas Seals, Remarkable Collection. Residing in two albums and a binder, with #WX1, WX2,
WX3a, WX5 overprinted “New Hampshire”, 1914 essay, #WX22, WX8 progressive proof, Christmas seals tied to
postcards (33), imperforate blocks, a collection of mint singles and many full sheets, even some worldwide seals; a
bountiful collection with many surprises, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)
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U.S., Massive Neatly Organized, Valuable Stock, 1846-1915. Neatly arranged in box on stock cards and in
glassines, a remarkable group of mostly premium material, a few of the almost endless highlights include unused 10X1,
seven used #1s many 4 margin, numerous 1851’s 1¢ to 12¢ used and unused unchecked for types including many
quality stamps including multiples and better cancels, dozens of 1857’s also unchecked with many better, included are
unused #37 and #39, exciting group of 1861s unused used and with fancy cancels, amazing accumulation of grills
mostly used and nominally identified including high values multiples and fancy cancels, large group of 1869’s mint and
used values to 30¢ represented, massive group of banknotes which need to be rechecked for grills shades and types
but which includes high values, multiples exciting cancels and fantastic stamps in abundance, starting with the
American Banknotes unused stamps begin to predominate with numerous useful examples, small banknotes include
many excellent examples including some never hinged and well centered, Columbians show large quantities mint
(including NH) and used up to the 50¢ value with many premium stamps and substantial value, first bureau’s well
represented with mint to 5¢ and used to 50¢, second bureau’s many mint to 15¢ used with large quantities to 50¢ and a
few $1 of both types with many attractive examples, nice array of 279-284 mint and used including NH and interesting
cancels, Trans-Mississippi in quantity to 10¢ mint including NH and used, excellent group of Pan-Americans including
many NH with an outstanding 8¢ block of 4, 1902-03 regulars contain mint to 50¢ in various quantities and used to $2
with quality examples throughout, 314, 319 and 320 well represented including blocks of each, quantities of Louisiana
and Jamestown present, diverse and valuable selection of Washington Franklins with many premium items such as
blocks coils etc, finally a nice group of Panama Pacific issues with mint lower values (including NH and blocks) nice
used high values, noted #341 used block of six, tremendous accumulation, huge value, some mixed condition and
average centering, vast quantities of sound, attractive and useful material, pleasant surprises abound, with some work
resale should be many multiples of our conservative estimate and one should keep an eye out for stamps that may well
be worth grading; mixed quality and faults as one would expect from this intact old-time holding, V.G. to very fine,
ex-Fink. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Massive Old Time Accumulation, 1847-1950’s. On old album pages and old time stock pages, that
appear to have been put together many decades ago, which adds up to substantial value when you add up the
substantial duplication of many of the better stamps here, with mint: 24, 38, 63, 67, 71, 72, 73 (3), 76, 90, 116, 133, 162,
165, 166, 179, 205 (4), 214, 227 (2), 228, 230 (6), 231 (35 and 2 broken hats), 232 (6), 233 (6), 234 (4), 235 (4), 236 (2),
237 (2), 242, 243, 253 (12), 255 (2), 260, 268, 270 (4), 273, 280 (2), 281 (4), 284, 287 (2), 288, 289 (2), 290, 291, 294 (4),
295 (4), 296 (3), 297 (3), 298 (2), 299 (3), 300 (9), 301 (4), 302, 303 (3), 304 (4), 305, 306, 307 (2), 308, 310, 328 (18),
332 (15), 337, 340, 368, 370 (2), 373, 374-81, 406 (14), 414, 432, 470, 515 (2), 518, 537 (24), 571, 630, 658-79, two
stock pages of Confederate States issues, with 8, 6/7 (15), 11/12 (32 mint), 13 (2), 14 and used: 1 (4), 2, 7, 14, 17 (2), 22
(3), 23, 28, 32 (2), 33 (3), 36 (5), 36B (3), 37 (3), 38, 63 (9), 68 (6), 69 (5), 70b? 71 (9), 72 (9), 73 (13), 75 (3), 76 (8), 77 (6),
70/78 (16), 85E, 87 (4), 91, 92, 93 (3), 96 (3), 97 (5), 98 (2), 100, 112 (4), 113 (11), 114 (11), 115 (12), 116 (6), 117 (12),
118, 119 (3), 120 (3), 121 (3), 135 (2), 138, 148 (20), 149 (4), 151 (11), 152 (6), 153 (4), 160 (4), 162 (6), 163 (2), 165 (5),
166, 190 (7), 191 (2), 208, 214 (4), 216 with Yokohama, Japan cancel, 217 (7), 218, 228 (8), 229 (6), 238 (2), 239 (2),
240, 275 (5), 276, 276A (2), 285-291, 311 (3), C13 on postcard, Confederate States 6/7 (2), 11/12 (4), group of 24
Newspaper Facsimiles, and more, Condition and centering are mixed, watermarks were unchecked, but most are
correctly identified, some of the above mint classics above are suspect and should be factored into your bid price
accordingly, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S., Massive 2¢ Red to 3¢ Purple Wholesale Accumulation, 1922-1943 (606//908). Each sorted into
large envelope containing 1,000-2,000 stamps, with 606 (2950), 634 (4000), 649 (1000), 653 (1000), 683 (1000), 688
(1000), 690 (2200), 704 (2600), 707 (1200), 716 (1000), 717 (1500), 727 (1000), 728 (1000), 729 (1100), 732 (1500),
736 (4000), 737 (4000), 738 (3000), 739 (2200), 740 (1000), 754 (1000), 772 (3300), 773 (4000), 774 (5000), 775
(1000), 776 (5000), 777 (4000), 782 (1000), 783 (5000), 784 (7000), 785 (2000), 787 (2000), 788 (2000), 790 (3000),
791 (2500), 792 (1000), 794 (1000), 795 (2000), 796 (3000), 798 (3000), 799 (3000), 800 (2000), 804 (1500), 805
(1500), 806 (1000), 807 (3000), 835 (3000), 836 (5000), 837 (3300), 838 (1000), 852 (4000), 853 (4000), 854 (3000),
855 (5000), 856 (3000), 857 (4000), 875 (1000), 881 (1000), 894 (3000), 895 (3000), 897 (3000), 898 (2200), 899
(3000), 900 (3600), 901 (5600), 903 (2000), 904 (3000), 907 (7500) and 908 (4500). Face Value $5,100+, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 76 lbs. Scott $74,500 ++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Massive Accumulation of Commemorative Issues, 2¢ Red to Farleys, 1927-1934 (643//749). In
eight sheet file folders, sorted by Scott number, containing: 643 (28 plate blocks, 2 complete sheets, 1069 singles in
larger blocks), 644 (4 plate blocks, 5 complete sheets, 60 singles in larger blocks), 645 (4 plate blocks, 2 complete
sheets, 330 singles in larger blocks), 646 (4 complete sheets, 608 singles in larger blocks), 647 (3 complete sheets, 94
singles in larger blocks), 648 (3 complete sheets), 649 (8 plate blocks, 6 complete sheets, 291 singles in larger blocks),
650 (13 plate blocks, 188 singles in larger blocks), 651 (24 plate blocks, 695 singles in larger blocks), 653 (6 complete
sheets, 640 singles in larger blocks), 654 (2 plate blocks, 5 complete sheets, 171 singles in larger blocks), 655 (1
complete sheet), 657 (6 plate blocks, 5 complete sheets, 396 singles in larger blocks), 680 (3 plate blocks, 1 complete
sheet, 339 singles in larger blocks), 681 (1 plate block, 4 complete sheets, 44 singles in larger blocks), 682 (2 plate
blocks, 1 complete sheet, 300 singles in larger blocks), 683 (3 plate blocks, 2 complete sheets, 323 singles in larger
blocks), 684 (4 plate blocks, 373 singles in larger blocks), 688 (1 plate block, 2 complete sheets, 214 singles in larger
blocks), 689 (3 plate blocks, 2 complete sheets, 101 singles in larger blocks), 690 (8 plate blocks, 6 complete sheets,
447 singles in larger blocks), 702 (488 singles in larger blocks), 703 (12 plate blocks, 48 complete sheets), 716 (5 plate
blocks, 13 complete sheets, 532 singles in larger blocks), 717 (2 plate blocks, 17 complete sheets, 330 singles in larger
blocks), 718 (2 plate blocks, 3 complete sheets, 352 singles in larger blocks), 719 (1 plate block, 3 complete sheets, 288
singles in larger blocks), 720 (1 plate block, 3 complete sheets, 114 singles in larger blocks), 724 (2 plate blocks, 6
complete sheets, 238 singles in larger blocks), 725 (1 plate block, 6 complete sheets, 108 singles in larger blocks), 726
(791 singles in larger blocks), 727 (1600 singles in larger blocks), 728 (1234 singles in larger blocks), 729 (956 singles in
larger blocks), 732 (914 singles in larger blocks), 733 (1237 singles in larger blocks), 734 (630 singles in larger blocks),
736 (1338 singles in larger blocks), 737 (2649 singles in larger blocks), 738 (1429 singles in larger blocks), 739 (1153
singles in larger blocks), 740 (16 plate blocks, 6 complete sheets, 608 singles in larger blocks), 741 (2 plate blocks, 10
complete sheets, 707 singles in larger blocks), 742 (1 plate block, 7 complete sheets, 194 singles in larger blocks), 743
(1 plate block, 12 complete sheets, 30 singles in larger blocks), 744 (8 complete sheets, 19 singles in larger blocks), 745
(5 complete sheets), 746 (1 plate block, 5 complete sheets), 747 (4 complete sheets), 748 (1 plate block, 3 complete
sheets, 44 singles in larger blocks), 749 (4 complete sheets). Some of the sheets and plate blocks have little faults like
creases or perf separations, but even if we calculated everything as singles, the Scott value is still well over $43,000 and
the face value is a little over $1,060, so this might make a great lot for you grading enthusiasts or sheet sellers. Mostly
fresh and mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs. Scott
$48,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Massive Accumulation, 1851-1998. In four stock books that appear to be a stock from the duplicates
that were accumulated over many years sorted into dealer stock format, inside you will find, mint: 230 block of four, 233
(2), 237, 239, 270, 274, 294-99, 298 (2), 324-26, 328-30, 397-99, 537 block of four, 550 (2), 572, 614-16 (7 sets), 620 (6
sets), 646-48 (10 sets), 740-49 (3 sets of plate blocks), 650 (2 plate blocks), 715 plate block, 803-34 (2 sets), 839-51
pairs, 839-51 line pairs, 859-93 (8 sets), 1030-53, C1-6, C1-2, C5, C7-9 plate blocks, C10 plate block, C10a (3 panes
and front cover), C18 (3), C46 (4 plate blocks), E1, E6, E12, F1, J3 (2), O57, O59, O91-93, O91-93, QE1-4 (NH, 2 sets),
RW1, RW3 (2), RW4, RW5, RW7, RW8, RW9 (3), RW10-13, RW15 (2), RW19, RW22, RW23 (2), RW24, RW26,
RW31-33, RW35, RW36 (2), RW37 (3), RW38 (4), plus $1172.50 worth of face value in modern $5-$15 (1972-1998)
Federal Duck stamps and used: 7, 9, 10, 25 (5), 25A, 63 (10), 68 (5), 71 (2), 73 (12), 76 (4), 77, 90, 92 (2), 100, 112 (3),
113 (5), 114 (17), 115 (7), 116 (5), 117 (3), 119 (2), 135, 135A, 149 (4), 151 (3), 160 (2), 163, 190 (2), 210-18, 238 (4),
239 (3), 240, 264-75 (2 short sets), 275 (3), 285-91, 294-99 (3 sets), 300-11 (2 short sets), 323-27 (2 sets), 832b, C1-6
(2 sets), C18, RW4 and RW6. Condition and centering are both mixed, with some of the classics a bit on the rough side,
occasional items misidentified among some of the more difficult classics, some useful items among the more modern
items with nice items from the 1930’s and 40’s and well as a very useful section of duck stamps, plenty of value for the
knowledgeable dealer who can quickly break down such a stock for individual resale, generally F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. Scott $58,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Accumulation of Better Mint and Used Issues, 1851-1930’s. Each in vintage auction lot cards of
yesteryear from Simmy’s Stamp Co. or Kukstis Auctions, plus a few large stock pages filled with better issues that will
break down well into smaller units for retail sale, with used: 9 (2), 15, 17 (4), 22, 30A, 32, 67, 68 (2), 69, 70, 70d with PF
cert, 71 (2), 72 (2), 75, 76, 77 (2), 78, 86, 87, 89, 112, 113 (2), 115 (3), 116 (3), 117 (4), 119 (4), 120 (2), 121 (4), 163, 191,
208, 217, 239, 276, 278, 292, 404, C1-3 (2 sets), C18 and mint: 209, 217 block of four, 220, 279-84, 298, 301-7, 309,
367-68, 370-73, 407, 658-68, C1-6 set of blocks of four, C1, C1 block of four, C3, O11, E5, K14 (2), K18, RVB1-2 and
Confederate States 8 corner margin block of four. Some mixed condition, plenty of sound and premium stamps
scattered about with little duplication, a great lot for retail breakdown or to fill in some missing spots of your collection,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Superior Unpicked Old-time Used Wholesale Accumulation, 1851-1913. A better than average
quanity group of several hundred different 19th and early 20th century used stamps housed in glassines containing
thousands of better United States issues. Beginning with Scott 11 (35) and also including: 26 (40), 65 (213), 114 (41), 94
(65), 140 (20), 88 (14), 156 (300), 157 (22), 159 (10), 178 (25), 179 (32), 182 (50), 185 (29), 187 (3), 205 (120), 209 (80),
211 (28), 214 (2), 215 (25), 216 (58), 220A (10), 235 (14), 236 (40), 237 (50), 28 (50), 221 (68), 222 (50), 223 (40), 225
(30), 226 (50), 227 (2), 232 (25), 233 (50), 234 (50), 249 (120), 251 (20, 253 (10), 254 (20), 258 (20), 268 (40), 269 (40),
270 (30), 271 (25), 272 (50), 273 (30), 274 (18), 280 (50), 282 (25), 282c (20), 283 (20), 284 (40), 285 (90), 280 (80), 287
(6), 288 (9), 289 (4), 290 (4), 294 (30), 296 (9), 297 (10), 298 (9), 299 (25), 302 (80), 304 (80), 303 (80), 305 (30), 306
(60), 307 (50), 308 (27), 308 (27), 309 (47), 323 (20), 324 (70), 325 (3), 326 (6), 328 (25), 329 (25), 330 (4), 367 (20), 370
(30), 372 (20), 399 (20). A diverse group with a nice section of commemoratives, reasonable quantities with many well
over the count number when a “plus” is noted up to 50% more, which was not counted in the Scott value. Condition is as
usual a bit mixed but still and overall attractive group with many F-VF, Scott $28,000++, Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Large Accumulation of Better Commemorative Sheets and Large Multiples, 1923-1926
(610//629). Filling up a sheet file folder, with 610 (full sheet of 100, large block of 99 with missing side selvage and half
sheet of 50), 614 (complete sheet of 50), 615 (complete sheet of 50 and large block of 36 with missing straight edge
stamps), 616 (complete sheet with portion of top left stamp missing and large vertical crease across 12 stamps), 617 (3
complete sheets), 618 (2 complete sheets, 6 plate blocks), 619 (large blocks of 35 and 15 which were once part of one
sheet of 50), 620 (4 complete sheets of 100, one of which is missing some selvage at bottom), 621 (1 complete sheet of
100, 1 large block of 96 which is only missing top right four stamps, large plate block of 20 from top of sheet), 627 (2
complete sheets of 50 and 26 singles in larger blocks with plate numbers), 628 (complete sheet of 50, large block of 36
missing straight edge stamps, large plate block of 20) and 629 (complete sheet and large block of 81 missing all straight
edge copies). Occasional perf separations and small faults, but the majority of single stamps are sound, fresh and never
hinged. This would be a great lot for breakdown to find better well centered singles, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $17,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Mostly Classic Accumulation, Mostly from 1851-1990’s. Mostly used on 16 large stock pages, with
a small dealer counter book filled with small tear pages and group of small stock cards crammed with modern high
denomination issues from the 1980’s to 1990’s, with better items that include (used): 7 (2), 9 (7), 24 (12), 63 (23), 68
(13), 70 (2), 71 (2), 73 (29), 76 (4), 77 (7), 78 (3), 87 (6), 92, 93 (4), 96, 98 (4), 112 (2), 113 (4), 114 (28), 116 (2), 117 (2),
148 (13), 149 (2), 151 (7), 152 (7), 153 (3), 160, 162 (4), 163 (2), 165 (4), 166, 208 (11), 214 (4), 217, 218, 228 (2), 229,
404, Q11 and Q12. Condition is mixed, as you typically expect of these classic issues, plenty of better stamps with
higher Scott value that add up to high total value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Large Group of Washington / Franklin Large Multiples, 1910-1918. With several large imperforate
or perf 11 issues, with strong cumulative Scott value when you add everything up, with 383 large top arrow block of 80,
408 corner margin plate block of 42, 481 (276 stamps in large multiples containing three massive plate blocks), 499 with
plate number and small preperforating perf fold in corner selvage, 503 (200 stamps, mostly in very large blocks, a
couple with plate numbers, one with plate block) and 530 plate block of 20, some perf separations for the larger
perforated blocks and occasional gum disturbances, but the vast majority of the stamps are sound with plenty of value,
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Large Booklet Pane and Coil Amalgamation, from 1910’s to early 1970’s. 1519 misperf by about
20% right coil roll of 100, 1519a partial coil roll of 97 (Scott $35 per pair), four dealer counter books filled with better
panes from 1910’s-1960’s including C10a three panes and a complete booklet, plus packs of coil rolls, booklets and
panes from late 1960’s to early 1970’s containing $1,816 worth of face value postage, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Fancy Cancel Accumulation, 1851-1890. Well over 500 stamps on various stock or approval pages,
with good selection of stamps, many of which have fancy cancels, with 3c 1851 issue with 33 mixed 10’s and 11’s, 65
(51 with various numerals, paids, all, U.S., geometrics, etc.), 73 (91 with many geometric cancels, including red paint
cancel), 2c Banknote (46 with stars, numerals, geometrics), 3c Banknote (150+ with letters, numbers, stars, color
cancels, etc.), 10c Banknote (79), 210 (42, with stars, letter duplex cancels, geogetrics, etc.), 220 (55 with stars,
geometics, etc.), usual mixed centering and condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plate Block and Plate Number Multiple Accumulation, 1893-1938. Each in glassine or on old time
auction card, with 234 plate number strip of three, 236 plate number strip of three, 286 plate number pair, 287 (2 plate
number pairs), 288 (2 plate number pairs and 1 corner margin pair with plate number), 644 (4 full sheets), plate blocks:
506, 590 (2), 648, 655, 692-94, 696-98, 740-49 (2 sets), 756-65 (2 sets), 771 (2), 832 and C10, some hinged plate
blocks, a few minor gum issues or perf separations, but most appear sound and fresh, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Accumulation of Late 19th and Early 20th Century Issues. Large group of mint and used singles
sorted into a large stack of glassines, most stamps are roughly sorted, with some better stamps scattered about with
used: 23, 71 slight misperf, 73, 209 with star in circle cancel, three Match and Medicine issues and mint: 10X2 (2
reprints), 63, 236 (2), 238, 250, 250 block of four, 252 block of four, 323 (2), 324 (2), 325 (2), 431-32, 550 (3), 617-19 (6
sets) and C10a. Condition is mixed as usual. While we tried to find some of the more interesting stamps for the above
list, there were too many stamps to sort effectively, so there is a good chance to find some more treasures floating about
here, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Accumulation of Modern Used High Value, 1970’s-2010’s. With soaked items on group of black
stock pages, plus group of higher denomination stamps still on piece, all used via the USPS mail system, so difficult to
keep in stock as there aren’t large hoarders of these, where is Haig when you need him? generally F.-V.F. Scott
approximately $5,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Burgeoning Accumulation, 1873-1913. Several small collections of back of the
book stamps (mostly officials, with newspapers and parcel post), on loose album pages and stock pages, with mint:
JQ1-5, Q1-11, QE1-4, O1, O3 (3), O5-9, O11-13, O15-20, O20, O21, O22 (2), O23, O24, O25-28, O31, O34, O35,
O38-40, O42, O47-56, O58, O59-67, O59 (2), O61, O62 (2), O63, O66, O67, O71, O75, O78 (2), O79, O87-93, O88,
O90, O91 (2), O92, O95, O96-102, O96, O101, O106-7 (2), O109-11, O112 with Pinchot cert, O113, O114 block of nine
and large plate block of 12, O114-20 (2 sets), O119, O121-26 (2), PR2-3, PR6, PR8, PR11, PR13, PR15-16, PR18,
PR57-59, PR61 and used: O2 (2), O4, O10, O12-14, O14, O24, O25, O29, O30 (2), O32, O44-45, O47-56, O61,
O64-65, O67, O80 (2), O93, O111-13 and PR19-20. Mixed condition, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$52,295 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Accumulation, Mostly 1911-1959 (Q1//RE4). Large accumulation of better mint
large multiples and sheets filling up several sheet file folders, with J67 used block of 100, J68 sheet, J69 plate block of
100, J69 (complete sheet horizontally separated at center), J79-83 sheets, J85 sheet, PN1-10 complete sheets, Q1
(304 singles, 4 plate blocks, 2 sheets), Q3 no gum (72 singles, 3 plate blocks), Q4 no gum (1 sheet), Q5 no gum (1
sheet), Q9 (30 used stamps in block), QE1 (15 singles, 3 sheets), QE2 (15 singles, 2 sheets), QE3 (15 singles, 2
sheets), QE4 (1 sheet), O124 (1 sheet), O126 plate number strip of 10), PS4 (1 sheet), S1 (1 sheet), S2 (1 sheet), S3 (2
sheets), S4 (2 sheets), S5 (1 sheet), WS7 (3 sheets), WS8 (3 sheets), WS9 (3 sheets), WS10 (3 sheets), WS11 (1 plate
block, 4 sheets), a few Canal Zone sheets, a couple mint sheet files of Christmas Seals and Cinderellas and a mint
sheet file filled with complete used sheets. Occasional perf separations and small faults, but the majority of single
stamps are sound with many fresh never hinged items. This would be a great lot for breakdown to find better well
centered singles, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs. Scott $42,500 ++.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Accumulation of Better from Airmail to Revenue Issues, 1862-1990. Messy
assortment with many stamps crammed into glassines (sorted by issue in quantity of many issues) along with a small
mini collection and a group of revenue documents, all of which seems to be the basis of an inventory or project lot, as
you browse through, you will note, mint: C10a, E1P4, K17-18, O2, O29, O31 (2), O32, O33, O35, O36 (3), O37, O40,
O41 (2), O42 (2), O44, O84, O87 (2), O90, O120, Q2-Q9, Q11, RI1-13, RO2P3, RO28P3, group of 5 Wells Fargo, 50
Pound Express Frank stamps and used: C1-6, C18, C46 matched plate blocks, E1-12 (2 sets), K1-3, K5, K10, O3, O4
(2), O5 (2), O24 (3), O25, O26, O28 (3), O30 (4), O32, O35 (2), O36 (2), O37, O38 (3), O39, O40, O41 (5), O42 (2), O43,
O44 (4), O45, O93, O107, Q1-12 (enough stamps to make 11 sets and many duplicates of most values), a half dozen
album pages of cut squares, group of 50+ different first issue revenue stamps up to $5, plus scattering of seven more
album pages of various revenue issues, wholesale group of R727 (x100 with manuscript cancels, Scott $475),
wholesale group of R729 (x50 with cut cancels, Scott $525), a couple indenture documents paid with 1960’s
documentary stamps, RY6 single, RY6 on Sub Machine Gun firearm tax paid transfer and registration document, RY8
and small group of Match and Medicine stamps, some usual condition issues, sure to be good cumulative Scott value
for decent Ebay or retail sales, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, High Value Accumulation, 1873-1919. Each stamp carefully identified in small
plastic envelope, with strong sections of Shanghai overprints, Newspaper stamps and Official stamps, with highlights,
mint: K1 (3), K2 (2), K3 (2), K4 (2), K5 (2), K6, K7 (2), K8 (2), K9 (2), K10 (2), K11, K12 (2), K13, K14, K15, O3-O7, O9,
O11-14, O16 (4), O22, O25, O29, O32, O41, O42, O47, O48 (2), O48 block of four, O49 (2), O50 (2), O51-53, O56 (2),
O62, O64, O65, O76 (2), O77 (2), O78 (4), O79, O80 (2), O81, O84, O85 (2), O87 (2), O90 (3), O91 (3), O92 (2), O93 (2),
PR9 (2), PR10 (2), PR11, PR12 (2), PR13, PR15, PR16, PR17, PR57, PR58, PR59 (2), PR61, PR62 (2), PR64, PR66,
PR67, PR68, PR69, PR114-25, PR125, PS15, PC16, used: K1, K2, K5, K6, K11, O2, O4, O24, O25, O26, O28 (2),
O29, O30, O31, O33, O35, O39, O44, O45, O57, O61, O62, O63, O65, O66 (2), PR13, PR16, PR70, PR121, PR123,
80+ mint and used locals (some reprints), centering and condition are mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Revenues, Resplendent Old Time Accumulation, 1862-1940’s. In glassines, album pages and
ancient stockbook, filled with many first issues, several in larger multiples of first to third issue revenues, stockbook
contains many hundreds of first issue revenues filling the pages of the stockbook, organized by issue neatly organized
row after row of the same Scott number filling the pages in the old style Scott numbering system sorted by first, second,
third, fourth, fifth, etc. issue and not by our current numbering system that splits issues between the various R, RB, RC,
RD, etc. revenue categories, with half of the stockbook filled with first to third issues, followed by Proprietary and
Battleship issues, documentary, proprietary numeral issues, ending with Narcotic (Scott unlisted) Cigarette issues,
State Revenues, various other revenue issues and two stockpages of Telegraph stamps, condition is a little rough in
areas with occasional items missing pieces, along with some really nice stamps that will be a welcome addition to a
revenue specialists collection, generally F.-V.F. Scott $32,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 7,500
U.S., Revenues, a Riveting Old Time Accumulation, 1862-1940’s. In glassines, dealer tear pages, small
approval cards, etc., with imperf first issues up to $20, perforated first issues up to $50, better second issues, RC18 strip
of four, RD312, RG13, RG14, RG15, RG98 mint, RG19 used, RI complete, R159-60 used, a few Federal ducks, Motor
Vehicles, great treasure hunt lot for a specialist looking for interesting cancels or varieties, some faults, many generally
F.-V.F. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., A Flock of Federal Duck Stamps, 1934-1999. Small group of duck stamps, with several stamps in
quantity of many stamps, with RW1-6, RW1, RW2 (3), RW4, RW5 (3), RW6, RW7, RW8 (3), RW9, RW10, RW11 (2),
RW11-27, RW12, RW13 (2), RW14, RW15 (2), RW16, RW17, RW18 (2), RW19, RW34, RW35, RW36 (2), RW37 plate
block, RW38 plate block, RW1-51 used and $1060 face value of Federal Duck stamps, Condition is mixed among
earlier issues, modern stamps all appear mostly sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Duck Stamps, Large Mint and Used Accumulation, 1934-1998. Loosely arranged in various
glassines and stock pages, with 10 small black approval cards, tightly packed with row after row with multiple ducks in
year order, mostly used, with occasional no gum stamps thrown in for a good chance to quickly run up the value, along
with full stock page, packed with stamps from 1930’s to 1980’s and a group of better mint o.g. (many of which are NH)
individually sorted into glassines, with RW6, RW10, RW11, RW12 (2), RW13, RW14, RW15, RW19 (2), RW20 (2),
RW21, RW22 (2), RW23, RW24 (2), RW25 (2), RW26 (2), RW27, RW28 (2), RW29, RW31 (2), RW33, RW35, RW36
(2), RW37 (3), RW38-RW46, plus $160 face value of modern ducks from late 1980’s and 1990’s, some mixed condition,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
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U.S., 1919, 3¢ Violet, Rotary Press Coil Waste, Perf 11 X 10, Large Wholesale Group (541), a total of 346
stamps in various sized multiples. With block of 86, block of 68, block of 55, 8 blocks of 8, block of 12, 10 pairs, strip of 6,
strip of 7, 4 blocks of 4 and 2 blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged; several perf separations and occasional tiny flaws such as
inclusions, etc., mostly V.G.-Fine. Scott $34,600.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 1922-1931, Fourth Bureau Definative Issue Wholesale Group (551//694). Massive holding of many
large multiples with large blocks, sheets, plate blocks, centerline blocks, center cross gutter blocks, etc., with the types
of the 1922 flat plate issue and proceeding to the imperforate issues, perf 10 issues and perf 11x10.5 issues, with: 551
(169 stamps in large blocks), 552 (74 stamps in large blocks which also contains three plate blocks, 1 complete sheet of
100), 553 (block of 99 and complete sheet of 100), 554 (block of 100), 576 (100 stamps in large blocks, centerline block
of 36), 581 (165 stamps in large blocks), 582 (complete sheet of 100), 631 (72 stamps in large blocks, plate block of 24, 5
gutter blocks of 16, 6 large gutter blocks of 64, large gutter block of 62), 632 (4 complete sheets which have been
separated, one of separation tears 10 stamps in half), 633 (complete sheet of 100, plate block of 20), 634 (9 complete
electric eye sheets of 100, long ear variety, several electric eye plate blocks), 635 (87 stamps in large blocks, 3 complete
sheets of 100), 636 (complete sheet, missing some selvage, partial sheet which is missing one stamp and three plate
blocks of 20), 637 (block of 100, missing plate number), 639 (2 complete sheets, one with gutter snipe at top), 641
(complete sheet of 100), 653 (200+ stamps in large blocks, 2 complete sheets of 100) and 694 (large separated plate
block of 100), occasional faults, including many perf separations and occasional missing selvage on the sheets, most
singles are sound, a great lot for the specialist looking for that shade or variety or for that grading enthusiast looking for
that perfectly centered single, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1926, White Plains souvenir sheets, 23 in all (630). 16 souvenir sheets never hinged, 7 souvenir
sheets previously hinged, some of which are only hinged in selvage, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged; a few small
faults, such as one with light toning, some perf separations, a couple with selvage tears, etc., plenty of sound and
attractive sheets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $9,925.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 1929, Kans.-Nebr., Wholesale Stock (658//679). Large stock, forming nearly complete Kans. and
Nebr. overprint sets, consisting of: 658 (329 singles), 659 (17 singles), 660 (136 singles), 661 (38 singles), 662 (21
singles), 663 (21 singles, 1 plate block), 664 (60 singles), 666 (6 singles), 667 (143 singles, 1 plate block), 669 (1 sheet,
273 singles, 1 plate block), 670 (2 sheets, 244 singles), 671 (1 sheet, 74 singles), 672 (49 singles), 673 (2 singles), 674
(13 singles), 675 (66 singles), 676 (40 singles), 678 (11 singles) and 679 (4 singles), nearly all stamps are sound and
fresh, o.g., mostly never hinged / a little minor hinging on 669 and 670 sheets; 669 sheet with toning spots on three
stamps, 670 sheet with slight corner crease on top left stamp, V.G.-Fine. Scott $28,600+. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., 1932, Washington Bicentennial, Massive Accumulation (704-715). In mint sheet file, filled with mint
sheets along with some loose scrap, a count reveals the following quantities: 704 (9 sheets, 574 singles, 3 plate blocks),
705 (2 sheets), 706 (3 sheets), 707 (3 sheets, 341 singles, 3 plate blocks) 708 (3 sheets), 709 (3 sheets, 25 singles), 710
(2 sheets), 711 (2 sheets), 712 (2 sheets, 30 singles), 713 (1 sheet), 714 (2 sheets) and 715 (1 sheet). Very fresh, mostly
never hinged and mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,800+. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 1933-1934, Farley Souvenir Sheets, Massive Accumulation (730-731, 735, 750-51, 769-70). In
small envelopes sorted into each Scott number, containing: 730 (158), 731 (307), 735 (125), 750 (105), 751 (60), 769
(12) and 770 (18), there are a partial sheets and gutter between multiples that will boost up the catalog value, many of
the souvenir sheets are either no gum or o.g. (as they were originally issued) with the catalog value for hinged, but there
are also some never hinged souvenir sheets that will also boost the value, mostly fresh and mostly sound, o.g. or without
gum, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. Scott $13,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1936-37, Army-Navy (785-794), complete sheets of 50. In two sheet file folders, sorted by Scott
number, containing the following mint sheets (singles are calculated in Scott and face value, but are not in sheet count):
785 (27), 786 (34), 787 (17), 788 (16), 789 (17), 790 (27), 791 (34), 792 (26), 793 (16) and 794 (15). The face value is a
little over $320. This might make a great lot for you grading enthusiasts or sheet sellers. Mostly fresh and stamps are
mostly sound, some missing selvage or perf separations on sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
centering. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs. Scott $5,100 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1938, Presidentials (803-834). In two sheet file folders, sorted by Scott number, containing: 803-34 (2
lightly hinged sets of singles), 803 (26 sheets), 804 (10 sheets), 805 (22 sheets), 806 (20 sheets), 807 (16 sheets), 808
(5 sheets), 809 (5 sheets), 810 (2 sheets), 811 (1 sheet), 813 (1 sheet), 814 (1 sheet), 815 (1 sheet), 816 (1 sheet) and
820 (7 sheets). The face value is a little over $335. Mostly fresh and mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, singles are
lightly hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,750+.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1940, Famous Americans, Massive Dealer Stock. Containing singles, blocks and plate blocks, each
organized into individual glassines (mostly by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were
conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 859 (900 singles and
45 plate blocks), 860 (900 singles and 50 plate blocks), 861 (600 singles and 50 plate blocks), 862 (700 singles and 15
plate blocks), 863 (700 singles and 8 plate blocks), 864 (900 singles and 25 plate blocks), 865 (700 singles and 50 plate
blocks), 866 (700 singles and 38 plate blocks), 867 (600 singles and 25 plate blocks), 868 (400 singles and 10 plate
blocks), 869 (500 singles and 35 plate blocks), 870 (700 singles and 38 plate blocks), 871 (600 singles and 50 plate
blocks), 872 (500 singles and 24 plate blocks), 873 (200 singles and 25 plate blocks), 874 (800 singles and 75 plate
blocks), 875 (700 singles and 60 plate blocks), 876 (800 singles and 90 plate blocks), 877 (500 singles and 20 plate
blocks), 878 (500 singles and 16 plate blocks), 879 (700 singles and 60 plate blocks), 880 (800 singles and 75 plate
blocks), 881 (700 singles and 100 plate blocks), 882 (500 singles and 25 plate blocks), 883 (1000 singles and 18 plate
blocks), 884 (700 singles and 60 plate blocks), 885 (700 singles and 60 plate blocks), 886 (600 singles and 100 plate
blocks), 887 (100 singles), 888 (350 singles and 25 plate blocks), 889 (500 singles and 50 plate blocks), 890 (500
singles and 75 plate blocks), 891 (500 singles and 50 plate blocks), 892 (500 singles and 20 plate blocks) and 893 (1000
singles and 14 plate blocks)., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock. Scott $29,300.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1940, Famous Americans (859-893), complete sheets. In a banker’s box filled with plastic sheets filed
with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the following mint sheets, plus some left over scrap
singles which are not counted: 859 (21), 860 (22), 861 (16), 862 (7), 863 (6), 864 (27), 865 (27), 866 (22), 867 (10), 868
(6), 869 (20), 870 (17), 871 (15), 872 (9), 873 (5), 874 (20), 875 (30), 876 (16), 877 (10), 878 (6), 879 (25), 880 (17), 881
(12), 882 (5), 883 (5), 884 (17), 885 (18), 886 (13), 887 (4), 888 (4), 889 (10), 890 (11), 891 (15), 892 (3) and 893 (5), plus
three full sets of plate blocks. The face value is $969. Stamps are fresh and mostly sound, occasional missing selvage
or perf separations on sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs. Scott
$18,750+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Airmail, 1928, 5¢ Beacon, Plate Number Block Bonanza, 1000 Plates Mint NH (C11), plate block of
6. Incredible holding of various numbers, positions, combinations and layouts, all unchecked for the newly listed
“special paper”, a treasure-trove to pick from, a great positional holding to either use as a basis to start collecting all the
positons, fill in those that you might not have, or for resale, we haven’t seen a hoard like this in decades, o.g., never
hinged; perf separations as one would expect, but overall Post Office Fresh!, typical centering very good to very fine,
mainly fine to very fine, ex-Dick Hall. Scott $57,500 ++.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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U.S., Airmail, 1928, 5¢ Beacon, Plate Number Block Tsunami, over 1500 Plates (C11), plate block of 6.
Impossible holding of various numbers, positions, combinations and layouts, all unchecked for the newly listed “special
paper”, these were improperly stored in Grand Cayman and with disturbed gum and/or some with staining, many affixed
to each other (two plates of 6 looking like a strip of 12) easily separated. the owner already soaked and pressed some
number we guess around 500 and gave up, the others waiting for you, the bath and a rubber ducky, apply work liberally
and reap the rewards, typical centering for the issue vg to vf, ex-Dick Hall. Scott $63,750 + + as og.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Airmail, 1941-44, Transport Issue, Massive Accumulation (C25-C31). In mint sheet file, filled with
mint sheets along with some loose scrap, a count of sheets reveals the following quantities: C25 (36), C26 (32), C27 (8),
C28 (3), C29 (4), C30 (4) and C31 (4 and a half sheet containing a plate block), very fresh, mostly never hinged and
mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,900+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postage Due, 1895, 5¢ and 30¢ Deep Claret, D.L. Watermark (J41, J43). Large wholesale group,
with several well centered singles and many large multiples that make this lot interesting, with J41 many singles and
several very large multiples, J43 block of four, block of eight, strip of six and two strips of four. Several small faults,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Dealers Stocks
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U.S., Massive Early 20th Century Dealer Stock, 1909-1934. Containing singles, blocks and plate blocks,
many of which are never hinged, but counted in the catalog value as previously hinged singles, each organized into
individual glassines (many by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively
estimated in the inventory below, in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 368 (16), 422 (1), 445 (1 pair), 446 (1
pair), 456 (1), 462 (8), 470 (2), 471 (3), 473 (2), 547 (1), 548 (250 singles, 22 plate blocks), 549 (250), 550 (58), 551
(1050), 552 (35 plate blocks), 554 (100), 555 (30), 556 (5), 557 (60), 558 (7), 559 (83), 560 (7), 561 (12), 562 (12), 563
(225 singles, 2 plate blocks), 564 (50), 565 (50), 566 (37), 567 (11), 568 (25), 570 (11), 571 (17), 572 (21), 576 (150),
583 (36), 584 (24), 588 (16), 589 (18), 590 (14), 591 (22), 598 (200), 599 (100), 599A (1), 600 (50), 601 (50), 603 (300),
611 (150), 614 (200 singles, 11 plate blocks), 615 (150 singles, 10 plate blocks), 616 (100), 617 (48 singles, 4 plate
blocks), 618 (50 singles, 1 plate block), 619 (132), 620 (50), 621 (58 singles, 1 plate block), 622 (100), 623 (100), 627
(350), 628 (159 singles, 5 plate blocks), 629 (100), 632 (25), 633 (50), 634 (600), 636 (50), 637 (50 singles, 14 plate
blocks), 638 (60 singles, 5 plate blocks), 639 (20 singles, 8 plate blocks), 640 (16 singles, 8 plate blocks), 641 (100
singles, 12 plate blocks), 642 (60 singles, 10 plate blocks), 643 (100), 644 (150 singles, 4 plate blocks), 645 (1200
singles, 6 plate blocks), 646 (160 singles, 2 plate blocks), 647 (50), 648 (27), 649 (500 singles, 9 plate blocks), 650 (100
singles, 6 plate blocks), 651 (600 singles, 9 plate blocks), 653 (15 plate blocks), 654 (1500 singles, 9 plate blocks), 655
(100), 656 (148), 657 (2300 singles, 11 plate blocks), 659 (1 plate block), 680 (250 singles, 7 plate blocks), 681 (350
singles, 5 plate blocks), 682 (8 plate blocks), 683 (250 singles, 2 plate blocks), 684 (50 singles, 17 plate blocks), 685 (50
singles, 8 plate blocks), 686 (50), 687 (25), 682 (150), 688 (300 singles, 3 plate blocks), 689 (350 singles, 3 plate
blocks), 690 (300 singles, 4 plate blocks), 692 (4 plate blocks), 693 (6 plate blocks), 694 (25), 695 (30 singles, 2 plate
blocks), 696 (4 plate blocks), 697 (2 plate blocks), 698 (6 plate blocks), 701 (1 plate blocks), 702 (300 singles, 7 plate
blocks), 703 (600 singles, 14 plate blocks), 704 (800 singles, 5 plate blocks), 705 (1050 singles, 9 plate blocks), 706
(200 singles, 1 plate blocks), 707 (400 singles, 19 plate blocks), 708 (250 singles, 3 plate blocks), 709 (250 singles, 12
plate blocks), 710 (300 singles, 3 plate blocks), 711 (150 singles, 2 plate blocks), 712 (350 singles, 7 plate blocks), 713
(150 singles, 1 plate blocks), 714 (125), 715 (350), 716 (1000 singles, 11 plate blocks), 717 (700 singles, 18 plate
blocks), 718 (350 singles, 22 plate blocks), 719 (1000 singles, 12 plate blocks), 720 (150 singles, 21 plate blocks), 721
(100), 722 (50), 723 (50), 724 (100 singles, 2 plate blocks), 725 (700 singles, 2 plate blocks), 726 (2 plate blocks), 727
(600), 728 (250), 729 (350), 730a (50), 731a (50), 732 (500), 733 (250), 734 (250), 736 (350), 737 (900), 738 (600), 739
(500), 740 (20), 741 (400), 742 (400), 743 (150), 745 (100), 747 (100), 748 (50), 749 (125), 752 (200), 753 (200), 754
(300), 755 (500), 756-65 (50 sets), 756 (300), 757 (200), 758 (300), 759 (200), 760 (200), 761 (150), 762 (100), 763
(150), 764 (100), 765 (150), 768 (50), 769 (100), 770 (100) and 771 (750). Condition mixed among earlier issues, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, earlier issues are mostly previously hinged, a few earlier stamps without gum, generally F.-V.F.,
from William Langs stock. Scott $91,000 ++.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
HH/H
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U.S., Massive 1938 Presidential Dealer Stock. Containing singles and plate blocks, each organized into
individual glassines (mostly by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively
estimated in the inventory below, in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 803 (500 singles and 112 plate
blocks), 804 (1100 singles and 150 plate blocks), 805 (600 singles and 200 plate blocks), 806 (500 singles and 200
plate blocks), 807 (700 singles and 300 plate blocks), 808 (700 singles and 300 plate blocks), 809 (1200 singles and 50
plate blocks), 810 (200 singles and 100 plate blocks), 811 (400 singles and 50 plate blocks), 812 (200 singles and 75
plate blocks), 813 (200 singles and 75 plate blocks), 814 (200 singles and 75 plate blocks), 815 (200 singles and 100
plate blocks), 816 (300 singles and 50 plate blocks), 817 (300 singles and 125 plate blocks), 818 (2400 singles and 25
plate blocks), 819 (600 singles and 125 plate blocks), 820 (200 singles and 125 plate blocks), 821 (150 singles and 23
plate blocks), 822 (600 singles and 50 plate blocks), 823 (1600 singles), 824 (300 singles and 50 plate blocks), 825 (100
singles and 125 plate blocks), 826 (600 singles and 20 plate blocks), 827 (600 singles), 828 (1300 singles and 20 plate
blocks), 829 (100 singles and 125 plate blocks), 830 (1400 singles and 150 plate blocks), 831 (1200 singles and 125
plate blocks), 832 (500 singles and 12 plate blocks), 833 (262 singles and 4 plate blocks), 834 (14 singles and 2 plate
blocks), 839 (150), 840 (150), 841 (50), 842 (350), 843 (25), 844 (50), 845 (25), 846 (25), 847 (75), 848 (200), 849 (150),
850 (100), 851 (75)., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock. Scott $54,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Valuable, Retired Dealer’s “I’ll get to it later” Holding. Fascinating and widely diverse holding of
items removed from dozens of collections over the years by a well-seasoned veteran; everything is keenly presented on
38 6" x 9" stockcards, with approximately 1100 mint or used items present; within this strong assemblage we note many
“better” individual stamps, plus extensive Revenues and used Ducks, lovely Possessions with especially nice
Philippines, plus Canal Zone, Hawaii (including several reference items), along with Test stamps, varieties, imperforate
coils, items of cancellation interest, cut squares, unusual multiples, Confederate States, precancels, and much more;
available for viewing in its entirety on our website, bulk generally F.-V.F., a lovely holding. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Mint 20th Century Issues, 1912-1990’s. With each stamp carefully sorted and put
into individual glassine by issue many years ago, with good selection of early Washington / Franklin issues, good 1920’s
definatives, early 1920’s to 30’s commemoratives, Kans. Nebr. issues, Farlies with a small selection of gutter and line
pairs, decent Prexies, some imperf and misperf coil pairs from the 1960’s-70’s, etc., many stamps are never hinged and
fresh singles, notable items include: 412 pairs, 416 (2), 422, 433, 434 (3), 437, 439, 443 pair, 446 pair, 473 (2), 475, 483
block of four, 484 (2 blocks of four), 493 pair, 494 (4 pairs), 514 (8), 516 (4), 517 (4), 532 block of four, 534 block of four,
534A block of four, 535 (2 blocks of four), 537 (54), 540 (9), 550 (10), 558 (4 NH), 560 (7), 562 (5), 566 (2), 570 (5), 571,
572 (2), 573, 591, 599A (2), 611 centerline block, 619 (17), 621 (5), 622 (19), 623 (5), 628 (14), 661 (12), 662 (6), 663 (5),
664 (2), 665 (2), 666 (3), 667, 668 (4), 672 (2), 673 (4), 674 (8), 675 (3), 676 (2), 667 (5), 679, 704-15 (15 sets), 740-49
(10 sets), 756-65, 771 complete set of matched arrow and centerline blocks, 834 (2), 1053 (10) and Recalled Legend of
the West pane (with two normal panes), decent amount of sound stamps along with a glassine envelope filled with many
higher Scott value stamps (both mint and used) that are damaged, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Dealer Stock Balance, 1862-1981. Containing singles, blocks and plate blocks, each organized into
individual glassines, with strong sections of JQ, QE, postal insurance booklets, thousands of mostly first issues
revenues each sorted by Scott number into individual glassines, approximately 150-200 dealer cards of stationary cut
squares, a small section of possessions with some sections of Spanish American War overprints and 1920’s Canal
Zone overprints of U.S. stamps and miscellenous other loose stamps, with the following highlights: F1 (2), FA1 (200),
K2, O5 used, O7, O16, O19, O30, O59, O82, O88 (2), O91 (5), O92 (4), O93, O100, O118, O119 (2), nice officials used
to mail postal savings (with many never hinged stamps): O121 (140), O122 (34), O123 (2), O124 (270+), O125 (14),
O126 (160+), Q1 (14), Q2 (10), Q3 (15), Q4 (9), Q5 (12), Q6 (4), Q8 (2), Q9 (6), Q10 (6 used), Q11 (1 mint, 3 used), Q12
(4 used), JQ1 (10), JQ3 (5), QE1 (700), QE2 (800), QE3 (400), QE4/QE4a (23), QI2 (approximately 50 booklets), QI4
(350+ booklets), QI5 (approximately 100 booklets), group of test stamps, cut squares with early Nesbitt reprints, several
2c Jackson U.S. post issues, some 1874 Plimpton issues up to 30c U207, U337 (2), U338, U339, U341, U343 and some
airmail and official cut squares, Canal Zone J1 (18) and J2 (12). Typical mixed condition and centering, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Dealer’s Stock, Red Box Blight, 19th & 20th Century. Two red “102" dealer stock boxes with many
hundreds of issues all cataloged and priced for sale; 87 ($200), 439 ($220), 386 ($280), 385 ($100), 191 ($325), 165
($130), 309 ($200), 756-765 ($114), 208 ($110), 302 ($225), 238 ($200); strong in Back of Book and state revenues,
overal combined high catalog and resale value, worth a look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Dealer Stock of Used, 20th Century. In about 20 drawers, neatly organized by number in glassines,
#551/3403 plus airmails, special delivery, dues, etc., has to be at least 50,000 stamps, unchecked for varieties, cancels,
premium quality for grading, etc., old time holding (nothe the old wooden cabinets), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Back-of-the-Book Dealer’s Stock, 1869-1939. In four six dealer counter books, with small tear pages
packed with better stamps, with mint: C1 (1 single and 2 top arrow blocks), C2 (4 singles and block of four), C3 (1 single
and 2 blocks of four), C4 (1 single and 2 blocks of four), C5 (5 singles and 1 block of four), C6 (1 single and 1 block of
four), C7 (29), C8 (33), C9 (26), C10 (18), C11 (11), C12 (26), C13 (2), C14 (1), C18 (40), C21 (8), C22 (19), C24 (25),
E2 (4), E3 (2), E6 (2), E7 (4), E11 (4), E12 (2), F1, J1, J4, J18, O2SD, O10SD (5), O10SxD (2), O11SD (2), O15SD,
O25SD (3), O26SD (2), O35SD (4), O36SD (2), O47SD (3), O57SD (6), O58SD (3), O60SD, O72SD (2), O83SD (2), Q1
(18), Q2 (4), Q3 (9), Q4 (3), Q5 (3), Q6 (4), Q7 (3), Q9 (5), Q10, Q11 (2), Q12 (2), JQ1 (7), JQ2 (3), JQ3 (6), JQ4 (2), JQ5
(4), QE4 (8), 112-E4c, 113-E3e (2 shades), several early classic india and card proofs, 71SB, 77SB, 211SD,
J15SD-J21SD, stock book with several minor perf shift or color shifts, used: C14 (2), C18, E1 (2), E2 (3), E3 (5), E7 (3),
J6, J7, J20, J21, J27 (3) and J28. Condition and centering are mixed, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Airmail, Massive Dealer Stock, 1918-1960. Containing singles, blocks and plate blocks, some of
which are never hinged, but counted in the catalog value as previously hinged singles, each organized into individual
glassines (mostly by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the
inventory below, in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: C1 (4 mint, 3 used), C2 (2 mint, 6 used), C3 (4 mint, 4
used), C4 (8 mint, 2 used), C5 (5 mint, 1 used), C6 (7 mint, 2 used), C7 (700), C8 (600 singles, 1 plate block), C9 (500),
C10 (400), C10a (11), C11 (400), C12 (100), C16 (100 singles, 22 plate blocks), C17 (200 singles, 8 plate blocks), C18
(44), C19 (200 singles, 100 plate blocks), C20 (500 singles, 79 plate blocks), C21 (300 singles, 16 plate blocks), C22
(400 singles, 38 plate blocks), C23 (800), C24 (100), C25 (400), C25a (28), C26 (300 singles, 100 plate blocks), C27
(200 singles, 73 plate blocks), C28 (100 singles, 74 plate blocks), C29 (200 singles, 59 plate blocks), C30 (200 singles,
31 plate blocks), C31 (50 singles, 25 plate blocks), C51a (100), C60a (50), CE1 (100 singles, 96 plate blocks), CE2 (700
singles, 38 plate blocks), BKC2 (2), BKC3 (3), BKC4 (9), BKC5 (2), BKC6 (7), BKC7 (2), BKC8 (5), BKC10 (5), BKC11
(4) and BKC19 (13). Condition mixed among earlier issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, earlier issues are mostly
previously hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock. Scott $47,400+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Airmail, Massive Wholesale Dealer Stock, 1926-1939 (C7-C24, CE1-CE2). In large blocks and
sheets filling several sheet file folders, for the sake of simplicity, we broke down the catalog value into singles and plate
blocks, but you should be aware, most of the singles are actually in larger blocks, most stamps are never hinged,
especially in the earlier issues, many great items for dealers to break down or for specialists to fill in some of those
difficult plate numbers, stock consists of: C7 (78 singles, 3 plate blocks), C8 (218 singles, 11 plate blocks), C9 (119
singles, 10 plate blocks), C10 (81 singles, 3 plate blocks), C11 (344 singles, 3 plate blocks), C12 (58 singles, 1 plate
block), C16 (46 singles, 1 plate block), C17 (3 sheets, 45 singles), C18 (12 singles, 2 plate blocks), C19 (36 singles, 1
plate block), C20 (32 sheets, 51 plate blocks with disturbed o.g.), C21 (48 singles, 5 plate blocks, 6 plate blocks with
hinged or disturbed o.g.), C22 (2 sheets, 38 singles, 2 plate blocks, 1 hinged plate blocks), C23 (2 sheets, 33 singles, 20
plate blocks of 4 or 6, 23 plate blocks of 10), C24 (12 sheets, 20 plate blocks), CE1 (1 sheet) and CE2 (13 sheets (types 1
and 2), 5000 singles and 8 plate blocks), the vast majority of the stamps are sound with plenty of very well centered
singles floating about, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Special Delivery, Massive Dealer Stock, 1885-1971. Containing singles and blocks, each counted in
the catalog value as previously hinged, organized into individual glassines (many by 100), plus some strays that haven’t
filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in old Library card drawers. Inventory
consists of: E1 (2), E2 (6), E3 (5), E5 (5), E6 (6), E7 (2), E8 (3), E9 (2), E11 (10), E12 (26), E13 (40), E14 (300), E15
(200), E16 (300), E17 (1000), E18 (500), E19 (900), E20 (500), E21 (1100), E22 (600) and E23 (800). Condition mixed
among earlier issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, earlier issues previously hinged or without gum, generally F.-V.F., from
William Langs stock. Scott $18,600+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S., Postage Due, Massive Dealer Stock, 1879-1985. Containing singles, blocks and plate blocks, many
of which are never hinged, but counted in the catalog value as previously hinged singles, each organized into individual
glassines, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below. Mint inventory consisting of: J1 (13), J2 (3), J3
(5), J6 (2), J7 (1), J15 (19), J16 (5), J17 (4), J18 (3), J19 (1), J20 (2), J21 (2), J22 (91), J23 (27), J24 (8), J25 (24), J26 (1),
J27 (2), J31 (3), J38 (5 plate number strips of 3), J39 (5), J40 (23), J41 (4), J42 (1), J45 (46), J46 (28), J48 (5), J52 (5),
J53 (2), J61 (50+), J63 (30), J64 (15), J65 (7), J68 (100), J69 (77), J77 (167), J78 (2), J80 (100), J81 (100), J82 (100),
J83 (100), J84 (100), J85 (36), J86 (28), J88 (500), J89 (1000), J90 (500), J91 (500), J92 (500), J93 (500), J94 (500),
J95 (200), J96 (200), J97 (800), J98 (200), J99 (200), J100 (200), J101 (50), J102 (300), J103 (300) and J104 (100).
Condition mixed among earlier issues, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, earlier stamps are mostly previously
hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock. Scott $42,000 ++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Official Mail, Massive Dealer Stock, 1983-2007. Containing more than $13,500 worth of face value
in mint official mail stamps, in singles, blocks and small coil strips, each organized into individual glassines (mostly by
100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in
old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: O127 (3900), O128 (4000), O129 (4300), O130 (1950), O131 (2800),
O132 (1580), O133 (1190), O135 (4100), O138 (3000), O139 (200), O140 (2000), O141 (900), O143 (2100), O144
(400), O145 (1000), O146 (1300), O146A (400), O147 (1000), O148 (700), O151 (50), O152 (400), O153 (50), O154
(500), O155 (200), O157 (200), O159 (600), O160 (446), O161 (74), O162 (230), and 23 coil rolls of 100., o.g., mostly
never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Savings Stamps, Massive Dealer Stock, 1911-1961. Containing singles, booklet panes and plate
blocks, many of which are never hinged, but counted in the catalog value as previously hinged, each organized into
individual glassines, consisting of: PS1 (14), PS7 (125), PS8 (130), PS9 (6), PS11 (150), PS11b (3), PS12 (130),
PS12b (6), PS13 (105), PS14 (119), PS15 (14), S1 (150), S1a (1), S2 (14), S3 (6), S4 (5), S7 (274), WS1 (4), WS7 (84),
WS7b (6), WS8 (124), WS9 (43), WS10 (13), WS11 (1), WS12 (270) and WS13 (38)., o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock. Scott approximately $11,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., 32¢-Forever Face Value Accumulation, 1995-2014 (2949//4857), complete sheets and multiples. In
one bankers box and two extra large banker’s boxes with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott
number, containing the following mint sheets (unless noted otherwise), plus some left over scrap singles which are not
counted: 2949 (1 booklet pane), 2957 (3), 2961-65 (97), 2969-73 (152 panes), 2975 (140), 2976-79 (53), 2980 (4), 2981
(26 sheet, 45 half sheet), 2983-92 (172), 2998 (41), 3000 (1), 3002 (4), 3013 (13), 3019-23 (2), 3025-29 (45 booklet
panes), 3031 (34), 3032 (2 sheets, 20 plate blocks of 25), 3051 (5 booklet panes), 3060 (28), 3061-64 (70), 3065 (3),
3066 (25), 3067 (19), 3069 (98), 3070 (1), 3072-76 (119), 3077 (1), 3083-86 (85), 3087 (9), 3088 (9), 3089 (16), 3090
(71), 3096-99 (83), 3100-03 (120), 3104 (1), 3105 (1), 3106 (16), 3118 (1), 3119 (75), 3123 (1), 3126-29 (4), 3130-31
(6), 3137 (64), 3139 (4), 3139-40 (13), 3143-46 (7), 3147-50 (4), 3151 (23), 3153 (2.5), 3154-57 (91), 3158-65 (29),
3166 (21), 3174 (3), 3175 (6), 3177 (4), 3179 (34), 3180 (24), 3181 (19), 3182 (56), 3183 (9), 3184 (98), 3185 (14), 3186
(12), 3187 (4), 3188 (35), 3189 (23), 3190 (96), 3191 (11), 3192 (1), 3199-3202 (2), 3205 (3), 3211 (11), 3212-15 (1),
3216-19 (2), 3220 (9), 3221 (3), 3226 (13), 3227 (18), 3230-34 (2), 3235 (14), 3236 (40), 3237 (1), 3243 (1), 3244 (3),
3257 (10), 3259 (12), 3260 (1), 3261 (2), 3273 (1), 3274 (1), 3275 (1), 3276 (2), 3278 (6), 3286 (11), 3293 (24), 3294-97
(11), 3306-07 (1), 3309 (2), 3316 (3), 3325-28 (29), 3329 (1), 3330 (2), 3331 (1), 3332 (3), 3339-44 (47), 3345-50 (45),
3352 (1), 3354 (9), 3356-58 (1), 3368 (5), 3369 (5), 3371 (5), 3372-77 (3), 3378 (18), 3390 (2), 3397 (7), 3398 (9),
3414-17 (46), 3420 (21), 3422 (5), 3422 (22), 3427 (9), 3427A (1), 3428 (1), 3433 (1), 3434 (1), 3439 (28), 3444 (10),
3448 (8), 3467 (2), 3468 (1), 3471 (1), 3471A (3), 3483 (2 booklet panes), 3492 (2 booklet panes), 3498 (2 booklet
panes), 3502 (130), 3503 (10), 3504 (11), 3505 (26), 3508 (2), 3528-31 (1), 3532 (8), 3533 (2), 3534 (12), 3535 (24),
3547 (2), 3548 (6), 3549 (1), 3556 (6), 3559 (10), 3613 (2), 3616 (3), 3617 (10), 3617 (13 booklet panes), 3621 (2), 3623
(2 booklet panes), 3638-41 (10), 3649 (1), 3650 (15), 3651 (6), 3652 (11), 3653-56 (1), 3657 (2), 3658 (1), 3660 (2),
3661-64 (4), 3672 (2), 3680 (9), 3695 (1), 3748 (7), 3749 (17), 3754 (10), 3771 (1), 3773 (1), 3776-80 (3), 3782 (1), 3786
(32), 3803 (19), 3804-07 (1 booklet panes), 3812 (1), 3819 (1), 3829 (12), 3831 (2), 3833 (8), 3835 (1), 3839 (1),
3840-43 (3), 3862 (1), 3863 (3), 3870 (4), 3871 (6), 3873 (34), 3877 (1), 3878 (2), 3880 (5), 3882 (2), 3898 (1), 3900-03
(28 booklet panes), 3904 (1), 3905 (1), 3926-29 (45), 3935 (1), 3936 (14), 3937 (103), 3938 (1), 3939 (2), 3943 (9), 3944
(27), 3945-48 (5), 3949-52 (15), 3953-56 (19 booklet panes), 3961 (5), 3975 (3 booklet panes), 3969 (21 booklet
panes), 3987 (3), 3997 (16), 3998-97 (7), 4000 (1.5), 4001 (7), 4001 (10 booklet panes), 4008-12 (18 booklet panes),
4018 (10 Stamps), 4020 (7), 4021-24 (5), 4030 (1), 4032 (5), 4080-83 (8), 4084 (1), 4085-88 (7), 4089-98 (17), 4098 (2),
4099 (2), 4117 (4), 4118 (7), 4119 (5), 4122 (2), 4129 (1), 4130 (7 booklet panes), 4130 (25), 4137(1), 4138 (7), 4142
(19), 4151 (6), 4152 (2), 4153-56 (7 booklet panes), 4157 (200 Stamps), 4160-63 (21), 4164 (2), 4165 (1 booklet
panes), 4176-85 (4 booklet panes), 4196 (1), 4202 (1), 4205 (10), 4206 (12 booklet panes), 4207-10 (10), 4219 (1),
4228-31 (37 strips of 5), 4253-57 (190 Stamps), 4264 (1), 4271 (4), 4272 (2), 4333 (36), 4336-40 (5), 4341 (5), 4342-5
(8), 4346 (3), 4347 (5 booklet panes), 4349 (2), 4353-57 (7), 4368-71 (18 booklet panes), 4372 (2), 4373 (4), 4374 (1),
4380-83 (4), 4384 (14), 4386 (2), 4388 (2), 4390 (2), 4396 (5 booklet panes), 4397-98 (5), 4404-05 (2 booklet panes),
4408 (1), 4409-13 (11), 4415 (7), 4417-20 (8), 4422 (19), 4425 (1), 4428b (10 booklet panes), 4433 (6), 4434 (2),
4440-43 (18), 4444 (17), 4445 (6), 4446-49 (8), 4450 (1), 4451-60 (10),4461 (29), 4463 (6), 4464 (1), 4465-66 (1),
4467-71 (18), 4472 (9), 4473 (3), 4475 (10), 4476 (6), 4477 (2), 4504 (5), 4584 (1), 4602 (1), 4727 (2) and 4857 (1). The
face value is $28,300+, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 99.4 lbs.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Gigantic Face Value Sheet Accumulation, 1950’s-2002. In 24 Lighthouse sheet albums, plus two
smaller sheet file folders and one Scott album, filled with over $23,000 worth of face value postage from 1c up to $3.85,
with much of the value in the 1990’s to 2002, some minor duplication (with some quantities from 1 to 10 of each sheet),
includes some booklets and most of the sheets are clean and fresh, o.g., mostly never hinged, overall Very Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 162.8 lbs.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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U.S., 6¢-29¢ Face Value Accumulation, 1968-1994 (1338//2876), complete sheets and multiples. In one
bankers box and two extra large banker’s boxes with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott
number, containing the following mint sheets (unless noted otherwise), plus some left over scrap singles which are not
counted: 1338 (16), 1338F (7), 1339 (5), 1340 (3), 1342 (1), 1343 (2), 1344 (40), 1345-54 (67 sheets, 300 plate blocks),
1355 (48), 1356 (34), 1357 (2), 1358 (56), 1359 (46), 1360 (27), 1361 (39), 1362 (5), 1363 (2), 1364 (37), 1365-68 (6),
1369 (67), 1370 (56), 1371 (48), 1372 (40), 1374 (13), 1375 (60), 1376-77 (45), 1380 (46), 1381 (1), 1382 (44), 1383
(21), 1384 (99), 1385 (33), 1386 (36), 1387-90 (32), 1391 (57), 1392 (36), 1393 (22), 1393D (30), 1394 (12), 1396 (3),
1397 (12), 1398 (4), 1399 (10), 1400 (1), 1405 (42), 1406 (29), 1407 (17), 1408 (39), 1409 (34), 1410-13 (37 sheets, 100
plate blocks of 10), 1415-18 (120), 1419 (1), 1420 (55), 1421-22 (42), 1423 (52), 1424 (74), 1425 (39), 1427-30 (61),
1433 (1), 1434-35 (2), 1436 (1), 1437 (11), 1448-51 (1), 1452 (19), 1454 (15 plate blocks of 20), 1455 (18), 1461 (54),
1462 (2), 1464-69 (29), 1476-79 (2), 1480-83 (7), 1500 (21), 1502 (3), 1503 (28 sheets, 17 plate blocks of 16), 1509 (5
sheets, 26 plate blocks of 20), 1547 (1), 1552 (2), 1562 (3), 1629-31 (2 sheets, 13 plate blocks of 12), 1633-82 (126),
1686-89 (62), 1691-94 (10), 1723-24 (1), 1732-33 (9), 1735 (18), 1758 (4), 1770 (46), 1774 (22), 1783-86 (139 plate
block of 20), 1805-10 (62), 1818 (2), 1820 (2), 1827-30 (59), 1894 (3), 1934 (17), 1946 (2), 1950 (16), 1951 (4),
1953-2002 (2), 2003 (5), 2032 (100), 2042 (2 sheets, 8 plate blocks of 20), 2047 (8), 2048-51 (54), 2072 (5), 2086 (1),
2093 (2), 2096 (36), 2098-2101 (1), 2102 (2), 2109 (11), 2111 (3), 2114 (4), 2154 (3), 2155-58 (1), 2216-19 (78),
2220-23 (2), 2246 (1), 2282 (3), 2286-2335 (6), 2337 (1), 2340 (1), 2351-54 (2), 2360 (2), 2370 (2), 2372-75 (1), 2379
(3), 2422-5 (1), 2433 (11), 2438 (67), 2440 (4), 2479 (5), 2480 (7), 2482 (3), 2501-05 (91 strips of 5), 2517 (6), 2530 (23
booklet panes), 2531 (2), 2532 (1), 2538 (2), 2539 (3), 2545-49 (145 strips of 5), 2558 (19), 2559 (64 sheets, 308 half
sheet), 2562-66 (168 strips of 5), 2568-72 (16 booklet panes), 2579 (1), 2587 (6), 2595-97 (3 booklet panes), 2617 (2),
2618 (1), 2620-23 (5), 2624 (5), 2642-46 (50 panes of 5), 2647-96 (4), 2697 (23 sheet, 74 half sheets), 2705-09 (83
booklet panes), 2721-37 (94), 2721 (61), 2723 (1), 2737b (35 booklet panes of 8), 2741-45 (20 booklet panes), 2750-53
(5), 2754 (1), 2760-64 (17 booklet panes), 2765 (32 sheet, 90 half sheet), 2771-74 (120), 2779-82 (109), 2783-84 (1),
2814a (5 booklet panes), 2829-33 (113 booklet panes), 2834-37 (84), 2838 (27 sheet, 85 half sheet), 2840 (35), 2841
(3), 2843-47 (58 strips of 5), 2849-53 (116), 2854-61 (3), 2867 (1), 2868 (1), 2869 (112), 2871 (3) and 2876 (28). The
face value is $24,900+, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 113.2 lbs.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Massive 3¢ Commemorative Face Value Wholesale Accumulation, 1944-1958. Each sorted into
large envelope containing 1,000-2,000 stamps, with 923 (2000), 924 (4000), 925 (1000), 927 (5000), 928 (1000), 929
(9000), 930 (11000), 931 (7000), 932 (9000), 933 (6000), 934 (5000), 936 (8000), 937 (5000), 939 (3000), 940 (1000),
941 (4000), 942 (5000), 943 (5000), 944 (5000), 945 (7000), 946 (5000), 947 (5000), 949 (5000), 950 (3000), 951
(5000), 952 (4000), 953 (4000), 954 (2000), 955 (2000), 956 (6000), 957 (4000), 958 (4000), 960 (4000), 961 (1000),
962 (3000), 963 (4000), 964 (3000), 965 (3000), 966 (4000), 967 (1000), 968 (2000), 969 (4000), 970 (4000), 971
(3000), 972 (2000), 973 (1000), 974 (3000), 975 (4000), 976 (2000), 977 (2000), 978 (2000), 979 (4000), 980 (2000),
981 (5000), 982 (4000), 983 (2000), 984 (4000), 985 (2000), 986 (4000), 987 (4000), 988 (4000), 989 (5000), 990
(1000), 991 (1000), 992 (2000), 993 (2000), 994 (4000), 995 (1000), 996 (2000), 997 (1000), 998 (1000), 999 (1000),
1000 (3000), 1001 (2000), 1002 (3000), 1003 (3000), 1004 (5000), 1005 (4000), 1006 (2000), 1007 (5000), 1008
(6000), 1009 (4000), 1010 (4000), 1011 (1000), 1012 (4000), 1013 (4000), 1014 (6000), 1015 (6000), 1016 (8000),
1017 (1000), 1018 (2000), 1019 (1000), 1020 (3000), 1021 (3000), 1022 (4000), 1023 (1000), 1024 (2000), 1025
(5000), 1026 (5000), 1027 (4000), 1028 (4000), 1029 (7000), 1060 (3000), 1061 (2000), 1062 (4000), 1063 (1000),
1064 (5000), 1065 (4000), 1066 (1000), 1067 (7000), 1068 (1000), 1070 (5000), 1071 (4000), 1073 (6000), 1074
(5000), 1076 (7000), 1078 (5000), 1079 (1000), 1080 (5000), 1081 (3000), 1082 (4000), 1083 (3000), 1084 (2000),
1085 (4000), 1086 (1000), 1087 (9000), 1088 (4000), 1089 (4000), 1090 (3000), 1091 (5000), 1092 (2000), 1093
(4000), 1095 (3000), 1097 (3000), 1098 (7000), 1099 (5000), 1104 (5000), 1105 (3000), 1106 (3000), 1107 (6000),
1108 (4000) and 1109 (4000). Face value $16,000, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 208 lbs.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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U.S., Airmail Face Value Accumulation, 1946-2006 (C32//C141), complete sheets. In an extra large
banker’s box filled with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the following
mint sheets, plus some left over scrap singles which are not counted: C32 (65), C33 (33), C34 (17), C35 (10), C36 (12),
C38 (62), C39 (26), C40 (10), C42 (52), C43 (48), C44 (61), C45 (47), C46 (2), C47 (60), C48 (20), C49 (41), C50 (22),
C51 (13), C53 (15), C54 (42), C55 (31), C56 (41), C57 (12), C58 (15), C59 (10), C60 (6), C62 (12), C63 (13), C64 (9),
C66 (17), C67 (5), C68 (26), C69 (67), C70 (18), C72 (1), C74 (33), C75 (5), C77 (13), C78 (8), C79 (26), C80 (15), C81
(21), C84 (39), C85 (65), C86 (54), C87 (11), C88 (14), C89 (9), C90 (7), C91-2 (14), C93-4 (16), C95-6 (11), C97 (28),
C98 (11), C99 (15), C100 (13), C101-4 (70), C105-8 (88), C109-12 (57), C113 (14), C114 (17), C115 (14), C116 (6),
C117 (9), C118 (8), C119 (5), C120 (16), C121 (3), C122-25 (38), C126 (92), C127 (5), C128 (6), C129 (6), C133 (3),
C134 (3), C135 (3), C136 (2), C137 (1), C138 (1) and C141 (1). The face value is $16,500+, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.6 lbs.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
U.S., Definitive Face Value Accumulation, 1954-1999 (1030//3045). In three bankers boxes with plastic
sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the following mint sheets (unless noted
otherwise), plus some left over scrap singles which are not counted: 1278 (56), 1279 (46), 1280 (35), 1281 (18), 1282
(48), 1283 (21), 1284 (15), 1285 (15), 1286 (7), 1286A (21), 1287 (37), 1288 (8), 1289 (2), 1290 (1), 1291 (1), 1292 (2),
1294 (1), 1294 (7 plate strip of 20), 1581 (25), 1582 (33), 1584 (30), 1585 (14), 1590 (12), 1599 (2 plate strip of 20), 1603
(15 plate strip of 20), 1604 (6 plate strip of 20), 1605 (6 plate strip of 20), 1606 (1 plate strip of 20), 1606 (1), 1608 (2),
1610 (4), 1611 (3), 1844 (23), 1845 (18), 1846 (8), 1847 (23), 1848 (12), 1849 (12), 1849 (18 plate strip of 20), 1850 (9),
1850 (23 plate strip of 20), 1851 (8), 1851 (1 plate strip of 20), 1852 (9), 1852 (38 plate strip of 20), 1853 (7), 1853 (22
plate strip of 20), 1854 (4), 1855 (18), 1855 (16 plate strip of 20), 1856 (3), 1856 (12 plate strip of 20), 1857 (8), 1857 (12
plate strip of 20), 1858 (8), 1858 (5 plate strip of 20), 1859 (6 plate strip of 20), 1860 (7), 1860 (2 plate strip of 20), 1861
(5), 1861 (3 plate strip of 20), 1862 (17), 1862 (32 plate strip of 20), 1863 (4), 1863 (16 plate strip of 20), 1864 (3), 1864
(24 plate strip of 20), 1865 (2), 1865 (1 plate strip of 20), 1866 (7), 1866 (3 plate strip of 20), 1867 (3), 1867 (20 plate strip
of 20), 1868 (4), 1868 (20 plate strip of 20), 1869 (4), 1869 (6 plate strip of 20), 1890 (3), 2168 (14), 2169 (25), 2170 (17),
2171 (15), 2172 (4), 2173 (16), 2175 (15), 2175 (14 plate strip of 20), 2176 (7), 2177 (13), 2177 (11 plate strip of 20),
2178 (3), 2179 (3), 2179 (4 plate strip of 20), 2180 (5), 2180 (4 plate strip of 20), 2181 (7), 2181 (9 plate strip of 20), 2182
(6), 2182 (1 plate strip of 20), 2183 (3), 2184 (4), 2185 (6), 2185 (5 plate strip of 20), 2186 (4), 2186 (6 plate strip of 20),
2187 (1), 2187 (11 plate strip of 20), 2188 (1 plate strip of 20), 2189 (3), 2189 (9 plate strip of 20), 2190 (2 plate strip of
20), 2191 (1), 2191 (1 plate strip of 20), 2192 (1), 2193 (1), 2878 (9), 2879 (4), 2885 (2), 2914 (6), 2919 (5 booklet
panes), 2933 (2 plate strip of 20), 2934 (2), 2934 (2 plate strip of 20), 2938 (1), 2938 (3 plate strip of 20), 2940 (4 plate
strip of 20), 2941 (2), 2942 (1), 2943 (1), 2943 (1 plate strip of 20) and the following groups of scrap and coil strips sorted
by the thousand in large envelopes, with 1030 (2000), 1031a (1000), 1032 (1000), 1033 (2000), 1034 (1000), 1035
(14000), 1036 (8400), 1054 (1000), 1054a (1000), 1057 (1000), 1299 (2000), 1304 (2000), 1520 (1000), 1613 (1000),
1614 (1000), 1615 (2000), 1615c (1000), 1813 (1000), 1897 (1000), 1897a (2000), 1898 (2000), 1898a (2000), 1900
(2000), 1900a (1000), 1901 (2000), 1903 (1000), 1904 (2000), 1905 (1000), 1906 (1000), 1908 (1000), 2123 (1000),
2129a (1000), 2133a (1000), 2125a (1000), 2126a (1000), 2128a (1000), 2130a (2000), 2134 (1000), 2225 (1000),
2226 (1000), 2252 (1000), 2254 (1000), 2255 (1000), 2256 (1000), 2261 (1000), 2280 (1000), 2451 (1000), 2452
(1000), 2602 (2000), 2603 (1000), 2905 (1000), 3045 (8000). Total face value is $14,400+, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F., excellent opportunity for the specialist as this holding is unchecked for the vast varieties with these
issues. Shipping charges apply - weight 52 lbs.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., Massive Booklet Face Value Hoard, 1960’s-2000’s. 3395 booklets with a total of $15,800 worth of
U.S.P.S. face value postage, with occasional premium booklets, including BK54, BK79, several better plate numbers of
BK137, some better plate numbers of BK142, a few makeshift vending booklets, several Holiday Greetings booklets
BK270 (6), BK276B (4), and more, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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U.S., 3¢ Commemorative Face Value Accumulation, 1945-1958 (929//1109), complete sheets. In three
large oversize banker’s boxes filled with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number,
containing the following mint sheets: 929 (80), 930 (64), 931 (49), 932 (82), 933 (82), 934 (6), 935 (6), 936 (55), 937 (35),
938 (57), 939 (71), 940 (39), 941 (78), 942 (103), 943 (90), 944 (17), 945 (70), 946 (85), 947 (32), 949 (19), 950 (73), 951
(63), 952 (67), 953 (57), 954 (61), 955 (55), 956 (69), 957 (98), 958 (100), 959 (77), 960 (82), 961 (45), 962 (79), 963
(77), 964 (9), 965 (79), 966 (29), 967 (74), 968 (74), 969 (90), 970 (84), 971 (55), 972 (55), 973 (43), 974 (58), 975 (83),
976 (113), 977 (53), 978 (46), 979 (49), 980 (47), 981 (30), 982 (25), 983 (53), 984 (21), 985 (77), 986 (87), 987 (98), 988
(65), 989 (34), 990 (61), 991 (111), 992 (95), 993 (59), 994 (102), 995 (17), 996 (60), 997 (54), 998 (54), 999 (53), 1000
(24), 1001 (63), 1002 (69), 1003 (89), 1004 (31), 1005 (31), 1006 (81), 1007 (8), 1008 (52), 1009 (92), 1010 (13), 1011
(53), 1012 (11), 1013 (65), 1014 (92), 1015 (91), 1016 (48), 1017 (9), 1018 (40), 1019 (53), 1020 (84), 1021 (89), 1022
(37), 1023 (42), 1024 (91), 1025 (91), 1026 (26), 1027 (89), 1028 (6), 1029 (78), 1060 (75), 1061 (65), 1062 (78), 1063
(71), 1064 (81), 1065 (55), 1066 (74), 1067 (99), 1068 (29), 1069 (51), 1070 (75), 1071 (63), 1072 (31), 1073 (15), 1074
(108), 1076 (22), 1077 (27), 1078 (70), 1079 (50), 1080 (60), 1081 (91), 1082 (80), 1083 (71), 1084 (54), 1085 (91),
1086 (25), 1087 (45), 1088 (70), 1089 (97), 1090 (83), 1091 (109), 1092 (42), 1093 (37), 1094 (35), 1095 (71), 1097
(84), 1098 (46), 1099 (84), 1100 (62), 1104 (30), 1105 (85), 1106 (83), 1107 (88), 1108 (81) and 1109 (18). The face
value is a little over $14,400+. Stamps are fresh and mostly sound, occasional missing selvage or perf separations on
sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 151 lbs.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Large Stock of Mostly Face Value Accumulation, 1860’s-2010’s. In 26 stockbooks, 1 Scott National
album and sheet file albums, mostly filled with sheets, plate blocks and singles, neatly organized by Scott number into
stock books with over $9,500 of face value postage (not counting Bulk, Precancelled, etc.) with the majority of the value
in the 1990’s-2010’s, plus occasional slightly better items scattered about, with four stockbooks of better items with the
following used: 69, 73, 77, 238, C5-6, K3, a stock page of mostly first issue revenue and two stock pages of precancels
and mint: 320 pair and 397-99, small stockbook of 1980’s coil plate number singles, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Massive 1¢-$5 Definitive and Coil Face Value Dealer Stock, 1965-2012. Containing more than
$7,675 worth of face value postage, in singles and small coil strips, each organized into individual glassines (mostly
by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below,
in old Library card drawers starting with Prominent American’s series and containing various Definitive and Coil stamps,
most precancel, bulk rate, presorted or nonprofit were not counted unless there was a clear denomination on the stamp,
quantities with a range of numbers (setenants) have the number of stamps and not number of sets included. Inventory
consists of: 1278 (1800), 1279 (1100), 1280 (1900), 1281 (1500), 1282 (1100), 1283 (1800), 1284 (700), 1285 (900),
1286 (600), 1286A (200), 1287 (500), 1288 (400), 1289 (400), 1290 (200), 1291 (100), 1292 (100), 1293 (50), 1294
(282), 1295 (8), 1297 (800), 1298 (400), 1299 (1000), 1303 (1100), 1304 (800), 1305e (200), 1305c (188), 1613 (900),
1614 (2000), 1615 (900), 1615C (900), 1616 (200), 1618 (600), 1619 (300), 1625 (100), 1811 (600), 1813 (750), 1818
(100), 1891 (500), 1895 (200), 1897 (300), 1897a (900), 1898 (300), 1898a (700), 1899 (700), 1900 (1200), 1901 (300),
1902 (1040), 1903 (900), 1904 (200), 1905 (700), 1906 (800), 1908 (100), 2005 (400), 2115 (900), 2123 (350), 2124
(1100), 2125 (900), 2125a (600), 2126 (200), 2126a (100), 2127 (700), 2127a (1250), 2127b (500), 2128 (1000), 2129
(650), 2130 (800), 2131 (800), 2130 (600), 2133 (600), 2134 (300), 2135 (300), 2136 (500), 2149 (400), 2149a (800),
2150 (750), 2150a (460), 2225 (100), 2228 (600), 2252 (1350), 2253 (600), 2254 (100), 2254 (1300), 2255 (650), 2256
(900), 2257 (100), 2258 (1050), 2259 (800), 2260 (600), 2261 (590), 2262 (900), 2263 (174), 2264 (1200), 2265 (1100),
2266 (900), 2279 (500), 2281 (250), 2452 (1050), 2453 (300), 2454 (1250), 2457 (1050), 2463 (200), 2464 (600), 2466
(100), 2523c (200), 2529 (100), 2602 (600), 2603 (200), 2604 (800), 2605 (540), 2606-7 (600), 2608 (200), 2609 (700),
2888 (200), 2890 (600), 2893 (300), 2897 (200), 2902 (1000), 2902b (350), 2903 (550), 2904 (2000), 2905 (450), 2906
(600), 2907 (600), 2908 (600), 2909 (400), 2910 (500), 2911 (900), 2912 (500), 2912b (750), 2912a (400), 2915a (200),
3044 (800), 3045 (500), 3054 (40), 3055 (200), 3132 (200), 3207 (1400), 3207a (500), 3208 (600), 3208a (1000), 3228
(1100), 3229 (900), 3265 (300), 3270 (500), 3271 (500), 3447 (900), 3520 (750), 3522 (300), 3769 (300), 3770 (200),
3775 (300), 3785 (400), 3792-801 (1400), 3829 (40), 3844-53 (500), 3874 (126), 3864-93 (900), 4157 (200), 4348
(100), 4495 (100), 4585-90 (60), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S., Massive Semi Postal and Airmail Face Value Dealer Stock, 1946-2009. Containing more than
$7,300 worth of face value postage, in singles and blocks, each organized into individual glassines (mostly by 100),
plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in old
Library card drawers, quantities with a range of numbers (setenants) have the number of stamps and not number of sets
included. Inventory consists of: B1 (95), B2 (93), B3 (48), B4 (6), C32 (1200), C33 (1000), C34 (1100), C35 (1400), C36
(100), C37 (500), C38 (1300), C39 (900), C40 (700), C41 (200), C42 (1100), C43 (500), C44 (600), C45 (700), C46
(200), C47 (900), C48 (800), C49 (600), C50 (900), C51 (1100), C51a (21), C52 (200), C53 (600), C54 (300), C55
(1100), C56 (400), C57 (400), C58 (700), C59 (1000), C60 (1400), C61 (200), C62 (700), C63 (300), C64 (1600), C65
(500), C66 (1000), C67 (1200), C68 (800), C69 (600), C70 (300), C71 (50), C72 (800), C73 (200), C74 (500), C75 (500),
C76 (1100), C77 (1000), C78 (900), C79 (700), C80 (1100), C81 (800), C82 (700), C83 (400), C84 (1000), C85 (100),
C86 (300), C87 (900), C88 (700), C89 (600), C90 (800), C91-92 (1200), C93-94 (800), C95-96 (200), C97 (200), C98
(50), C99 (25), C100 (25), C101-4 (150), C105-8 (200), C113 (100), C114 (100), C115 (400), C116 (300), C117 (400),
C118 (450), C119 (100), C120 (200), C121 (200), C122-25 (200), C126 (30), C127 (300), C128 (200), C129 (50), C130
(200), C131 (100), C132 (100), C133 (100), C134 (25), C135 (20), C136 (25), C137 (42), C138 (68), C139 (12), C140
(8), C141 (12), C142 (8), C143 (12), C144 (4), C145 (12), C146 (16) and C147 (8)., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., 4¢ Commemorative Face Value Accumulation, 1958-1962 (1110//1207), complete sheets. In a
banker’s box and extra large banker’s box filled with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott
number, containing the following mint sheets, plus some left over scrap singles which are not counted: 1110 (19), 1111
(11), 1112 (29), 1113 (87), 1114 (49), 1115 (34), 1116 (51), 1117 (18), 1118 (23), 1119 (6), 1120 (62), 1121 (21), 1122
(33), 1123 (41), 1124 (3), 1125 (20), 1126 (22), 1127 (16), 1128 (65), 1129 (4), 1130 (38), 1131 (49), 1132 (67), 1133
(35), 1134 (48), 1135 (43), 1136 (17), 1137 (19), 1138 (15), 1139 (57), 1140 (41), 1141 (32), 1142 (42), 1143 (34), 1144
(33), 1145 (7), 1146 (46), 1147 (14), 1148 (16), 1149 (17), 1150 (37), 1151 (16), 1152 (18), 1153 (42), 1154 (36), 1155
(21), 1156 (27), 1157 (48), 1158 (15), 1159 (15), 1160 (18), 1161 (39), 1162 (15), 1163 (47), 1164 (40), 1165 (11), 1166
(16), 1167 (24), 1168 (14), 1169 (17), 1170 (32), 1171 (30), 1172 (36), 1173 (47), 1174 (26), 1175 (9), 1176 (26), 1177
(16), 1178 (6), 1179 (30), 1180 (25), 1181 (11), 1182 (16), 1183 (44), 1184 (25), 1186 (24), 1187 (57), 1188 (7), 1189
(45), 1190 (56), 1191 (19), 1192 (20), 1193 (51), 1194 (3), 1195 (30), 1196 (22), 1197 (52), 1198 (49), 1199 (54), 1200
(57), 1201 (32), 1202 (27), 1203 (36), 1204 (34), 1205 (55), 1206 (29) and 1207 (72). The face value is $6,900+, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 68.4 lbs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 5¢ Commemorative Face Value Accumulation, 1963-1967 (1208//1337), complete sheets. In an
extra large banker’s box filled with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the
following mint sheets, plus some left over scrap singles which are not counted: 1208 (37), 1209 (30), 1213 (15), 1230
(39), 1231 (27), 1232 (31), 1233 (1), 1234 (23), 1235 (24), 1236 (1), 1237 (21), 1238 (67), 1239 (48), 1240 (20), 1241
(31), 1242 (50), 1243 (50), 1244 (34), 1245 (21), 1246 (97), 1247 (50), 1248 (12), 1249 (59), 1250 (27), 1251 (35), 1252
(5), 1253 (25), 1254-57 (82), 1258 (20), 1259 (1), 1260 (19), 1261 (37), 1262 (23), 1263 (26), 1264 (52), 1265 (52), 1266
(49), 1267 (28), 1268 (29), 1269 (4), 1270 (47), 1272 (21), 1273 (26), 1274 (42), 1275 (25), 1276 (22), 1306 (25), 1307
(22), 1308 (25), 1309 (47), 1310 (36), 1312 (36), 1313 (23), 1314 (26), 1315 (8), 1316 (24), 1317 (19), 1318 (1), 1319
(50), 1320 (20), 1321 (13), 1322 (26), 1323 (26), 1324 (20), 1325 (20), 1326 (28), 1327 (45), 1328 (13), 1329 (34), 1330
(35), 1331-32 (26), 1333 (47), 1334 (19), 1335 (29) and 1336 (7). The face value is $6,000+, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 50.6 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S., Massive 1¢-8¢ Face Value Dealer Stock, 1945-1962. Containing 3c and 4c Commemoratives, with
more than $5,100 worth of face value postage, singles and blocks, each organized into individual glassines (mostly
by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below,
in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 934 (500), 935 (200), 936 (500), 937 (900), 938 (300), 939 (600), 940
(200), 941 (600), 942 (700), 943 (800), 944 (200), 945 (1100), 946 (900), 947 (300), 948 (130), 949 (400), 950 (800),
951 (800), 952 (1000), 953 (500), 954 (1000), 955 (800), 956 (200), 957 (800), 958 (200), 959 (100), 960 (300), 961
(700), 962 (700), 963 (500), 964 (900), 965 (1500), 966 (1200), 967 (1000), 968 (400), 969 (300), 970 (100), 971 (100),
972 (1100), 973 (100), 974 (800), 975 (400), 976 (1300), 977 (900), 978 (100), 979 (300), 980 (1000), 981 (100), 982
(500), 983 (800), 984 (400), 985 (1100), 986 (1900), 987 (1100), 988 (700), 989 (200), 990 (900), 991 (500), 992 (200),
993 (300), 994 (300), 995 (800), 996 (600), 997 (1000), 998 (300), 999 (700), 1000 (1000), 1001 (900), 1002 (900),
1003 (1000), 1004 (500), 1005 (500), 1006 (900), 1007 (900), 1008 (1900), 1009 (300), 1010 (100), 1011 (1000), 1012
(700), 1013 (600), 1014 (700), 1015 (800), 1016 (100), 1017 (200), 1018 (600), 1019 (800), 1020 (900), 1021 (700),
1022 (500), 1023 (500), 1024 (900), 1025 (1000), 1026 (300), 1027 (100), 1028 (200), 1029 (300), 1060 (100), 1061
(200), 1062 (300), 1063 (1000), 1064 (1000), 1065 (400), 1066 (400), 1067 (800), 1068 (400), 1069 (100), 1070 (800),
1071 (800), 1072 (800), 1073 (800), 1074 (500), 1075 (30), 1076 (1100), 1077 (900), 1078 (300), 1079 (900), 1080
(500), 1081 (700), 1082 (900), 1083 (300), 1084 (300), 1085 (800), 1086 (1000), 1087 (300), 1088 (1000), 1089 (800),
1090 (700), 1091 (400), 1092 (400), 1093 (600), 1094 (300), 1095 (1200), 1096 (330), 1097 (900), 1098 (1000), 1099
(1000), 1100 (100), 1104 (700), 1105 (1400), 1106 (700), 1107 (800), 1108 (700), 1109 (300), 1110 (900), 1111 (100),
1112 (600), 1113 (200), 1114 (400), 1115 (900), 1116 (100), 1117 (700), 1118 (300), 1119 (500), 1120 (1000), 1121
(1500), 1122 (300), 1123 (800), 1124 (600), 1125 (900), 1126 (300), 1127 (900), 1128 (400), 1129 (600), 1130 (600),
1131 (300), 1132 (500), 1133 (600), 1134 (700), 1135 (300), 1136 (900), 1137 (100), 1138 (700), 1139 (400), 1140
(600), 1141 (200), 1142 (100), 1143 (1100), 1144 (500), 1145 (200), 1146 (800), 1147 (600), 1148 (300), 1149 (100),
1150 (700), 1151 (500), 1152 (1000), 1153 (700), 1154 (100), 1155 (300), 1156 (300), 1157 (1000), 1158 (1000), 1159
(1300), 1160 (100), 1161 (1200), 1162 (700), 1163 (200), 1164 (200), 1165 (1600), 1166 (100), 1167 (200), 1168 (800),
1169 (200), 1170 (1200), 1171 (1200), 1172 (700), 1173 (800), 1174 (1300), 1176 (900), 1177 (500), 1178 (100), 1179
(1100), 1180 (1100), 1181 (900), 1182 (1000), 1183 (700), 1184 (500), 1186 (1000), 1187 (600), 1188 (500), 1189
(600), 1190 (1000), 1191 (200), 1192 (600), 1193 (900), 1194 (300), 1195 (900), 1196 (100), 1197 (100), 1198 (300),
1199 (600), 1200 (900), 1201 (800), 1202 (900), 1203 (100), 1204 (1000), 1205 (1200), 1206 (400) and 1207 (500).,
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Massive 1¢-$1 Face Value Dealer Stock, 1961-1987. Containing more than $4,800 worth of face
value postage, in singles and blocks of four, each organized into individual glassines (mostly by 100), plus some strays
that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in old Library card drawers
starting strong in 1961 and gradually fading out around mid Scott 1500’s and containing some scattered low quantity
glassines up to Scott #2360 after that which were not counted, plus a drawer of ungummed and uncounted postage,
quantities with a range of numbers (setenants) have the number of stamps and not number of sets included. Inventory
consists of: 1208 (1100), 1209 (1200), 1213 (600), 1225 (100), 1229 (800), 1230 (100), 1231 (1100), 1232 (1100), 1233
(100), 1234 (1000), 1235 (500), 1236 (1000), 1237 (700), 1238 (1000), 1239 (500), 1240 (1200), 1241 (700), 1242
(700), 1243 (1100), 1244 (1100), 1245 (300), 1246 (600), 1247 (600), 1248 (600), 1249 (300), 1250 (500), 1251 (800),
1252 (1100), 1253 (100), 1254 (200), 1258 (700), 1260 (300), 1261 (200), 1262 (400), 1263 (1100), 1264 (400), 1265
(700), 1266 (200), 1267 (800), 1268 (800), 1269 (400), 1270 (700), 1271 (100), 1272 (1000), 1273 (1000), 1274 (700),
1275 (900), 1276 (500), 1306 (200), 1307 (800), 1308 (100), 1309 (400), 1310 (700), 1311 (25), 1312 (500), 1313 (900),
1314 (500), 1315 (500), 1316 (1000), 1317 (400), 1318 (300), 1319 (900), 1320 (500), 1321 (800), 1322 (800), 1323
(100), 1324 (700), 1325 (400), 1326 (500), 1327 (1000), 1328 (800), 1329 (900), 1330 (800), 1332b (900), 1333 (800),
1334 (1000), 1335 (1100), 1336 (300), 1337 (50), 1338 (200), 1338A (300), 1339 (300), 1340 (500), 1341 (407),
1342(300), 1343 (400), 1344 (400), 1345-54 (100), 1355 (900), 1356 (200), 1357 (300), 1358 (300), 1359 (800), 1360
(500), 1361 (100), 1362 (500), 1363 (100), 1364 (300), 1365-68 (2000), 1369 (1000), 1370 (100), 1371 (700), 1372
(900), 1373 (100), 1374 (1000), 1375 (600), 1376-79 (2400), 1380 (1100), 1381 (100), 1382 (500), 1383 (800), 1384
(400), 1385 (1000), 1386 (500), 1387-90 (1300), 1391 (800), 1392 (600), 1393 (400), 1393d (200), 1394 (200), 1397
(150), 1398 (100), 1399 (50), 1400 (50), 1401 (200), 1402 (100), 1405 (400), 1406 (700), 1407 (300), 1408 (600), 1409
(200), 1410-13 (600), 1414 (600), 1415-18 (1200), 1419 (50), 1420 (400), 1421-22 (400), 1423 (50), 1424 (300), 1425
(200), 1427-30 (200),1434-35 (150), 1440-43 (100), 1452 (100), 1453 (100), 1456-59 (50), 1476 (50), 1477 (25), 1478
(25), 1479 (25), 1480-83 (50), 1504 (25), 1505 (25), 1506 (25), 1518 (300), 1520 (100), 1543-46 (40) and 1548 (50),
o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Massive 3¢ Purple to WWII Commemoratives Dealer Stock, 1935-1945. Containing approximately
$2,900 worth of face value postage stamps, in singles and blocks, each organized into individual glassines (mostly
by 100), plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below,
in old Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 772 (2200), 773 (1100), 774 (900), 775 (700), 776 (900), 777 (1200),
778 (100), 782 (500), 783 (1400), 784 (1800), 785-94 (106 sets of plate blocks), 785 (1400), 786 (1600), 787 (300), 788
(500), 789 (900), 790 (900), 791 (700), 792 (600), 793 (700), 794 (700), 795 (1100 singles), 796 (1000 singles, 188 plate
blocks), 797 (300 singles), 798 (600 singles, 100 plate blocks), 799 (600 singles, 100 plate blocks), 800 (900 singles,
100 plate blocks), 801 (300 singles), 802 (200 singles, 200 plate blocks), 835 (500 singles), 836 (500 singles, 200 plate
blocks), 837 (600 singles, 200 plate blocks), 838 (1000 singles, 150 plate blocks), 852 (1000 singles, 175 plate blocks),
853 (400 singles, 150 plate blocks), 854 (600 singles, 50 plate blocks), 855 (900 singles, 125 plate blocks), 856 (400
singles, 160 plate blocks), 857 (700 singles, 125 plate blocks), 858 (500 singles, 75 plate blocks), 894 (700), 895 (600),
896 (300), 897 (1000), 898 (1100), 899 (1600), 900 (1200), 901 (1100), 902 (200), 903 (500), 904 (500), 905 (600), 906
(400), 907 (1000), 908 (2100), 909 (1900), 910 (800), 911 (1800), 912 (1400), 913 (1500), 914 (1900), 915 (1000), 916
(1600), 917 (1300), 918 (1500), 919 (1300), 920 (900), 921 (2500), 909-21 (140 sets), 922 (700), 923 (1200), 924 (300),
925 (700), 926 (1000), 927 (900), 928 (800), 929 (300), 930 (700), 931 (300), 932 (200) and 933 (1200)., o.g., mostly
never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Massive 1¢-$5 Liberty Face Value Dealer Stock, 1954-68. Containing more than $3,400 worth of
face value postage, in singles, blocks and small coil strips, each organized into individual glassines (mostly by 100),
plus some strays that haven’t filled a glassine yet, which were conservatively estimated in the inventory below, in old
Library card drawers. Inventory consists of: 1030 (1900), 1031A (600), 1031 (1300), 1032 (200), 1033 (500), 1034
(1500), 1035 (4000), 1036 (2200), 1037 (100), 1038 (1600), 1039 (200), 1040 (100), 1041 (200), 1042 (200), 1042A
(1800), 1043 (800), 1044 (1100), 1044A (900), 1045 (600), 1046 (1000), 1047 (200), 1048 (600), 1049 (1000), 1050
(800), 1051 (800), 1052 (200), 1053 (82), 1054 (800), 1054A (800), 1055 (1300), 1056 (1500), 1057 (1300), 1058
(1700), 1059 (300) and 1059A (1100)., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from William Langs stock.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Massive Postage Wholesale Accumulation, 1958-1969 (1113//1382). Each sorted into large
envelope containing 1,000-2,000 stamps, with 1113 (4000), 1114 (1000), 1168 (2000), 1169 (1000), 1170 (1000), 1171
(2000), 1172 (2000), 1173 (2000), 1174 (2000), 1176 (1000), 1177 (2000), 1179 (1000), 1183 (3000), 1184 (2000),
1186 (2000), 1187 (3000), 1188 (1000), 1189 (2000), 1190 (4500), 1191 (2000), 1192 (2000), 1209 (2000), 1235
(1000), 1236 (1000), 1246 (3000), 1310 (1000), 1328 (1000), 1331-2 (3000), 1355 (5000), 1365-8 (2250), 1376-9
(500), 1381 (3000) and 1382 (2000). Face Value $3,490, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight
42.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1986-2017. Mounted in two Scott albums, consisting of singles, pairs, blocks, plate
number blocks and strips, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, prestige booklets, etc., with values from 22¢ to $14, with loads of
Forever stamps, and a total face value well over $2,500; take care of your postage needs for quite some time—and
add a Recalled Legends sheet to your collection, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Gigantic Face Value Coil Roll Accumulation, 1970’s-1998. In four small boxes of coil rolls, from 100
to 500 in each coil roll, plus some broken rolls, a quick count reveals a face value of over $2,750, plus some occasional
uncounted bulk rate or presorted that can boost the face value even higher, a good lot if you have some larger packages
to send out with some room to affix these large coil rolls, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 12.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 3¢ Purple Commemorative Face Value Accumulation, 1935-1945 (772//928), complete sheets. In a
banker’s box filled with plastic sheets filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the following
quantities of each stamp, mostly in mint sheets: 772 (2828), 773 (1274), 774 (1654), 775 (1000), 776 (1552), 777
(1250), 782 (800), 783 (1023), 784 (2770), 795 (900), 796 (1198), 798 (1419), 799 (859), 800 (980), 801 (350), 802
(720), 835 (520), 836 (1232), 837 (272), 838 (566), 852 (1350), 853 (750), 854 (926), 855 (128), 856 (668), 857 (1320),
858 (850), 894 (150), 895 (1014), 896 (850), 897 (750), 898 (550), 899 (1650), 900 (1003), 901 (600), 902 (600), 903
(600), 904 (1150), 905 (1301), 906 (94), 907 (6063), 908 (2750), 922 (750), 923 (2445), 924 (2106), 925 (2500), 926
(1125), 927 (4300) and 928 (664). The face value is $1,745. Stamps are fresh and mostly sound, occasional missing
selvage or perf separations on sheets, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight
24.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Liberty Issue Face Value Accumulation, 1954-1968 (1030//1048), complete sheets. In four sheet file
folders packed with sheets, sorted by Scott number, containing the following mint sheets (singles are calculated in Scott
and face value, but are not in sheet count): 1030 (105), 1031 (17), 1031A (93), 1032 (51), 1033 (38), 1034 (34), 1035
(33), 1036 (50), 1038 (25), 1039 (1), 1040 (1), 1041 (1), 1042 (7), 1042A (17), 1043 (5), 1044 (10), 1044A (6), 1045 (17),
1046 (2), 1047 (2) and 1048 (2). The face value is a little over $1,610. Fresh and stamps are mostly sound, occasional
missing selvage or perf separations on sheets which are unchecked for varieties, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Collection, Plus a Bit More, Late 19th Century To Early 2000’s. Mostly mint and mostly
face value postage in a series of partial singles and plate blocks collections that seems to have formed the base for one
solid collection, with one Scott International album with mint postage stamps from 1933-1997 and a few better items:
used: 285-92, mint: C1, C3, C4-6 and C18, two mint sheet file albums with approximately 100 3c and 4c sheets, two
Scott Specialty album of plate blocks from 1940-1982, seven White Ace volumes of plate blocks, mostly from
1940’s-1960’s, small group of USPS retail cards with blocks and sheetlets from the late 1990’s to early 2000’s, USPS
year sets from 1980-1992 and small box of lower face value postage on loose album pages and in glassines, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 129 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Large Old Time Face Value and Slight Premium Accumulation, mostly from 1930’s-1960’s. Plus
six large men’s shoeboxes sized boxes filled with blocks and plate blocks filled with regular issues with
commemoratives and plate blocks from the late 1940’s to 1960’s, U.S. album of airmail plate blocks from C23-C69 with
many matched plate block sets, souvenir sheets: 730 (6), 731 (3), 735 (6 mint and 3 used), 750 (6), 751 (5), 768 (3),
1075 (50+), 1686-89 (22), 2624-29 (9), mint sheets: 703, 740, 786, 796, 804, 807 (2), 808, 809, 810, 811, 816, 818 (2),
824 (2), 826, 827, 828, 921, 1376-9 (2), 1434-35 (4), 1633-82 (32), 3561-3610 (3), C32, C33, C38 (6), C39 (2), C40 (6),
C42 (13), C43 (9), C46 (3), C54 (2), C66, C69, C76, C98 two sheets and several multiples of interesting color shifts,
E15, E18 and J80 separated, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1950-70. Clean face value lot consisting of plate and ZIP blocks, often in matched sets,
with values from 4¢ to 11¢; total face value over $2060, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Face Value Lot With Bonuses, 1851-1975. Housed in 16 volumes, in glassines and mounted on
pages, with values from 3¢ to $2, with singles, plate blocks and strips, souvenir and full sheets, all with a total face
value of approximately $1,000; bonus includes reprints of #5L1 in six different colors in panes of 20, a stockbook of
mint and used Possessions, an American Album including mint #498-512, 551-570, 581-591, 632-634, 635-642,
complete Kansas-Nebraskas less #679, Prexies complete, mint and used Officials, parcel post complete used, great
way to obtain postage and restock, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 66.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., High Denomination Face Value Accumulation, 1968-2006 (1341//4075), complete sheets. With $1
Airlift, 1994 $2 BEP, Trans-Mississippi sheetlets, 2000 Space and Washington 2006, with: 1341 (10 complete sheets of
50), 2875 (103 souvenir sheets), 3209 (104 sheetlets), 3210 (8 sheetlets), 3409 (22 souvenir sheets), 3410 (85
souvenir sheets), 3411 (23 souvenir sheets), 3412 (16 souvenir sheets), 3413 (20 souvenir sheets) and 4075 (25
souvenir sheets). Total face value is $3,065, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply weight 3.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Airmail, Massive Wholesale Accumulation, 1927-1979 (C10//FA1). Each sorted into large envelope
containing 1,000-2,000 stamps, with several better premium items, with C10 (1000), C25 (2800), C26 (1000), C32
(2400), C33 (2000), C34 (1000), C39 (4500), C40 (6000), C42 (1000), C43 (2000), C44 (1000), C45 (3000), C47
(5200), C49 (3000), C50 (2000), C51 (2000), C53 (2000), C54 (3000), C55 (2000), C56 (2000), C57 (1000), C58
(2000), C59 (1600), C60 (2000), C62 (1000), C63 (3200), C64 (1000), C66 (1000), C68 (2000), C69 (3000), C70
(1000), C72B (400), C74 (2000), C76 (3000), C77 (1000), C78 (1000), C81 (2000), C84 (2000), C85 (2000), C86
(1000), C90 (2000), C93-94 (1000), C97 (1000), E15 (1000), E16 (1000) and FA1 (4000). Face Value $9,960, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48.6 lbs. Scott $45,000 ++.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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U.S., Back-of-the-Book Face Accumulation, 1931-2011 (B1//R733). In five mint sheet file folders and
several file folders filed with quantities of stamps, sorted by Scott number, containing the following mint sheets (unless
noted otherwise), even though many of these are not valid for U.S. postage, these sheets are always of use to
collectors: B1 (10 sheets), B2 (12 sheets), B3 (31 sheets), B4 (2 sheets), E15 (15 singles, 5 sheets), E16 (4 sheets), E17
(4 singles, 2 sheets), E18 (1 sheet), E19 (2 sheets), E20 (11 sheets), E21 (6 sheets), E22 (20 singles, 9 sheets), E23 (4
sheets), FA1 (20 singles, 18 sheets), J79 (650 stamps), J80 (400 stamps), J81 (100 stamps), J82 (100 stamps), J83
(200 stamps), J84 (100 stamps), J88 (3476 stamps), J89 (5098 stamps), J90 (2620 stamps), J91 (819 stamps), J92
(1360 stamps), J93 (2800 stamps), J94 (1082 stamps), J95 (796 stamps), J96 (811 stamps), J97 (2087 stamps), J98
(620 stamps), J99 (619 stamps), J100 (1190 stamps), J101 (250 stamps), J102 (691 stamps), J103 (792 stamps), J104
(698 stamps), O127 (2970 stamps), O128 (1750 stamps), O129 (1550 stamps), O129a (800 stamps), O130 (1844
stamps), O132 (60 stamps), O138 (2100 stamps), O138b (420 stamps), O143 (1420 stamps), O146 (700 stamps),
O146A (820 stamps), O147 (520 stamps), O148 (700 stamps), O151 (20 stamps), O155 (120 stamps), O161 (20
stamps), O163 (1920 stamps) and R733 (5 sheets). Total face value is $6,900+, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1943-1944, Overrun Countries, Massive Accumulation (909-921). In several mint sheet files, filled
with mint sheets along with some loose scrap (not counted), a count of sheets reveals the following quantities: 909 (74),
910 (87), 911 (90), 912 (92), 913 (70), 914 (75), 915 (62), 916 (49), 917 (47), 918 (50), 919 (50), 920 (41), 921 (60) and
921 with Korpa error (64), there is a small group of stamps marked reverse printing and there is a 915a complete sheet
with APS certificate, mostly sound with only occasional brown gum or perf separations, face value is $2,275+, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $14,400+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1943-1944, Overrun Countries, Massive Wholesale Accumulation (909//921). Each sorted into
large envelope containing 1,000-2,000 stamps, with 909 (1000), 910 (5000), 911 (1000), 912 (3000), 913 (3000), 914
(3000), 915 (2000), 919 (1000) and 921 (2000). Face Value $1,050, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges
apply - weight 9.2 lbs. Scott $5,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Stamped Envelopes and Wrappers, 1860-1983. Vast dealers stock consisting of thousands of mint
entires in four long trays; very clean material with excellent coverage and mild to moderate duplication; examples
include; U19, U39 (4), U61 (2), U63, U65, U73, U218, U219, U351 (14 #6 and 13 #10), U426, U508 (2), U509b (4), used
U525a, U544, U544c (5), UC4 (3), UC9 (67), UC16c (10), UC21 (13), UC29 (10). Includes Philippine U30, U35, U41
and U42. Inventory is from a consumate dealer known for superior quality material, Scott value $26,700+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian Issue Collection, 1893-1933. Over 280 Columbian issue stamped
envelopes on pages; some better includes #U351 uprated with #237 to Germany, #U349 uprated with #728 & 729 with
Columbian ticket, #U349 with early corner ad for cachet maker, #U349 with 1896 stamp dealer corner ad, 1896 #U349
on illustrated ad cover for nuts, #U349 with #E3, #U349 with Wells Fargo Paid cachet, 1894 #U349 with #232 for
Registry fee, 1894 #U349 with San Francisoc RPO, 1893 #U349 illustrated ad cover with elk, 1893 #U349 corner ad for
Match & Medicine dealer; the perfect lot for the postal history dealer, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, Select Entires, 1853-1989. 300+ choice pieces of postal stationery; all are
cataloged, most priced, and in protective sleeves; quality is exhibition grade; expect light duplication and almost
excusively mint; U9 (with inverted watermark) UPSS numbers 14, 15 & 17, U10, U19, U27, U34, U35, U41, W47, U50,
U52, W53, U54, U56, U58, U65, U74, U76, U78, U79, U80, W81, U83, U85, U86, U87, U88, U113, U114, U115, U118,
U129, W131, U142, U151, U152, U163, U164, U172, U177, U178, U223, U181, U189, U191, U192, U193, U194,
U194a, U227, U229, U230, U231, U233, U234, U235, U238, U239, U250, U251, U253, U257, U258, U259, U260,
U262, U265, U268, U279, U282, U284, U288, U291, U295, U304, U305, and so forth; concentrated value here, UPSS
catalog value $6474.40, F.-V.F., ex Petersam.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton War Dept. Official Entires, 1875. UO53 (250+), UO54 (approximately
1,700), UO55 (100++), each with preprinted address to Chief Signal Officer, U.S. Army, Washington, D.C., envelopes
were stored in a slightly humid environment, so backflaps are slightly stuck to back, generally F.-V.F. Scott
approximately $10,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postal Stationery and Postal Card Accumulation, 1853-1995. Of well over 1,000 entires (one box of
stationary, two boxes of postal cards) with a couple early Nesbitts and 2c Jackson wrapper, U293 (4 letter sheet
entires), 1893 Columbian entires set, used Pacific Union Express Co., 3 Wells Fargo and Co. over California routes, 16
stationary EFOs with six albinos, UX24 (approximately 50 unused), UX24 (4 unused) and UY1 (2 unused preprinted),
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Prolific Postal Stationery, Cut Squares and Entires Collection, 1853-1886. On vintage Scott
National pages from classic springback series of albums, which still used the old Scott numbering system, filled with
many great cut squares, full corners and full entires, with several better pieces, including some interesting Wells Fargo
or overland route frankings, some interesting early Nesbitt issues and several lovely official entires, with used: U6, U16,
U71, U72 and mint: U13 entire, U16 entire, U18 Wells Fargo Calfironia and Atlantic Express entire, U28, U29 entire,
U30 large legal size entire, U31 large legal size entire, U43 entire, U45 entire, U66, U70, U74a, U93, U196 entire, U199
entire, U204, U205 entire, U211, U211 entire, U212 entire, U336 entire, U338-41, U462, several albino regular and
surcharged entires, U476, U477-78, UO24 Specimen Entire, UO40, UO58 entire, UO59 entire and UO65 entire, most
appear sound and fresh with several great pieces that are often neglected from many U.S. specialized collections, so
don’t miss your chance to instantly upgrade what is often the weakest part of most specialist collections, the catalog
value doesn’t begin to capture the full value of these with usages and full corners galore, begin this intriguing area with a
solid start or break it up and reap the rewards, either way you’re a winner! generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, Cut Squares, 1853-1950’s. A little over 750 cut squares, on dealer tear pages,
glassines and album pages, with a good diversity of papers and dies, roughly sorted by issue and many identified
(although occasionally misidentified), with good amount of early 1850’s 3c and 10c Nesbitts, several 1c to 3c 1860 small
indicia, U36 and U39 unused, a half dozen 2c Jackson’s, U62 unused, U73 unused, early Plimpton issues, with U198
full corner, U218, 1887 Plimpton three different papers of 90c purple, a great accumulation for someone willing to put
the time in to sort the dies and papers to fill in this part of your collection, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply weight 2.2 lbs.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal Card and Postal Reply Card Accumulation, 1873-1950’s. Between 100-200 cards, mostly
earlier issues, mostly unused, with only a few preprinted, on a small group of Scott album pages, with the larger quantity
(approximately 125 cards) in little envelopes or protective pouches, many better cards, with the following noted cards:
UX1 preprinted, UX5 (4), UX6 (11), UX7 (2), UX8 (2 different shades), UX11 (9), UX13 (3), UX15, UX21, UX32, UY1 (5),
UY4, UY5, UY6, UY8, Hawaii UX3 and UX9 postmarked, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., 3¢ Issue, 1851-55. Approximately (400) 3¢ 1851-55 issues on cover or folded letter, with good
selection of 11/11A along with occasional early 10/10A issues, several Cameo’s and embossed corner cards, a few
express mail, some nice paids, and potential to find other interesting postal markings, a great lot for the early 3c 1851-55
specialist or for the historic voyeer who enjoys reading early mail from over 150 years ago, unchecked for better
platings, shades and cancels, intact! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 3¢ Types I & II Postal History Collection, 1851-1856. Considerable collection of 240+ covers from a
3c 1851-56 student; many have been plated or indicate plating varieties including recutting, double transfers, etc; most
are imperforate; postal history includes various towns, cancels including color, a few fancies, paids, railroad post
offices, express mail, advertising, forwarding, auxiliary markings including missent; condition is mixed as you would
expect; of equal use to the dealer or advanced collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., Louisiana Paper Collectibles Ephemera, 1870-1907. 60+ pages expertly researched and mounted
on custom exhibit pages in a single oversixed Scott Specialty album; stunning New Orleand drug store proprietary
labels;, band drafts with Scott R151, R135, R152, R15, RN-C1 (Revenue paper), R6, R15; beautiful trading cards;
Promissory note with Scott R44; Auditor’s Office Warrant; 1000 shares of Insurance Stove Company; four shares of
Louisiana Furniture Manufacturing Co; 1890 Louisiana State Lottery ticket; $1 Scott R75 Power of Attorney stamp;
attractive Scott 76 stamp; a blast from the past laid out by a master exhibitor.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Advertising & Illustrated Covers, Incredible Old-Time Dealer’s Stock. Grand stock of
approximately 500 covers, each in its own sleeve and priced long ago; timeframe is roughly late 19th and early 20th
century, with subjects including bicycles, cars/carriages/wagons, stoves, hotels, various manufacturing concerns,
shoes, tires, furniture, publishers, schools/colleges, petroleum…pretty much the full gamut is here; the occasional
usage wear, but generally crisp and sound, F.-V.F. or better, dealer’s delight. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Baseball combo cover/cards, 1980-1995. Nearly 100 different and quite unusual 8" x 10" envelopes
with cardboard insert; produced in very limited quantity by Americana; the printed all over covers have cutouts where
the collector can see a deformed souvenir penny, and up to three mint baseball cards, often the envelopes are
autographed (probably about 40) by the players; collector paid $2500 on this collection; all are in mint condition;
includes a 1991 Legends Sports magazine with proof baseball cards (9) and postcards (3), Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Civil War 170+ Patriotic Covers, 1861-1865. Beautiful collection of unused Patriotic entires with many
beautiful multicolor, with Generals, Flags, Shields, Caricatures, etc. with 85+ beautiful multicolor and monocolor
cachets, 33 Magee “Arms of ___________” with various state seal of states of the Union, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Civil War Postal History Collection, 1861-1865. 17 covers addressed to Union officers: Captains,
Colonels and Generals, 65s on covers with letters discussing Civil War, 8 used Patriotics, 65 on U.S. Sanitary
Commission cover, stampless Soldier’s Letter from 1st Indiana Heavy Artillery from New Orleans, LA., back home to
Indiana, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Classic Postal History Collection, 1845-1890. Over 100 covers, with good selection of 19th century
covers, starting with earlier stampless, continuing into stamp period with early #1 and postmaster provisional, along to
early high values of 1851 issue, proceeding to perforated issue, continuing on to 1860’s issues, grills, 1869 Pictorials,
good selection of banknotes, Territorials and Possessions, with notable items that include 9 stampless covers, with
Washington Railroad stampless, 1778 cover from George Clinton, 1855 Post Office Department draft signed by
Postmaster General, 9X1, 1, 7, 9, 9 on large oversize cover, 10A (2), 14, 22, 24 (4 singles and 2 strips of three), 24/26
(2), 25, 29 strip of three, 26 Civil War Patriotic, 32, 33, 35, 71 single and pair cover to Paris, 63 (2 singles and strip of
three), 63/65 (3 covers), 65 (two covers with Old Point Comfort, POW prisoner mail exchange point), 65 pair on cover to
Canada West, 68 (3), 69, 68/76 cover to Paris, 70 cover to Bordeaux, 73, 73 pair on early advertising corner card cover,
65/77 to courthouse in Raymond, Mississippi, 78 on cover to Scotland, 92, 98, 112/113, 113, 114 (2 covers), 115, 116,
148, 150, 159 (2), 161 (2), 188, 189, 205, 205 pair/207 registered cover, 209/U142, 210 on Photographer corner card,
213 on Senate Chamber cover, 214 on U293 cover front, 216 Counselor at Law cover to Devon, England, 319 on large
Valentine cover, one Montana Territorial cover, one 1858 Kansas Territoritorial cover, 210 on Muscatine, Iowa Territory
cover and six early New Mexico Territoritorial covers, Canal Zone 38 pair on cover to NY, Hawaii UX2 unused,
Philippines 215 on U11 entire to Berlin, usual mixed condition as you would expect to see on these ‘over a century’
covers, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Contract Air Mail Postal History, 1926-1930. 175+ CAM envelopes with all appropriate markings;
includes 60+ Mauck first flights from the collection of the President of the American Air Mail Society and leading collector
of Contract Air Mail; the balance of the covers include a healthy percentage (20%?) autographed by the pilot; a good lot
for fans of early contract mail movement, Fine, ex Major General Lee Downer.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Kolor Kover Kollection, 1948-1971. 600+ FDC envelopes in sleeves; SC 975 to about 1425; very little
duplication; exceptionally clean and unaddressed, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Louisiana Postal History, 1836-1940. 435+ exquisitely researched pages in five oversized Scott
Specialty binders; consumate collector and exhibitor has mounted all manner of material (stampless, stamped, post
cards, tax stamps, entires, Postage Due, etc) all related to Louisiana; includes several New Orleans stampless to New
York and Washington, numerous turn of the century color postcards “windowed” so you can view both sides,
“Crossroads” killer cancel, “Waffle” cancel (unlisted), Insecticide or Fungicide tax stamps, Feed Inspection Tax stamps,
New Orleans precancel Postage Due, Tobacco Tax (adorable), Yellow Fever fumigation cover dated 1898
(purchased May 2002 for $190), several first flight New Orleans - Atlanta Air Mail, several New Orleans to Houston,
Shreveport - San Angelo, New Orleans Carnival of the Air, airport dedications, New Orleans - De Ridder, “NO” cancel,
“Pin V” cancel, “Cross” cancel, Louisiana $5 Series 1878 bond; Scott $2 R81 Conveyance stamp, Louisiana Law
stamps, “Linen” post cards, New Orleans Precancels 1922-39, cover autographed by Louisiana Governor Leche less
than a year before he went to prison for mail fraud, wonderful postcard from Lutcher to Camp Paraiso (Canal Zone) with
terrific wartime censor strike, Feed Inspection stamps, 1937 New Orleans Alcoholic Beverage revenue stamps, Soft
Drink tax stamps, Tobacco tax stamps (including specimens), Mail boat cover postmarked New Orleans with Honduran
Scott 213 franking, beautiful Scott 161 New Oreans to Paris with great postal marks, Property Tax receipt on piece,
Scott 73 on business envelope with embossed corner card, smart looking “Steamship 10" undated lady’s envelope,
Radio Verification (1927) stamp, and lots more; a true delight to leaf through this beautifully presented collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Michigan Cover Collection, mostly from 1851-1930’s. Nearly 300 covers, starting 19 early covers
from 1850’s to 1860’s, a few banknote covers, some advertising, flights, FDC’s and commercial mail, with many
Advertising Covers: 11 Hotel, 11 Furniture, 9 Food, 8 Automotive related, 3 Steamship, 4 Farming, 37 Manufacturing
and Machining, 34 Airmail, First Flights, etc., 6 #775 FDC’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mississippi River Business Mail, World Class Collection, 1849-1872. Stunning 230+ exhibit pages
in two oversized Scott Specialty binders; exquisitely researched and presented commercial mail transported on the
Mississippi River between 1849 and 1872; divided into four related businesses (Buchannan, Carroll & Co 1849-1858;
John Hardee & Co 1853-1872; Carroll, Hoy & Co 1859-1860; and Joseph Hoy & Co 1866-1872); the philatelist further
divided the material into correspondence from Louisiana and Mississippi; about half the pages have a single cover with
extensive research and write up with the remainder with two covers to a page; Buchannan, Carroll & Co includes,
Drop letter, River mail, Way markings, Stampless, Steam marking, mail from Alexandria, Baton Rouge, Jackson (LA
and MS), Carrollton, Clinton, Middleton, Coffeeville, Friar’s Point, Vernon, and Minden; John Hardee & Co includes
mail from Oxford, Vernon, Kosciusko, Farmersville, Mount Lebanon, Keachie, New Orleans, Vidalia, Milton, Hazlehurst
and River mail; Carroll, Hoy & Co includes mail from Alexandria, Jackson, Baton Rouge, Clinton, Minden, Mount
Lebanon, Canton, Carrollton, Shreveport, Saint Francisville, Grenada, Vicksburg and River mail; Joseph Hoy & Co
includes mail from St Louis, New Orleans, Carrollton, Columbia, Greenville, Natchez, Oxford, Vicksburg, Winona,
Cairo, New Iberia, Alexandria, Minden and River mail; most are U2, U10, U58 or U59 but some stampless and
occasional US postage noted; at least one with Confederate franking and a pair of brown New Orleans Provisional
stamps on a stock page in the back of a binder; overall condition considering this is early commercial mail is quite good;
the research on this material is Large Gold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., National Air Mail Week, 1938 (C23). 300+ C23 on cover either from the First Day of Issue at Dayton,
the second day in Washington, or National Air Mail Week; while perhaps half are rubber stamp or add on cachet, a very
health percentage are better printed or handpainted; includes, Ioor, Linprint, Phares, Beverly Hills, Grimsland, several
Roessler (some retouched by Mance), Bronesky, Macos, Gundel, Pavois, Mohler, Crosby, Kribbs, Goldman,
Anderson, Suit, Staehle, American Air Mail Society, Fairway, Fidelity, House of Farnum, Pilgrim, Raley, NIM, Rice;
considerable catalog value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., New York State, Counties, Stars and DPOs, 1814-1930. 415+ mostly franked envelopes organized
geographically in one large binder; attention has been paid to condition of the cover and clarity of the circle date stamp;
spans Adams to Yorkshire Centre; lion’s share in the 1880s; earliest is Cherry Valley (1814) with news of the War of
1812; a few stampless noted; cancels include, Maltese cross, sunburst, negative cross, negative star, cogwheel killer,
red star, blue star, black star, and trowel; lot includes several reference guides from the Empire State Postal History
Society, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., New York State Picture Postcards. Collection of over 1,000 cards, ranging from undivided backs up
to linens, but mostly early 20th century; some sorted by pictured county/town - including over 100 different
Poughkeepsie (plus a couple in quantity) - some by postmark - including railroads - and some by subject - Hudson River
Steamers, Trains, Hotels, etc. A marvelous lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., New York State Postal History Collection. About 250 covers from Stampless through the 1920s, plus
a few later, with probably half being 19th century; nothing rare, but some interesting usages, small towns, early 19th
century stampless, etc. Worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal History Collection by Issue, 1820’s-1913. Several hundred covers, neatly in order by issue,
starting with early stampless to 1850’s issues, 1860’s through the Pictorials and into the banknote issues, with
occasional colorful and geometric cancels along with occasional eye catching supplementary markings, with 13
stampless, including one with red Rail Road Car, 9 (2 singles and one cover with 3 singles), 24 (3), 26 (26 covers), 35, 63
(4), 65 (75+ with a few early advertising, due marking, color cancels, fancy geometrics, etc.), 73 (9), 77, 94 (5), 113, 114
(11), 3c banknote with negative six point star cancel, 161/U163 registered cover, 230 third day of issue, 236 registered
cover, 238 on Chile stationary entire, 282C, 288, 323/288/290, 328 two floral postcards, 401 on lillies postcard, group of
banknote covers with interesting receiving marks, purple and blue cancels, late banknote era geometrics, 20+ with
interesting corner cards, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Presidential Inauguration and Assasination, 1986-1935. Several hundred postally used envelopes
collected as anniversaries of birth, inauguration or death; virtually all have been modified with affixed images and hand
painted; totally unorganized (this could be LOTS OF FUN); Inauguration of Hayes, Harrison, Taft, Truman, T Roosevelt,
TR (2nd Inaug), McKinley (2nd Inaug), Washington (70th anniv), McKinley, Harding, FDR, Monroe (104th anniv of 2nd),
Madison (125th anniv), Wilson, Buchanan (ex FDR), Cleveland, Grant (25th anniv), Filmore, Lincoln (2nd Inaug),
Adams (90th anniv); Birthday of Washington (130th anniv), Lincoln (78th anniv); Death of McKinley (two on day of
assasination), Garfield (4th anniv), Jefferson (70th anniv), Coolidge, Lincoln (60th anniv), McKinley (10th anniv),
McKinley; an eclectic lot for the right collector, some condition problems, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., WWII Patriotic Covers, Outstanding and Wide-Ranging Collection. A wonderful and extensive
collection, comprising approximately 350 virtually all-different used WWII Patriotics, produced by a wide variety of the
more famous cachet makers of the day, as well as those more scarcely encountered, all housed in three cover binders,
plus some beautiful #10-size covers loose; a super collection of these popular historic items, F.-V.F., be sure to see
them all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
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U.S., Mammoth Cover Stock, 1925-1982. Virtually every item with Planty identification and the majority of
the covers between 1925 and 1940’s, each in it’s own plastic pouchette, with a retail value approaching six figures, with
quick inventory as follows: 551 (6), 551/576, 559 (2), 562, 564 (3), 576, 582, 584, 588 (4), 589 (6), 590 (6), 591 (2), 600
(2), 602 pair, 605 (4 FDC’s, 2 pairs, 2 line pairs), 614 (2), 616, 622, 627 (4), 628 (4), 629 (3), 631 (2), 634 (3), 635, 635a
(3), 639, 642 (4), 643 (2), 644, 645 (8, two of which have Planty listed cachets), 646-2, 649-50 (3), 649 Harrisburg, PA,
649-2B, 650-2, 651 (8 with 7 different cachets), 657 (66 with 23 different cachets and several unofficial cities), 680 (12
with 4 different cachets), 681 (20 with 10 different cachets), 682 (9 with 7 different cachets), 683 (5 with 3 different
cachets), 686-4, 688 (5 with 3 different cachets), 689 (8 with 4 cachets), 690 (12 with 2 different cachets and 2 unofficial
cities), 702 (14 with 8 different cachets and 1 unofficial city), 706 (6 with 4 different cachets), 704-15, 704/715 (2),
704-15-33B (1st Rice), 704 (4 with 4 different cachets), 705, 706/707/710 (2), 713, 716 (13 with 5 cachets), 717 (40 with
19 different cachets), 718 (19 with 7 different cachets), 719 (2 with 2 different cachets), 720 (1 with Ioor cachet), 722 (18
with 7 different cachets and 2 line pairs), 723 (13 with 6 different cachets), 724 (61 with 18 different cachets), 725 (82
with 21 different cachets), 726 (62 with 25 different cachets), 727 (93 with 44 different planty cachets plus 10 planty
unlisted cachets), 728/29 (43 with 12 different cachets), 730a/731a (10 with 6 different cachets), 732 (54 with 20
different cachets), 733 (2 with 2 different cachets), 734 (48 with 14 different cachets and 2 different planty unlisted
cachets), 735/735a (9 with 5 different cachets including first Minkus), 736 (54 with 26 different cachets), 737 (35 with 18
different cachets), 738 (4), 739 (41 with 20 different cachets), 740-49 (11 sets of covers, with 4 different cachets), 740
(11 with 8 different cachets), 741 (20 with 12 different cachets), 741 (3 official business covers, 2 signed), 742 (19 with
11 different cachets and 1 signed by postmaster), 743 (9 with 6 different cachets), 744 (9 with 4 different cachets), 745
(8 with 8 different cachets), 746 (13 with 8 different cachets), 747 (7 with 6 different cachets), 748 (12 with 8 different
cachets), 749 (6 with 5 different cachets), 750/750a (28 with 16 different cachets), 750/751a (19 with 12 different
cachets), 752-71 set of Kopner cachets, 753-3, 754-1, 769a-45, 770a-45, 771, 772 (52 with 32 different cachets), 773
(76 with 28 different cachets and 2 planty unlisted cachets), 774 (26 with 10 different cachets and 1 with autographs),
775 (47 with 25 different cachets), 776 (49 with 8 different cachets and 1 signed by postmaster), 776 (9 with 6 different
cachets), 777 (130 with 65 different cachets and three cachets not listed in Planty), 778 (33 with 14 different cachets),
782 (77 with 52 different cachets), 783 (160+ with 51 different cachets, 1 PM signed and 6 Henry handpainted), 784 (98
with 43 different cachets, 1 PM signed and 2 Planty unlisted), 785-94 (30 sets of 10 with 14 different cachets) plus 60+
stray FDC Army Navy of miscellaneous denominations, 795 (46 with 12 different cachets), 796 (33 with 14 different
cachets), 797 (19 with 5 different cachets and 1 PM signed), 798 (36 with 17 different cachets), 799 (27 with 21 different
cachets), 800 (65 with 32 different cachets), 801 (166 with 38 different cachets), 802 (103 with 57 different cachets), 803
(10 with 6 different cachets), 804 (3 with 2 different cachets), 804b-807a (2 sets of different cachets), 805 (5 with 3
different cachets), 805ee (3 with 2 different cachets), 806 (4 with 3 different cachets), 806ee (2 with different cachets),
806 (2 with different cachets), 804 (3 with 1 cachet), 805, 807, 807ee, 808 (6 with 5 different cachets), 809 (7 with
different cachets), 810 (5 with different cachets), 812 (2 with different cachets), 811 (5 with 4 different cachets), 813 (4
with different cachets), 814 (4 with different cachets), 815 (3 with 2 different cachets), 817, 816 (2 with different
cachets), 818 (2 with different cachets), 820 Ioor, 821 (3 with different cachets), 824 Grandy, 826 W.S.E., 829
Grimsland, 830 (2 with different cachets), 831 (2 with different cachets), 832C Artcraft, 803-33 Linprint, 803-29 Fidelity,
804-31 Ioor, 835 (52 with 28 different cachets and 2 planty unlisted cachets), 836 (16 with 9 different cachets and 1
Planty unlisted cachet), 837 (34 with 14 different cachets), 838 (17 with 12 different cachets), 839-51 Ioor, 839-47 mixed
cachets, 852 (25 with 11 different cachets), 853 (21 with 10 different cachets), 854 (40 with 16 different cachets), 855
(14 with 6 different cachets), 856 (16 with 10 different cachets), 857 (27 with 10 different cachets), 858 (79 with 34
different cachets), 859-93 (complete Ioor and Anderson sets), 859-93-1A (Ioor set), 859-93-15B (Holland set),
859//93-1A Ioor (30 values from set with some duplication), 859//93-8 Anderson (27 values from set with some
duplication), 862//883 (10 value from set with some duplication), 859//81-28 (10 values from set with some duplication),
Famous Americans (39 with different stamps or cachets), 894 (34 with 16 different cachets), 895 (26 with 17 different
cachets), 896 (15 with 11 different cachets), 897 (39 with 20 different cachets), 898 (34 with 23 different cachets),
899-901 (30 with mostly different cachets), 902 (9 with 7 different cachets), 903 (8 with different cachets), 904 (13 with
10 different cachets), 905 (15 with 10 different cachets), 906, 907 (29 mostly different cachets), 908 (22 mostly different
cachets), 909-21 (280+ mostly different countries or cachets), 909-21-4 (2 House of Farnam sets), 909-21-6 (Anderson
set), 909-21-12 (2 Artcraft sets), 909-21-18 (3 Cachet Craft sets), 922 (39 mostly different cachets), 923 (27 mostly
different cachets) and approximately 1,200-1,500 more mostly different stamps or cachets from 3c Commemoratives to
early 1970’s, C7, C10 (2), C12 (4), C17, C19 (4), C20 (9), C21 (2), C22 (3), C23 (30 with 10 different cachets), C24 (9
with 4 different cachets), C25-31 (75+ covers with mostly different stamps or cachets, several partial sets and five of the
50c high value), plus approximately 100 more airmail covers with mostly different stamps or cachets with C46 (3),
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
)
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U.S., Large Postal History Immaculate Stock, mostly 1880’s to 1970’s. Exposition covers: 1901 Pan
American (5), 1903-4 St. Louis World’s Fair (2), 1909 Seattle Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, 1904 Panama Pacific
(2), 1932 Eastern States Exposition, 1935 Lewis and Clark (3), 1936 California Pacific Expo, 1936 Texas Exposition (7),
1939 Golden Gate International Expo, Exposition postcards, 1901 Pan American (2), 1905 Lewis and Clark
Centennial, 1904 Louisiana Purchase (7), 1907 Jamestown Expo (6), 1903 Alaska Yukon Pacific (3), 1915 Panama
Pacific Expo (49), 1926 Sesqui-Centennial International Expo postcard and cover, 1939 California Expo (4), 1893
Columbian World’s Fair ephemera with 3 trade cards, The Travelers Insurance Worlds Fair notebook, 6 tickets, Back of
the Book usages, with Special Delivery, Registry, Postage Dues, Officially Seals, WS1 Thrift Card, WS1 War Savings
certificate, five covers with Local usages, Official Business or Government Usages: with a couple covers with early
officials, several Official Business, Free stampless for official government use, Robert Kennedy memorial card,
Advertising Covers: 59 covers from late 19th century to 1963 (mostly from 1890’s-1930’s) with good variety of
illustrated advertisements, with Guns, Groceries, Buildings, Furniture, Clothing, etc., and 13 illustrated advertising
postcards or blotters, 20+ postal cards for business use or part of advertising campaign, 24 Stamp Dealers covers and
postcards, Trains 12 RPO or train theme covers, 8 Ships covers, 20 Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space
Museum 1973-74 Milestones of Flight series covers, 18 airmail covers, with a couple Lindbergh, Doolittle, a couple first
flights, etc., 12 Zeppelin covers, with one LZ127 from Lakehurst to Germany, 5 1929 First ‘Round the World Flight
postcards or covers, one C18 Graf Zeppelin Century of Progress cover, 5 1936 Lakehurst to Frankfurt Hindenburg
covers, two 1936 First American Rocket Airplane Flight covers, 36 1941-1968 Polar and Antarctic Theme covers, with
Highjump, Little America, Deep Freeze and 23 1934 Little America, Byrd Antarctic Expedition II covers, Space: 68
covers with Apollo, Gemini, Mercury, test flights, Russian space program, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Cover Cache, 1860’s-1960’s. Great treasure trove of thousands of mostly U.S. covers, many first
day’s, a few early first days and first flights, hundreds of postal stationary envelopes and postal cards, small group of
Zeppelin covers, with C18, Brazil Condor flight postcard, Germany 4m Polar Flight, first flight Hindenburg to Lakehurst,
NJ on Europa-Nordamerika flight, Liechtenstein Zeppelin first flight to USA from Europa to Nordamerika, etc., worth a
good look and unchecked, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., 1924-1966, Melissa Fox handpainted collection. 70+ original art cachets in a single binder;
beginning with each of the three Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary issues (614-616); seven interpretations of C23
(either first day of issue or National Air Mail Week), including a top plate number block (and two other blocks);
Sesquicentennial Exposition (627); Vermont (643); Molly Pitcher (646); Hawaii 2 cent (647) and one with both the 2 and
5 cent; General Sullivan (657); Massachusetts (682); Aeronatics Conference (649-50); Harding (684); Lake Placid
(716); Arbor Day (717); Washington vertical coil (722); Daniel Webster (725); Peace of 1783 (727); Maryland (736);
Whistler’s Mother (737); Texas Centennial (778d); Arkansas (782); Oregon Territory (783); Ordinance of 1787 (795);
and 1/2 cent to 50 cent Prexies (803-831); a delightful collection worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1929-1933, Highly Sought After Beazell Photographic. 150+ exceedingly rare covers; invariably the
most challenging cachet for an issue is the scarce Beazell photographic cachet; group of 34 covers with cancels
matching the photo, with a majority cancelled in 1931, examples include Deep Water WV, Alligator, MS, Cedar Lake,
MI, etc; 31 covers with cancels match to photos like Longfellow TX, Lincoln WA, Swan Lake MS, Falling Waters WV, etc;
Beazell Presidents Collection of 29 (slight duplication) honoring United States Presidents where the cancel relates to
the President; 15 envelopes (plus 2 duplicates) showing construction of the Cincinnati Union Terminal; Library PA
photographic envelope; 46 more fanciful (but not photographic) Beazell creations; among the most innovative,
attractive, and exceedingly rare covers you can own, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., 1929, Thomas Edison’s First Lamp Collection (654-6). 65+ envelopes covering the First Lamp, perf
11x10.5 (655), and perf 10 coil (656) in a NUACE album; Roessler cancelled in Menlo Park, Orange, East Orange, and
Washington (next day), beautiful Gorham blocks postmarked Menlo Park and Washington, 654-14A & E, 654-13A
(catalog $125), 654-43, 1990 add on hand painted; 655 plate block with lovely duplex Washington cancel (tape residue
at top); two 656 covers, neither cacheted, one a line pair, and the other a strip of four; a very early FDC collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S., 1931, Yorktown issue FDC. 135 envelopes for Sc #703; includes a beautiful Elliott Surrender of
Cornwallis; 3 examples of the Wethersfield Chamber of Commerce (Planty 703-1A), printed (and numerous rubber
stamped); 3 copies of Stoutcenburg (Planty 703-5); Webb House (Planty 703-14); 3 early Roessler, one says
“sesquicentennial” over the portraits in brown, while the other two (one brown and the other more an orange) say
“collect stamps”; a Yorktown and a Wethersfield first Ralph Dyer; and a Egolf (Planty 703-51) in beautiful condition;
numerous hand colored by Meisels; light indications of age consistent with this period on some, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1932, William Penn Collection (724). 120+ better covers collected in a NUACE album; expect
duplication of cachets to reflect the three first day of issue cities - New Castle, Chester, and Philadelphia; cachet makers
include, Egolf, Baxter, Stoutzenberg, Rice, WSE, Ioor, Hacker, Gorham, 1st Sayrs, Fairway, 1st Collingdale Press (two
varieties), John Gill (many varieties), Linprint, 1st Adelphia Stamp Company, 724-40, Richard Hutchings, Bradie
Buchanan and a few unknown; also look for a few unofficials and a New York City postmarked nine days before release;
significant holding from an early issue, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1932, Daniel Webster collection (725). 140+ envelopes in NUACE album; expect duplication among
cachets (there were three First Day cities); cachet makers include, Gorham, 1st Griffin, numerous John Gill, 725-6,
Truby, Rice, Ioor, N Joseph, 1st Grant, 1st Bailey, 1st Clifton Smith, WSE, Hacker, Rothblum, Roessler, Webster MA
Chamber of Commerce, 1st Davidson, 725-50; strong group from a classic era, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1933, General Oglethorpe Collection (726). 80+ neatly housed in a NUACE binder; cachet makers
include, Ioor (4), Linprint (4), 726-3, Hacker, WSE, Bert, 1st Anderson (catalog $175), 726-21, 726-22, Truby,
Heinrich, 726-29; about a third have rubber stamps and various cancels that relate to the issue; looking for the right
collector, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 1933, Washington Headquarters at Newburgh (727). 135+ FDCs from Newburgh NY in two binders;
1st Grimsland (catalog $200), Linprint (including 727-1A), Hobby Cachet, John Gill (also 5A-C), Anderson, Newburgh
CofC, Roessler, Rice, Gorham, 732-32, 1st Allas Stamp Co, A O Henry hand painted (set of 3), 1st Lewis, 1st
Robertson; many better items from this issue, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1933, General Kosciuszko Collection (734). 75+ better cachets in a single binder; duplication of
artwork should be expected since there were seven first day of issue locations; cachet makers include, John Gill, Ed
Hacker, Covered Wagon, 734-11, 734-14, Ioor (including Special Delivery block), Rice, Linprint, Boler, 734-36, 734-58,
Eagle Cover Service, 734-28, Fairway, Ed Key, Washington Stamp Club as well as a few unlisted printed cachets;
difficult to duplicate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1934, Maryland Issue Exhibit (736). Rare chance to own a highly decorated exhibit undisturbed from
the early 1980’s; compiled by an extremely accomplished exhibitor, this won the Grand Award at Rocky Gate 82, Gold
ar SEPEX 84, Gold at AFDCS Washington 83, 1st place at ROAPEX 84, and best FDC exhibit at WILSHOW 83; nearly
100 different cachets in two albums including, Beazell (3e), Rothblum (and a Rothblum variety), 1st Baltimore
Philatelic Society, Postmaster General corner card and letter from Assistant Postmaster General to his daughter,
unlisted hand drawn Eleanor Dashiell, Nix, Stoutzenberg, Linprint, Top Notch, 1st Kapner, Hacker, Ioor, Roessler, Rice
and more; includes over 20 related covers for celebrations, tercentenary, etc along with brochures; beautiful, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1936, Rhode Island Tercentenary Collection (777). 220+ Scott 777 housed in 3 NUACE albums; 1st
Congden and Carpenter, 1st Hollywood Club Cover, Roessler, 777-9, 777-18 (25 with many colors), 777-23, 777-29,
1st L G Charist, 1st Gleason, 1st Kilton, 1st Kent County, Imperial, Chambers, Scheufler, two oversized cacheted; RI
Governor autograph; very clean with very little toning common for this era, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 1936, Extraordinary Oregon Centenial Collection (783). In 12 binders, 1100+ covers from a
consummate specialist; probably the largest and finest holding available; assembled in NUACE binders (with
slipcases) consisting of Planty 1-5, 6-12, 13-21b, 21c-27, 28-33, 34-44, 45-50, 51-60, 61-82, 83-114; P-58(2), Von
Losberg, P-61 hand painted of the period (Daniel, Lewiston, and Walla Walla cancels), 1st South 17th Street Public
School multicolor hand painted covers, P-67 Virginia Seath hand drawn, P-71 Lottie Eshliman (2), P-80 set of five
Raymond Stone hand painted, P-122 George Bowring hand drawn, P-95 Max Casper (9), Chambers, P-102, W H Latta,
P-109 Bertha Cleft hand painted (Astoria and Missoula), P-111 Griffith, P-127 J C Formick, P-76 M L C hand painted
(Daniel and Missoula), Chambers; more than 20 unlisted hand painted in the period; impressive; some have light toning
as expected for this time period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1936, Susan B Anthony advanced FDC collection (784). 100+ better covers housed in NUACE
album and slipcase; four different Crosby (two are unlisted); Ham in green (and unlisted in orange); Grandy (3 colors);
Sidenius; VG (4 colors); Eagle (3 different); VG (9 colors); 785-14; Roessler; Bronesky; Rice; 784-10; Dyer (4 different);
Goldstein; Anderson; Kershner; Ioor; Linprint and more; a wonderful lot; occasional toning as expected during this era,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1936-1940, Risko Art Hand Painted and Airbrushed. Collection of 190+ envelopes in three binders;
an original unpicked collection with minor duplication (generally cachet or color design variations) and loaded with
exceptional items; premium First Days include #776 (1st cachet x3), 777 (x7), 778 (x3), 782 (x5),783 (x16), 784 (x2),
785-94 set of 10 (plus a few singles), 795 (x3), 796 (x3), 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 835 (x2), 836 (x2), 837, 838 (x3),
852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 859-93 (set of 35), 899, 901, 902, C23 (x2); also 30+ events including USS Macon, Texas (x5),
St Patrick’s Day, April Fool, Easter, Paul Revere’s Ride, Memorial Day, 4th of July, New Years Day; also a virtually
complete (lacks $1 value) Presidential Series of 1938, from 1/2c to $5, including booklets and coils (all pairs). All the low
values through 50c are blocks of four with matching typed addresses; extremely scarce and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 1937, Phenomenal Army Navy Series Collection (785-94). 860+ better envelopes in long dealer tray;
Marion Fulton hand painted 789, A S Allis hand drawn 790-93, Ralph Holzer hand drawn 790-94, R V Rider hand drawn,
William J Volker hand drawn, Virginia Seath hand drawn, Hubbard hand colored set, Volker printed, Vaughan hand
drawn, G O Shepherd, numerous color Civil War Patriotics pressed into service, unlisted photo postcards, numerous
Crosby, Gundel, Ioor, Czubay, Nutnick, R E Dyer, Espenshade, MCDonough, unlisted Chambers matched set (2), Max
Casper set, Brookhaven, Sidenius set, Scatchard set (printed), Scatchard set (thermographic), Sudduth, Dean Aubrey,
Griffith, Top Notch, Risko (at least 12 seen), Rice set, Beverly Hills set, Roesseler set, Vining set, Ed Kee’s set, Evans
set, Lou Breker set, Raley, W Beardsley set, Casper, Laid, Munprint, Wanstead, Levy, Fairway, and many more;
stunning collection for the specialist or advanced dealer, Attention! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1937, Army-Navy FDC collection (785-94). Large group of 975+ neatly housed in 9 Nuace albums;
appear to be complete sets; cachet makers include, Ioor on envelopes and cards, including combos, Beverly Hills,
Anderson, Breker, Linprint, Bronesky (21 plus set of 2 on monarch covers), WSE (22, some with related portraits), Rice
(16 plus set of 10 on legal-sized envelope), Grandy, Imperial, Grimsland, Kapner, Crosby (75), Decatur Chapter (with 7
unofficials), Farragut Chapter (2), Levy, Fairway, Velache, Brookhaven, Top Notch, Aubry, Espenshade, Laid (both
styles), Clifford, Plimpton (surface and airmail), Planty 39, Planty 40, Lane, Holland-Yudkin, Planty 43, Roessler,
Sudduth, Wanstead, Planty 47 (uncommon),Sidenius (several varieties), Historic Arts, Hubbard (32, almost all
unofficial), Raley, Roy, San Francisco Examiner, McDonough, Nix (52, with straight, curved, 5 stamp combos and
unofficials), Munprint, Dietz, Evans, Norwood-Scatchard, Raley, Max Casper, Annapolis Philatelic Society (7
unofficials), Historic Art event set of 10, Planty 78, Chambers and Planty 104; about 140 are unknown with a few hand
painted; an extensive collection; occasional toning from gum flaps, which is to be expected from this era, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1937, Northwest Territory Collection (795). 150+ Ordinance of 1787 FDCs from better artists housed
in two NUANCE albums; many pairs (there were two First Day cities); Grimsland plate blocks, Sidenius, Linprint, Dyer,
Laird, Historic Arts, 1st Wameford, Roessler, 1st Equitable Fire and Marine, Raley, Rice Davenport, 1st W C Maroon,
795-29 set of 5 1st Marietta NWT Commission, 1st Heyl, Beverly Hills, Anderson, Espenshade, 795-40, 795-41,
Imperial, 795-44, Pavois, Evans, 1st Cachet Craft, Farnam, Historic Arts, Crosby (5 different), O A Smith (4 hand
painted), Nix, Scheufler, 795-95; occasional toning as expected for the period; wonderful collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 1937, Virginia Dare Collection (796). 130+ better items postmarked Manteo NC (18 Aug) and
Washington DC (19 Aug); cachet makers include, handpainted 796-1, Torkel (NC and DC), 796-6, Fairway (NC and
DC), Ioor (NC and DC), 1st Shatz, Grandy, Anderson (NC and DC), Espenshade (NC and DC), House of Farnam,
796-17, Rice, Kapner, Sudduth, Pavois, Bronesky, 796-24, Nix (NC and DC), 796-26, 796-29, 796-30, Linprint, Ralph
Dyer (plus four different), Grimsland, Evans, World Wide Cachet, 796-28, several Historic Arts (three hand colored),
Aubry (NC and DC), 796-47, Raley (NC and DC) in several colors, Crosby, Cachet Craft, 796-24, Fellows, and more;
includes advertising cover to Korea, beautiful Hudson Bay Company to Canada, registered block of six with plate
number and other attractive items; spirited bidding expected, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1938, Constitution Ratification Collection (798). 140+ envelopes housed in a NUACE album;
includes Reid, Sidenius, 835-11 with 9 unofficials, Lugwig, Progressive, Crosby (5 different), Imperial, Pilgrim,
Espenshade, Bronesky, Evans, Ferryman, Raley, 835-62, Nix, Leuthke hand painted in the period, Gladys Adler,
Munprint, Sanders, Chambers, 835-57, as well as some with Washington DC cancels; modern hand painted Ben Kraft
(6) and Mellissa Fox (5); a strong collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1938, The Presidential Series FDC. Fidelity (Planty 5) blocks to 50c, includes $1-$5, coils and
combo; Fidelity (Planty 6) denominations with different color cachets, values to $1, coils;at least 2 full sets of Crosby
(often single, block, plate block) complete to $5 (96 in total); Pilgrim thru $1 plus coils; Clarence Reid 2 complete sets
(first in blocks thru 50c), also color variations; Historic Art 11c-$5 (to 50c as blocks), booklets, coils; Progressive 3c-$1;
Espenshade complete set ($1-$5 as pairs plus extra $1 and $2), booklets and coils; Nix thru 50c, booklets, coils;
Warneford thru 50c, coils, booklets; Ferryman thru $2; Mayne thru $1, booklets, coils; Rice thru $2, booklets, coils;
Sudduth thru 50c booklets, coils; Oswald Ludwig thru $2, booklets, coils; Plimpton thru 50c; Cachet Craft complete
set, booklets, coils; Farnam complete set ($1 is a block); Keyworth thru 50c, coils; Holland complete (including
extra $1 block and extra $5), coils, booklets; Hux (Planty 9) thru $1; Hux (Planty 10) thru 10c, coils, booklets; Ioor
complete set ($1-$5 are blocks), another set thru $2, booklets, coils; Pavois thru $1; Grimsland complete, booklets,
coils; Fidelity “Eagle” complete, coils, booklets; Ludwig thru 50c; Reich complete (plus spare $2); Raley “E” thru $2;
Sidenius thru 30c, $2; Staehle complete set, coils, booklets; Hux complete set, coils, booklets; Annis thru $1; Raley
“A” thru 25c; Imperial complete blocks (even $1-$5!), booklets, coils; Anderson complete (plus spare $5), booklets
and coils; Torkel Gundel complete setbooklets, coils; Meisels hand colored $5 (plus uncacheted $1 and $2);
colorized unknown $5; Gilbert; Coakley; Linn; Ioor color variations complete set (plus extra $1 and $2 block of
four); H E Harris, Meisels and other handpainted (107 low values plus $1 (5), $2 (2) and $5 (2); 1,400+ covers; Wow;
light indications of aging on a few, consistent with this era, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1938, The Presidential Series FDC. 850+ Prexies from many of the great cachet makers; Cachet Craft
(to $2) and set of 13 coils, Anderson ($1, $2x2), Mayne (to $2), Rice (to $2 plus $1 block), WSE/Clifford coils, Grandy (to
$2), Historic Arts line pair coils, Progressive, Ludwig coils set on cover (3), Fidelity ($1x2, $2x2), Bronesky, Fidelity #4
coils, with several $1-5 not mentioned; wonderful sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1938, Delaware Tercentenary Collection (836). 80+ advanced collection in a single binder; includes
1st Staehle, Crosby (5), Ioor, HF, Aubry, Mayne, Crubay, Law, Hobby Cover, Historic Art and more; numerous
Washington DC second days; some are hand colored; attractive special delivery block of six; unusual unofficials
(correct date) onboard USS Gilmer, USS Brooks, USS Philadelphia, USS Williamson, USS Fox, USS Trinity, USS
Shaw, and USS Savannah; well worth a peek, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1938, Northwest Territory Sesquicentennial Collection (837). 100+ covers housed in a NUACE
album; artwork from, Imperial, Buchwald, Staehle, Ioor (17 with varieties), Pilgrim (3 different), Crosby (6 different),
837-34, ans, Florence Edmiston (hand painted in the period), Reid, 837-37, Nix, Marion Fulton, 837-50, Marietta
Kiwanis Club (rare), Chambers, Ferryman and more; really lovely collection well worth a look, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1938-2005, Presidential Topical Accumulation. 800+ very mixed covers related to US Presidents;
beginning with a number of 1938 Prexie envelopes this grouping spans from George Washington to George W. Bush;
some are better multicolored printed cachets from noted cachetmakers while many are hand fashioned and whimsical
creations; fun for the topical or Presidential collector and would show nicely for those that collect autographs as a
compliment, some condition issues but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., 1939, New York World’s Fair (853). 80+ neatly mounted in a single binder; highlights include, 1st
Artcraft (U/A), several different Crosby’s, Carter (3 different), Gundel, Grandy, Staehle, Beardsley Horn, hand drawn of
the period, Philatelic Press, some unofficials and plate blocks; assembled by a serious collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1939, Better Baseball Collection (855). 140+ classics from the 1939 Baseball Centennial; gorgeous
Harwood advertising addressed to Natick, 16 rare Crosby’s, Anderson, Cachet Craft, Cobbett (hand colored),
Washington Stamp Exchange, Torkel, Grimsland, Grandy (in different colors), Holland, Ioor, McCamley, Mayne’s
Cover Service, Nix, Linprint, Clifford and more; two very interesting perforated date cancels; top flight material for the
specialist, includes better scarce to rare items that would be next to impossible to duplicate, given the rising sports card
market, this could be a grand slam! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1940, Massive Stock of Famous Americans (859-893). 875+ envelopes in long dealer’s tray; cachet
makers include, Ioor, Ernest Gilbert, Anderson (full set colored), Lowrey, Corkley, Clifford, Crosby E, J sets (several
actually), G H Stephens set, Rice, 1st MacDowell, 1st Savannah Chamber of Commerce, 1st International Havester,
1st E B Price, Holland, Reid 32, Cachet Craft set, Nix set, Warnerford set, FidelityGrimsland (sepia), Davenport, Reid
31, Ross Engineering, Sadworth, Coakly, Aristocrat, Macos, Linprint, Intercity, Amesbury, N R Brown, 1st NY
Historical, 1st Harvard College, Thomas, Ben Kraft hand painted set, Sacto, McCarthy, Reid card set, 1st Evanston,
Goldman, Historic Arts; strong stock for the savvy dealer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1940-1948, Lincoln Gettysburg Address and Emancipation Collections (902 and 978). 85+ better
covers the Emancipation from slavery issue (902) and 60+ from the Gettysburg Address issue (978); Emancipation
cachets include, Anderson, Grimsland, Grandy, Crosby (3 cancelled at the World’s Fair and two on the USS Patomic),
House of Farman, Rice (both postmarked Washington and another at the Fair), Aristocrats, Linprint, Fidelity, Ludwig,
Cachet Craft, Weigland and many more; Gettysburg Address cachets include, Fleetwood, Boyd, PentArts, Crosby, Ken
Boll, Fluegel, Staehle, Artmaster, Anderson WMG, ArtCraft, Hamilton, C W George, Ioor, Cachet Craft, House of
Farnam and more; great collection for the Lincoln fan, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1940-1950, PentArts legal-sized FDCs. 325+ premium unaddressed or typed addressed envelopes;
sought after printed cachets with mild duplication with the welcome exception of Overrun Countries with both pairs of
stamps on each envelope and two sets of corner blocks are noted; the unusually large sized “canvas” allows the
servicer ample room in the case of Iowa Statehood, for example, to affix a block, a single, and even a Special Delivery
stamp (with their corresponding large hand cancels), and not look crowded; this much real estate can best be described
as “delicious”; a great cachet maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., 1942-45, WWII Patriotic FDC Collection. Approximately 600 covers, with various patriotic cachets,
with 25 Dorothy Knapp - Fleetwood cachets, a little over 20 Minkus cachets, some events with a few MacArthur (West
Virginia on his birthday Apr 15, 1942), V-E and V-J day event covers, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1944-1945, Fluegel WWII Patriotic collection. 90+ covers in one Showgard album; a wonderful
unaddressed collection of one of the most colorful series ever created; mostly different with either a Washington DC or
UN Navy cancel (about 40 are naval); highly unusual Fluegel on MacArthur postcard with Navy cancel; a
breathtakingly attractive set, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1950-1959, W N Wright handpainted collection. 75+ beautiful original art painted by one of the
premier artists of the 1950s; always bold and vibrant, Wright is both collectable and sought after; generally addressed
typed or in a non-invasive manor; a few unlisted are included; expect lots of interest here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1950-1970, William Von Ohlen FDC cachets. 400+ envelopes in sleeves from very popular artist, Von
Ohlen; while we spied a 1937 Army-Navy FDC with a Von Ohlen cornercard, the lions share of this lot consists of issues
in the 1950s and 60s; innovation like the fold out with text (SC 1006), and clean multicolor art; includes a Walt Disney
SC 1355 (Mellone #30) which is quite popular; mild toning on some of the earlier examples; vast majority are
unaddressed; a great collection, listed at 3-5 times the regular cachets by Scott/Mellone FDC book, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., 1963-1984, Ralph Dyer hand painted collection. 95+ colorful hand painted original cachets on cover
in a single binder; fanciful artwork ranging from 1963 through the Lake Placid Olympics in 1984; most unaddressed and
those having a typed address adhered with a label; overall condition is quite good; no duplication and very popular, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1966-1974, Unique Armistead Hand Colored Collection. 600+ one of a kind, hand-colored
illustrations on FDCs; for about a decade Mrs R M Armistead drew and then enhanced with color pencil, cachets;
indications are only one exists for each issue; interestingly, the envelopes are stuffed with poetry related to the stamp as
well as an article from a publication the size of Reader’s Digest; a delightful artist’s collection each in protective sleeves,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1969, 5 Frame Baseball Exhibit and Better Covers (1381). 140+ mostly intact exhibit for the 100th
anniversary of baseball in one binder plus two additional binders of better covers; includes Postal Bulletin with First Day
cancel, Anderson, Artopages, ArtCraft, Aristocrats, Artmaster, Cachetcraft Cachets, Ellis hand colored, Bobby George,
C W George, Tri-State Cover Society (machine and hand cancels), Colorano card, House of Farnum, Henry, Cover
Craft, David C (hand drawn), Fleetwood, Jean Nicklin, Jackson-Chickering, Marg, Reid, Sarzin metallic, UPCS,Van
Dahl, Vivid, Oliver Wakeman, Frank J Mohr, La Fiesta counterfeits by Jerry Mather (set of 12), Kolor Kover, OW as well
as the First Day of Issue Ceremony program; Take me out to the ball game! F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., 1980-2005, Jack Ginsburg cachet collection. 325+ whimsical illustrations on modern first day
covers; sets include Presidential libraries (13), Wonders of America (50), Legends of Baseball (20), Classic Aircraft
(20), and hundreds more; delightful artwork well worth a look and a wonderful opportunity to acquire one of the most
sought after cachet makers in a large holding, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1980-2000, Julian Pugh hand painted collection. 450+ lovely hand colored cachets; edition size
varies between 50-100 per issue; each is numbered and signed by the artist; sets include, Classic American Dolls,
Legends of American Music Series, Classic American Aircraft, Celebrate the Century, Legend of the West, $15 Mallard
duck; interesting Tocanini issue (2411), first day of issue postmarked at correct zip code but predated by nine
days; wonderful collection for the hand painted aficionado and an excellent lot for retail/online sales, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1982, Baseball Jackie Robinson FDC. 1400+ envelopes with about a third limited edition and
handpainted; cachet makers including; HM, Ham, T M Weddle, Colonial, D C H, Gill Craft, Artmaster, Z, Glen, Doris
Gold, LEB, LRC, RCL, Aristocrat, ArtCraft, HF, Justice, Gamm, Spectrum, A Smith, Judith Fogt, Anderson, Skat,
Vaughn Hord, Twin Towers, C W Ray, Ziola Powell, Warren Wildermuth, Green Lee, Don Mangus; a wonderful lot, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1983, Baseball Babe Ruth. 3850+ envelopes honoring Babe Ruth; Frank Adams, K H Andrews,
Aquarian Productions, Arlo, Ashley, BSA, Babbitts, Mellissa Fox, Gamm, Gary, Glen, Doris Gold, Bernard Goldberg,
Torkel Gundel, Ham, Paslay, LEB, Tammy Lee, Margarey Gray, Ron Myers, Pasley, Philgraf, Natsco, PM, Ira
Yarbrough, Weddle; at least 100 autographs including Stan Musial, Phil Niekro, Jim Palmer, Eddie Mathews, Willie
Stargell, Jim Hunter, Heinie Manush, Luis Salazar, Ozzie Smith (and the rest of the 1981 San Diego Padres);
about a third are limited or hand painted; many better pieces; bonus, camera ready First Day Cover cachet paste up for
ArtCraft (would make a wonderful exhibition piece) a unique opportunity, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., 1984, Baseball Roberto Clemente FDC. 1050+ items in 7 volumes plus, about a third limited edition or
hand made, Every conceivable cachet maker, hand painted and paste up honoring the Pittsburgh Pirate baseball
player; while a large percentage cannot be easliy identified some of the sets include; Aloha Cachet, AFDCS,
AppleCraft, Aristocrat, ArtCraft, Artmaster, Ashley Cachets, B’nai B’rith, BSA, Babbitt’s Cachets, Steven M Brainerd
Cachets, Brandywine, Brooklyn Dodger Fan Club, Daryl Brotman, Carrolton, Centennial, Chicagoland FDC Society,
Colorano “Silk”, Conestoga, Cover Outlet, Jack Davis, HF, HM, Hank Mezzack, JM, RKR, Gamm, Melissa Fox, Glen,
Bernard Goldberg, Torkel Gundel, Vaughan Hord, G Klem, SKat, Uncovers, Z, Warwick; many high retail covers here,
also includes an overflow box with bonus 30 Sitting Bull (2 are Gary Kolter handpainted), and 6 flag over Yosemite
exceptional handpainted; batter up! Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., 1984, Considerable holding of Jim Thorpe FDCs (2089). More than 100 handpainted and hand
colored; delightful collection of cacheted envelopes from, HM, Warren Wildermuth, JudyFogt, EduCAchets, dhc,
Aristocrat, ArtCraft, Bernard Goldberg, Vaughn Hurd, Auroza Covers, Babbitt’s Cachet, MDG, C S Cornish, B K, Hunt,
Jack Fellows, Gamm, M Fox, Kribbs, Anderson, Twin Rivers, David C, Jackson, Colorano, Ellis, Marq, Selectcover,
Dargis Velva-Tone, Margaret Gray, LEB, Collins, Ham, Dottie Bundy, Haas, C E Pazar and dozens more; hundreds
stored in three Supersafe binders; 750+ covers in total, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., 1985-1990, James Pasley handpainted in 3 volumes. 270+ hand colored, limited edition FDCs; runs
appear about 100 and have vibrant color; note several issues with $7.50 - $15 Federal Duck stamps; housed in three
large volumes in very presentable condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1986, American Presidents FDC (2216-2219). 240+ printed color cachets including Collins, Pugh,
Bell Cachets, Van and HF; condition is outstanding, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., 1988-1992, Stamp Incorporated in Hand Painted Art, High Value Vertical. 125+ delightful covers
with minimal duplication; Lee Mitchell has made incorporating the stamp into a larger hand painted image; done in small
quantities (usually less than 25) these are very collectable; includes many high values including several $12.50
Ducks, $2 Bobcat block, $1 Seaplane strip of 5, etc.; an instant exhibit here; an absolute delight, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 1989, Baseball Lou Gehrig FDC. 3000+ with about a third limited editions or handpainted, massive
collection from cachet makers including; Adams, Anderson, Ellis, ArtCraft, Artmaster, BSA, Garils, Glen, Doris Gold,
Bernard Goldberg, Ron Myers, Lee Mitchell, TCMA, Colorano “Silk”, A O Henry, Collins, Zodiac, Mellisa Fox, Adams,
SKat, True North, Twin Rivers, Geri Peltin, Frank Pennington, Nutt, A O Henry, Ronald Klein, Sturgill, Kribbs Kover,
David Peterman, W Streeter, John Ike, Edith Medley, Jo Ann Bruce, Mark Hazard, Jane Weddle, Bruce Speed, Mark
Grabowski, Nathan Marcus, Rawlins, Keith Harward, Nancy Ladd; with Baseball and sports cards all the rage this will
sell well online, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., 1990-2005, Kendal Bevil Superb Hand Painted Collection. 550+ covers from one of America’s best
cachet makers; light duplication and exceptional condition make this perfect for the collector or reseller; eye arresting
colors and superior artistic talent separate Bevil from the pack; each is numbered, signed and comes with a certificate of
authenticity; all are in protective sleeves; includes sumptuous legal-sized envelopes; so pretty you’ll want to frame them
and put them on your wall, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1990-1993, Kendal C Bevil hand colored FDCs. 130+ hand tinted envelopes from one of the most
exciting modern artists; ranges from Claire Chennault to the Mariana Islands (of which only 17 were produced); housed
in a single binder, all are signed and in perfect condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., 1992, Olympics baseball FDC (2619). 2360+ envelopes and cards; A C Doback, Amstrong, Bevil, Jo
Ann Bruce, Collins, G Davis, DeSpain, Don Mangus, Edsel, Endora, Empress, Goldberg, Ham, Hamilton, Vaughn
Hood, HF, Hubartt, Upper Deck, Jamison, Remmick, Leavitt, Herman Maul, McNatt, Nitsch, Pasley, Ples, RJG, Rowe,
Thompson, Z, Weaver, Wildhorse; Armistead unique FDCs; numerous baseball card-sized hologram cachets about a
third are limited edition and hand painted; Play ball! Another unique opportunity to get in on the “ground floor” of a
skyrocketing sports marketplace online, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., 1995, Lighthouse Booklet Series Hand Colored (2969-73). 350+ colorful first day colors in limited
editions produced by some of the premiere modern artists; cachetmakers include, Judith Fogt (12 unique watercolors
on legal envelopes), Ham, Pugh, Collons, Kuschil, CWL, Colorano “Silk”, ArtCraft, Fleetwood, Quintero, Kribb’s Kover,
Hearland, Bonnie Fusion, Vaughn Hord, Russ Benning, Lois Hamilton, T M Geerlings, Kim D, Green Lee, Steve
Harkness, Point, Artmaster, Finger Lakes, HF, Motor City Stamp Club, Jane Weddle, Blossomland, Larry Fidler, Mystic
Stamp Company, Jim Smith, HCT, Ron Beller, Panda, Wild Horse, David Smith, Pam; check out all the images on the
web and you will want this this collection jewel, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., 1997, Air Force 50th Anniversary Collection (3167). 750+ envelopes to celebrate a half century as
an independent branch of the Department of Defense; includes Bevil (Artist Proof), Mellisa Fox, Fluegel, Panda, Wild
Horse (set of 7), HF, Edsel, Gamm, Collins (50+), Heritage, Hussey, TD Cachets, Gerwitz, C W Wray and dozens more;
postmarks from Washington, Ramstein, Colorado Springs, Nellis, Incirlik and others; stand up and salute! Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S., 1998-2009, Fred Collins handpainted FDC. 1450+ modern FDCs; very popular and collectable
Collins envelopes are in individual sleeves with minimal duplication; condition is excellent and issue cost a multiple of
our estimate, retailers dream lot or an extensive foothold to collecting Collins, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., 1998-2008, Homespun Cachets Limited Edition. 725+ hand assembled envelopes made in
quantities of 30 or less; exceptionally clean collection from the late 90s through the next decade; hi values included like
$5 Washington 2006, $4.05 and $14.40 X-15 issues, set of five $1 exploring the solar system on single cover, $11.75
Shuttle stamp; these are wonderful and could for a delightful lot for a collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., 2001-2010, Modern Baseball Issues Collection. 975+ recent commemorative baseball issues
celebrating legendary ballparks, Jackie Robinson, Lou Gehrig, Babe Ruth, and famous players series; cachet makers
include, Kundu hand painted, Mews, TM, Jack Ginsburg, Fogt hand painted, Panda, Lonegoat, Onedog, Bennett
Cartoons, Herbert Nikirk, Hank Mezzack, Zaso, Glen, Doris Gold hand painted, GL Cachets, CTC, Faircloth, Collins,
Wild Horse, Paslay, Fisher hand painted, Dynamite and more; 13 oversized Kendel Bevil covers, 8 Baseball Hall of
Fame envelopes, 4 Sol Gram hand painted, John Anderson hand painted, 2 Wildy Cachets, 2 Jack Fellows, 4 oversized
Wild Horse; bonus 2619 Baseball Publicity photo essay (no denomination) mounted in a slide (for an old slide projector);
wonderful artwork for the collector or dealer of the National Pastime, Huge sale potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 2006, Lewis & Clark Collection (3854-56). 1150+ collection from numerous better cachet makers;
includes, Postal Commemorative Society (22k gold stamps), Lonegoat, Pushin the Envelope, Ken Baker (4 hand
painted), TheromeCachets (incuding 11 city set), Washington County Historical Society, AFDCS, Webcraft, Nostalgia,
Farnam, Nashville Philatelic Society, Finger Lakes Stamp Club, Larry Gassen, Frank Ellis, several with
commemorative nickels attached, CEC, Romp, Nirlay Kundu, Tri-Cities Stamp Club, Artmaster, Hobby Link, Colorano
silk, Fleetwood, and many others; a few dozen are hand painted; includes USPS 32 page booklet (with 20 stamps)
Lewis & Clark, and another (Old Glory) with a first day of issue affixed to the cover; very clean lot with mild duplication,
Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Air Mail, 1935-2008, Cachets Collection (C20-C145). 925+ better envelopes in long dealer’s box;
cachet makers include, George, Velatone, Fluegel, Schacht, Mahdeen, Anderson, Artmaster, HF, Steahle, Cachet
Craft, Ken Boll, Kolor Kover, Jack Knight, MCCawley, Meisel, Spartan, PentArts, Art Craft, Aristocrat, Crosby,
Smartcraft, Jackson, Fulton, David Garrett hand painted (8), Harward hand painted, Russ Hamilton hand painted, Pugh
(4), Pavois, WMG, Linprint, Wakefield, Ioor, Ray hand painted, Wilson hand painted, Soper hand painted, McNatt hand
painted, Wilma hand painted, Turner, Doris Gold hand painted, Collins, DHC hand painted, Gamm, Torkel Gundel,
Xanapaw hand painted, Ham hand painted, Lee hand painted, Max hand painted, Paslay hand painted, T M Historical
hand painted, Lois Hamilton hand painted, Ellis, David C, Albers, FDC Plus, Artopages, Goldcraft, Chickering, Fidalgo,
C E Reid, KJM, Boerger, Etrick, Cascade, 1st Westpex, Wakefield, Saffer, Ludwig, AAMS, Lee Mitchell hand painted
set of 3, McIntyre, Ben Kraft hand painted set of 3, Farnam 1941 Airmail Series set, C42-44 UPU Series unlisted
matched set of 15 PentArts, Ira Bennett hand painted; vast unaddressed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Pristine Civil War patriotics repurposed, 1961-1965. 450+ absolutely stunning Civil War patriotics
used as cachets for modern FDCs; includes Scott 985, 1132, 1153, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1178-82, 1208,
1232, 1233, 1303 and C53; these unaddressed masterpieces include scarce designs from Magnus and others; the
engravings are sumptuous, the multicolor designs are striking, and the pointed intent of the political caricactures
unavoidable; all the specialist needs for a stunning exhibit and magnificent collection, unused civil war multicolored
patriotics sell for $10 to $50 each, these are unique, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Cream of the Crop Early First Days, 1925-1936. 830+ pre-1936 envelopes with better cachets in long
dealer’s box; all in protective sleeves, carefully cataloged, and priced; all better items priced $25-$50; 704-15 Ioor,
Stoutzenberg, Roessler; 702 A O King, Klotzbach, Stoutzenberg; 682 A O Henry hand painted, Buchanan,
Stoutzenberg, Roessler; 776 Ioor, Grandy, Anderson, Dyer; 774 Roessler, Stamp Mart, Rice, Gorham, Grandy; 772 1st
New Britain, 1st Time Magazine, 1st Waterbury Democrat, Dyer, 1st National Fire Insurance; 736 1st Kapner, Hux,
Faiway, Linprint, Ioor, Grimsland, Rice, 1st Top Notch; 735 Klotzbach, United American War Veterans, New York
American, Parsons, Fabian, Grimsland, Ioor, Gorham, 1st Waeckerling, 728-31 Ioor, Kimble, Bert, Grimsland, Rice,
Washington Stamp Exchange, J Gill, Linprint; 727 Stoutzenberg, Aeter, Covered Wagon, A C Roessler, Fairway,
Hobby; 724 Ioor, Rice, 1st Scott Paper, Baxter; 738 Parsons, 1st Schucker, Grimsland, Ioor, Linprint, 1st Batson,
Maryland Commemoratice Association, Covered Wagon, Ralph Dyer, Kapner, 1st American War Mothersard; 783
Hubbard, Manovkian, Bronesky, Beverly Hills, Clifford, Plimpton, Laird, Roy, Kapner; and much more; an upper hand to
the advanced specialist or really sweet stock for the astute dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Superb Collection of Better First Day Covers, 1929-1966. 2200+ better envelopes in wonderful
condition in 4 dealer’s trays; Box 1 beginning with Scott 654 Gorham and several Roesslers, most catalog in the
$20-$40 range; several Rice 704/715, 709, 714 and 715 Stoutzenberg blocks (16a), 711 and 713 Stoutzenberg blocks
(15a); 1st Schaefer (730); 735-6b (souvenir sheet of 6); extensive 1145 Boy Scouts; 1157-M29 Tri-Color dual issue;
Box 2 1940s, 50s and considerable Civil War Centennial including 1179 1st Barnhill, several on Civil War Patriotics
(including a pack of 44 different); Box 3 more Civil War including Riemann, Ritz, Schwartz, Fidalgo, 1st Philatelic
Numismatic Cover Club, Boerger, C E Reid, 1st Raciti, Ken Boll, Centenial, Velvatone, Fluegel, 1st Gettysburg
Battlefield Preservation Association, C W C C, Powell hand painted, Pontiac Press, KJM, Sandra Haimerl hand painted,
Henry, 1st ACCWCC, Goldcraft, Khol Kraft, Centennial, Marg; Box 4 are all better Prexies; 41 Stephen Datz hand
painted 803-31, 839-51 (1/2c to 50c missing only 1c vertical coil); G O Scott; $5 Mayne; $5 unlisted hand painted;
magnificent $5 hand painted; $2 Planty #43; Anderson $5; 1/2c-50c G H Stephens typed and hand drawn (set of 29);
gorgous Nancy Huehl hand painted $1 (arrow block), $2, and $5; David Peterman hand drawn and painted $1, $1 plate
block, $2, and $5, Imperial $1; Linprint $5; Marion Fulton hand painted; 1/2c-$5 uncacheted with matching typed
address in pristine condition; Rice $1; unknown handpainted $1; 1/2c-$5 handpainted by Cataldo ($1 x 2); 839-51-133
coil set; set of 16 Trader Horn coils; Ken Boll $1; Chada hand painted $2; buy it for the stellar Prexies alone, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
U.S., Superior First day Dealer’s Stock, 1929-2019. 1700+ individually sleeved, cataloged and priced
cacheted envelopes; better cachetmakers usually on unaddressed covers; most are in the $5-15 range with
predominent strength from 1945-1960; heavy in Fluegel, PentArts, Ken Boll, House of Farnam, Kolor Kover, Schact,
Spartan, Crosby, Ludwig, Nix, Staehle, George, Velvatone, Bronesky, Hilcliff and dozens more; the real value lies in the
oversized envelopes (marked $20-$75) which consist of about 300 covers including more than 45 Postmaster
General corner card First Day Covers (all different), 1384a Christmas Precancel Baltimore (catalogs $200), 1384a
Christmas Precancel Memphis (catalog $200) White Horse (6), Dave Bennett (7), unique Bernard Golberg (Babe
Ruth), Gorham Old Ironsides, 1st Dr John Selby, 1st MI Dept of State, Reid, 1st Club Printing HSE, Siegmund, 1st
Stamp Review, Ferryman, Ed Kee, 1st Omaha Philatelic Society, 1st Smith, dual Crosby, Warren Wildermuth hand
painted Clara Barton issue and one for ther $8.75 express mail, express mail stamps ($8.75, $9.35, $9.95 and $10.75)
on same cover and and two others all by Wildy Cachets, Bernard Golberg booklet of three $10.75 with tab, Doris Gold
Pueblo art, and more; includes 54 hand drawn, hand colored by lessor known artists including Avis Knowlton, Otto
Renner (4), Elizabeth Seath (6), and several others; 11 Civil War covers repurposed as modern First Day Covers; 34
ACE amateur covers (293-353); box of at least 300 Meisel hand painted, very mixed condition, tremendous holding for
the enterprising dealer with a descerning client base, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Unique F R Rice personal FDC albums, 1933-1948. 11 mini albums measuring 6" wide x 7" tall x 3/4"
at the spine; 900 items, often in plate blocks, spanning Scott numbers 726-974; were sent for First Day oF Issue cancel
(and often Postmaster autograph) on graph paper and then cut to size to fit these delightful Rapkin (London) binders;
some pages have printed cachets (like his original production) while others were printed cachets made exclusively for
this collection like for a remarkable set of 740-49 plate blocks of six on 40 pages with the cachet reading “This collection
contains every plate number available on day of sale”; plate blocks of six include C20-22 with four different plate blocks
for each Scott number; 756-65 sets of plate blocks and center line or gutter blocks; Baby Zep noted; imagine owning
Rice’s personal “diary” set, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Massive older FDC accumulation, 1933-2007. 2500+ envelopes from numerous artists of which
about 500 are handpainted or limited edition; Fleetwood/Knapp 930-933; 1st Louis Scher; Nim; Shaw; Anderson;
Fidelity; unlisted Staehle; unlisted Runge; Holland; Hux, Ioor, Fidelity, Historic Art, Grimsland, and Linprint Prexie partial
sets, House of Farnam $1 pair, $1 arrow block, and $2 pair, as well as Freedom Cachet $1, $2 and $5 (and
registered $1 and $2 without cachet); great Overrun Countries sets including Cachet Craft and Ioor, and ArtCraft
name blocks; 1st Phillips; Poppenger; Von Losberg Roosevelt series; Mellissa Fox handpainted series; magnificent
AO Henry handpainted 1934 National Parks Series; Ben Kraft handpainted; HF $5 Hamilton; in all, about half are
1930’s, a quarter 1940-60, and the remainder early 2000’s (extremely clean in sleeves and moderate duplication);
tremendous opportunity for the right collector or dealer; light indications of aging consistent with this era, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Considerable Stock of Better First Days, 1937-1947 (797-950). 1925+ premium envelopes
cataloged, priced and in protective sleeves stored in 2 long dealer’s boxes; cachetmakers include, Pavois, Warnerford,
Historic Art, Bronesky, Roesseler, Laird, Siegmund, World-Wide Cover, Crosby, Nardone, Aubey, Earnest Gilbert,
Chicago Cover Club, Grandy, Gilman, Covered Wagon, Rice, Dyer, Cachet Craft, Clifford, Plimpton, Linprint, Sidenius,
Hux, Kee, Staehle, Reid, Nix, Heyl, Ludwig, Buchwald, Phoenix, 1st PA Constitution, Goldsmith, Ross, Imperial,
Intercity, Fleetwood, Crockett, Knapp/Fleetwood, Macos, Boll, Kolor Kover, 1st Manger, Knoble hand painted,
Sanders, 1st Washington Territorial Commission, 1st Tacoma Stamp Club, Velvatone, Butler, Junior, Elmhurst, Art
Craft, Beltmann, Olde Well hand painted, Nathan Marcus hand painted, Ples hand painted, Tom Foust hand
paintedPiszkiewicz hand painted, Karen’s Cachets hand colored, Hunt hand painted, Weddle hand colored, Melissa
Fox hand painted, SOS hand painted, Alan Tossman hand painted, Ham hand painted, Hudeck hand colored, Parson,
Raclil, 1st five Star, Saffer, Askin, Von Losberg, General Electric, Bi-Color Craft, Spartan, 1st RKO, Cachetcraft, Bernet,
1st Americover, 1st Utah Philatelic, Poppinger, Lane and more; teriffic stock for the right dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., High Powered Dealer’s Stock, 1937-1969 (852-1381). 1075+ better cachets in long dealer’s tray;
wonderful, premium envelopes with numerous unlisted, multicolored period covers; one could easily start collecting the
early issues from this stock; 800 (7), 801 (4), 835 (6), 837 (16), 852 (25), 853 (48 including Grimsland, Washington
Stamp Exchange, Ernest Gilbert, Rice, Aetna Life Insurance, Fidelity, Cachet Craft, Staehle, Linprint, Holland, Jeweled
Envelope, House of Farnam, Ludwig, Crosby, E Kirk, Torkel Gundel, Sidenius, J W Clifford, Fluegel, plus several
unlisted), 854 (34), 855 (all eight baseball are $50-75 covers), 856 (20), 858 (12), hundreds of Famous Americans in
popular sets, great 894 Pony Express including, Gundel, 1st APL, Coakley, Macos, Clifford, California Historical
Covers, 1st Ralph, 1st Baldwin, strong Overrun Countries including name blocks, little after 3 cent stamps; a few
moderns including Christmas 1984 (Goldberg), UN (Ulrich hand painted), Smokey the Bear (Weddle hand colored),
and Sol Koved (Goldberg); the pre-1940 alone are worth the price of admission, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection of Better First Day Covers, 1937-1939 (800/855). 850+ Quality stock of quality envelopes
in sleeves, cataloged and priced in long dealer’s box; 1st Siegmund, Parvois, Holland, Grandy, WSE/Sudduth,
Plimpton-Phoenix, John Gilbert, Bronesky, Covered Wagon, Rice, Dietz, Clifford, Aristocrat, Staehle, Fidelity, APL,
Parsons, Phoenix, Macos, Ernest Gilbert (hand colored), Crosby, Reid, Burroughs, Cachet Craft, Grimsland,
Detroit-Ludwig, 1st Crocker Co, Linprint, Dregg, 1st Doak, Ioor, Papercraft, PentArts, Serug, JWC, stellar baseball
that catalogs $1200 (855-52b2, 53a, 53b, 33a, 31a, 26b, 25, 35a, 24d, 19b, 19a2, 18a (x2), 5); numerous partial sets of
Prexies including blocks from several cachet makers; very useful for the enterprising dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Comprehensive First Day Dealer Stock, 1950-1959 (989-1138). 2900+ fresh envelopes in three long
dealer’s boxes; all are in protective sleeves, priced and cataloged; cachetmakers include, George, Fluegel, Junior,
Grandy, Rank, Velvatone, Delco Max, Farnam-Phoenix, Ludwig, Schacht, Sanders, Staehle, Spartan, Fidelity,
Cachetcraft, Smartcraft, McCawley, Kolor Kover, House of Farnam, Riemann, Krober hand painted, Grimsland, WMG,
Austed, 1st Keenan Kachet, Ken Boll, PentArts, ILD, Fulton Cachet, Sacramento Stamp Club, King, Nix, 1st Fort
Sackville Stamp Club, 1st BSA, 1 Boy Scout Troop, Mirt Masonic, 1st Midwest Philatelic Society, Meisel, 1st Dietz, 1st
TA, 1st Butzen, Hilcliff, Fuller, 1st City of Georgetown, Mt Vernon Ladies, Steelcraft, Raquere, Mahdeen, BSCM,
MacPherson, Samuel Auy Jr, Chillicothe Philatelic, Dargis, Vermont National Guard, Norbert Waldeau, A O Henry,
ASDA Show, Scheufler, 1st Butler, Art Craft, 1st Wolf Tools, 1st Jacome’s, 1st Sioux City, HS, Oklahoma Philatelic
Society, 1st Staff College, Texturecraft, Littleton Stamp, 1st Class of 1954, ColorTint, ATA, Babcock, Flok, ECK, A O
King, Hist-O-Card, 1st Poor Richard Club, 1st Capaldi, Lancaster Junior League, Collectors Club of Seattle; and that
was just the first box!; extremely clean and ready for the internet or stamp show, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Less-Known Hand Crafted covers and stationery, 1950-2000s. About 2000 envelopes and cards;
accumulation of attempts by burgeoning artists to try their hand at creating cachets; a fun lot; don’t expect to see any
classics but there are some attractive items to mine in this mountain, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Comprehensive Stock of First Days, 1960-1969 (1139-1386). 1900+ better covers cataloged, priced
and in protective sleeves in two long dealer’s boxes; cachet makers include, Velvatone, Fleugel, Imperial, Goldcraft,
Diamond, Quaker City Philatelic Society, George, Artistocrats, Mischa, Tri Color, ArtCraft, Ken Boll, 1st CJCC, 1st
Spinning Wheel, Elmo Jones, Koch, Doeringer hand painted, Van Dykeman, Mardeen, unlisted Rhine hand painted,
Anderson, Elmhurst Philatelic Society, Riemann, Boerger, Cascade, Reinowski, Diamond, 1st Boys Club, 1st NE Boys
Club, 1st Chicago Boys Club, Huff hand drawn, Universal Philatelic Cover Society, BoatsK Fay hand drawn, 1st
Centennial, Lucinda hand painted, George Kuntz hand painted, Eric Lewis, 1st Sandhills Stamp Collectors Club, 1st
Houston Philatelic Society, Tri Color 1246 set of US Presidents (32 different missing FDR), 1st Finance Center US
Army, Overseas Mailer, 1st Paul Roberts, 1st Arcadia Valley, 1st Hottenstein, 1st Alaska Collectors’ Club, and more;
instant dealer stock with virtually no duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Massive Accumulation of better Modern First Days, 1930s-2000s. 7500++ better covers packed in
10 large Flat Rate Priority boxes; Pisziewicz 1986 Presidential Series franked with Prexie (1/2c-$5) and modern issue,
attractive and complete; Mystic Stamp Civil War set of 20 complete; stunning S&T set of 20 Civil War (65 sets made);
Color Copy Cachets Civil War set of 20 (5 made); Info Cachet Civil War set; Mark Hess Civil War set of 20; Thompson
Civil War hand drawn set; LRC Civilar set of 20; Gassen Civil War set of 12 hand painted; Fleetwood Civil War
postcard set of 20; Legends of the West cachets by Bedford, Edsel, Roman hand painted, C W Ray hand painted;
basketball with trading card as cachet (30), Boback, Empress, David Peterson, C E Reid, Pasley hand painted, Heluva
Covers, Melissa Fox hand painted, Judith Fogt hand painted, Rosario Araya hand painted (beautiful), GM hand painted,
DS hand painted, Heartland, Cover Scape hand painted, Geerling hand colored, Ples hand painted; Ameripex 86
Presidential Series on Clarence Reid 4x5 yellow cards set of 36 (20 sets produced); A O Henry hand painted letter
carriers, voting, America (3), tandem bicycle; Ham hand painted fire engine; Adams hand painted Conestoga Wagon;
Magnus hand colored Conestoga Wagon; Dispain $1 Seaplane hand painted; A O Henry group of 9 hand painted; G
Davis hand colored basketball set of 3; 799 Hawaii cachet by Beardsley (catalog $90); Fluegel from 1952-66; 1986
Presidential Series by Nix; Gill Craft 1986 Presidential Series; a few sets of Famous Americans as well as four on
Postmaster General stationery with enclosed notes signed by Farley; 1940s issues with cachetmakers including,
Freedom Cachets,Ken Boll, Cachet Craft, Grimsland, FS, Reid, Ioor, Artmaster, Crosby, Anderson, WMG, PentArts,
Staehle, Veterans of Nichols General Hospital, Ben Kraft hand painted, Winston hand painted, Lucinda hand painted,
Riemenschneider hand painted, Grandy, Farnum, McIntyre, Jack Leese hand painted, Grimsland, Artmaster,
Smartcraft, Scher, 1st Nashville Philatelic Society, Fleetwood/Knapp, Lowry, Art Craft, Dorothy Lane, Fulton, Hamilton,
Nix, Dewitt hand painted (5), Poppenger, Spielman, Bronesky-Risko, George, A O Henry hand painted, Jackson,
Ernest Gilbert, Osborn, Jack Bower, Holland; 1986 Presidential Series hand painted by Melissa Fox (36), Latimer
cachets Presidential Series of 35 (missing White House), Tom Foust airbrush set of 36 Presidential Series of 1986;
Rice Famous American set, Grandy Famous Americans set, Melissa Fox hand painted set of 36 Presidential Series of
1986, Roman hand painted, Jack Follows hand painted, Ben Kraft hand painted, Ham hand painted, Pam air brushed,
Jeppersen, Wild Horse hand painted, 15 lovely A O Henry hand painted; Anderson Prexie 1/2c-50c plus coils, Re
Rossett hand painted (2); several hundred hand painted among thousands of quality stock perfect for online or a show
and will reward the buyer with multiples of their investment, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Holy Grail of Goldberg Hand painted, 1980-2005. 450+ from this extremely popular artist in a long
dealer’s box; while there are some printed with mild duplication (Betty Ford, 100th anniversary of flight, etc), this is
packed with hand painted covers including color varieties; includes 47 Number 1/XX; only one collector can own the
most number ones (and this could be you); they include, Superbowl XXV 1/74, Jackie Robinsin 1/50, Cal Ripken
1/74, Ronald Reagan 1/60, WWII Memorial 1/30, James Baldwin 1/50, Malcolm X 1/60, Madam C J Walker 1/64,
Charlie Chaplin 1/50, Teddy Roosevelt 1/50,Jack Dempsey 1/50, 1903 World Series 1/50, Jesse Owens 1/55, FDR
1/54, Jack Benny 1/84, Jan Mateliger 1/85, W E B DuBois 1/80, Ida B Wells 1/95, Beau Geste 1/99, $1 Seaplane 1/63,
$2 Bobcat 1/108, US Constitution 1/160, Delaware 1/125, A Philip Randolph 1/95, Harry Truman 1/98, Douglas
Fairbanks 1/100, Jim Thorpe 1/117, Eleanor Roosevelt 1/140, Ameripex 86 1/58, St Francis of Assisi 1/80, Official Mail
(7 values 1c-$5) 1/35, Official Mail $5 1/35, Olympics 1984 1/99, Brooklyn Bridge 1/139, Scott Joplin 1/100, Babe Ruth
1/250, Chester Nimitz 1/104Frederic Auguste Bartholdi 1/97, COMPEX 85 1/56, Veterans WWI 1/99, Christmas 1985
1/104; there are also odd or oversized better covers with multiple frankings including, Christopher Columbus 1/50,
Super Bowl 1 1/46, Lou Gehrig 1/97, Red Cloud 1/50, Knute Rockne 1/50, 100th anniversary of letter carriers 1/44, and
more; the defining collection for those that covet this colorful artist, impressive holding the likes of which would be
impossible to duplicate and with tremendous re-sale value, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S., B-Line hand colored cachet collection, 1990-2000. 575+ hand colored a limited to between 1 and
three, these delightful cachets will surely enhance your collection; the oversized ones (approximately 8x10) have full
sheets of stamps including, World War II series (2 sets), Pan-American Inverts, Great Plain Prairie, Stars and Stripes,
Pacific Coast Rain Forest, Insects and Spiders, American Glass, Sonoran Desert, Arctic Animals, American Art,
Trans-Mississippi, 1900s, 1910s, 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990’s, Leagends of Baseball,
American Illustrators, American Dolls, American Aircraft, World of Dinosaurs, Endangered Species, Atlanta 1996,
Comic Strip Classics, Civil War, Legends of the West, Christopher Columbus, and many more; bonus, 12 handpainted
sports related by Wild Horse, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
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Confederate States, 5¢ Green and 5¢ Blue, 1861-62 (1 and 4). All three blocks on original cards from
Raymond Weil’s stock, with his handwritten identification and pricing of each stamp, Scott 1 block of four with small thins
on right stamp, Scott 4 two blocks of eight, tear on top right stamp of one block the other block with small thins on three
stamps, some light creases on both blocks of eight, very difficult to find in such large multiples of these early issues, o.g.,
F.-V.F. centering. Scott approximately $12,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Confederate States, Lovely Collection of Singles and Multiples, 1861-1863. On old time album pages,
with many large margined and fresh stamps, with used: 1 (2), 6-8, 7, 7 pair on cover, 11-13, 13 used on cover, mint: 4
pair, 6 block of four, 6 3 blocks of four, 7 (3), 6-8, 8 block of four, 11-13, 11 in various shades (with 2 blocks of four, 1 block
of six, 1 block of 12, 1 block of 20) 13 (2), four mint facsimile sheets of Scott 6 and 14, a few small faults as typically seen
on these 150+ year old wartime issues and seldom offered in collection format, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $5,700 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Confederate States, Postal History Collection, 1861-1864. 37 different covers, plus a couple currency
pieces (both $10, 1864 A and G), with good selection of shades, stones and various town postmarks, consisting of: 1
(7), 2 (4 singles and 1 pair), 4 (1 pair and 1 cover with two singles), 5, 6 pair on Headquarters Cavalry Brigade, Army of
the Potomac, 7 (4 pairs, 1 single and 1 cover with two stamps), 11/12 (14 covers), attractive stampless turned adversity
cover, a great selection with plenty of interesting items, sure to be of interest to any Civil War collector, generally F.-V.F.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Confederate States, Stamp Collection, 1861-1864. With good selection of shades, stones and various
town postmarks, consisting of mint: 56X1 (3), 56X2 (2), 62X1, 62X3, 1 (2 singles and pair), 2, 4 (2), 6 (6), 7 (6), 8 strip of
three, 8 (7), 11 (2 pairs, 14 singles), 12 (pair, 8 singles), 13 (9), 14 (4), used: 1 (2), 2 (2) 4 (2), 5, 7 (2 pairs), 8, 11 and
many reprints and forgeries for reference. Usual mixed faults, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. and Foreign
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U.S. and Foreign, Entire Collection as Received. Clear some storage space for this one—a whopping 27
albums that cover the world; the US material (a modest collection) is housed in an old National Album plus a couple
“American Albums”, but the emphasis here is on the rest of the globe, in Scott Specialty albums to the mid-1940s (most
appear to end around 1946); better albums include Latin West Indies with Cuba, Central Europe (with good Austria and
Hungary), Scandinavia & Finland, Benelux & Colonies, Russia & Republics, British Areas (Africa, America, Asia and
Pacific), Germany & Colonies, South & Central America, Northern Europe (good Poland and Lithuania), good
Switzerland, Independent Asia, France & Colonies, Eastern and Southern Europe, nice Portugal & Colonies, and Italy &
Colonies; additional material (duplicates or “never got to it” items) housed in an additional shelf-full of small boxes or
binders; nothing really rare, but a lovely basis for expansion, F.-V.F. with better. Shipping charges apply - weight 209.4
lbs.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
H/m
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U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Collection, 1857-2015. Boxed and bindered, thousands of item in all, with
one volume of German used postal stationery, a volume of U.S. Airmail First Day Covers; HPOs, picture postcards,
trade cards, Santa with a blue robe, small group of submarine launch covers, U.S. #68 on cover, mint and used postal
stationery, maiden voyages, fancy cancels, advertising including illustrated, 1929 Zeppelin cover, allover illustrated
Scott Stamps cover, and much, much more; something for everyone, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 84.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
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U.S. Possessions, Nice Accumulation, 1860’s-1940’s. On album pages, small dealer counter book and
small box filled with dealer counter envelopes, containing a nice little diverse lot of several useful items, with Canal
Zone: 2 used, 120-35 mint, decent stationary and FDC group with 120-35 FDC set and C15-20 FDC set, Danish West
Indies: 31-39 mint set, 43-50 mint set, Guam: 10 used, Hawaii: small dealer counter book with a few early
Kamehameha III issues, 7 early numeral forgeries, 40 banknote issues with 52C, 18 Provisional overprints, with 63 mint
and 71 mint, O1-O2 mint and used, R11, BPhilippines: some useful overprints of U.S. stamps with 236 mint, and nice
section of pictorial issues, Puerto Rico: some early U.S. overprint issues, Ryukuys: several mint sheets and a few mint
sets. Usual mixed condition and centering, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S. and Possessions, Dealer Stock Balance, 1840’s-1980’s. In 12 stock books, 6 sheet file folders and
four medium sized boxes, with postal stationary and postal cards filling four medium sized boxes which mostly come
from the 1960’s to 1980’s, a few early stampless covers, approximately $1,750 worth of U.S. Trust Territories postage,
some U.S. Trust Territories FDCs and three stockbooks of U.N. New York postage, an album of covers and a sheet file
folder filled with flags sheets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Philippines, Postal Stationery Collection, 1899-1944 (U1/U42, UX1/UX15, UY1/UY2, UZ1/UZ4).
Comprehensive group of 138 items in overstuffed album, contains mint and used examples of many items, most
identified by by UPSS number and includes some premium items (not counted in Scott value), strength is in U.S.
overprinted issues and includes high values and recuts, nice group of postal cards as well, minor duplication, few
non-stationery covers included but not counted, careful examination will be rewarded, generally above average
condition though some tropical issues present, Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs. Scott
$4,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
United Nations, Sheets Collection, 1970’s-2010’s. With one maroon album of U.N. flag sheets, three
maroon albums (with slip cases) of late 2000’s-2010’s personalized sheets (with default personalized tab’s), two
maroon albums with endangered species sheets and four albums (two green Lighthouse albums with slip cases and
two maroon Lindner albums, one with slip case) of modern issues from the 1990’s-2010’s, many of these modern
sheets and be quite pricey due to lower print quantities and higher denominations, causing many of these sheets to be in
high demand in the secondary market, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 59.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
United Nations, Collection, 1951-2010’s. With mixed maroon or red Lighthouse (for the earlier issues) and
Lindner (for the later issues) albums (two albums with matching slipcases), five albums of New York (2 Lighthouse, 3
Lindner albums) with 2 UN precancel and both printings of #38 souvenir sheet, #C3a Prussian Blue with certificate, four
albums of Geneva (1 Lighthouse and 3 Linder albums) and four albums of Vienna (1 Lighthouse and 3 Linder albums),
o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 65.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
United Nations, Administrative Territory Collection, 1958-2008. United Nations West New Guinea
UNTEA overprints 1-19, 1a-19a, 1b-9b, 1c-5c, plus postal stationary overprints and overprint varieties, East Timor
350-51, Belgium 516-25 perf and imperforate sets, Cyprus 232-36, 265-68, 424-27, Israel 1715 corner margin single,
complete sheet and FDC with U.N. issues, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Aden, Extraordinary Postal History Collection & More. A truly fabulous collection keenly assembled by
subject in seven binders, formed by Leo Malz, a well-known enthusiast in the field; the Aden proper, which by far is the
lesser portion of this superb holding, begins with two binders of specialized postal stationery with excellent
aerogrammes and particularly nice Registered letter entires, with nice usages, varieties, etc.; specialized Kathiri and
Qu’aiti States are present, with lots of scarce South Arabia commercial usages, exceptionally scarce First Day
Covers, with South Arabia and Hadhramaut sets offered both perforated and imperforate, a rare 1967 cover signed by
the Sultan of Aden-Qu’aiti in both English and Arabic, nice meter mail items which you rarely see, and much, much
more; there are over 150 covers, not including the two stationery binders, plus specialized Aden & States stamps by
printing, shade, perforation, etc.; a superb lot to be sure, F.-V.F. or better, enjoy some great coverage of the lot on the
web. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Australian States: Tasmania, Extraordinary Nearly Complete Collection of Mint & Used, 1853-1910. A
truly exceptional collection of several hundred stamps all mounted neatly on Scott pages. Certainly one of the finest
collections of Tasmaniathat we have had teh pleasure to offer, missing only a handful of raritiesfor completion. Includes
specialized pieces such as a cancelled proof of Scott #2, mint strip of four of 116, used strip of 3, of 126, small neat
mourning cover with#14, and a used block of 8 of Scott 34. Mint highlights include: 9, 11, 16, 23, 24, 32, 34, 45, 48, 58,
59, 76-85, 86-93, 102-111, 114-116. Noteworthy used includes: 1, 2 (2), 4-5, 6 (2), 7-8, 10, 12-15, shades of the 1857
issue. Additional shades of the 1858 issue, 1864-1869 perf issue used, unpriced double impression of 23c, 25-28, 35,
37, 39, 43, 46. A few faults as to be expected. However a careful collector acquired mainly nice quality with many well
margined and centered stamps, definately well above the norm adn worth strong consideration. A huge Scott value and
certainly much higher in Stanley Gibbons, Scott $34,874.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Australia, Amazing Top-Notch Down Under Collection, 1913-2007. In three Lighthouse hingeless
albums (two slipcased) plus two stockbooks, all mint (ok, we spotted a handful of used stamps, mostly early Maps &
Kangaroos) and with nearly every space filled, the collection built with an eye to centering; note #1-15 complete mint, an
attention-grabbing Kookabura (#18), with King George V and later ‘Roos complete less eight items (Drury certificate for
ACSC #73A); virtually complete from the 1930s on, with lovely Sydney Harbor Bridge complete (5sh used), #142-143 &
142a-143a, Arms complete (#218-221), Sterling and Dollar Navigators, early Queen Elizabeth II definitives (including
all three Aborigine issues), with later issues offering a goldmine of face with souvenir and miniature sheets, etc.;
Australian Antarctic Territory complete from 1957; fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine, a truly lovely collection.
Shipping charges apply - weight 21.6 lbs. Scott approximately $45,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 15,000
Australia, Extensive Collection, 1913-1960’s. On homemade pages, mostly used and including some later
S/S and a few booklets, includes many better sets and singles as 1-11 used, 19-37 used including few shade varieties,
38-43 used, 60-76 used, 95a NH, 113-27 used, 139-65 used, highly complete after 1940 including high values (e.g.
Navigators, the £2 King mint), “back of the book” including O5 used, Antarctic Terr (L97b, c mint), etc., also note some
1950s cacheted FDC, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for continuation.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Australia & States, Solid Dealers Stock of Classics to Modern. Lovely and clean stock from a long-time
dealer, meticulously arranged in two red boxes of #102 cards, plus two small counterbooks with better, all identified,
noted and priced; half of one box filled with States, the remaining box-and-a-half with Australia proper with items
ranging between #32 and #2989, plus Airs, Dues, Officials and Military stamps, even a bit of Australian Antarctic
Territory; many complete sets, with numerous items duplicated; the counterbooks, likewise identified and priced,
contain better sets and singles, with a healthy selection of New South Wales and Victoria, strong Tasmania (many
Chalon Heads), solid Kangaroos and King George V issues, early Queen Elizabeth II sets, BCOF overprints, etc.;
wonderful quality throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, a must-add to your current stock.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Bangladesh, Local Handstamps Specialized Collection of Earlier Issues, 1971-1973, 1995. Well over
500 early mint Bangladesh overprints used between March 1971 to April 1973, with about 50 small sets with different
overprints from Pakistan 1961-63 definitive set, plus approximately 300 used, 14 postally used covers Bangladesh
overprint stamps of Pakistan issues, 130+ Aerogram and Postal Stationary unused entires from Pakistan with different
Bangladesh overprints, stamps and covers from 1971-72 (the first couple years to issued stamps) and Scott 496 (2
blocks of four, the Hossain issue was withdrawn shortly after issuance due to his being a member of the political
opposition), very rare specialized collection with this quantity of early handstamp issues, from Leo Malz collection,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Batum, Mostly Russian, Magnificent, Highly Specialized Collection, 1906-1920. Perfectly assembled
on one volume includes rare forerunner usages including a 1906 picture postcard to American Consul, Dawson Yukon
Territory; also includes excellent cancellation study, identified forgeries, and some choice items of postal history; 1919
postmaster’s provisional; charged in cash hand stamp; extensive British Occupation era material with lots of expertised
rarities, varieties like #57-65 blocks of 4 with one stamp showing the “BPITISH” error, plus rarities like # 47-49; well
worth a look, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
British Forces in Egypt, Spectacular Exhibition-Worthy Collection, 1932-40. In two volumes on
quadrille pages lavishly and extensive annotated throughout; opens with a brief history of the Concession, followed by
each series of stamps with mint, used (including a lovely #M1 block of 15) and/or on-piece, with various plate or
perforation varieties noted; Christmas Seals follow, with nice usages with red or blue rettas to be found; then come the
Crown Cancels with several numerals and a #12 (in black) Mary Lloyd cover, with a binder-plus of Army Post stamps
and covers; note Christmas card envelopes properly franked by 3m Army Posts, multiple and mixed frankings, Active
Service covers; a nice array of Base, Army, RAF and Naval censors plus a neat green “Chief Field Censor” handstamp;
destinations include Egypt (an Official envelope), Ireland, New Zealand, Palestine (!)…the list of highlights goes on and
on; stamps near-pristine, with covers remarkably well-preserved on the whole, Very Fine, a must-see collection;
imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
British Post Offices Abroad, Phenomenal Specialized Collection, 1885-1957. A truly magnificent mainly
mint advanced collection of several thousand stamps, multiples, postcards and covers with varieties in abundance all
neatly mounted in one Scott album. Almost all are never hinged and mainly very fine quality. The finest collection of this
popular area that we have had the pleasure to offer and it is completely intact as received. Begins with stamps and
covers of Military stamps of the British Forces in Egypt including M1 NH block plus single, M3 mint and used, Camel
types set NH, blocks of 15 and 10 of M10, M5 single and block NH, M1 on cover (2), Offices in Africa are complete NH,
China 1-27 all NH except Scott 22 (low value used), plus 11a NH and some additional blocks of four. Next up is Morocco
in local currency, an amazing section from 1898 to 1952, 1-104 looks complete NH, plus a plethora of multiples,
varieties both mint and used, Specimens, control number pairs and blocks, also includes 56a NH with RPS certificate,
corner margin 57a NH, numerous unlisted varieties throughout. Morocco in British currency again complete, looks NH
from 201-280 plus more multiples, control blocks, varieties. Followed by Morocco in French currency similar to the
previous issues, and Tangier overprinted section is also noteworthy. Office in Turkish Empire we note Scott 2-64
(except 6 and 25) are all present mint NH, plus Stanley Gibbons listed varieties, blocks, cancels. Also a section of Great
Britain stamps used in Constantinople, and perfins. Zululand rounds out this superb collection and starts with a
contemporary map plus copies of The Colonial Report for Zululand for the years 1890, 1893-1894 and 1896. Scott 1-10
NH, 12-21 NH, a few blocks, cancels, Specimens including Scott 24, also noted are six control blocks of six and a gutter
block of four of Scott 14, mint and Specimen postcards bring up the final entries. A collection to build on for exhibition or
to break down into hundreds of quality retail sales lots with scarce and rare items. A few covers also add to this huge
packed album. Condition is extraordinary and uniform throughout, ar least F-VF, mainly NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint and Used Accumulation, 1858-1945. A phenomenal holding
with many highlights, mounted on display cards, auction sheets and in glassines; includes #12A, 15A, 18 (3), 20 (3), 23
(3), 26 (2), 36, 61-74 (2 excluding 15¢, only 1), 114, 145-159 (2), 212-225 (6); used #C3, C3b, C9-C11, C12, C13-C17
(4); also New Brunswick #12 with “Specimen” overprint in black, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Labradorian Delight Collection, 1857-1947. Mint sets and singles
in mounts on Harris pages, 19th century a bit sparse then plenty of better 20th century, premium include 1 unused, 11A,
12A unused, 23, 51, 59, 81-74, 78-85, 86 NH, 92, 92A, 93-97, 98-103, 104-14, 115-126, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71 NH,
172-82, 183-210, 212-25, C6-11, C13-17, etc., generally fresh and, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canada, High End Inventory Mint & Used, 1859-2010. A wonderful holding of Canada better singles and
sets, several hundred mounted on black stockcards, 19th century mainly used turning into mostly mint from the early
20th century with much never hinged and loaded with higher value stamps. Certainly the “cream” of this dealer’s
Canada inventory. The used includes: 14, 17b (2), 18, 20, 22, 24, 26-28, 40 (2), 58 (2), 59 (2), 60, 62 (3). The majority of
the value is by far in the mint section starting with 21a. The mint Jubilees include; 50-53, 54 (2), 55 (2), 57 (2), 58, 60, 61
(thin), followed by set 66-73, 67, 70 NH, 72, 73 (2), 74-84, 75 NH, 77 (2), 82, 85-86, 87-88, 89-93, 89 (5), 90a pair, 90 (9
NH), 91 NH, 92, 93 (3), 94 (2), 96-103 (2 with one less 102), 97 NH, 98, 101 NH, 102 NH, 104-122, 108 NH, 110 NH,
113-114 NH, 116 (2), 118 NH, 120 (3), 120a, 122, 125 (5 NH), 127 (pair NH), 129 (pair), 135 (2), 139 NH, 145 NH block,
141-145, 149-156, 149-158 NH, 151 NH block, 158 (4), 159, 160 (2 NH), 161 (2), 176 (2), 178-183, 178 (2 NH pairs),
182 (2 NH pairs), 183 (NH pair), 195-201, 202 (NH block), 203 (NH block), 195b, 196b (NH), 197d (2), 198 (2 NH), 199
(NH plate block), 200 (2 NH), 201 NH, 203 NH, 205-207 NH, 205 (3 NH pairs), 206 (3 NH pairs), 207 (2 NH pairs), 209 (2
blocks and 3 singles NH), 211-216 (NH blocks), 217a and b, 218a and b NH, 226 (2 NH), 227 NH, 228-230 NH, 241-245
(1 NH 2 OG), 244 (3 NH), 245 NH, 249-262 (2), 261 (5 NH), 262 (4), 217-227, 268-273 (3), 278-281 (pairs NH), 302
(plate block NH 3 OG singles), 601 (16 NH plate blocks), MR4a, MRb, C2 (2 NH 2 OG), C4 (5 NH), E1 (4), E2 (4), E3, E4
(3 NH 2 OG), E5 (2 NH 2 OG), EO1 (NH block), EO2 (3 NH blocks), F1, F2 (5), J1-J5, J4 (NH block), J10, J11-J14 (3),
J14 NH, J32a (6 NH), O1-O9 NH, O10, O16-O25, O26-O27 (2), O27 (4), O32 (2 plateblocks, one block NH). From the
highlights it is easy to ascertain that this inventory is comprised of very saleable mint often NH inventory without the
usual less interesting 19th century. Some mixed condition in the earlier material, however the balance and vast majority
is F-VF, 2020 Scott $49,518, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Canada, High-Flying Stock of Airmail Semi-Official Stamps, 1924-32. A magnificient holding of these
popular stamps; we begin with #CL28 of which we have singles (103), pairs (21), blocks of four (4), strips of 4 (12), and
strip of three (1), for a whopping 212 examples on 140 franked unflown “Sioux Lookout and Red Lake Special Air
Service” covers (Scott notes that “400 to 600" stamps were printed, so these represent over half of the total issue,
the stamps alone cataloguing $37,500); other covers include #CL4, CL5, CL6 (2), CL7, CL18, CL40 (2), CL42 on a
newspaper, CL46 (2), CL48 (2), CL50, while additional singles include #CL2, CL42, CL44 block of six, CL46, CL48
pane of ten, CLP5; truly a once-in-a-lifetime holding, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Canada, Fabulous Mostly Mint Premium Selection, 1858-1960. Vintage old-time lot with material
acquired decades ago, with many items still on original Boston-area auction cards from Simmy’s, Waverly, Kukstis, etc.;
superb range of premium items includes mint #19, 46, 96-103 (2), 102, 123 pair, 227, OX3, OX4 (2), and two panes of
the scarce PWF6a, and used #7, 9, 62; don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Canada, Strong Classics, Semi-Officials, Airmails Large & Small Queens. With perforation varieties,
Jubilees, Back of Book, etc; bulk of items “premium” with very little cheap material present, all on Scott numbered and
priced “102" cards in a single red box; 23 ($1400), 30c ($425), 2 ($1650), 5 ($1200), 5d ($3000), 7 Specimen, 7 ($1750),
17b ($1200); lots of catalog value here, some mixed quality but loaded with useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada, Massive Used Stock, 1850-1970. In Scott-numbered glassines; quantities vary, but we note #4, 5,
8, 12, 14 (about 10), 15 (about 20), 17 (about 12), 18 (about 10), 19 (4), 20 (3); extensive Large and Small Queens; later
has #158 (12), 159 (12); Back-of-the-Book with Airs, Express Delivery, Officials, Postage Dues, Officially Sealed, etc.; a
treasure trove for the Canada maven, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Canada, Confederation Confabulation, 1868-1960. Massive assortment with enormous catalogue value;
this could be the buy of the sale, but some sorting and organization is needed; includes an old-time small-size glassine
stock of mint with huge catalogue value (some moisture condition but bulk is fine), 2750 (!) used examples of #41, many
better groups still on original lot cards from vintage Boston Area companies (e.g., Simmy’s, Waverly, Kelleher, and
Kuskis); useful duplication, a killer, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6
lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Extraordinary Revenue Collection, 1864-1960. Superb, keenly assembled collection of many
hundreds; mint and used with multiples, for Canada proper as well as exceptional Provincial issues; we note FB1-16,
FB18-35 (catalog $1400), FB37-54, FSC1-3,5 (catalog $925), FSC7 (catalog $125), FSC18, FG6 (catalog $175),
OL66-88, FWM6-12, FE1-3, FX1-23, BCL5,a and b (catalog $350), SL21,22,24-29 (catalog $200), and much more;
scores of premium items; an excellent lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Postal History Bonanza, 1858-1965. Several hundred covers and cards, strong in early flights,
good 19th to early 20th century, Large and Small Queens, postal stationery, a few Newfoundland covers, some items
on original auction cards; includes #4 on cover, 1¢ King Edward VII (2) on nice overall advertising cover, #138 lathework
B-margined block on ad cover, plus several other premium ad covers, 3¢ Large Queen (2) on neat 1868 cover to New
York, pair of 3¢ Large Queen on 1870 cover to Vermont, beautiful #17 on 1861 cover from Richmond Hill to New York,
13 internment camp or POW/APO covers, etc., etc.; a very attractive lot, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada, 1978 CAPEX Souvenir Sheet Stock (756a). 1560 souvenir sheets, most still in their original Post
Office banding; surprisingly fresh and sound, though expect an occasional dinged corner, Scott catalogue value
$5,070, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Canada, Used Stock, Mostly Queen Victoria to King George V. Hundreds upon hundreds of individual
stamps, neatly arranged on 23 black or manila cards; nearly all cleanly and lightly cancelled; items begin with #14 with
strong Victorias, Edwards and George Vs, with a smattering of later issues as well; manageable duplication with shades
on earlies; some Back-of-the-Book and a smattering of mint/unused as well; a useful lot, F.-V.F., imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Fantastic, Old-Time Revenue Assembly. Vintage specialist’s group of thousands housed in
glassines, on old dealer counter pages, album leaves, etc., offering a bit of everything from early Bill issues in quantities,
plus lots of additional classics like Van Dam #FB40c in Very Fine original gum marginal block, 1960s Postal Scrip
issues, Electric and Gas, lots of Law stamps including good Provincial issues, Conservation stamps including ten never
hinged copies of Quebec #QFG1, plus much, much more; great pickings to be had, bulk F.-V.F., nice lot. Shipping
charges apply - weight 2 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Fantastic Old-Time Revenues Assemblage. Excellent, clean and high quality group of several
dozen or so items, most on vintage-era original lot cards from a variety of now-gone New England auction houses; we
note premium items such as Van Dam FSC #18, FSC21-FSC21a, FSC22 and FSC24-FSC25 in Very Fine never hinged
blocks of four, plus #FSC21, FSC21a, FSC24 and FSC25a used blocks, and #FSC15-FSC16 used singles; we also
note #FSC22 and FSC24 in Very Fine never hinged sheets of 20, #FSC26a Very Fine never hinged, good Electricity,
Gas, Weights & Measures and Tobacco stamps, some Postal Scrip mint blocks of four, Provincial issues such as British
Columbia #BCL40b var part-perforated strip of three; Yukon used #YL2, YL13 (2), YL14, YL15, YL18; Quebec #QL119
and QR28 (each Very Fine never hinged), plus lots more; clean lot of scarce, attractive items, Very Fine, see a review on
our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Maple Leafy Collection, 1859-q1953. Mostly mint sets and singles in mounts on Harris pages with
some post 1930s issues being NH, lightly filled through the Jubilee issue and then quite comprehensive mint through to
the end including full sets to the high value from the popular George V era, some “back of the book” and small sections of
the provinces (except Newfoundland) as well, highlights include 14 unused, 43 unused, 50-54 mint (3c NH), 56 mint,
66-7 mint, 1 mint, 96-103 mint (most with some gum disturbance), 104-22 (109 NH, 111 without gum), 125-30 mint,
131-34 mint, 139-40 NH, 149-61 (some NH incl $1), 162-83 mint, 217-30 mint, 241-45 mint, 249-67 mint, C1-9 mint (C4
NH), E2 NH, etc., most are l.h. though there are some heavily hinged and/or some light gum toning or disturbances,
overall a Fine collection with significant catalog value, whose quality improves over the time span. Shipping charges
apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Canada, Highly Complete Mint Collection, 1953-2020. Comprehensive mint collection in mounts on Harris
(to 1972) or White Ace pages in 8 binders with some later issues in an envelope awaiting new supplement pages along
with some booklets, S/S, PO packs and the two “Milennium” collection albums, highly complete for period with sets,
singles, high values, S/S, some mini-sheets, etc., some 1953/55 issues l.h. with the balance NH or self-adhesive,
generally PO fresh, the later issues being difficult to find, an overhwelming amount of face value in purchasing, overall
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 45 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canada, Substantially Complete Mint Collection, 1935-1998. Beautiful, neatly assembled, on White Ace
pages, housed in four binders, includes the run of over 1890 stamps, with a considerable aggregate face value count,
with sheets, blocks, etc., all mint, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada & Provinces, Interesting Old-Timer’s Pickings. Lovely, diverse and wide-ranging old-time
specialist’s selection of approximately 450 mint or used items, neatly assembled on 13 6" x 9" stockcards; within this
holding we find better individual premium items, including mint Provincial issues, coils, Back-of-the-Book and nearly
everything in between; additionally, the owner enjoyed attractive cancellations, and we find many well-struck or unusual
examples; most everything included is “premium” or sorts, and conveniently the entire lot is available for viewing online,
largely F.-V.F., sharpen your bidding pencil and enjoy.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collections, 1858-2000. Massive holding housed in 25 albums &
stockbooks, many purchased as lots in various New England auctions long ago and broken down, but with much value
remaining; includes mint collection in a hingeless Lighthouse album, with some Provinces; two Provinces collections;
plus a fair amount of better mint and used material and plenty of Back-of-the-Book; a tremendous lot, F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 85.6 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1859-1959. Neatly mounted in HE Harris Canada and Provinces album,
with Canada, used: 14, 18, 21, 24, 27, 29, 46-47, 57-60, 73, 94, 102, 176-77, O273, and mint: 34 block of six, 50, 52-53,
55, 66-68, 100, 103, 106a, 125-30, 149-59, 162-75, 177 plate block, 260-62, 268-73, C1-9, E2-9, O268-72, OCE1-2,
George V Weights and Measures and Electricity and Gas Inspection sets and New Brunswick mint: 6, 8-11,
Newfoundland mint: 35-36, 182, used: 59 and Prince Edward Island 10 mint, usual mixed centering and condition,
several popular long mint sets, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collection on Pages, 1858-1994. A glorious accumulation of pages
from multiple albums, each holding a separate collection, in total thousands of stamps on hundreds of pages; in and
amongst, you will discover mint #120, 158, 203, 217-227, 249-262, C1-C6, E1-E11, J1-J5, J6-J10, J11-J14, nice mint
and used Newfoundland, and much, much more; light, useful duplication even on better items; a rare opportunity at an
excellent price, and a great way to restock, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Great Britain, A Comprehensive Massive Inventory, 1841-2018. Comprised of about 4000 “102" size
sales cards, all neatly mounted stamps, housed in seven long drawers is one of the finest and most diverse and
complete stocks of Great Britain that we have had the pleasure to offer. The first box contains a strong section of 19th
century mainly used with reasonable quantities of $50 to $400 Scott value stamps. We note used seahorses, and from
1910 both mint and used sets and singles. Box 2 begins with Scott 298 through 1034 mainly mint NH better phosphor
sets, booklet panes, reasonable about 1-5 sets or singles of each. Box 3 is similar and runs from Scott 1035 through
1766 and is all mint NH. Box 4 from Scott 1776 through 3844 with postage dues from J1 through J39 with J1-J7 and
J9-J17 used, mint J19-J24 (2), J34-J38 (3), J39 (23 NH). Box 5 continues with postage dues including J50 (12 NH), J51
(NH), J68-J73 (2 NH), J74-J75 (6 NH), J79-J91 (2 NH) followed by a group of Officials mainly used ranging from $20 to
$200 Scott value, next a decent section of mint NH Machin issues, then mint issues from Northern Ireland, Scotland,
Wales and England followed Offices in Morocco, Tangier and Turkey mainly mint with better singles and sets. Six of the
seven boxes are primarily mint with the last two boxes comprised of a stock of complete booklets purchased as new
issues over decades, from 1951 to date mainly all NH with much Face Value. As usual the 19th century is mixed but
conservatively counted, Scott is over $85,000, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,003
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Great Britain, a Solid High End Stock With Strong Back-of-the-Book, 1840-1993. Carefully accumulated
over many decades a higher end inventory loaded with better items most over $50, each with decent 19th as well as
much mint 20th century, including a strong mint NH section of Postage Dues. Housed neatly on several hundred black
sales cards this inventory will break down for resale online or elsewhere. The value is concentrated in only better higher
values and fits into one medium box, no massive quantities. Used highlights include: 1 (2), 2, 22, 25, 26 (2), 27 (4), 28
(3), 32 (7), 34 (5), 37, 39 (2), 40, 42, 43 (8), 44-46, 45 (5), 46, 48-50, 51 (2), 52, 53, 54 (3), 55 (4), 57, 59 (3), 60 (3), 62 (3),
64 (2), 65, 66 (2), 67 (9), 69-71, 70, 73 (3), 78-87, 81 (3), 83, 84, 85 (3), 87, 90a, 94 (3), 95 (2), 96 (2), 102 (3), 103 (2), 104
(2), 105-106, 107 (2), 108 (2), 109 (4), 111-122, 122 (4), 125, 126 (3), 136 (3), 137, 138a (2), 139 (4), 140 (3), 141 (2),
173, 174, 179-181 (2), 179 (6), 181. Mint includes; 3, 14, 32, 51, 54, 84, 113-114, 120, 130-133, 135-136, 138a,
144-145, 159-172, 203-204 (2), 235a-239a (4), 259a + 261a-262a (12), 267-268 (3), 286-289 (8), 292-308 (9 NH),
309-312 (2), 317-333 (5), 331 (3 NH), 353c-360a (2 NH), 356cp-360cp NH. Nice selection of phosphor sets, J34-J38 (7
NH), J39-J44 (4 NH plus 2 OG sets), J55-J67, J92-J112 NH, Officials used; O29 (3), O31-O36, O43 mint, O41 and O61
block of four. Followed by group of Pound value Machins, Offices in East Africa 21-31 blocks of four NH, J1-J5, Tangier
592-611 (4 NH sets of blocks), a selection of Great Britain booklets. Altogether a very useful inventory, carefully
cataloged by Scott 2020. Obvious defective are not counted in Scott value, some mixed condition on early material and
also much F-VF and later includes unmounted sets as well as OG, Scott $62,495, F.-V.F. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Great Britain, Outstanding Collection, 1840-1970. Housed in a Stanley Gibbons Windsor album; includes
a superb range of higher quality classics beginning with 1-2 (five of each, several choice); later 1p imperf pairs, blocks,
“cameo heads”; 1p Mulready, 1 mint, 3 used; 2p Mulready mint; extensive plate # penny reds, lovely embossed issue,
#5 (4), 6, 7 (5, including a pair), lovely surface print issues by plate numbers; #44 block of 12 o.g., reinforced (catalog
value $28,200); 57 (3), 57 plate 2, 75, plus the occasional better mint example, like #96 and 108, with used high values
including 96 (8), 108 (6), 109 (3), 110 (2), 124 plus 111-22 mint shades; wonderful KEVII with #127-41 mint, 142 mint
and used, plus used 139 (4), 140 (2); solid KGV with good seahorses, including #176 used, plus 2 mint sets of 222-224
to early QEII; includes strong postage dues and officials; great lot! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Great Britain, Predominantly Used Extensive Balance of a Specialized Collection, 1840-1972. Notable
for multiples, with cancellation interest, and covers interspersed throughout, commencing with 1840 Mulready 1d black
letter sheet “A22" unused and two used from Torquay (1840) to Dublin and from London (1841) to Rochester
respectively, and 2p part letter sheet from London (1847) to Edinburgh which is damaged, then by Scott numbers (with
quantities listed in parenthesis), including #1 used (20) with plate 11 and used (5) on cover, #2 plate 2, all mostly 2 or 3
margin examples, #3 black plates (44) with plate 9 strip of six on 1841 letter sheet from Bridgenorth to Hereford, and
plates 12-131 (approximately. 900) with single, unused, o.g., and pair with ivory head, unused, o.g., glazed gum,
Maltese cross numbers 1-12 complete, plate 22 block of four on cover, #4 (approximately. 300) with pair canceled by ”6"
in Maltese cross, strips of three (7, one with marginal imprint), four and six, and pair on cover, #5 pair, #6 (3), #7 (3), #29
(110, with nine from plate 12), #30 (110), #22 (2), #24, #26 (7), #27 (14), #28 (5), #32 (44), #33 (approximately. 3,700)
with plate number corner imprint block of six from plate 184, unused, plates 171-225 (except plate 77), complete
reconstruction of plate 78 and another reconstruction of plate 72 missing only two corner letters, #34 (8), #37 (3), #39
(4), #40 (4), #42 (3), #43 (26, with a cover), #44 (7, with a vertical pair), #45 (18, with two double franked covers to New
York), #48 (10, with block of four), #49 (33, with seven covers), #50 or 51 (36, with five covers, one to Malta), #52 (5, with
a pair), #53 (2), #54 (20), #55 (9, with a pair), #57 (3), #58 (250, with five covers), #59 (10), #61 (54), #62 (21), #64 (21,
with pair on 1877 cover to Vera Cruz), #66 (13, with a cover), #67 (69, with five covers), #69, #70 (3), #73 (6), #82 (68),
#83 (5), #84 (15), #85 (9), #86 (8), #87 (7), #94 (11), #95 (13, with vertical pair), #96 (14), #100 (9), #102 (12), #103 (7),
#104 (10), #105 (9), #106 (3), #107 (8), #108 (6), #109 (3), #117 (41), #120 (56, one used with #111 on 1893 registered
cover to Philadelphia), #121 (56), #122 (34, with block of four), #122 (34), #124, #126 (13), #140, Revenues, Officials,
Postage Dues, postal stationery, and literature with various Plating publications. As to be expected for a collection of
this nature, the condition is mixed, especially among the imperforate classics, V.G.-Fine appearance and a fabulous
opportunity for further study.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1969. In Scott Specialty album and small stock book filled with sets and
singles, from the early classic era to 1960’s issues, mostly used, with: 1 (2), a quadrille page filled with 1p brown’s, 4 (6
singles and a pair), decent selection of Victoria line engraved issues with a quadrille page of perforated 2p blue’s of
different plate numbers, a full page of 50+ 1/2p Victoria issues, strong surface print Victoria issues, with the various
Scott listed issues with better watermarks and higher denominations, plus strong selection of plate numbers crammed
into blank sections of album pages or quadrille pages for stamps with larger selection of plate numbers, some better
shilling values including 57 with both plate numbers, 96 and 108 with mild duplication, a full page of Jubilee issues, a
couple pages of Edward VII issues with high values 139-40 in quantity, a page of Sea Horses up to 10/-, specialized
sections of George VI and Elizabeth II including many Castle issues, a few early Machins, plus small stockbook of
various early Elizabeth II issues in blocks and multiples and a few early Channel Islands issues. Some occasional faults
(as usually encountered among early used classics), with many high Scott value singles that quickly add up to high
value, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs. Scott approximately $50,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Great Britain, Old Time Dealers Selection, 1860-1975. Mostly used, all identified on black black
stockcards, light duplication, with premium items galore, used includes 1 (8), 7 (2), 45a, 70, 96, 96a, 104, 105, the
quality is mixed with faults throughout, with these particularly noticeable on the earlier issues, but with many collectible
examples; astronomical catalog value with so many difficult stamps to be found in this unusual and desirable holding,
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. Scott $80,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Great Britain & Offices, Wonderful Vintage Dealer’s “Mañana” Selection of Hundreds. Excellent, clean
and valuable, overall mostly used selection of perhaps 550 or so items, with the vast majority Queen Victoria through
King George V, neatly presented on thirteen 6" x 9" stockcards; the lion’s share of items here were plucked out of
collections over the years, and as we review this exceptional holding, we note many superb cancels (both those that are
better, along with those which are perfectly struck), loads of premiums Vickys from #1 (duplicates) on, various special
purpose stamps, perfins, many large format 2s6d to £1 Victorias to King George V issues, etc.; an outstanding holding
brimming with better values, etc., largely F.-V.F. with much better throughout, be sure to view the lot in its entirety on the
website.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Great Britain, Dealers Stock, 19th & 20th Century. In three red “102" dealer stock boxes, hundreds on
”102" cards with Scott numbers and pricing already done; includes 48 ($175 x3), 104 ($200 x2), 207 ($200), 95 ($150),
94 ($150), 85 ($125), 2 ($700), 108 ($250), 181 ($125), 139e ($175), O33 ($260), 96 ($165), 124 ($800), 57 ($600), 109
($550), 6 ($1500); great material for the right bidder, ginormous catalog value, mixed condition on some as one would
come to expect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Hong Kong, Solid Holding of Mint & Used Victoria Issues, 1862-1898. Several hundred Queen Victoria
issues both mint & used mounted on black stock pages in a binder. Collection plus duplicates is divided into three parts.
Highlights of part one include mint Scott #8, 10, 12-13, 15, 36b (3), 37-38, 46, 61, 70. Used includes: 1-6, 8a, 9, 15-24,
27, 29-33, 35, 42, 43a, 47-48, 53, 55, 63-66, 69-70. Part two includes modest quantities between 4/70. part three a nice
used collection between Scott #4/70. condition is a bit mixed with some perfins noted as is usual for this period. Many
F-VF stamps are present, perfect to breakdown for online sales. Scott values from 2016 edition part one Scott $4,969.
part two $6,210, part three $1,714, total Scott 2016 = $12,893.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Indian Princely States, Wonderful, Old-Time Revenues, Stamps and Esoterica Collection. Excellent
collection of thousands, neatly presented in two Scott binders, plus a separate group of unmounted pages; bulk of
coverage lies in a huge selection of revenues, though stamps are featured with good selections of Travancore, Cochin,
Charkhari and others; attractive labels, cut squares, and revenues on documents; very unusual collection, inspection
highly advised, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Ireland, Specialized Mint Collection, 1922-72. With studies of the 1922-23 overprint Settings, replete with
multiples showing controls in margins, including Scott #1-9, 11A, 12 x 3, 13-14, 23-35, 36, 39-43, 44-55 with 45b and
48a, 59a-62a with tall “1" and normal ”1" in se-tenant pairs, 65-76, 77-79, 77b-79b, 93-95, 96-99 (first and last n.h.),
106-117, and 175-176 vertical pairs (n.h.), fresh, o.g., also some used and a few 1895-1922 G.B. covers or cards used
in Ireland, a splendid nucleus for further study, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Montserrat, Exceptional Mint & Used Collections, 1876-1966. Several hundred stamps neatly mounted
on Scott pages. Two almost complete collections of mint & used with the scarce mint and hard to find key used sets. Mint
includes 1-2, 5-8, 12-21 except 20, 22-31, 31A-40, 42-53, 54-74, 75-84, 92-103, 114-126, 128-142, 159-175. Used
highlights: 1-11, 12-21, 22-31, 31A41, 42, 43-84 except 48, 92-103, 114-126, 128-142. A superb high quality dual
collection. Will be perfect for online sales or to add to an existing holding. Condition is exceptional all F-VF or better.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
New Zealand, A High End Estate, Mint & Used Comprehensive Collection, 1855-1990. Hundreds of
better quality mint & used singles and sets all neatly mounted in a Scott Specialty album loaded with the key early sets in
well above average condition, decent 19th century but without the high priced “bombs”, the solid value throughout
makes this one of the finest intact New Zealand collections that we ahve offered perfect to breakdown for auction or
online sales. Mint highlights include: Scott #31, 49, 61-65, 67, 63a, 67a-69, 70-83, 84-86, 86c-87, 88-98, 99B-106,
107-120, 121, 122-125, 126-129, 130-139, 1440-159, 160-164, 165-170, 174-184, 185-198 NH, 199-201 NH, 203-216,
229-241, NH, 244 NH, 258-268, 188-301, 320 (2), 333-352, looks fairly completewith mini-sheets up to about 1990 plus
AR10, AR11, AR33-AR34, AR36, AR38, AR71-AR73, AR78, AR80, AR82-AR83, AR85-AR86, AR89-AR90,
AR95-AR97, AR99, AR102-AR105, AR103a-AR105a. Semin-Postals look complete from B1 up to 1985 with
mini-sheets. Airmial C1-C8, E1-E2, J1-J11, J16-J19, J22-J29, Officials include O29-O30, O33-O37, O38-O39,
O41-O59, O51-O53, O55-O56, O58-O60, O61-O71 NH, O75, O72-O74 NH, O76-O86 NH, O90 NH, O92-O111. Used
highlights include: 2, 7-10, 24, 11-15, 16-20, 27-28, 30, 31-37, 39-43, 51-56. As youwill note the bulk of the value is in the
mint most with nice o.g.and some NH. A few faults in the 19th century but the quality is quite high overallwith most F-VF.
A wonderful collection adn a pleasure to view. Scott $30,022.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
New Zealand, Never Hinged Near-Complete Knock-Up of Novelties, 1971-2006. Five slipcased Lindner
hingeless albums plus a small stockbook, nearly filled with modern “Middle Earth” material; singles and sets are
present, as are miniature and souvenir sheets, complete booklets (including prestige), much of Topical interest, etc.,
etc.; volume five of the set also includes a range of Back-of-the-Book material, including fresh Postal-Fiscals, WWII-era
Dues, a nice mix of Officials, and compelling Life Insurance issues (from #OY2, complete from 1944 on with nearly all,
Victorian or later, mint); a great lot for the bourse or eBay dealer or a quick and easy way to add to your collection—with
immense catalogue value—as well as a massive amount of face if you’re so inclined, Very Fine, one juicy Kiwi. Scott
approximately $15,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
New Zealand, Classic Compendium of Chalons & Cameos, 1864-1900. Lovely compilation presented on
four Lighthouse hingeless pages; a single used stamp (#41), with the remainder mint or unused, comprising #27, 31, 33,
35-37, 39-40, 42, 48-49, 51-55, 56a, 59-60, 1882-1900 series complete, plus a few extra; condition varies as expected,
but most sound and fresh, all with strong color, generally F.-V.F., a magnificent basis on which to build. Scott $7,700.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
New Zealand, Compelling Clutch of Kiwis, 1898-1913. Six filled Lighthouse hingeless pages running from
the 1898 Pictorials to the 1909-13 King Edward VII issue; all the shilling values are here (including the three Mt. Cooks),
paper and watermark varieties of the ½d Mt. Cook and 1d Universal Postage issues, a handsome Auckland Exhibition
set, and more; note 1906 commemoratives and numerous King Edward VIIs never hinged; fresh, bright and sound
overall, F.-V.F. or better, a great offering of this popular and attractive material. Scott $5,500+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
New Zealand, Substantial Dealer Stock. In “102" boxes, mint and used, dealer’s selection of many
hundreds beginning with strong Chalon Head issues housed in two packed ”102" card red boxes; beginning with strong
Chalon Head issues; 30c ($900), 35a (($1100), 37a ($150), 34 ($300), 33d ($900), 9p ($650), 15d ($410); strong mix of
classic with modern, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
New Zealand, Kiwi’s Mint Collection, 1953-2018. Extensive mint collection of sets, singles, souvenir
sheets, mini-sheets, some booklet panes, etc. in mounts on White Ace or Scott pages in 9 albums plus an additional
envelope with some miscellaneous booklets or PO packs and a 2010 Year Set, nearly complete for the period including
commemoratives and definitives, semi-postals with the popular Health S/S and also includes nice section of Ross
Dependency to 2014 plus a smattering of 1920s/80s issues of Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau, numerous premium as
288-301, 1960s Birds Health sheets, 320 NH, 333-52, 382-404, etc., mix of NH/l.h. through the 1960s and nearly all NH
or self-adhesive thereafter, The modern post 2000 isues so hard to come by, F.-V.F., excellent foundation collection
with significant “face value”. Shipping charges apply - weight 48.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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New Zealand, Mostly Mint Collection, 1902-1950. Nearly all mint collection (only #160-64 is used) in
mounts on Scott pages, includes 107-20 mixed perf 11 and 14, 145-59 plus a few additional perf varieties, 165-70,
179-81, 185-98, 203-16, 229-41 (high values are NH), 258-68, B1-5, C1-8, etc., earlier issues o.g. or part o.g. with h.r.,
others l.h., F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $500 - 750
Norfolk Island, Highly Specialized Collection, 1947-2009. In three Lindner hingeless albums with black
binders and black slip cases, highly complete with very high level of completion of earlier issues, only missing a few late
‘90 issue’s, about half complete in the 2000’s to 2009, includes many of the earlier varieties including the elusive Stanley
Gibbons 4a white paper variety (never hinged) and 36 specimen, collection ends strong with booklets and postal
stationary, only a few early hinged stamps, nearly all stamps are never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight
19.4 lbs. Scott $1,865.
Estimate $500 - 750
Papua New Guinea, Worthwhile Mainly Mint Collection, 1901-2000. A solid collection of hundreds of
mainly mint and much never hinged housed in two Scott Specialty albums all in mounts. Highlights include the scarce
miint Scott 1-8 catalogue value $9665, 47-48 Cat. $91, 50-57 Cat. $82, C10-C15 Cat. $53, J1-J5 Cat.$74, O1-O12 Cat
$169. The collection is 97% mint with only a few used before 1917. Later years after 1952 will be Very Fine NH and it is
loaded with the more expensive later souvenir sheets adn higher Scott value sets. A great lot to build on or for online
sales. Lokes F-VF or better and we also note many lovely topical issues. Great eye appeal. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Rhodesia, 1910-13 Double Head Issue, Used Collection With Two Envelopes and Six Postcards.
Arranged by value and some further classified by printings and perforation, the two lower values mostly remain to be
classified; comprising ½d (127) with two postcards, 1d (124) with perf 14 dot to left of Queen’s head [63], re-entry [93]
and two “OD” flaws, block of four cto “Gwelo”, SG #183, as well as two covers and four postcards; 2d (13), 2½d (21) with
two perf 15 (SG #172), 3d (17) with SG #135 (4), 136 (9, one position 2), RSC C (3) and RSC F perf 15; 4d (14) with SG
#139 (3), RSC F (8) and RSC E perf 15 (3); 5d (11) with SG #141 (5), SG #143 (2), RSC C (2) and perf 15 (2); 6d (20) with
SG #176 (2); 8d (6) with SG #147 (2), SG #148 (2) and SG #185 (2); 1sh (20), 2sh (6) with SG #153 (2), SG #154 (2),
RSC C and perf 15 (SG #178); 2sh6p (SG #157), 3sh perf 14 (SG #158) cto, 5sh (3) with SG #160 (2) and SG #160a;
7sh6p RSC C, 10sh (SG #163), and £1 (SG #166) cto; condition is variable, yet there are many Fine or better examples.
Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Africa: East Africa Region, Used Collection With Approximately 600 Items. Comprising British
East Africa with #24 and 103 (2); East Africa and Uganda Protectorate with #52; German East Africa, Kenya and
Uganda, KUT, Somaliland Protectorate, Somalia and E.A.F., Tanganyika, Uganda Protectorate with #62-67, and
Zanzibar with #114, 135 and 138 lightly canceled; a nice range of blocks to be found throughout; some faults, generally
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
British Commonwealth, Massive 70 Countries plus Inventory, 1855-2010.
A huge British
Commonwealth stock of over 70 countries all neatly mounted on “102" size sales cards contains mint, used, blocks of
four and more on over 19,000 sales cards housed in 30 long boxes in eight cartons. An instant sales inventory for online,
stamp shows or old fashioned mail order sales. Can be sold individually or marketed by the country. Runs the gamut
from stamps in the hundreds of dollars to less expensive singles and sets. We note a number of countries have a
plethora of sets in the $20 to $80 range. The 19th century material is a bit mixed as usual and the 20th century is loaded
with mint sets and singles after 1945 mostly NH acquired as new issues. We note excellent Hong Kong, Malaya and
States, Gibralter, Jamaica, St Helena, Malta, Solomon Islands, Transvaal, Virgin Islands and many more. Certainly one
of the most diverse inventories that we have offered. Every stamp or set has a Scott number noted, quantities are
modest usually between 1 and 7. A perfect turnkey stock ready for immediate sales. Certainly a huge Scott value.
Condition is mostly F-VF with much NH. The early material is more mixed but nice cancels and decent quality makes
this lot a winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
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British Commonwealth, Vast and Valuable Vintage Dealer’s Empire Pickings. A fascinating, keenly
assembled group of approximately 3400 or so mint or used items, virtually all from Victoria through King George VI,
plucked out of scores of collections that passed through this active dealer’s hands over the years; with the exception of
Canada & Provinces and Hong Kong, each of which are offered elsewhere in this sale, virtually every country and nook
and cranny from the Empire is represented; the great majority of items are selected for interest, including scarce
individual stamps, a wonderful variety of cancels, Revenues and revenue usages, Specimens, special purpose stamps,
multiples of interest, and more; literally dozens of countries are represented, but several that readily stand out include
India & States, North Borneo and British Asia, general British Pacific (including Australia with States and
Dependencies), and more; a remarkable holding to be sure, generally F.-V.F., allow plenty of time to view the entire lot
online.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
British Commonwealth Collection, 19th Century to 1997. In three large stock books filled with sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, from the early classic era to modern issues, with many of the items from the 1950’s to
1980’s, many topicals and occasional better sets, with (mint unless noted otherwise): Australia 45-51 used, 72b, 177-79
(3 sets), Bahamas 158-73, Bahrain 34 (12 used), Barbados 125 used, Belize 119-30 blocks of four, Bermuda 50 used,
Bhutan 701-15, British Guiana 230-41, British Honduras 116-24, Canada 41 used, 50-53, 55, 57 used, 58, 149-59 used,
162-77 used, C2, Cape of Good Hope 4-5 used, 4b used, 65-66, 68, Cayman Islands 1-2, 85-94, Cyprus 219-21,
Jamaica 159-74, Jordan 153-55 used, Malaya 74a used, Johore 47 used, 51 used, Trengganu 63-67, Maldives 201-6,
Malta 184-87 (4 sets), New Zealand 80, 187-98 used, AR89 used, Niger Coast 2-5, North Borneo 59-67, 91-96 used,
121, 199-201, N.W. Pacific Islands 1 used, Northern Rhodesia 41-44, Rhodesia 107a used, St. Helena 122, St. Lucia
C1a, Sarawak 174-75, Sierra Leone 1167-71 (2 sets), Singapore 166a, South Africa 81-89, South Georgia 17b-29b
blocks of four, 17b-30b blocks of four, Tonga 607, 1177 (2), Tonga Niuafo’ou 275-86 blocks of four, Tuvalu 172 (19
imperf with frame inverted), partial omnibus sets: 1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation, 1966 Royal Visit and Freedom
from Hunger, most of the sets range from a dollar or two to over $100, but the majority seem to be in the couple dollars to
$20 range, some broken sets and occasional faults (mostly among early used classics), generally F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs. Scott $42,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
British Commonwealth, Stock of Better Sets and Singles from 1840-1940’s. Large concentration of
value in four dealer counter books, small group of album and stock pages filled with many omnibus sets, collection of
Great Britain from 1840-2011, the vast majority of the stamps are from the classic era (1840-1940) with a concentration
among the early 19th century issues, many of the stamps listed below are mint with several better complete sets or
better singles, with Antigua 67-76, Ascension 1-6, 9, Australian States, several better early states stamps, Bahamas
158-73, Canadian Provinces - British Columbia 7, Newfoundland 40, 49, 54, 55, 171, 233-43 (12 sets), three values of
Victoria Inland revenue stamps, Canada 14, 27, 28, 46, 47, 50-52 mint, 54 mint, 57, 58 mint, 80 mint, 82-84 mint, 91-93
mint, 94 (2 mint), 95 mint, 97-102 mint, 111 mint, 116 (3 mint), 120 mint, 128a mint block of four, 158 (4),159 mint, 159,
177 mint, C2 (3 mint), E1 (2 mint), E3 (2 mint), Cape of Good Hope (3 triangles), Dominica 6, 9, Gibraltar 36, Great
Britain 1 (8), 4 (2), 26 (2), 42, 43a, 50, 51/55 on piece, 55a, 57 with APS certificate, 57 (3), 62, 64, 95, 96 (2), 108 (2),
118-22 mint, 124, 139 (2), 141, 142, some decent Sea Horses, early QEII castle issues, Tangier SG 609-11 missing
hyphen variety set, 609-11 short 7 of 1957 set, group of line engraved platings, with 1/2p (7 different plate numbers), 1p
(91 different plate numbers), Grenada 76, 78, Jamaica 86, Malaya Perak 69-83, Northern Nigeria 10-18, Singapore
21-22, Virgin Islands 8, several largely complete British Omnibus sets with 1948 Silver Wedding, 1953 Coronation (6
several sets), Freedom from Hunger, 1958 West Indies Federation, Shakeswpeare, ITU, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
British Commonwealth, Magnificent All Mint KGVI Collection 1930-1950. Mounted in 6 pristine Stanley
Gibbons specialized hingeless albums, we note Aden 1-12, 30-31, Ascension 52-53, Australia 218-221, Bechuanaland
Protectorate 147-148, Bermuda 123-128, Ceylon 278-289A, Cyprus 158-159, Eritrea 31-33, J1-J5, Falkland Islands
99-100, Fiji J12-J19, Gibraltar 121-122, Grenada 145-146, Gold Coast 130-141, 142-143, Gwalior 112-115, Hong
Kong 154-166A, India 150-167, Ireland 106-117, Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika 66-85, 92-93, Malacca 1-2, Mallta
223-224, Norfolk Island 244-258, Penang 1-2, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, with plenty of mint sets, an outstanding lot, o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.4 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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British Commonwealth, Wonderful Holding of Revenues, Locals and Unlisted Material. Everyone’s
favorite eccentric Brit, the kind you rarely encounter but are always pleased to meet; huge collection of Great Britain
proper, well-assembled and annotated, with many, many hundreds of unlisted specialty items such as special purpose
Revenues, Edinburgh & Leith Parcel Delivery Company issues, extensive Circular Delivery Co Ltd issues, essays and
cut squares, Railway Parcel stamps, etc.; strong Hong Kong Revenues and cut squares; lovely Revenues from
Newfoundland, Queensland, Victoria, New South Wales and New Zealand; specialized First Issue Samoa, and more;
thousands of stamps in total, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a super lot of uncommon material—truly “something
completely different”. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Commonwealth, Sweeping Collection. From Victorian times through issues of the 1990s from a
majority of the British Empire/ Commonwealth issuing countries all neatly arranged on homemade pages in 27 binders
plus a small Linprint album with a full mint set of the George VI 1937 Coronation issue, contained within are 1000s of
sets, short sets, singles, some later S/S and booklets, “back of the book” issues, definitives including some high values,
etc., countries will be strongest in the 1950s/80s issues though there will be some good value in the earlier periods, most
will be used through the 1950s and from then on a mix of mint and used (occasionally one of each), flipping through the
pages some better items caught our eye including Bahamas 112-13 used, Belize 345-60 mint, Bermuda 55-69 used,
94-95 mint, 100-03 used, 126a used, 127a used, Cyprus 12-13 used, 143-55 mint, 196-97 used, Hong Kong 52 used,
147-50 mint and used, Ireland 65-76 used, 103-74 used, Jamaica 140-41 used, New Zealand B3-4 mint, some
1950s/60s Health sheets mint, C1-8 used, Newfoundland 54 mint, St Kitts-Nevis 107-18 used, Sierra Leone 207
used, South Africa B1-4 mint, Tristan Da Cunha 42-67 mint, etc., overall condition better than typically seen, generally
fresh and F-VF, a good start to a comprehensive Commonwealth collection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Cool Britannia Compilation. Sizable and wide-ranging collection/stock, housed
in 12 stockbooks, a scad of glassines, and more; stockbooks hold a solid mass of British Southern Africa (Rhodesia,
South West Africa, South Africa and Homelands), with some semi-specialized holdings by gum types, etc.; rest
comprises a wealth of general material including some classic Great Britain, approximately $100 in Canada face, plus
singles, sets and souvenir/miniature sheets from Africa, the Caribbean, the Middle East and more, most all with Topical
interest; some better covers as well, including Basutoland new currency First Day Covers, multi-franking India Airs and
Registered (including rupee-values), etc.; clean and fresh throughout, the overwhelming majority of stamps mint never
hinged, Very Fine, your own private Empire. Shipping charges apply - weight 44.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Andorra (Spanish) and Catalunya, Specialized Collection, 1931-2018. On Lindner pages, in two brown
albums, with matching slip cases, mostly complete, containing difficult to find issues, including: 37-49, C1, E5, Edifil
NE1-NE12 perforated, Multa set of 8 1898 Tax stamps, Edifil NE13-24, NE25-36, Beneficencia (Charity) 1-6 and 7-12,
Catalunia in black stock book with various Spain issues from early to mid 1990’s and 50 Història de Catalunya sheetlets
from 1979-mid 1980’s (which are considered to be more promotional labels than postage stamps), stamps examined
were sound and very fresh, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.6 lbs. Scott
approximately $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Austria, High End Better Set & Singles Inventory, 1859-1981. About 250 black sales cards loaded with
desirable mint, used and much NH singles and sets. Carefully acquired over decades by a knowledgable dealer with a
European flair for quality. Well above average condition with many nice cancels as well as enough highlights to grace a
superior auction section of Austria. Better mint includes; 12, 17, 21, 51//65, 142, 164-167, 405-423 (blocks less 407),
405-423 singles NH, multiple set singles of 424-431, 500-515 (4 NH), 508 (NH block), 515 (3 NH), 520-556 NH, 536 (10
NH), 559 (3 NH), 560-562 (2 NH), 337 (5), 354//373 (2 NH), 565-567 (NH blocks and singles), 958-976 (NH blocks and 5
singles), 595 (4 NH), 599-603 (2 NH), B57-B65 (10), B100-B105 (2), B112-B117 NH, B132-B137 (2 NH), B146-B151
(blocks and singles NH), B245-B251 (4 NH), B260-B263 (7 NH), B264-B267 (NH blocks + 7 sets), B269-B271 (7 NH),
B273-B276 (3), B277 (6 NH), B278 (4 NH), C42-C46, C54-C60 (1 NH and 2 OG), C54-C60 NH (less C56), C58 NH,
J204-J231 (NH blocks); Lombardy 20, 24; Offices in Turkey 7 perf 9 1/2 (4); Trentino N46. All followed by a significant
section of local issues not listed in Scott but with a very high Michel catalogue value in Euro of at least several thousand.
Used includes; 6, 7, 7a, 8 (2), 12, 18 (3), 27-33. A group of multiple stamps with interesting cancels from 22//29, 34-40,
40b, 46 (3), 62-65, 354-373 (5), C1-C3 (2), C54-C60 (2), C59 (2), J9 (3), P1 (5), P4 Scott $13,500 not counted (faults),
P5, P6 (1 mint and 3 used), P7 (2). Offices in Crete 1-4, 10, 11 (3). Lombardy 3, 5-6, 7 (2), 8 (4), 9 (2), 12a, 15 (2), 19, 24.
Offices in Turkey 8, J6-J14. Trentino N48 + N49 (both on piece), balance of Trentino not counted, over $11,000 in Scott.
19th century is mainly excellent quality with few faults. 20th century is almost uniformly sound and F-VF or better. A top
of the line invenory with a conservative 2020 Scott value +unlisted and not counted material, Scott $40,000+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Austria & Lombardy-Venetia, Splendid Specialized Old-Time Dealer’s Collection Pickings. A superb,
mostly used assemblage of approximately 1125 or so items, more or less weighted towards the classics, keenly
presented on 31 6" x 9" stockcards; many if not nearly all these items have been selected by a knowledgeable dealer,
plucked out of dozens of collections over the years; most of the many earlies are selected for cancels, with a huge
selection of scarce and/or superbly struck postmarks, though in addition we note lots of better individual items, good
Military stamps, Revenues and special purpose items, items used on piece, etc., with virtually nothing after the 1940s; a
fantastic way to clearly and visually spruce up a collection, as this group is certainly not lacking in eye-appeal, generally
F.-V.F. or better, enjoy the entire contents of this holding on the web.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Austria, Powerful, highly comprehensive collection, 1860-1988. Superb, virtually complete collection of
regular issues and semi-postals carefully assembled on Scott pages in one binder; aside from the classic, 19th century
definative issues, which are mint and used, the collection runs virtually complete, all mint from about 1913 on; early
issues are specialized by perforation variety with lots of better values within; some of the premium later items include,
Franz Josef mint set on chalk surfaced paper, series on mixed paper, birthday jubilee series mint, beautiful mint
145-163 complete, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
Austria Collection, 1850/1995. Collector’s life-long effort neatly arranged on homemade pages, mostly
used and especially strong in the popular 1920s/50s period, a section of Occupation, Offices Abroad and
Lombardy-Venetia issues also included, premium issues galore and a full list would be quite long but here’s a few “must
mention” - 1 used, 1d used, 6-8 used, 12-26 used, 33 used, 40a used, 1890/1905 Franz Josef including shade, perf and
varnish bar varieties used, 142-43 mint, 430-31 mint, B81-98 mint, B99-105 NH, B112-27 mint, B132-41 used, B260-71
mint, C1-3 used, C54-60 used, Lombardy-Venetia 7-12 used, 15-19, used, etc., 19th century issues usual mixed
condition (incl some dubious cancels as often) but overall better than usually seen, generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Belgium, Superior High End Mint and Used Holding, 1849-1986. About 150 black sales cards containing
several hundred better sets and singles both mint and used. A wonderful stock which includes four complete mint 1919
Helmet sets plus much more, and more valuable items in great condition. Another great lot from this estate without high
value junk. Only useful, better quality. Mint highlights include; 21, 25 (3), 26, 73-75, 124-137 (4 sets), 136, 185-190, 294,
303 NH, 356-389 (3 NH), 435-445, 446-449 NH, 455//468, 461-462 (NH blocks and singles), 545-552 (NH blocks),
1084-1103 (2 NH), 1103 (2 NH), B25-B27, B28-B30 (2), B31-B33, B125-B131, B241-B248, B250-B255 (4), B256-B263
(3 NH plus 2 OG), B426-B431 (9 NH plus 3 OG), B480-B484 (2), B498-B502 (4 NH), B514, B521-B522 (3), B521-B522
private overprint NH, B515-B520, B532-B537 (9 NH), B538-B543, B544-B546 (4 NH), B547-B554 NH, B555-B557 (1
NH and 1 OG), B558-B560, B561-B556 (1 NH and 2 OG), B567-B572 (3 NH and 2 OG), 573-578 (NH blocks),
B579-B585 (3 NH), B592-B598 NH, B606-B610 (2 sets of blocks NH), B631- B637 (blocks NH), B641-B646 (7 NH),
B647-B652 (blocks NH), B663-B668 (10 NH sets), B669-B671 (blocks NH), B684-B688 (6 NH), C5 (1 NH and 1 OG),
O36-O41 (18 NH), Q15 (3 NH), Q263-Q266 (NH blocks), Q313//Q361 NH, Q374-Q377 (2 NH), Q388-Q406,
Q410-Q412 (3 NH), Q464-Q465 (2 NH). Belgian Congo 13, 88-113, 173-183 (3 NH), 290-297 (4 NH). Congo
Democratic Republic 323-340 (8 NH sets). Highlights of the used include; 2, 9-12, 24-26, 74 (3), B125-B131,
B144-B150, B241-B248, B544-B546. Belgium Congo 14-26. As you will note the mint value far exceeds the used, also
uniform nice quality throughout with very little 19th century. One of the nicest holdings of Belgium that we have offered.
Almost all F-VF or better with much NH, Scott $22,553.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
Belgium & Netherlands, Extensive Inventory, 1930’s - 1980’s. An old time stock of Belgium &
Netherlands mint & used singles, sets and souvenir sheets, several thousand all housed in four large Elbe stockbooks
in one carton. Belgium begins in the 1930’s and we note a nice section of souvenir sheets including B179 (7) mint & (2)
used, B279 (5 used), B317 & B318, 20 of each, later souvenir sheets in some quantity, also noted Q52 20 NH copies at
$30 each. Loaded with mint NH runs of regulars and semi-postals from the 1960’sto 1980’s. Nnetherlands with strong
semi-postal early issues emphasis on used sets such as B1-B3 with 11 used sets, some early mint as well. Again much
mint NH in the 1960’s up to the 1980’s. Antilles Indies adn Surinam are also present in many mint sets. Modest
duplication throughout, very few faults, mainly F-VF with most NH. Perfect for online sales. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Belgium, Extensive Collection, 1849-1995. Mostly used sets and singles on homemade pages replete with
premium from the desirable 1930s/50s era along with strong sections of classic and “back of the book” issues,
highlights include 3-4 used, 12 used, 17 used, 26b used, 172-84 mint, B9-16 mint, B69-105 mint, B123-24 mint,
B144-50 used, B156-62 mint, B166-68 sheets of ten (stamps NH), B178 (stamp NH, small margin break), B179 (stamp
NH), B199 (stamps NH), B498-502 mint, B513a mint, B514-20 mint, B521-22 NH, B531-78 mint, C12-12A mint, nice
section of used parcel post issues, etc., early issues some typical minor faults but overall better than usually seen and
F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Belgium, Mostly All Mint Collection, 1860-1960. Clean, mounted in three binders, coverage to the
mid-1950’s, better mint includes 79-81, 124-137 less 135, 172-184, B17-B24, B28-B30, B31-B33, and dozen of mint
complete sets and souvenir sheets; an uncommonly handsome collection, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. Scott $7,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Strong & Deep Long-Time Dealer’s Stock. A surprising holding of Bosnia and
Yugoslavia, comprising a package of #102 cards of Bosnia from #1a, a roughly foot-long box of #102 cards with
Yugoslavia sets, singles and multiples, a handful of Yugoslav souvenir sheets on pages, plus a counterbook with many
better singles and complete sets spanning the World Wars era; everything fully identified by Scott and priced, allowing
for easy integration into your existing stock, with Locals (Scott #1L’s-4L’s), Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Officials and
Postal Tax issues, WWII Italian Occupations, post-war Zone B, Trieste and Slovene Coast Occupations, and much
more besides, even reaching as far as some essays (including a Bosnia #85 trial color); wonderful condition throughout,
F.-V.F. with much better, tough material, especially in this quantity and quality.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Bulgaria, Superb, Beautifully Presented and Annoted Volume, 1879-1960. Collection of thousands of
mint and used with varieties and cancels; multiples, excellent back of book material an overall well-represented for the
period collection with many of the scarcer-to-locate items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Czechoslovakia, One Collector’s Lifelong Pursuit. Massive holding housed in 13 albums or stockbooks,
plus a pile of additional loose pages, etc.; comprises various collections including marginal markings in singles and
blocks of four, items of cancellation interest, gutter and tête-bêche pairs, a tremendous and diverse assemblage of
Revenues, a small stockbook filled with proofs and trial colors, excellent WWII Locals, Eastern Silesia, a one-volume
powerful used collection with postal history, an entire stockbook (fully organized) of “1919 Posta Ceskoslovenska”
overprints, excellent souvenir sheets, and more; well-kept and cared for, generally fresh and sound; you likely won’t find
such coverage this easily again, F.-V.F. with much better, a Czech that definitely won’t bounce.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Czechoslovakia, Stunning Mint Collection, 1960-2018. Comprehensive collection of mint sets, singles,
souvenir sheets and some art mini-sheets in four Scott hingeless albums with apparently no empty spaces, large
majority NH and the bulk of any l.h. stamps will be in the 1960s era, plenty of colorful topicals, generally P.O. fresh and,
F.-V.F., Czech it out! . Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Czechoslovakia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1918-1959. Mostly mint sets, singles and souvenir
sheets in a well-filled Scott hingeless album, highly complete for the period with high percentage of NH and additional
issues for Bohemia & Moravia and Slovakia, numerous premium including 1918/20 Hradcany issues mint, 102-04 mint,
114-40 mint, 175-78 NH, 187-90 NH, 200a-201a without gum as issued, regular issues and commemoratives
(including S/S) essentially complete and many NH (e.g. 856) for 1935-59, “back of the book” premium include C1-3 mint
(C2-3 each signed Sanabria), C4-6 mint (each with a pencil signature on gum), Bohemia & Moravia 1939-44 complete
mint, etc., generally fresh and F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

many better values, includung Scott #7 x 2, 18 with piquage Saint-Jean Angély (Maury P27) on piece, 19 x 3, 20 x 2, 21,
37 x 2, 47 and 48 all used, 64 x 3, 66, 67, 70, 77, 81x 2, 83, 84 x 2, 89, 93-96, 197, 247 x 2 and 253 with sheet margin, all
o.g., #197 and both 247 are n.h., Semi-Postals with Scott #B8, o.g., B9 unused without gum, B19, o.g., and block of four
used, B23, o.g., n.h., B66 x 11 and B67 x 7, o.g., one set n.h., a powerful section of blocks of four with coins datés from
the 1926-67 period include Scott #150, 283, 300, 308 x 2, 322 x 2, 344 x 2, 349, 370 x 4, 372 x 4, 374 x 4, 459 x 3, B70,
B76, B80 x 2, B83, B85 x 2, B89 (“1938"), B93 x 3, B97-B100 x 3, B102 x 3 and B104-B107 x 4, all o.g., n.h., Air Mails,
Postage Dues with Scott J32 imperf., J65 and J66-J67, o.g., n.h., Precancels with Maury #25 x 2, 26, 28, 31, o.g., 27b
and 35 x 2 unused without gum, and 44, 45 x 2 and 51, o.g., n.h., Cours d’instruction ”Annulé" and “Specimen”, the latter
with Maury #70 marginal block of four o.g., n.h., faults to be encountered among the 19th century issues and a few of the
better 20th century values, otherwise generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
316

France, A Formidable Assembly of Approximately 220 Artists’ Die Proofs, 1941-73. Nearly all on
sunken cards, many signed and with “Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste/Controle” embossed seals, with some unissued
designs and progressive proofs, including Scott #567 in black, 772 in black, 795 x 2 in black and sepia, 796-798 in sepia,
813-815 in unissued colors, 824 in black, 824 x 8 in different colors, 849, 854, 860-861, 863 all in black, 864 in blue,
865-868 unissued or issued colors, 1165-1167 in yellow brown or bright blue, 1205-1207 in different colors with the last
in black and additional proof in light green with reversed impression of incomlete design, 1236-1239 different colors and
additional proofs of the last three with incomplete and/or reversed designs, 1260-1262, 1263, 1265, 1266 in black,
1267, 1269 in black, 1271 x 2 in black and deep carmine, 1273-1276 in orange brown (3) or black with additional proofs
of three showing incomplete design, 1284-1289, 1295-1297 in black (2) or violet with additional proofs of two showing
incomplete design, 1299 in deep green, 1303 in brown orange, 1304 in black, 1305 and 1307 in black, 1327-1330 in
black (2), violet or carmine with additional proofs of three showing incomplete and/or reversed design, 1332 in brownish
carmine, 1340 in purple, 1348 in deep purple, 1350 in brown red, 1351-1353 with the first in black, 1359-1361 in black
(first two) or deep blue, 1365 in black, B117//B146 with seven die proofs in black or mostly unissued colors, B246-B247
in black, B272 and B294 in black, B295 in dark brown, B304-B307 in indigo or black (3), B422 x 2, B423-B424,
B426-B431 in different colors, B452-B453 in green and violet, B461-B462 in black, C44 in slate blue and a second proof
of balloon only in orange, C45 in green, and C46 and C47 both in black, while progressive die proofs include #821, 827
and 859, the first two in black and all three 1st State and B281 in black, 2nd State, and among the unissued are 1943
Semi-Postal 1f + 6f Normandy in black (Maury 598B) and 1949 Air Mail 100f Paris and 1950 1000F Paris (Maury
PA29A) both in black, also Saar with #197-200 in black, some have slight age spots, F.-V.F. and a splendid array of
these die proofs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
P
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France, An Impressive Assembly of Imperforate Issues, 1942-75. Mostly marginal or in multiples,
including Scott #723 block of four, 774-779, 801-804, 821-824, 826-830 pairs and two sets of singles, 879-882,
883-886, 889-890, 893-894, 920-923, 959-963, 978-981, 997-1001,1014-1017, 1054-1055, 1100 pair, 1113-1117,
1122 pair, 1138a pair, 1165-1167 blocks of four, 1149-1153, 1172-1175, 1174-1175 color trials in blocks of four,
1185-1191 blocks of four, 1199-1201 pairs, 1204-1207 blocks of four, 1204 & 1206 color trials blocks of four, 1228-1229
blocks of four, 1236-1239 blocks of four, 1255 block of four, 1260-1262 blocks of four, 1273-1276 blocks of four, 1275
color trial block of six, 1295-1297 blocks of four, 1327-1330, B294-B299 pairs, B312-B317 pairs and three sets of
singles, B321-B326 pairs, B330-B335, B341-B346, B359-B364, B404-B407 pairs, C36, C37-C40, C41 marginal block
of six, and C45 corner block of four, some color trials or proofs interspersed throughout, brilliant, o.g., n.h., Very Fine
overall.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
France, Fantastic, Wide-Ranging Stock Compilation, 1329-1974. And no, that is not a typo, as the first
item in this lot is a manuscript letter, on vellum, noted 1329; granted, there’s a bit of a leap until the next items,
comprising four stampless covers to England between 1819 and 1825; the stamps begin with a fine selection of Cérès
issues with shades and covers, followed by strong Napoléons with shades and types noted, plus five examples of #37
(themselves offering shades), with solid offerings of Blancs, Mouchons and Mersons, multiplying Sowers, and nice
holdings of the early and mid-century commemoratives everyone wants; note also the uncommon, such as an Amiens
Chamber of Commerce stamp on cover, Military stamps on cover, etc., etc.; in addition to the pages are two boxes of
glassines identified (using multiple catalogues) with quantities noted; generally sound and clean, with strong
duplication throughout, generally F.-V.F. with better, a true tour de force.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
France, A Wonderful Old-Time Dealer’s “Mañana” Assembly. With Colonies and Offices included; a
fascinating and wide-ranging group of over 1450 or so items carefully, but apparently in no particular order, assembled
on 42 6" x 9" stockcards; aside from the obvious better values, what we note are premium socked-on-the-nose cancels
which caught the old-timer’s eye, better individual values from sets, the odd Revenues and Telegraphs, imperforates,
multiples, items on piece, etc.; includes coverage from a wide range of areas; not much after 1950, F.-V.F. though most
better, a very worthwhile holding; be sure to view in its entirety on our web site.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
France, Old Time, Mint & Used, Estate Inventory, 1849-1940. An Elbe stockbook packed with several
thousand mint and used stamps of France. A proud European dealer built this up over decades as a working stock of a
favorite country. Quality is mixed as to be expected but gems can be found throughout as this is offered as received and
intact. A plethora of 19th centry beginning with Scott #1 and up to the 1930’s. The early material is used and mint starts
to pop up in 1863 and beyond, with mint #3 (6), 31 (4), 51 (3), 53, 86 & 88 quantity of NH, 91 (11 NH), 100 includes 25 NH
with blocks and 16 o.g. for a Scott value of $2,972, 103 (20+ NH). Between 126-132 some mint such as 125 (6), 128, 129
(3), 131 but solid used section, 141 block NH, 154 (2 NH blocks plus 20 o.g.), 198-201 (13 NH sets plus misc. blocks
singles), Scott over $1,800, plus nice showing of the 1930’s comemoratives both mint & used. As noted the condition is
mixed primarily on the 19th centiry but surprises await such as the better NH noted. The 20th century is mainly F-Vf with
the occasional fault. A great lot to break down for online resale especially at our estimate. A rough Scott value is
conservative at $45,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 5,000
France, An Assembly of Imperforate Essays, Color and Progressive Proofs. With many in se-tenant
strips of three, four and five showing different impressions and colors, including Maury 1013-1017, 1703, 1732, 1733,
1741-1743, 1765, 1766, and U.N.E.S.C.O. 1980-81 essays with five different designs each in a strip of five, a few former
Colonies with three épreuves de luxe and Comoro Islands 1963-69 imperf. color trials in sheets of 25 (four such) with
each row a different color, also 1866 Renard postal stationery embossed essays with Crown at top 00c in six different
colors, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
France, An Interesting Assembly of Approximately 130 Épreuves de Luxe, 1938-73. Including Scott
#622, 796, 1054-1055, 1077, 1084, 1085-1088 collective proof, 1100, 1227-1229, 1255, 1260-1262, 1260-1262
collective proof, 1278-1280, 1286-1288, 1286-1288 collective proof, 1292-1293, 1295-1297, 1305-1307 collective
proof, 1310-1314, 1322-1325, 1325a, 1351-1353, 1351-1353 collective proof, 1359-1361, B207, B208, B210,
B347-B348 collective proof, B423-B424 collective proof, B426-B427, B429-B431, B434-B439, B434-B439 collective
proof, B443-B434, B443-B434 collective proof, B452-B453, B452-B453 collective proof, B454-B459, B461-B462,
B461-B462 collective proof, C34-C36, C42, C44, C45, and C46-C47, immaculate and Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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France, Collection, 1903-1964. Neatly mounted in six Pierre de Brimont albums, plus group of better items
on stock pages, lovely group with several better souvenir sheets, early stamp sets, red cross booklets, etc., with mint:
138-54, 156-84, 227-40, 241, 245a (2), 264-83, 329 (2 souvenir sheets), several 1944 R.F. overprint sets, 615a
complete sheet, 700-5, 1100 (12 complete panes), B11, B66-67 (2 Louvre Museum souvenir cards), B157a, B274a
booklet with red cross cancel on top two stamps, B282a, B285-90, B291a, B294-99, C22, C23-26, C29-32, J80-92 and
Marianne Yvert 886d roulette vertical coil strip of 12, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France, Magical Collection of the Unusual and Esoteric, 1887-1975. Substantial and keely assembled,
highly unusual collection of many, many hundreds comprising the rarely seen; we note the unissued 1887 General
Boulanger Nationalist Coup issue, various Ceres issue fabrications, essays, etc; French Legion Post; railway patcel
provisionals; propaganda items; Vichy issues; extensive precancels; telegraph telephone stamps; franchise issues;
lots of beautiful labels, including WWI, Exposition labels, aviation related items; essays for semi-officials; cut squares;
some Colonial issues with proofs, and more; fascinating lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
France, First Day Cover Holding, 1949-1973. Approximately 1,000 earlier first day covers, with a few
notable early FDC’s including: 581-4, C22 (scarce with 500f, Yvert 780-83, PA 20, €350), 640 8f Hotel Chateaudun
(Yvert 873, €85), 641 Sevigne (Yvert 874 Hotel Carnavalet €85), 643 12f Fontainebleau (Yvert 878, €250), 644 Jules
Ferry (Yvert 880 €225), 645 Textile Lille (Yvert 881 €140), 646 St. Jean-Baptiste de La Salle (Yvert 882 €90), 647 (Yvert
889 €70), 648 (Yvert 890 €75), 655 (Yvert 897 €60), 656 (Yvert 898 €60), 657 (Yvert 904 €60), 658 (Yvert 905 €60), 664
with three different cachets (Yvert 906 €40 each), 666-68 (Yvert 908-10 €150) and many great other early items, along
with Art topicals, CITEX postcards, Olympics, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France, Extensive Collection, 1849-1994. Mostly used sets, singles and souvenir sheets on homemade
pages starting with the 1849 20c Black and ending with assortment of mid-1990s mint, better throughout highlighted by
#47 single franking cover to Italy, #42+45 on cover to Switzerland, 1930s mint and used sets and singles including
semi-postals, 329 mint (stamps NH), 624 mint and used, B5-8 mint, B11 used, B23 mint, B31-33 mint, B38 mint, B66-67
mint and used, B157a mint, C17 mint, C27 NH, J18 used, J35 used, etc., 19th century issues some typical small faults
but much better than usually seen, generally F-VF, ideal for continuation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France & Colonies, Back-of-the-Book, A Grand Collection, 1849-1986. A truly wonderful collection with
several thousand mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets neatly mounted in two Scott Speciality albums. A very
comprehensive collection of France missing only a handful of stamps. A nice showing of 19th century mainly used but
very complete. We note a nice used Scott 246 and 329, mainly mint from 1948 to 1986, Semi-Postals include mint Scott
B11, B12-B26 (except B19). After 1935 mainly mint and later years much NH, Airs mint and used, a good selection of
Postage Dues, solid mint Official grouping. Excellent French Colonies mainly used with Scott 24 through 59 complete,
Offices in Egypt 1-30 mixed mint and used, Post Said 1-13 mixed, very strong section of Offices in the Turkish Empire.
The 19th century France is about $8200 in Scott. The overall quality is F-VF with some mixed on the ealier issues. A
perfect collection to break down for online sales, Scott 2020 is $23,590, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
France & Colonies, Humongous Proof, Deluxe sheet and Stamp Collection, mostly from
1940’s-2000’s. Containing many stamps and proofs, including 1500++ imperf stamps, 900++ trial color proofs, 500+
deluxe sheets, 60+ die sunk proofs and 90+ signed die proofs, plus French Morocco two 1946 essays on card (one on
cream paper and one on thin paper), French Expedition to Dardanelles booklet with red cross theme containing 20
stamps, French Polynesia C6 two trial color strips of five, C84 trial color strip of four, album and stock book of French
Southern Antarctic Territory Collection with 10 trial color strip of five, 16-19, 23-24, 25-28, 30-32, C1-11, C17-27 and
plenty more stamps, many complete topical sets and souvenir sheets that should have strong retail potential if properly
broken down for individual resale, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from Leo Malz collection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 31.8 lbs.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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France & Colonies, Collection, 1849-1986. In large stock book filled with sets, singles and souvenir sheets,
from the early classic era to modern issues, with many of the items from the 1950’s to 1980’s, many topicals and
occasional better sets, with (mint unless noted otherwise): Congo C24 (three full sheets of 25), France, 40+ early used
perf and imperf Napoleon and Ceres issues, some better used Sage issues, 1100 block of four, 2014 complete sheet of
50, C27 (3 used), J64 (2), French Colonies 1-6 used, French Congo C36 imperf, French India 166a used, French
Morocco 1-5 used, 21-54 (some used), Gabon J12-22, Latakia C7-11, Lebanon C173-74 used blocks of four, 242 (9
used), Malagasy Republic J41-50, St. Pierre & Miquelon 517 (4), C44 (8), Omnibus set, 1954 Liberation complete set,
most of the sets range from a dollar or two to over $100, but the majority seem to be in the couple dollars to $20 range,
some broken sets and occasional faults (mostly among early used classics), generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply weight 4.4 lbs. Scott $12,250+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France & Colonies, Outstanding Collection of Deluxe Sheets. Neatly arranged by area or topic, with
strong Topical appeal, especially Space and related; strong in non-African countries, with excellent France proper with
lots of premium items from the 1950s on, plus Southeast Asia, Polynesia, New Caledonia, etc.; includes Common
Design issues and some related imperforates, etc.; probably a couple hundred items or more, with useful duplication,
Very Fine, a select group. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
France & Colonies, Imperf, Trial Color, Deluxe Proof and Signed Proof Collection with Space or
Medical Themes, 1960’s-1990’s. France 611 two deluxe proofs, 792 three deluxe proofs and eight imperfs or trial
color proofs, 1067 large deluxe proof, 1224 signed deluxe proof, 1259 signed deluxe proof, 1331 signed deluxe proof,
B298 regular deluxe proof and first state large proof, 30 1960’s-1970 Space and Meteorological theme imperfs and trial
color proofs and 17 deluxe proofs from 1960’s-70’s, 31 large die proofs from various French Colonies (mostly French
Africa) 1960’s-1980’s, French Andorra 1966 FR1 Satellite deluxe sheet and imperf block of four, Comoros Rocket and
Satellite A1 triptych, and Hansen/Copernicus deluxe proof, Mali C68-70 (two sets of imperforate issues and four sets on
large die proof), Monaco 22 imperforate and trial color proofs from 1960’s-70’s with Space theme, 1988 Europa
Transport and Communications imperf sheetlet, 1991 Europa L’Espace imperf sheetlet, St. Pierre Miquelon D1 imperf
pair, 1965 UIT imperf single and 1965 Rocket and A1 satellite triptych, 13 imperf pairs or blocks of four from various
countries of 1979 Philexafrique and 205 trial color proofs from various French Colonies with a medical theme, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, from Leo Malz collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
French Offices Abroad, with Extensive China, Egypt and More, Intact Estate Mint & Used, 1885-1941.
A high powered French Offices Abroad collection of hundred of mint & used singles & sets housed in a hingeless
Lighthouse album. Begins with French Offices in China both mint & used between Scott #1 adn 85, missing only 10
mainly rarities. Canton mainly mint missing only 4 between 1//81. Hoi Hao missing 7 between 1//81 with 1908 & 1919
sets complete mint. Kwangchowan missing only 11 of 1//136 plus B1-B8 mainly mint. Mongtseu 1-15 mint & used, 1906
set less 28 & 30, plus 1908 & 1919 both complete mint. Pakhoi 1//69 missing 6 and all mint except #4. Tchongking 1//33
missing 3 plus complete mint 1908 & 1919 sets. yYunnan Fou 1-15 mint & used, 17-33 mint, 34-50 less 47, 51-67 mint.
Offices in Crete 1-20 complete mint. Superb Alexandria complete less 45 & 46A, B1-B4, J1-J13 and includes the great
rarity Scott 59, signed Diena, Brua catalogue value $2,250 with only 225 issued. Port Said 1-32 mixed mint and used,
plus nice showing between 33//92, B1-B4. Levant 1-7 used, 21//55 less 33 & 39, mixed mint & used. Ile Rouad 1-16
complete mint. Cavalle 1-15 complete mint. Dedeagh #1 used, 2-18 mint. Port Lagos 1-6 mint except 4 used. Vathy 1-9
mixed mint & used. Zanzibar solid mint & used including 17-28 complete mint and 39-49 complete mint. This collection
needs only a handful of rarities for completion adn is well worth that extra bid. Condition is well above average, mainly
original gum and some NH, a few minor faults but the majority is F-VF.
Estimate $8,000 - 10,000
French Offices in China, An Advanced Collection, 1894-1941. Hundreds of mint and used stamps and
souvenir sheets neatly mounted on Scott specialty pages, contains only the scarce and sought after French Offices in
China issues, a very comprehensive collection containing mainly singles and sets into the hundreds of dollars,
completely intact and one of the finest collections that we have offered. Begins with Offices in China section mint and
used 1//71 and Scott $686, next is a wonderful showing of Canton issues including 1-32 (except 24), balance mint and 5
& 23 used, 1908 issue mainly used missing only 62, Canton Scott is $2177.25, Hoi Hao, excellent showing of 1//31
missing only 4 stamps mainly mint, total Scott value of Hoi Hao $3094, Kwangchowan is mainly mint with Scott value of
$400, Mongtseu contains 2-15 mint and a total Scott of $1861, Pakhoi mainly mint and Scott is $348, Tchongking Scott
$739, Yunnan Fon Scott is $539. Generally above average condition with few faults, mainly F-VF, Scott $9856, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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French Colonies, and More, A Magnificent Collection of 64 Colonies and Countries, 1885-1973. Many
thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets mainly mint and some used with values into the hundreds of dollars per set or
single of exceptional quality neatly mounted in four Scott Specialty albums by a careful collector and offered intact. Truly
a one of a kind collection that rarely is offered this nice. Perfect to expand on or to offer online. A pleasure to view, scarce
sets and better singles abound throughout these well packed albums. A picture is worth a thousand words so please
carefully view those online and you will understand why this collection is so special with page after page of complete
sets in top condition, carefully cataloged by the 2020 Scott. The significant countries include; Martinique Scott $1494,
Monaco Scott $5635, New Caladonia Scott $2732, St Pierre & Miquelon Scott $1821, Syria Scott $2280, Viet Nam Scott
$1170, Wallis & Futuna Scott $763, Algeria Scott $1244, Anjouan Scott $628, Cameroun Scott $2118, Comoro Islands
Scott $697, Dahomey Scott $1322, French Equatorial Africa Scott $3501, French Guinea Scott $1583, French Morocco
Scott $2109, French Sudan Scott $612, Gabon Scott $862, Ivory Coast $1541, Madagascar Scott $1890, Mauritania
Scott $898, Mayotte Scott $653, Middle Congo Scott $453, Obock Scott $558, Reunion Scott $2469, Senegal Scott
$960, Somali Coast & Afars Scott $1661, Tunisia Scott $726, French Andorra Scott $2943, Cambodia Scott $917,
French Guiana Scott $1163, French India Scott $1936, French Polynesia Scott $3289, FSAT Scott $2175, Guadaloupe
Scott $1778, Indo-China Scott $1809, Laos Scott $863, Lebanon Scott $1959. Very few faults, almost all F-VF, total
2020 Scott $70,000+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $18,000 - 22,000
French Colonies, Extraordinary Deluxe Sheet Specialist’s Selection. Incredible and very extensive
selection of many, many hundreds or more, all arranged by topic, including space, scientists, satellites, etc.; aside from
the sheer number of items is the fact there is virtually no duplication, with everything in complete sets; a superb lot in all
respects, with countries including Malagasy, Mali, Mauritania, Togo, Upper Volta, and Senegal; an opportunity not to be
missed, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
French Colonies, Promising Posse of Proofs. In two large sheet files, a wide array of progressive color
proofs, strips from proof sheets with each stamp differently colored, rare large-size souvenir sheet proofs, etc.;
coverage from across la Francophonie, with FSAT, Monaco, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Polynesia, a great range of African
countries and more; many Common Designs, with most material in strips or complete sheets; many dozens of individual
issues and pieces—a must-see, Very Fine, fully imaged on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Africa, Fabulous Space-Related Holding. Approximately 400 all-different deluxe sheets, from
Afars & Issas to Gabon, with a tremendous range of topics, from astronauts and cosmonauts to satellites, from ITU to
JFK, from Apollo to Viking, from Kepler to International Solar Year, and much more; nearly all individually sleeved, with
much annotated; an out-of-this-world collection nearly impossible to duplicate, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 7.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
French Southern & Antarctic Territory, Exceptional High End Mint Inventory, 1955-1996. A superb
holding of only key sets and singles almost all never hinged and mainly very fine, all mounted on about 80 black sales
cards ready for your online sales. Highlights are numerous and include the following: Scott #1 block NH, 2-7 Blocks NH,
12-14 (3) NH, 15 (4) NH, 16-19 (5) NH, 20 NH, 21 (3) NH, 23-24 (2) NH, 29 (7) NH, 30 (7) NH, 31 NH, 32 (2) NH, 33 NH,
45 (2) NH, 46-51 o.g. 58-63 NH, 66 NH, 255 (4) NH, 256 (8) NH, C1-C2 (2) NH, C3 (2) NH, C4 (4) NH, C5 (2), C6 NH, C7
(4) NH & o.g., C8 o.g., C11 (3) NH, C12 (3) NH, C13-C14 (4) NH, C16a (3) NH, C19-23 NH, C25a NH, C26-C27 (5) NH,
C28 NH, C40a (2) NH, C44-C45a NH, C47-C48 NH, C139 (7) NH. this is certainly one of the highest quality F.S.A.T.
stocks that we ahve had the pleasure to offer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, a Mainly Mint Assembly of Stamps and Proofs, 1955-71.
Including three signed artist’s die proofs of #27, 32 and 35, and six épreuves de luxe of #27, 36, C8, C19, C21 and C23,
while the issued stamps include #16-19, 30 and 67, o.g., n.h., and #68 used, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Magnificent Perfs, Imperfs, and Proofs. Post Office fresh
block strips and gutter sheets; includes deluxe proofs on card and numerous imperfs with margins; also imperforate trial
color Niger sheet (25 stamps), Monaco imperforate trial color strip with printer’s notation, and the French bicentennial
sheet and S/S; between 500 and 600 beautifully engraved stamps; a lucky bidder will be very happy, Extremely Fine.
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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French Area, Deluxe Proofs and Imperforates, 1960-99. Lovely, clean and well organized; well-known
specialist’s stock selection of approximately 150 deluxe sheets, plus trial colors, artist proofs, etc.; countries includes
France & French Colonies, French Polynesia, Madagascar & Malagasy; the perfect lot for the deluxe proof specialist,
F.-V.F., a selection imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
French Area, Fantastic Assortment of Imperforates and More. Lovely array with much on described
dealers pages, spanning La Francophonie; hundreds of items comprising issued stamps (note numerous coins datés),
imperforates, proofs including engraver-signed and deluxe, progressive proofs, and more; a wealth of Topical interest,
strongest at first glance in Space, Musicians, Sports and Art; fresh and clean throughout, and a gold mine for dealer and
collector alike, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
French Area, an Assembly of Proofs and Imperforates, 1968-71. Including approximately 60 artist’s
proofs and épreuves de luxe, comprising 1968 World Health Organization and 1968 International Human Rights Year
omnibus issues for 7 countries or areas, other isuues for Andorra (29) with #196 signed artist’s die proof in violet,
196-197 composite and single impression épreuves de luxe, Afars and Issas (3), French Polynesia (3), New Caledonia
(4), St. Pierre and Miquelon (2), Wallis and Futuna (3).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Magnificent Active Dealer’s “Mañana” Assemblage. Valuable and incredibly diverse
selection of approximately 3500 or so mint or used items spanning the rich history of Germany’s stamp issuances,
including Germany proper, States, Plebiscites, Occupations, Revenues, Locals, special purpose stamps, etc., all
keenly assembled on 102 6" x 9" stockcards; a listing of items would be fruitless as this superb holding is imaged in its
entirety on the web, but an inspection on our end revealed dozens of premium stamps signed (and often typed) by the
BPP, plus seemingly common stamps actually being far scarcer Michel varieties, etc.; a wonderful lot, well-suited for the
collector and dealer alike, F.-V.F., leave ample viewing time for this one.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
German Area, Prominent Dealer’s Superb and Wide-Ranging Pluckings. An incredible, diverse and
valuable mint or used active dealer’s assembly of perhaps 3500 or so fresh items, carefully assembled on 100 6" x 9"
stockcards; over the years, the dealer would remove scores of items from the countless collections that crossed his
desk, nearly always with an eye towards the better or the unusual; with that in mind, cancellations play a prominent role,
with scores of premium or premium-struck examples; the composition includes exceptional Germany proper, strong
States, wonderful Colonies (again, please note the cancels and Forerunner usages), Plebiscites, etc., generally F.-V.F.
or better, fortunately, the entire lot has been painstakingly imaged for your perusal; a super lot.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
German Area, Extraordinary Specialist Dealer’s Amazing Collection Pickings. Fabulous and diverse
holding of approximately 3500 or so mint or used items, keenly presented on about 124 6" x 9" stockcards; over the
years, this active bourse dealer stripped more than a fair share of collections and arranged the holdings by country and
area, with an eye towards cancellations (either for scarcity or quality of strike), items somewhat unusual, etc.; the result
is that we now offer solid compilations of Germany proper, States and Colonies (good cancels here!), Plebiscites,
special purpose stamps, etc., etc.; a positive here is that this terrific lot is imaged in its entirety online, F.-V.F., leave
ample time for a thorough inspection.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
German Area, Extensive and Valuable Stock Accumulation to about 1974. Ranging from States to the
modern, on several feet of pages; States generally nicer than normally found in a holding such as this, with multiples
throughout; note particularly nice Baden, Bavaria, strong Thurn & Taxis (including unused blocks and multiples), and
North German Confederation; Germany proper begins with Shields and runs through the end of the Reich with a mint
OSTROPA sheet, WWI Occupations of France (including on-cover), Luftfeldpost identified by Michel type and with
on-cover usages, good Semis, Airs and Officials, as well as Zusammendrucke and Retourmarken; the post-war
material encompasses Bund (with Posthorn overprints, extensive Building Series sets, and ten sets of Posthorns with
more sets available from the duplicates), Berlin, apparently all Allied Occupations, and DDR; in need of reorganizing,
but well worth the effort and catalog value into six-figures, generally F.-V.F., don’t miss this opportunity.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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German Area, Magnificent Highly Specialized in One Volume, 1850-1940. Keenly assembled in one
expanded volume; there are literally thousands of items here, beginning with a fine array of German States, but the
compelling aspect of this extraordinary collection does not lie in the straight forward stamps, but in the incredible
sections of Provincial and City Post locals, of which there are thousands; well annotated, outstanding parcel service
stamps, private posts, etc; the likes of which are rarely found like this; in addition we note a wonderful range of labels, cut
squares, lovely revenues, various identified forgeries, private stationary items and much, much more; an incredible lot,
which will take a great standard collection to the next level.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,500
German Area, High End Quality Mint & Used Inventory, 1872-1948. An excellent old time inventory of only
better sets & singles housed on black display cards. Contains a plethora of nice quality stamps from Germany and
occupations with many scarce items in superior condition. Highlights include: #1 o.g. & bulls eye used, 3 (1 o.g. & 1 no
gum), 14 used, 19 (2 used), 27-28 used, 161-162 used, 176 used, 228 used, 277 used, 301 used, 311 (2 used), 319-320
used, 337-339 o.g., 360-362 (all NH), 363-366 (1 NH & 2 LH), 366-384, 398-400 (2 NH & 1 o.g.), 402 NH, 404 NH, 410
Nh, 411 NH, 446-447 NH, 454-464 all NH, 463-464 margin NH blocks, 469 NH, 481-483 NH, O3 used, O22-O28 used,
O34-O39 used, O47-O52 (NH block), O47-O52 (6 NH sets), O62-O79 used, OK16 o.g., S1-S22 NH. Offices in Turkish
Empire 5-6 o.g., 31-38 used. Offices in Morocco 1-6 o.g. Occupation of Belgium 1N1-1N17 used, 1N18-1N29 used,
1N25-1N41 (2 used), 1N42-1N58 used. Post-war Baden 5N28-5N40 NH, 5N38 used, 5N41 NH & used, 5N93-5N94 (17
NH sets), 5N95-5N96 NH, 5NB5-5NB8 (3 NH), 5NB8a & b (3 NH sheets & 1 o.g. & a &b sheets used), 5NB9-5NB11 (10
NH sets), 6N30-6N38 (1 NH & 1 o.g.), 6N39-6N40 (15 NH sets), 6NB7-6NB9 NH martin blocks, 8N28-8N37 (3 NH & 1
used set), 8N38-8N39 (26 NH sets), 8NB5-8NB6 (9 NH sets), 8NB9-8NB11 98 Nh sets), plus other items including a
nice group of imperf rocket mail blocks with an old retail of $500 on it. You can see from the highlights that this is an
exceptional inventory rarely offered. Condition is well above average with few faults if any, F-VF or better, Perfect for
online individual sales.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Higher value group in stockbook of Hagner stock pages in Scott
number order, some duplication of some issues for mint and used, shade varieties, etc. and a book of duplicates in
second stockbook of manila pages, better items from main book consist of Thurn and Taxis 1, 4-7, 7a, 9, 10, 12, 19, 20
(3), North German Confederation 25-26, Germany some early Imperial Eagles in quantity (mint and/or used) with 1-5,
7-11, 15-21, 23-26, 27-28, Germania, Inflation issues including some possible better overprints, some Hindenburg
Zusammendrücke, a few better used post war commemoratives, B19a mint booklet pane, B34-37, B91-92 mint,
B339-41 (2 used sets), C36 (2), C38-39 mint, C42, DDR 226 (2 mint), B21 and Offices in Turkey 2. Condition and
centering are mixed, with occasional dubious cancels that should be expert checked which may effect Scott value,
plenty of nice stamps that could form the base of a decent collection, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight
10 lbs. Scott $29,000 ++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Area, Collection, 1850’s-1968. European collection along with dealer counter books and group of
loose stock cards and souvenir sheets in plastic holders, filled with decent selection of German States, Plebiscites and
Occupation issues in the first volume of the collection and Germany issues in the second volume of the collection with
some nice early Imperial Eagles, 1930’s-40’s commemoratives, etc., dealer counter books contain roughly the same
issues with better sections of Germany issues including some NH early 1950’s commemoratives, better items include:
first counter book with a decent German States section, good offices with some nice Smyrna, Beyrouth, Jaffa,
Jerusalem cancels, second book with 3 unused, 4 unused, 5 o.g., 7, 10, 25, 25a, 26, several se-tenants from booklet
panes, 363-65, 667-68/B309 used, 669 NH pair, 693 NH corner margin block, B49-57 used, B310-13 (2 NH sets and 2
used sets), B314-15 used, B316-17 NH, B318-19 NH, B327-30 NH, 9N61-63 used, DDR B21a NH, group of loose tear
sheets with Cameroun 55d on center left stamp of block of nine, Germany B91-92 used with Olympic cancels, several
different B102-4 Hitler souvenir sheets, B91-92 mint Olympics, B105, DDR 144a/146a NH, B17-20 (49 used sets), two
old time Schaubek albums with decent section of early States (although several early reprints) with many early numeral
and coat of arms issues, with particular strength among smaller states such as Bergedorf, Bremen, Hamburg, Lubeck,
Saxony, etc., good Plebiscites with Allenstein nearly complete, decent earlier Upper Silesia and earlier Saar,
respectable sections of Danzig and Memel, decent amount of offices and Colonies with some earlier China overprints of
Empire issues, as well and Morocco and Turkey stamps will unmounted between pages, some Kaiser Yachts and a few
earlier Empire overprints of German States, a fair amount of Liechtenstein and Poland occupation issues, Germany
decent early Imperial Eagles, several late 1940’s and early 1950’s mint commemoratives and B59-67, generally F.-V.F.
appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Area, Accumulation, 1850’s-1950’s. A total of approximately 800-1000 covers with a good
selection of early states, to early Empire Imperial Eagles and Germania issues, a few inflation issues, many postal card
entires, stong section of post WWII covers and many feldpost covers, most of the post WWII covers are part of a
correspondence to a New York address and progresses from 1947 to mid 1950’s, notable items include: Baden imperf
6kr numeral, three covers with perforated 3kr coat of arms issues, Bavaria three imperf 3kr imperf coat of arms covers,
Scott 6 cover, 257/269 to Berlin, Prussia 2kr cover and half of 4pf cover, U36 entire, Saxony 2ng and 3ng covers, North
German Confederation group of three early covers, Wurttemberg 3kr imperf coat of arms, German South West
Africa with four Imperial Eagle postal cards (two German cards, one with South West Africa overprint and one with
Sudwestafrica card), 8 on picture postcard with group of natives in chains, German Empire: four ½gr Imperial Eagle
covers, 100+ postal cards from early Germania issues to 1930’s, 119 post WWII covers from 1947-48, 26 post war
covers from 1948-1956, with highlights: B310-13 on cover, B318-19 second day of issue card, B326 pair on cover,
B329-30 on cover, B344-47, 6th German Rhone Glider Competition cover Wasserkuppe 31.8.25, C55 floan Zeppelin
cover from Europa to Sudamerika addressed to Buenos Aires, approximately 300-400 Feldpost covers (mostly from
1930’s-40’s), 13 Hanza local postal card entires, Berlin six early 1950’s covers, with: 9N54-9N57 each used on four
covers, 9N78 (2) on picture postcard, DDR two covers, with 48 on cover, 82-84 - 3rd Youth World Games, two 1940
covers from U.S. to Germany with censor tape and markings on reverse, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, in 4 Dealer’s Boxes, 19th & 20th Century. Hundreds of issues on “102" cards with Scott
numbers and prices; includes; 14 ($130), 8 ($160), Brunswick 1 ($600), Brunswick 5 ($325), 26 ($2000), 25 ($400 x2),
13 ($525), 22 ($475), Baden 24 ($400), Baden 14 ($175), Bavaria 8 ($190), Bavaria 7 ($140), Baden 1 ($250), Thurn 16
($275), Prussia 14a ($340); four boxes of sheer enjoyment and rewarding, some variable quality but overall taken into
account in the fair and accurate pricing, ready for sales, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Collection, 1872-1999. Mostly used on homemade pages and also includes a bit of French
and Soviet Zones, good deal complete for period especially in Theresienstadt post WW II period but with plenty of better
sets, singles and S/S of the desirable 1930s era, a few highlights as Germany #7(12) + 10 on cover to Liverpool, #14 pair
+ 18 on cover to London, B33a-d block NH, B91-92 used, B105 used, Berlin 9N19 used, DDR 82-84 mint (12pf, 50pf
NH), etc., earlies usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German States, A Superior Group, Mint & Used, 1855-1920. A high end reatil gropu of 31 singles & sets
mounted on vlack sales cards. Far better than average. Includes: Baden #14 (2, o.g.), Bavaria #22 (nice margins, used),
27 a & 28a both mint, 31 used, 35 used, 77-91 used, 94-111 used, 235 double strike of overprint not listed in Scott,
J2-J3, O46-O49)51 used. Bergedorf #4 used. Breman #1 lovely LH mint with 4 margins, #14 VF large margins, neat
cancel. Brunswick #17 (2 nice used copies), #15 used with certificate. Hanover 6 &12 (used, 4 margins), #24 used thin.
Oldenburg #10 mint, #15 used. Saxony #20 Slate used. Excellent overall condition with some nice VF, balance mainly
Fine with few faults. Well worth a look. Scott $10,208+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States: Brunswick, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1852-65 (#1-2, 4, 6-11, 15, 17,
21, 23-26). From serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice
items, some with double-ringed circle date stamps or straight-line boxed cancels, including: #1 with blue Braunsweig
“/8/6" cds; #21 Helmstedt ”8/NOV/1865" cds, signed Breitl BPP; #23-24 signed; #26 with Helmstedt “19/JUL/1867" cds,
signed, Very Fine appearing, #5 and #18 with thins are not included in the totals. Scott $4,330. Michel 1//20; €4,220
($4,560).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States: Hanover, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1850-64 (#1-29). From serious
old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free (the few stamps with thins or flaws are not counted in
the total); carefully selected choice items, many stunning couble-circle date stamps (some in colors), including
Hannover, Hamburg, Bremerhafen, Dannenberg, Hildesheim and several others; #5 signed Buhler, #14 and #16
signed, #23 signed Kurt Mayer, #24 signed, #25 signed Berger; NOT COUNTED IN TOTAL are: #7 with average
centering, #8 small faults, #17 stunning cds but thined, #25 cds but thin, #28 cds but thins; a couplel margin singles and
a couple on pieces, Very Fine appearing, outstanding. Scott $4,930. Michel #1-25; €7,751 ($8,370).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States: Thurn & Taxis, Northern District, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page,
1852-66 (#1-26, 29-32). From serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully
selected items, many with multi-ring numeral hand stamps; #4 with cds; #26 with fault, but stunning and scarce
“1/15/67" ”Bahne-Post" cds (not counted in total), F.-V.F. and attractive. Scott $4,718. Michel 1-6, 13-19, 26-31, 35-40,
47-50; €3,730 ($4,030).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German States: Württemberg, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1862-73 (#31-52). From
serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected items without thins, tears
or bends (#48 with small thin as noted below is NOT included in value total); each with single- or double-cirlce date
stamps or fan cancels (no premium added for cancels); includes #39 signed Richter; #40 signed three times; #44-45
signed; #48 signed Richter has a small thin (not counted in value total) with “KISSLEGG” double-circle “29/3/75"
handstamp, Very Fine and attractive, stunning array of beautiful cancels. Scott $3,238. Michel 22-41; €3,800 ($4,100).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States: Württemberg, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1851-61 (#1-17, 19-29).
From serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected items without thins,
tears or bends (#11-12 NOT included in value total); with attractive cancels, includes: #13 signed Irtenkauf, #16 signed
Brun, #20 signed Heinrich, #29 signed signed Muller-Mark; #27 has some shorter perfs but otherwise fully souind, Very
Fine and attractive, every stamp has a full or partial cds. Scott $5,685. Michel 1-14, 16-20y; €6,228 ($6,730).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Magnificent Mint Collection, 1918-1945. Remarkable, superb quality, with manageably
duplicated all mint accumulation keenly assembled in a stockbook, mostly from the Germania issues through the
Deutches Reich, good runs of material, including blocks, multiples, etc., with the vast majority of everything is NH, better
includes 432-435, B70-B78, B82-B89, B90 (2), o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply
- weight 4.6 lbs. Scott $22,000 € (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany, Third Reich Vintage Collection, 1931-1939. Incredible intact collection of approximately 460
items. Formed by an immigrant that favored the homeland as is shown in the content and wide depth of special cancels.
Includes some of the less encountered multicolored examples; strong Weimar Republic (Mi P190, P193, P211, P213,
P215, P255, P256, P263, P250, and much more) and Third Reich (MI P264/01-08, P271, P268, and many more);
includes four photographs (5"x7") handwritten on reverse about visit to Italy May 1938 showing Hitler and
Mussolini reviewing troops; untouched since postcards and covers received in the 1930’s. Shipping charges apply weight 8.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany, Mint & Used Airmails High End Inventory with Zeppelins, 1922-1955. Only better mint and
used singles & sets of German airmails all nicely mounted on black display cards. Includes a plethora of Zepps and
other desirable airmails. Highlights include: C3-C14 used, C20-C26 used, C25 corner margin NH, C27-C34 NH & 3
used sets. Zepps: C35-C37 NH, C35-C37 used, C35 used, C36 used, C40 used, C38 o.g., C40-C42 used, C43-C45 (2
used sets), C43 used, C46-C56 o.g., C46-C56 (4 used sets), C55-C56 (both NH), C57-C58 (blocks NH), C59-C60 (6
NH sets), C61-C64 (14 NH sets). Condition is F-VF or better. A great lot for online sales. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, High End Semi-Postal Mint & Used Inventory, 1923-1944. An excellent inventory of better mint
& used semi-postal issues neatly mounted on about 70 black display cards. From an old time stock wehre quality
mattered with much NH. Highlights include: B5-B7 (3 used sets), B18 NH, B19-B22 o.g., B28-B32 o.g., B32 NH,
B33a-d, o.g., B38-B41 (2 used), B49-B57 NH, B49-B57 o.g., B49-B57 (1 used set), B55a used, B68a-d o.g., B82-B89 (1
NH & 1 o.g.), B82-B89 (3 used), B93-B101 (2 NH), B107-B115 (2 NH),B107-B115 (4used sets), B118 NH, B119 (2 NH),
B123-B131 NH, B132-B133 NH, B134-B136 (5 NH sets), B144 (5 NH & 7 LH & 16 used), B145 (8 NH & 13 used),B146
NH, B147 NH, B148-B159 (5 NH), B169-B170 NH, B172 (5 NH), B173 (3 NH), B176 (11 NH), B177-B185 (2 NH), B191
NH, B193 (2 NH), B203 (2 NH), B204 (5 NH), B205 (4 NH), B218-B229 (4 NH), B257-B269 (11 NH), B292-B292 NH. A
great addition to your German inventory and the quality is outstanding with 99% of the mint NH and nicely canceled
used sets. Few faults if any, F-VF or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
Germany, Philatelic and Stamp Show Cover and Postal Card Collection, 1889-1943. Total of 600 cards
and covers, with approximately 200 postal cards and covers from 1889-1941 with 1st and 8th to 47th Germany
Philatelic Conventions, with minor duplication, approximately 400 stamp show post cards and covers from 1906-1943,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Germany, Early Flight and Airship Collection, 1925-1936. A total of 54 early flight or airship covers, with
one DO-X cover, 3 Catapult covers, 25 flown airship covers and 25 Zeppelin Airship postcards, with Germany C38 on
DO-X cover from America to Europe with Berlin receiving postmark 27.5.32, three Catapult mail covers: one from
U.S.S. Bremen to Southampton 11 Jun 32, one on S.S. Europa to Berlin via Cherbourg Mar 29, 1930 and last cover
Bremen to New York via Bremen Katapult 8/9.5.35, 25 flown airship covers: with (Sieger numbers): 20P, 21A (3), 21B,
23I A, 26A, 27A, 27B, 57A, 57C, 66B, 69Aa, 95, 121B, 406, 406A, 406 with Swiss stamp franking, 406E, 406F (2),
408A/B, 427Ba, 439B and 25 views from unsent official Zeppelin Airship postcards, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Illustrated Postal Cards, 1933-1946. Presented in two Scott albums, a collection of over 200
commemorative postal cards, both mint & used, used with special cancels, includes 1933 Opening of the Reichstag,
1933 Get To Know Germany, 1934 Hindenburg Medallion, 1936 Completion of the Autobahn, 1939 Hitler’s 50th
Birthday, 1939 Strength Through Joy, 1939 Nuremberg Congress, 1940 Iron Cross Card, each card annotated, a terrific
collection, inspect, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in China, Classic Collection on Scott Specialty page, 1900 (1-6, 24-35). From serious
old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items, each with circular
date stamp with cancels from Canton, Peking and Shanghai, including #34 signed Bothe, Very Fine appearance. Scott
$2,653.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Plebiscite Areas, Solid, Wide-Ranging Long-Time Dealer’s Stock. Sizable holding spanning all
of these German territories; Saar and Danzig unsurprisingly dominate, but nice, useful offerings of Allenstein,
Marienwerder, Schleswig and Upper Silesia are to be had as well; comprises a red box-and-a-half of fully identified and
priced #102 cards, plus three counterbooks of better, two of which are Saar, the third Danzig and the others; note
“Saare” overprints, Semis and Officials, including #B37-B43 never hinged, hinged (2 sets) and used; Schleswig Zone 1
sets (mint and used); souvenir sheets, pieces with beautiful solidly struck socked-on-the-nose cancels, and more; solid
but not overwhelming duplication, perfect for the bourse dealer or the collector looking to fill up album pages fast, F.-V.F.
with much better, this lot gets our vote.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany: Saar, League of Nations Collection, 1920-1934. Neatly presented on Lindner pages, in maroon
album with matching slip case, with the better 1920’s issues that are missing from most collections, along with the better
1930’s semi-postals that are always so popular. This collection follows the years Saar was administered by League of
Nations, with 1-17, 19 signed, 20-39 (both 5m and 10m with expert marks on reverse, 10m with Burger certificate),
68-83, 85-98, 99-116, 120-35, 139-54, B1-22, B23-29, B30-36, B37-43, B44-46, B47-53, B54-60, C1-8 and O1-15.
Overall condition is mostly sound and with typical centering of the issues, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany, High End Post War Mint NH Inventory, 1948-1975. A super quality inventory of several hundred
NH sets and singles all mounted on black display cards. Contains a plethora of better sets and singles ready for online
sales of premium quality material. Highlights are numerous and include the following all Never Hinged: 586b(2), 587b
(top margin block), 587b (2), 614a (2), 638a (4 corner blocks), 653a (12), 655a (block & 4 singles), 657 imperf pair, 657a
& 657 imperf, 658a, 664a (3), 665-666 (9 sets & blocks), 667-668 (4), 669 (6), 670-685 Light Hinge, 681, 684 (2), 686
(10), 688 (11), 689, 690 (3), 691 (7), 692 (8), 693 (8), 694 (3), 695 (7), 696 (8), 698-701 (5), 702-721 (* LH), 714 (3), 727
(13), 736 (8), 755-761 (4), 771-772A, 793-797 (5), 936-951 (7), 952-956 (7 strips of 5), 1028-1044, 1074-1085 (3),
1074//1085 (multiple coil strips of 5), 1170-1192 (9), 1231//1238 (multiple coil strips of 5). As you will note from the
highlight listing, this is an inventory not to be missed as it contains only better sets adn singles in F-VF or better.
Purchased as new issues, you will not find any better, mainly, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Germany, High End Semi-Postal/Inventory All Mint, 1948-1984. An excellent post-war inventory of key
semi-postal sets and blocks containing several dozen different all mounted on black sales cards and 99% never hinged.
Highlights include: All NH B302-B303 (4), B304-B305 (6), B306-B308, B310-B313 (2), B314-B315 (7), B316-B317 (1
NH & 1 used), B318-B319 (14), B320-B323 (5), B324 (12), B325-B326 (2), B327-B330 (9), B331 (5), B332-B333 (3 & 1
used), B334-B337 (6), B338-B341 (5 & 2 used), B342-B343 (14), B344-B347 (5), B347 (10 used), B350-B353 (13). A
few better used sets are also noted. Condition is exceptional and F-VF or better. Scott $5,700+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Democratic Republic, High End Mint & Used Inventory, 1948-1958. A great holding of the better
sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Several hundreds of mint and used all on 150 black display cards, neatly mounted.
This exceptional inventory is only comprised of the more difficult and valuable period of D.D.R. philatelic and contains
quantities of the better sets and souvenir sheets. Uniformly excellent quality being acquired as new issues for most of
this stock. All highlights are NH: Scott 48 (15), 51-52 (16), 58-67 blocks & 3 sets, 70 (14), 71-74 (10, 76-77 (16), 78-79,
80-81 (4 NH & 4 used), 82-84 (4 NH & 1 LH), 85-88 (7), 89 (16), 90 (8), 113-117, 113-115 (20), 110 (10), 120-121 (2),
120 (10), 1220136 used set, 226a (7), B16-B19 (6), B17-B20 (2), B21 (40), B21a (20), B21a used 4 copies, B35a (35
used souvenir sheets). Plus Michel listed imperfs & better items. A great holding in F-Vf or better as we found no faults
so there may be a copule. A rough Scott 2020 cam out to over $16,500 plus the Michel listed items. Well worth carefuly
consideration.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Democratic Republic, Clean and Extensive Long-Time Dealer’s Stock. A monumental holding
comprising approximately 1150 #102 cards filling a complete red box plus a smaller cardboard box, all filled with
identified stock in Scott order; a three-ring binder of better souvenir sheets (either never hinged or
commemorative-cancelled) plus a one-page holding of Workers multiples including Zusammendrucke, plus three small
counterbooks, one with regular postage issues between #54 and #1443A (including never hinged #82-84), one with
issues spanning #2016 to #14NB13-14NB16 plus Michel-listed se-tenant material, and one with post-war Occupations;
remarkable amount of material usefully duplicated, all fresh and sound, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
with much better, a great foundation for a collection, or ready to add to your existing stock. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany: Berlin, High End Mainly NH Better Inventory, 1948-1989. A superb stock of only better singles
& sets include many dozens of mainly mint with some choice used all neatly mounted on black display cards. No work.
Ready for brisk sales. Highlights include: 9N1-9N20 LH, 9N17-9N20 NH, 9N21-9N24 used, 9N33 (1 NH & 2 LH), 9N33
used, 9N34 (2 NH cert.), 9N34 used, 9N35-9N41 (1 NH & 6 LH), 9N35-9N41 (2 used), 9N40 NH, 9N41 NH, 9N61-9N63
(NH & used set), 9N54-9N57 (NH & LH), 9N67 NH, 9N68 (3 NH & 1 LH), 9N69 NH, 9N73 used, 9N76-9N79 (3 NH),
9N78 used block, 9N81-9N83 NH blocks, 9N84-9N93 (4 NH), 9N84-9N92 used blocks, 9N94-9N98 (4 NH),
9N99-9N100 (11 NH), 9N101-9N102 (11 NH), 9N102 NH block, 9N103 (7 NH), 9N115 (7 NH), 9N118-9N110 (4 NH),
9N111 (12 NH), 9N113 NH block, 9N115 (12 NH & 4 used blocks), 9N120-136 (1 NH & 1 LH), 9N176-9N190 (2 sets NH
blocks), 9N284-9N301 (17 NH includign blocks), 9N359-9N376 (NH blocks & 2 sets), 9N516-9N532 (13 NH),
9N543-9N557 (2 NH), 9NB1-9NB3 NH 2 sets, 9NB4-9NB5 (2 NH), 9NB6-9NB7 (6 NH & 1 used), 9NB8-9NB11 NH,
9NB12 (12 NH & used block), 9NB13 used block 9NB14-9NB16 (1 NH block & 1 used block sets). A wonderful turnkey
high quality stock. No waste here only F-VF or better. Don’t miss this lot!
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Greece, High End Selected Mint & Used Inventory, 1861-2002. A small but powerful holding of about 34
black sales cards with only better, mainly over $100 each, singles or sets, both mint and used. Specifically a superior
section of the ever popular 1898 Greek Olympic sets and singles rarely offered in multiple sets. There are no expensive
clunkers in this inventory of superior Greek stamps. Used highlights include; 2, no less than 5 sets of Scott 117-128 plus
126 (4), 127 (4), 159-163 (2), 184-197 (5 sets). Mint includes; 8, 127, 160 (5), 321-334, 338-343, 549-555 NH, 556-567
NH, 639-648 (2 NH), 649-655 (NH blocks), 2004-2024 NH, C1-C4 NH. A truly nice holding, looks all F-FV, however a bit
of mixed on the 19th century is possible. Perfect for online sales of better higher valued sets, Scott $12,829.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Greece, Attractive and Wide-Ranging Dealers Stock. Presented in a red box of #102 cards plus two small
counterbooks, everything identified, priced, and ready to sell; nice array of material between #9 and #2583, plus Airs,
Dues, Postal-Fiscals and Occupations; note Hermes Heads, mint or used 1896 Olympics values, strong mid-century
commemoratives, plus offerings of Corfu, Crete, Epirus, Ionian Islands, Samos and Thrace; mint is all Post Office fresh,
used all with clean, attractive cancels; a few early items with faults noted, but a refreshingly bright and vibrant holding
with substantial catalogue value, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Greece, Crete, and Thrace, Collections, 1861-1940. Extensive, duplicated mint and used old-time
collection of many hundreds keenly assembled on pages; Greece (1861-1940) begins with several hundred large
Hermes heads, extensive perforated and imperf small Hermes heads, plus surcharges, etc; we also note later essays;
also includes revenues, strong postal tax stamps, postage dues, occupations, etc; Crete (1898-1914) with #1; includes
solid duplication of regular issues, revolutionary issues, postage dues, revenues; also includes strong showing of
Thrace (1913-1920), and more, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Hungary, Extraordinary and Wide-Ranging Extravaganza. An amazing and diverse labor of love housed
in 19 albums or stockbooks with additional on pages, spanning a myriad of Hungary collecting areas; aside from several
volumes of the “straightforward stuff”, which is quite impressive, we note five stockbooks of Revenues, excellent and
fascinating Western Hungary issues with varieties and unlisted, wonderful and very extensive Occupation issues, a
volume of “T”, “P” and “PORTO” overprints, many socked-on-the-nose cancels, premium souvenir sheets, and much
more; a fantastic holding generally clean and sound material, F.-V.F. with better, a lot most fulfilling. Shipping charges
apply - weight 64 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Hungary, Polemic Proofs, essays and varieties, 1917-1962. Superb holding of rarely seen and offered
material; perforated and imperf essay sets; proof overprints of various issues; MI # BZL36S souvenir sheet (perforated
around the edges only); many identified printing errors, value cliche errors, scarce used imperforate betweens of
several early 20th century definitive issues; several local issues; extensive section of the 1919 Soviet Republic famous
persons issue with scarce covers, varieties; rare proofs, accepted/unaccepted designs; unfinished proofs; composite
proofs; an amazing lot! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italian Area, High Value Estate Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1946. A truly wonderful collection of
hundreds of mint & used Italian States and Italy mounted on quadrille Scott pages with hand done notations by a
knowledgeable collector. Please view teh scans to fully appreciate this superior collection. We note Modena (Scott
$12,550), Parma (Scott $22,509), Romagna (Scott $4,422), Roman States ($15,610), Sardinia ($31,055), Tuscany
($2,345), Tuscany Provisional ($3,004), Two Sicilies Naples ($952), Sicily ($5,245), Neopolitan Provinces ($4,258),
italy ($18,278). A plethora of high value stamps into the hundreds of dollars or more each. We note a used copy often
tucked behind the mint stamp. Better N.H. singles and sets are found in the 20th Centuryissues, comprehensive
semi-postals and airmails, certainly one of the finest.
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
Italian Area, Substantial Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1999. Five Scott Specialty albums containing
several thousand mint & used Italian States, Italy and Colonies. Loaded with better mint sets both o.g. & NH. The first
volume of Italy is very complete missing only a few rarities. The 19th is mixed mint & used and staarting in 1910 primarily
mint including the high values adn much NH is present up to 1995. The next volume continues the solid run and contains
Semi-Postals, Airpost complete mint until 1973, Air Post special delivery, Pneumatic Post, Special Delivery, Autherized
Delivery all mint, Postage Due both mint & used, Ofrficial & Parcel Post mint & used, Minte A.M.G. section followed by a
mainly mint showing of Offices starting wtih China. The next album contains colonies primarily mint with numerous sets.
The fourth album is another collection of Italy. This one begins with Italian States with some better stamps present. This
collection is more mixed mint & used 20th century with the emphasis on used. The fifth volume is another collection of
colonies mainly mint and a duplicate of the previous with less stamps. Altogether a pleasure to view and will breakdown
into many decent lots for online or live auctions. Well worth a strong bid. the condition of the 19th centuryis a bit mixed
and the 20th centurey is mainly F-VF o.g or NH.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Italian Area, Superb, Eclectic Esoterica Lot. Beautifully presented and annotated on homemade pages;
bulk of collection are Italian Provincial and Municipal Revenue stamps and cut squares, the Municipals running the
alphabet from Abbazia through Zara, plus general purpose Italian Revenue stamps and labels; also includes a very
substantial mounted collection of Italian States with genuine issues, fakes and reprints (some noted), plus a nice array
of CLN issues plus some unlisted material, Very Fine on the whole, surely a one-of-a-kind holding; imaged in full online.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Italian Area, Extensive and Valuable Old-Time Dealers Show Stock. Wonderful and wide ranging holding
of many, many hundreds of sets and singles; includes Italy 31 ($1080), Tuscany 4 ($175), Italy 331-338, 339-341
($300), Italy 29 ($350), Italy 51 ($400), Italy 57 ($1200), Italy 48 ($800), Tuscany 12 ($950), Tuscany 5 ($200), Italy 12b
($180), Tuscany 7b ($400), Italy 143-146 ($700); all in “102" boxes by Scott numbers and sensibly prices; ready to go,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian Area, Collection. On homemade pages, premium scattered throughout including Tuscany 4+5 on
cover to Bologna, 4-6 on cover to Genova, Lombardy-Venetia 8+14 on cover to Milano, Aegean Islands Rhodes J1-9
mint, Cyrenaica 59-64+C24-29 mint, C6-11 mint, Eritrea 47-50 used, 175-80+C1-6 mint, B25-37 mint, Italian East
Africa C9-11 mint, Somalia 164-69+C1-6 mint, Tripolitania 73-78+C43-46 mint, etc. plus various Aegean Islands
Ferrucci sets used (some dubious cancels as often), some used colonies issues dubious cancels as often but overall
F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Italian States, High End Inventory, Mint & Used, 1852-1868. Dozens of mint & used Italian States all
mounted on black display cards, handpicked over decades by an experienced professional. Very little duplication and
we note Scott values into the hundreds of dollars. Condition is a bit mixed with some faulty but many sound nice copies
with a nice representation of this difficult period. Check out the scans of this old time dealers stock. Very suitable for
online auctions. Scott $29,443.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Italy, A Very Complete Mint & Used Exceptional Collection, 1862-1940. A superb collection of many
hundreds of mint & used singles and sets all mounted on Scott album pages. Missing very littel for a complete Italian
collection. Also includes some offices and colonies plys back of the book for Italy. Mint highlights are substantial and
include the following: 20-22, 45-46, 48-49, 52, 56-57, 58-63, 64-44, 72, 78-79, 81 block, 91, 115-118, 119-122,
123-125, 130-142, 142A-142D complete used set, 143-146, 193-210, 290-305, 324-328, 349-354, 359-396, B17-B28,
C1-C99 all mint, CE1-CE9, D1-D16 mixed mint & used, J1-J40 mixed mint & used, Q1-Q6 mint & used sets. Offices
abroad 1-17 mixed mint & used, plus better used. A great collection to continue to build on or to breakdown for resale
into sets, singles, and sections. The 20th century high value sets will sell nicely. The condition is above average with
some faults in the early materials. The collection was put away in the early 1940’s so the colors all “pop”, so it is mainly
F-VF or better. A tremendous Scott value at $21,485.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italy, A High End Inventory of Better Mint & Used, 1862-2002. An exceptional holding of several hundred
mint & used better Italy all mounted on black display cards. From and old time stock. This lot is well worth careful
consideration. Mint highlights incldue: 19-20, 60, 85, 133-135 (NH blocks), 280-287, 324-328 NH, 413-418 (2 o.g. & 1
NH), 519 (NH block), 522 (2 NH), 529 (2 NH blocks), 530 (NH block), 533-534 NH, 535-536 (4 NH), 544-546 (10 NH
includign blocks), 549-567 NH, 579-580 (5 NH), 1288-1297 NH, 2454-2472 NH, B17-B19 (5), B30-B33, C62-C65 (1 NH
& 1 o.g.), C66-C72 NH, C88-C94 (3), C95-C99 (1 NH & 3 o.g.), C127-C128 NH, CE8, CE9 NH), J1 (2 no gum), J16,
J54-J64 (blocks NH), J65-J77 NH, J85 (NH block & 2 singles), O8 LH, QY1-QY4 NH, QY10 (3 pairs NH), ILN13 (NH
block). The used includes #49 two copies one is repaired, 58-63, 64-65, 248-254, 258-263, 291-302, 413-418, 518,
B20-B25, C3-7 & C9, C7-C8, C79-C81, C89-C94, D1, D6, O1-O8, Q1-Q8. A few faults in the early issues but overalla
very clean stock with much NH adn F-Vf or better. Scott is in excess of $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italy, extensive collection, 1862-1998. Mostly used sets and singles on homemade pages, better items
throughout though the pre-1940s period (including airmails) with some dubious cancels as usual, among the many
premium we note 17 used, 64-66 used, 115-16 mint, 130-42 mint, 477 mint, C10-11 mint, C20-26 mint, C28-41 mint,
C66-105 mint, D1-14 mint, Italian Social Republic Q1-12 mint, etc., generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy, An Oldtime Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1962. Several hundred mint & used all neatly mounted on
Marini pages. An interesting collection with better stamps noted throughout. 19th is mint adn used highlights include
Scott 42 two mint copies $550 each, mint 54 catalogue $2350, 20th Century better items, all mint: 140-142, 143-146,
164, 165-168, B20-B33, 201-210, B34-B38, 287, 359-366, 3670373, 375-376, 397-412, 477, 463-476, C1-C2, C6-C8,
C10, C20-C22, C35-C39, CE1-CE2, C43-C47 NH, CB1-CB2 both NH & used sets, C52-C55, C77-C78 NH, C84-C88,
C100-C105, plus more back of the book. A solid collection well worth our estimate and perfect for online sales. Overall
nice quality with some mixed on the 19th Century balance F-VF with NH and o.g.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy & Colonies, A Well-Known Dealer’s Selected Pickings. A wonderful, extensive and clean, highly
eclectic old-time dealer’s pickings comprising approximately 2100 mint or used stamps, neatly presented on 66 6" x 9"
stockcards; the great majority of items present were culled from dozens of collections that passed through the dealer’s
hands, and most were selected for interest, including well-struck or premium cancels, lots of better straightforward
items, strong in Italy proper including States, classics, Back-of-the-Book and Offices, etc.; we also note outstanding
Italy advertising label stamps (mint or used, including a couple pairs), several dozen Vatican City major varieties
(part-perforates, imperforate-betweens, etc.), Aegean Islands, and much, much more; this lot is ideally suited to “spice
up” an existing collection, or is equally useful for the internet dealer eyeing breakdown potential; in either case, be sure
to see everything online, as it’s surely a winner, generally F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Italy & Colonies, Collection, 1862-1984. In large stock book filled with sets and singles, from the early
classic era to modern issues, mostly used, with: Austria N61-34, N64-74, Eritrea several better early overprints,
Ethiopia 329-35, E1-2 mint blocks of four, Italy 33 (3), 37 (2), 38 (3), 60 (4), 62 (3), 63 (4), 66 (2), 72, several Emmanuel
III Campari and Singer advertising stamps, 108, 112 mint, 119-22, 140-42 (3+ sets), 165-68 mint, many mint and used
singles from various commemorative sets from 1929-1930’s, B17-19, J1, J2 (3), J21-24, J25-27, Q1-6, a decent AMG
selection and some useful Italian post offices abroad, Libya B17-19, C1-2, O4-8, Somalia 156-60 and B38-50. Most of
the sets range from a dollar or two to over $100, but the majority seem to be in the couple dollars to $20 range, some
broken sets and occasional faults (mostly among early used classics), generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply weight 5.2 lbs. Scott $25,000+ (Owner’s) (no photo).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Italy: Trieste Zone “A”, A High End Mint Never Hinged Inventory, 1947-1954. A simply superb stock of
only the better sets & singles in post office quality. A couple of hundred items neatly mounted on black display cards
from an old time stock acquired as new issues. The entire inventory are highlights. Here are a few, please note all are
never hinged 1-14 (3), 36-39 (2), 41 block, 45-46, 42-44 (6 sets including blocks), 49, 53-54 (6 including blocks), 58-69
(3), 67 (4), 69 (2), 72-73 (8 including blocks), 74-75 (14 including blocks), 77-78 (5 including blocks), 90-108 (4),
109-110, C1-C6 (12), C7-C12 (15 including blocks), C26 (2), E1-E4 (3), E4 (5 including block), EY3, J12, Q26 (2),
QY1-QY4 (6 in blocks). As you will note this is an exceptional holding. condition is uniformally F-Vf or better, certainly a
perfect inventory for online sales. Scott $8,431, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Italian Colonies, High End Inventory of Only Better Sets & Singles, Mint and Used. An old time stock
from a European specialist with an eye for nice material. Several hundred sets & singles both mint & used all mounted
nicley on black display cards better mint includes: Eritrea 22, 37-38, 47, 49-50b, 65-68, 75-79, 105, 119-123, 134-142,
175-180 & C1-C6, B5-B10 NH, B29-B31, CB1-CB6 (2). Agean Islands: C1-C3 (3 o.g.), C21, C23, C26-C27, C28-C31.
Rhodes 15-23 o.g., & 15-23 used Scott $1,159, CB1-CB4 NH, J1-J9 (2) NH. Libya 13 o.g., 53, 112-121 o.g., 135-146 (2)
NH. A nice holding of a scarce set 153-167 includes 3 sets of blocks & 4 singles all NH, 175-176 (40 NH), B1-B3, C1-2 (4
NH), C8-C12, C9-C24 (7 NH), C30-C31, J30-J36 NH, J37-J40 5 sets of NH blocks, O1-O8 (3) NH. Tripolitania73-78 &
C43-C48 (2), B7-B12 (2 NH), C29-C32 (3) sets of NH blocks, C43-C48 (2), CE1-CE2 (set of NH blocks). Somalia 20,
51-54, 70, 92-96, 97-99, 100, 114-118, 149a, 153-163, 164-169 (3), 170-180 & E8-E9, 242 & C68-C69 (2 NH), B1 (2),
B3, B5-B10 (2), B11-B16 NH, C1-C6 (3), C7-C16 (2), C25-C26, CB!-CB10 (7 sets), J6, J12-J14, J15a-J16a, J31-J32,
J38-J41, J50-J60 (2 NH), Q56-Q64 (5 NH sets). cyrenaica 59-64 (2), C6//C11 misc., C20-C23 (13 NH sets), C24-C29
(3), J30-J36. fiume 98, 104-112, 146, 200, J1-J12. Ionian Islands N13. Italian Colonies 32-41, C13-C19 (2), 28 (2 NH).
Italian East Africa 34-40 NH blocks of four. And that is only the mint section! A wonderful array of popular colonies. A few
faults in the early stamps but the condition is generally well above the norm and F-VF throughout. Approximate Scott
value is $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Kosovo, Collection, 2000-2018. Small sheetlets and singles, neatly organized on Lindner pages, in two
green albums with matching slip cases, complete and difficult to find issues, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs. Scott $2,388.
Estimate $600 - 800
Latvia, Wide-Ranging and Fresh Stock Compilation, 1919-2004. A broad holding of material, Post Office
fresh throughout, with enough duplication to please the busiest dealer; begins with full panes of #3 (some mint, some
cancelled), with solid runs of inter-war material including Semi-Postals and Airs; a few items of Soviet Latvia follow, with
a nice range of full sheets of post-1991 issues; we note #55 gutter sheet of 200 including ten tête-bêche pairs, three
complete unfinished banknotes with #68 and 69 on reverse; strong holding of #B96 (all never hinged), 14 with
watermark inverted; 57 sets of #C3-C5; modern material with Topical interest; generally sound, though expect condition
to range a bit in a stock such as this, generally Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Liechtenstein, A Comprehensive Inventory, Mint & Used, 1912-2010. An extensive well maintained
inventory all neatly mounted in Scott order on about 1200 sales cards. The work is done! A nice clean stock beginning
with Scott 1 and continuing up to 2010. A good blend of mint & used sets & singles mainly indrange in value and modest
quantities from an old time stock carefully put together over decades with quality being important. Perfect for online
sales with nice sections of later materials all in NH. Some few faults possible but it looks quite better than the norm with
some early o.g. but the majority is NH and F-VF or better balanced by nice used sets to complement the mint. 2020 Scott
will exceed $10,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
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Luxembourg, Luxuriant Wide-Ranging Dealers Stock. From an astute long-time worldwide dealer who
knew what he (and his clients) liked; fresh and clean throughout, from classics to modern, presented in a small
counterbook with numbers from #1 to #N32, a collection of mint and used sets and singles in a like-new 25-page
Lighthouse stockbook, plus a red box of #102 cards containing singles, duplicates and sets; red box and counterbook
fully annotated and arranged by Scott, the stockbook in Scott order, making identification quick and easy; wonderfully
bright, the few early faults noted; beautiful material with high catalogue value and resale potential, F.-V.F. with much
better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Luxembourg, High End Mint & Used Inventory, 1875-1973. A superior holding of several hundred mainly
sets and a few singles housed on black stockcards adn glassines all neatly mounted and contains only better material
ready for immediate sale. Highlights include the following mint: 242-245 (50) NH sets, 280-285 NH, 293-294 (20) NH
sets, 298 (24) NH, 306-309 (23) NH sets, 310-313 (19) NH sets, 315-317 (10) NH sets, 324-325 (150) NH sets,
B45-B49, B66 (2) NH, B67-B72 (2) NH, B73-B78 (6) NH, B98-B103 (3) NH, B143-B146 (17) NH, B147-B150 (17) NH,
B156-B161 (8) NH & (1) LH, B162-B165 (4) NH, C16-C20 (5) NH. Used highlights: 48-59, B30-B34 (5) sets, B35-B39
(4), B40-B44 (6), B45-B49 (6), B55-B59 (2), B60-B65, B67-B72, B98-B103, C16-C20 (2), O17a, O31, O48, O52-O63,
O65-O74, O80-O98 (2, one without O97). A solid inventory with only better mint & used sets in almost all F-VF or better,
a possible fault or two in the 19th century but none that are notable. Certainly worthwhile at the estimate, 2020 Scott
$8,100+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Monaco, Majestic and Massive Long-Time Dealer’s Stock. Wonderfully bright and clean holding
spanning First Issues to 1993, offering the dealer both stock and ready-made collections; assemblage comprises two
long red boxes filled with fully identified and priced #102 cards with sets and singles from #1 to #J88; a folder containing
desirable proofs and a group of souvenir sheets, a mostly mint never hinged collection from earlies to 1979 mounted (a
few items hinged) in a Scott Specialty album, a similar two-volume Minkus album collection to 1993, two Lighthouse
albums in springback binders with black mounts affixed to most spaces (just waiting to be filled!), plus three
counterbooks of better material, including used #11-29 used (#25 mint), mint #17, 110-129, never hinged #98-102
imperforate, 131-144, 371a-380a, C30-C33 imperforate, C44a, and much, much more besides; stupendous catalogue
value, much of Topical interest, and a goldmine for the lover of engraved issues, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a
Principality fit for a king.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Monaco, A Comprehensive Mint & Used Inventory, 1885-2010. A neatly arranged and priced mainly mint
NH inventory of Monoco mounted on “102" size sales card containing approximately 1500 cards. Begins with Scott 1
with the 19th century being mixed mint and used, 20th century after 1940 is mainly mint NH and very strong with
generally 1-7 of each set or single, Scott value up to $250 and many $20-$80 Scott value sets as well as a very good run
of all sets issued from the 50’s up to 2010. This is an excellent turnkey stock with the hard work all completed. Perfect for
online sales. It contains several thousand stamps. The condition is a bit mixed on the used but the majority of the
inventory is F-VF, NH.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Monaco, Specialized Accumulation, 1946-1990’s. With many imperfs, deluxe proofs, signed deluxe
proofs, deluxe sheets, trial color proofs, modern issues, etc., with: 198-202, C14-15, imperf, 198-202, B93, C14-15,
CB6 (2 die sunk deluxe proofs), 207 (Maury 324) early unfinished large die proof in black, black first state large die proof
signed by engraver B.I. Barlangue, black and blue die sunk proofs each signed by engraver B.I. Barlangue, 209-13,
CB11-14 (3 complete sets, Maury 316-20, 28-31 semi postal €190), 245-46, C30-33 set of deluxe sheets, 262-73 (5
complete imperf sets), 280-82 complete set of deluxe proofs, 359 (Maury 472) three different first state large die proofs
in two different colors (green and black) signed by designer and engraver Gandon and one signed large die proof in
violet signed by designer and engraver Gandon, 288-91 (5 sets of both perf and imperf complete sheets), 352
progressive color strip, 362 (Maury 475) large die sunk proof in dark brown on orange paper, signed by designer and
engraver Gandon, 366-70, C46-48 (4 sets of trial color proofs and 6 sets of deluxe sheetlets), 414 trial color strip, 575
engraver signed die proof, 605-9 imperf blocks of four, 1376 artist signed large die proof, B36-50 each with SON
Monaco cancel, C10-13 (2 imperforate set), C19 deluxe proof, C20 (2) deluxe proofs, C20 die sunk proof signed by
Dufresne, C20a imperforate, C21-26 (4 complete imperforate sets) and J44a die sunk proof. Mostly sound with many
great items that are not often seen here in the U.S., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from Leo Malz
collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Monaco, Royal Wedding Specialized Holding, 1956 (366-370, C46-C48). A princely affair with cinematic
flair, and a wonderful holding of these popular issues; comprises a slipcased counterbook filled with engraver-signed
die proofs in various colors—86 in all, including four rare unissued design, plus a lovely array of trial color proofs (some
se-tenant in different colors), proof singles and blocks, stamps as issued in blocks, even a couple First Day Covers;
bright and fresh, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
Monaco, Lovely Selection of Die Proofs, 1948-57. 27 in total, ranging from 1948’s Bosio Airmail
Semi-Postal (#CB14) and 1949’s 5F Royal Yacht at Spitsbergen (#240), through 1952 and 1956 Olympics issues, 1956
FIPEX issues, and of course the 1956 Royal Wedding; all but one or two signed by the engraver; includes an incomplete
proof of a sadly unissued Princess Grace design, plus two examples of the issued 1957 1F stamp, one
uncharacteristically on orange paper; the holding is rounded out by a full sheet of 25 of the 1955 2F Schweitzer issue
(#325), the first four columns each in a single (different) color, the fifth in various combinations; generally fresh and
clean, Very Fine, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands, Comprehensive Collection, 1852-1999. Mint and used sets and singles plus an assortment
of 1960s FDC all neatly arranged on homemade pages, includes some post-1960s booklets, nearly all the premium
sets and singles present and in particular 1-12 used, 23-54 used, 90-101 used, 104 mint, 105 used, 124-34 used,
137-39 used, B4-138 used, B144a-145a NH, B154-218 used (many favor cancels), C13-14 used, J1-12 used, J27-41
used, O1-43 used, etc., generally F-VF, ideal for continuation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Netherlands Colonies, Collection. Including Netherlands Indies (including Indonesia to 1990s),
Netherlands Antilles (Curacao), Netherlands New Guinea and Surinam all on homemade or circuit pages, each from
the earliest issues on and mixed mint and used, among the many better are Netherland Indies 1-37 used, 152-57 used,
2549 used, B1-31 used, GY1-7 with spurious cancels, J3-6 used, Netherlands Antilles 1-12 used, 75-81 used,
1965/92 mostly complete mint, C47-48 used, C49-50 mint, CB1-36 used, J1-10 used, Surinam 109-15 used, 204-07
mint (gum toned), 1965/92 mostly complete mint, C9-14 used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, wonderful foundation
collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Poland, A No Joke Dealer’s Stock. Wide-ranging holding from a knowledgeable long-time dealer,
comprising approximately 1700 #102 cards in two long boxes, offering singles, complete sets, and multiples; a group of
souvenir sheets on pages (including #333, 539, B29C and B35), plus a small-format counterbook overfilled with better;
regular issues abound, but Back-of-the-Book isn’t too shabby either, with Semi-Postals, Airs, Occupations,
Newspapers, even some rarely encountered Offices in Turkey; generally fresh and sound, fully identified with any faults
or possible reference material noted; bonus of a nearly new Lindner hingeless 1920-38 album ready to fill, F.-V.F. with
much better, a useful assemblage.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Poland, Fantastic, Highly Specialized Collection of Thousands, 1860-1955. Super collection, strong in
the esoteric, beginning with two nice #1’s; super, duplicated range of city post locals; Polish Legion Post issues; Polish
Corps; wonderful German WWI City Post occupation issues; extensive overprint and surcharge types with overprint
and perforation varieties; specialized sections by issue; premium souvenir sheets; wonderful Central Lithuania section;
plus labels, propaganda issues, unlisted and unissued items, revenues, Eastern Silesia and much more; remarkable lot
of this popular country, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portugal & Colonies, Extensive and Valuable Long-Time Dealer’s Stock. Attractive holding comprising
five red boxes filled with #102 cards of sets and singles, eight counterbooks with better sets and singles (5½ of Portugal
proper with items ranging #2//2871 plus Airs, Dues, Newspapers and Parcel Posts, 2½ with a solid holding of Colonies),
plus four stockpages of additional material; Portugal with nice early Kings and commemoratives, with later issues
including booklets, Europa, and items of Topical interest; Colonies a lovely mix of popular Pictorials; light, useful
duplication, with all material but the stockpages identified, priced, and ready to sell; significant catalogue value, F.-V.F.
with better.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Portugal & Colonies, Substantial Collection. Unusual, quite different collection comprised of a large, one
volume Portugal proper collection; supplemented by a second collection, which features mostly unusual items such as
revenues, private postal tax stamps, trial color proofs, baggage and insurance tax stamps, cut squares, Red Cross
items, etc; the two Colonies in this section are Mozambique and Company, and Port India, both of which are quite nice;
interesting lot and some mixed quality but overall much nicer than one may expect to find, generally F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Russia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1858-1917. A stunning compilation neatly presented on
homemade pages in a handsome old-time leather Yvert springback album; begins with a wondrously sound, fully
four-margined used #1, followed immediately by #2-4 (#2 no gum, the others o.g., plus a wonderfully centered #2 on
cover from Odessa to Mariupol); the collection then runs mostly mint through the fall of the Romanovs, with numerous
varieties noted (including duplicated #60a, one of which is used on postal form), full panes (folded to fit the page), and
usages on cover or postcard; also note four stampless covers (2 bearing Postal Station cancels), four Money Letters to
Mt. Athos, three mint entires, three Red Cross Charity envelopes, and a lovely mint St. Petersburg City Post entire; fresh
and clean throughout, with most soundly centered, Very Fine on the whole, see the entire collection on our website.
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Russia, Russian Area & Republics, Magnificent Collection. Including some Russia proper; offices
abroad, China, various ornate labels; substantial Wrangel issues; Armenia, South Russia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Siberia;
Russia proper, nice group of better used Empire issues; premium Army of the North West issues, most signed “Ross”;
good Far Eastern republic; a volume of outstanding specialized Estonia & Ukraine with Kiev types, etc.; Georgia B2
complete sheet, plus volume of specialized Georgia by printings, shades, paper, etc; a superb South Russia collection,
bulk of best items signed “Ross” (Rosselevitch); an exceptional, well annotated Wendon collection; some Mongolia and
Tuva, an excellent Russia Offices in Turkey collection with premium items; incredible sets and singles, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Russia, Fabulous Old-Time Specialist Accumulation. Exceptional holding with the basic part being a
virtually complete mint 1967-85 collection of thousands; from there things get interesting including a nice Scott album of
pre-1940 used, a small stockbook brimming with early Soviet, mostly NH material like #559-68 (MNH), 597-604,
629-35, 647-58, 666-77, B47c MNH block of 4, C58-67 (used), C75a MNH, etc; we also note a couple of sheet files with
Empire era sheets; a stockbook with lovely used Empire issues with cancels by city, year, color, lozenges, numerals,
etc; choice lot of popular material, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Extensive Polar Thematics Collection. Compelling overview of Soviet Polar activities,
documented in ten binders and a box; Arctic stamp issues well represented, all mint and fresh, with highlights including
1934-35 IPY, #625-628, 640-642; 1938 second series, and the complete 1935 Aviator Rescue set, plus many other
Arctic-related pre-WWII issues in singles and blocks; Drift Station souvenir sheets, one on cover, and third with red
overprint honoring the 25th anniversary of North Pole-1; the covers are astounding, with hundreds of icebreaker
covers, with the best material centered around Vostok stations (about 60), and North Pole stations; autographs of the
dozen members of Antarctic station Leningrad; several Official stationery items noted, including covers celebrating
NP-4, NP-6, NP-7 and (on Official covers) NP-8 (many autographs), NP-9, NP-10, NP-11 (multi-signed), NP-12, NP-13,
NP-14, NP-15, NP-16, NP-17, NP-18, NP-19 (multi-signed), NP-20, NP-21, NP-22 (signed by well over a dozen Polar
veterans), NP-23, NP-24; an important compilation for the Drift Mail specialist, F.-V.F. with much better. Shipping
charges apply - weight 38.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Postal History Collection, 1831-1937. Comprising approximately 240 covers, stationery items and
postcards ranging from the pre-philatelic era to the immediate pre-war Soviet; several folded letter sheets from Riga or
Wolmar, strong Coat-of-Arms issue items, some Romanovs, and nice early Soviets; offers a wonderful array of cancels
and usages, including Railway cancels, Registered, eight Money Letters, WWI soldiers’ mail (some censored), numeral
cancels, Russia used in Finland, Soviet illustrated propaganda covers, and much, much more; condition varies but in
the main sound, F.-V.F., see them all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Dealer Stock, 19th & 20th Century. In three red “102" boxes. A better country with lots of
perforation varieties, etc; hundreds in ”102" card with Scott catalog numbers and pricing; includes, 187 ($160 x2), 180b
($175), 180 ($140), B56 ($350), B24 ($550), B30 ($250), B42 ($850), 201d ($900), 470a ($200), 9 ($1000), 100 ($130);
great mix of classic and more modern, some mixed quality but overall pretty clean and most useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Russia, Extensive Collection of Zemstvo Local Post, 1860-1910. Beautifully presented collection of
approximately 600 all different issues assembled alphabetically on pages from Akhtyirka to Zolotonosha; includes a
fine range of mostly mint issues; wonderful group of these fascinating and rarely offered items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Russia, Virtually Complete Never Hinged, 1958-97. A binder full of stock pages in sheet protectors, one
year neatly arrayed per page; includes definitive and commemorative issues, souvenir sheets, and miniature sheets for
the period; Post Office fresh throughout; an outstanding start to a Russia collection, or a savvy restocking opportunity,
Very Fine, the full holding imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
Russia, Large-scale Holding of Local Overprints, ca. 1991-94. In three binders, three counter books, a
stockbook, plus even more in a box, a broad array of local overprints on Soviet stamps in the transition from the USSR to
the independent republics; hundreds upon hundreds of singles, blocks, strips, part- and full sheets with varieties,
inverted overprints, overprints on overprints, etc.; many with flight- or space-related overprints, but note also arctic,
tsarist, and fauna themes, among others; clean and bright throughout, and in quantities to allow for flyspecking or a
thorough restocking, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, voluminous Collection, 1858-1992. On homemade pages in an 8" wide binder, literally 1000s of
sets, singles and S/S being mostly used through the 1950s and a mix of mint and used thereafter with majority of the
post-1930s period used being favor canceled, among the many attractive topicals also note some premium as 12-18
used, 519-28 used, 625-733 used, 845-889 used, 1104-1324 used, highly complete after 1950, C12-13 used, etc.,
generally F-VF, a monumental collection ripe for expansion.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Outstanding and Substantial Early Postal History & Stationery Collection. A super, old-time
specialist’s assembly; includes a four-volume mint and used collection of Imperial lettercards, wrappers, entires, postal
and message-reply cards; a fine array of ca. 1914-15 “Russian Hero” Semi-Postal issue covers or cards; several dozen
Empire issue-franked covers loose, a lovely range of better covers (stampless, multiple frankings, a slew of cancels and
auxiliary markings) all written up on pages, priced items in a counterbook, and more besides, F.-V.F. with much better, a
great selection of pretty material; super variety ready for your album or stock. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Collection, 1902-1930. Interesting and substantial single volume collection with bulk of coverage
and value in the Republics; plus Russian Offices and unusual, seldom offered material; we note excellent offices in
Turkey, beginning with three large format first issues, good Army of the North, including used, blocks, privately
perforated examples, proofs and identified forgeries; we also note offices in China, extensive Wrangel with varieties;
Denikin issues; Finnish occupation; various revenues and labels; postage stamp export issues; plus wonderful
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, etc, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, A Superior Holding of Mainly Mint Sets & Singles, 1863-1998. A nice lot of primarily better sets
and singles, several hundred stamps mounted on individual black display cards. A clean well put together stock which
includes used: 5-10, 11 and 78b, Mint: 11 NH, 40 slight crease RPS certificate, 195, 224 Scott $9500-not counted,
328-329 (4), 347-348 (5), 577-599 (2), 721-723 NH, 763-766, 1104-1120, 1280-1281 NH, 1594-1595, 1598-1602 (3
CTO), 1866-1867, 1875-1883, 2147-2151 (2 sets of imperf blocks of 4 NH), 2174 (19 CTO), C69-C75, C76-C76d,
C77-C79, B30-B33 (2). A great lot for resale with no defective, mainly all F-VF or better, Scott $3523, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Russia, Early Soviet Issues, Mint Freaks, Varieties, and Multiple Sets. Excellent specialist selection
housed in a stockbook; much is annotated, including items of interest such as SC #B5a, imperforate at right marginal
example, plus 12 “specimen” overprint examples of various values; much of the remaining coverage lies in the various
Coat of Arms issues, with lovely mint multiples, displaced centers, lozenge varieties, various misperfs, drastic shifted
misplaced backgrounds, missing groundwork types; printed on gum side varieties, offsets, and inverted groundworks,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Russian Civil War (1918-1921) & Offices Abroad, Expansive Dealers Stock, 1899-1919. Lovely array of
material neatly presented in a Lindner stockbook; all identified, priced and ready for sale; we note Offices in China,
Offices in the Turkish Empire (including city-specific issues); Civil War issues with Wenden, Army of the Northwest and
Army of the North; Batum; early Republics including Armenia, Dagestan, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic (gutter
pairs), Georgia, Siberia, Southern Russia, and Transcaucasian Federated Republic; singles, blocks, gutter pairs and
blocks, tête-bêche pairs, overprint errors, Specimens, Revenues…there’s something here for every taste; generally
clean and sound, but expect the (very) occasional small fault; owner’s retail $21,000+, F.-V.F. with much better, an
outstanding holding; see it all on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Russia and Former Soviet Republics, Burgeoning Stock, 1990s thru 2010. The premier space dealer
had a passion for the unusual and difficult to acquire; supplying Russian space overprint locals to discerning clientele
was one of those challenges; these several thousand MNH stamps in blocks are in quantities of several to a few dozen,
perfect for a dealer; all are labeled and organized by region; includes; Crimea, Russia, Mongolia, Ukraine, Belarus,
Touva, Khorjakia, Dagestan, Tatarstan, Arkangelsk, Irpen, Donetsk, Kirovograd, Melitopol, Yekaterinburg,
Talyz-Mugan, Tbillisi, Chechnia, Adygei, Altai, Sevastopol, Komi, Khakassia, Smolensk, Primorski,
Uzbekistan, Karelia, Nakhichevan, Zaporozcie, Bessarabia and many more; too much for the specialist but just right
for the dealer ready to corner the market, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
San Marino and Vatican, Mainly Mint Collections, 1877-1985. Pair of beautiful, highly comprehensive,
mostly mint collections on Scott specialty pages; San Marino (1877-1972) includes 1-20 (catalog $1600), 40-71, 73, 75,
76 (catalog $735), 90-104, 108-114, 134-138 (catalog $500), 143-150 (catalog $530), 151-154 (catalog $500), 169-180
(catalog $220); Vatican (1929-1985) 19-34 (catalog $150), 41-54 (catalog $285), 242a, C1-15, C18-19 used ((catalog
$95), C18-19 mint (catalog $180), E1-2, J1-6; clean lot with aggregate catalog value approching five figures and
chocked full of useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Remarkably Clean and Valuable Specialist’s Accumulation. A simply extraordinary
holding of approximately 1500 mint or used items, picked out of hundreds of collections over the years and carded on 35
6" x 9" stockcards; the great majority of items were selected for interest, and you will note on the web images dozens of
premium stamps and superbly struck cancels, magnificent and extensive Finland which includes quantities of the early
serpentine issues—many with “teeth” so perfect your dentist would be proud; additionally, we note wonderful mint
Finland Coat-of-Arms issues (with duplicated lovely Mark values), along with choice selections from Sweden (which
boasts some beautiful cancels), Norway from #1 on, splendid sections of Denmark and Iceland, plus a fine showing of
Greenland; this lot is superb, and careful, detailed viewing is highly recommended for proper evaluation, majority of
items Fine-Very Fine+, with the bulk Very Fine, an exquisite holding.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Scandinavia Collection, mostly from 1850’s-1990’s. In two Scott Specialty albums, plus five stock books
and a box of several hundred 102 cards of duplicates, Denmark: 11 early imperf coat of arms, 11-15, 16-20, some better
numerals, 164-75, 362-66 mint, 210-19 mint, 223d, 229b, 238a, C1 (2 mint), C2 mint, decent early officials with O1 (2),
some slightly better Danish West Indies numerals, Finland: several serpentine roulette coat of arms, a few higher
denomination coat of arms, 24, Iceland: decent early numerals and I Gildi issues, 92-95, 108-28, Norway: good early
posthorns, B3, Sweden: some better early coat of arms and numerals, 156 mint, 160 mint, 479-83 reprint sheets and
some better officials. Condition and centering are both mixed, you will find plenty of value when broken down properly,
could be a good base for someone looking to build or expand their Scandinavia collection, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$30,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scandinavia, Handy Dandy Scandi Lands Stock Accumulation. Pages, binders, boxes and glassines,
received filling two good-sized boxes; smatterings of Denmark, Norway and Greenland; Finland with serpentines
(mostly singly) with Coats-of-Arms on duplicated; the stars of the show are Sweden and Iceland, Sweden offering
strong Oscars, Bicolors and Ring Types, plus extensive Posthorns, five complete sets of #248-262, nice Officials, plus a
few BC/CB booklet pairs, three #C8c, plus cancels and even a perfin or two; Iceland present as a massive stock, with
three shoeboxes filled with glassines (identified with quantities noted), Kiloware boxes, and more; offered as received,
unchecked for those surprising fluor and plate varieties, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a circumpolar holding to
warm your heart.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia, Old Time Stock Includes: Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenlad, Norway &
Sweden, 1851-1990. An estate inventory comprised of five massive Elbe stockbooks holding several thousand singles
and sets from Scandinavia. Denmark is verycomprehensive with strong 19th and 20th century earlier is strong in used
but later it turns mint with much NH. Also excellent Finland with much mint after 1946. Norway & Sweden are both mixed
mint & used with the 19th century being primarily used and later a showing of mint NH more recent issues. condition is
mixed with some faulty but also much F-VF is present. perfect for online sales. A very conservative Scott value would be
well over $30,000. This shoudl be well received at our conservative valuation.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Scandinavia, Excellent, Diverse, Premium Assemblage, 19th & 20th Century. Substantial and clean
single volume collection of Norway and Sweden, each with a fine range of better material, the Norway with a strong,
organized section of bypost locals; nice postal stationery for Finland, Norway and Denmark; a separate, single volume
Finland stationery collection with numerous, nice early used examples; we also note a second Norway collection in a
Scott album, mostly all mint, with considerable better material; also present are approximately 400 booklets from
Denmark, Finland and Norway, all identified on “102" cards; a lovely, beautifully annotated collection of over 200
Norway bypost locals organized by town; extensive volume of Denmark railway parcel labels; eclectic lot, some variable
qaulity on the classics as one might anticipate or even expect, the vast majority quite clean and, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Denmark, High End Quality Stock of Mint & Used, 1855-1986. A stock comprised of only
better mint and used singles and sets housed on about 200 black sales cards and neatly Scott numbered, several
hundred stamps, certainly a desirable inventory of items primarily over $50 each and in tip-top condition, no waste here,
put together over decades a knowledgable dealer. Certainly a choice offering for online sales or to build an instant
quality stock. Mint highlights include; 3, 5, 7, 15, 16, 35, 57-64, 72-78, 111, 132-134 NH, 167a, 171a, 175a, 176-177 NH,
B1-B2, B3-B5 (10), C1-C5 (1 NH 1 OG), C4-C8 (2 NH 1 OG), J1-J7, M1-M2 NH, O1 (2), O2, P1-P10, Q1//Q11, Q11
(excuse the out of order numbers), 178-180 (6 NH), 181-191 (5 OG plus blocks NH), 192-197, 210-219 (5), 223e//238a,
228c (pair and block NH), 246-251 (5), 252-256 (4), 258-261 (2), 318-326, 395-400 (2), 437-444d (blocks and singles
NH), 700-720a (2 NH), 793-815. Used highlights include; 5, 12 (2), 15 (2), 27, 31, 34 (3), 35, 65-69 (3), 78-81, 82 (2),
97-131 (2!), 132-134, 135 (3), 159-162, 171a, 175c, 181-191, 191, B1-B2, B3-B5 (6), C1-C5, C2, C3, C5, C6-C10 (4),
J1-J7, J9-J24, O16-O24, P1-P10. The listing above comprise the bulk of the inventory. Any of the very few obvious
defective are not counted in the 2020 Scott value. Certainly the quality and scope of this fresh holding do not come up
often as one lot, perfect to breakdown for auction or online sales. Condition is generally F-VF or better, a few earlier are
no gum, also much better NH as noted. Don’t miss this one! Scott $15,709.
Estimate $3,000 - 3,500
Scandinavia: Denmark, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1851-79 (#2//34). From serious
old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items without thins, tears or
bends; imperforate issues virtually all have four margins and some have huge margins; #2//20 each with numeral in
three concentric circles cancel (#18 has a cds); #25-34 each with cds; includes a couple shades and a few interesting
cancels, Very Fine overall. Scott $2,867.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scandinavia: Denmark, Faroe Islands and Greenland, Collection to 1990s. Mostly used with strength in
the 1910s/1950s period with good number of premium sets and singles including Denmark 3-6 used, 11-14 used,
25-33 used, 35 used, 68 used, 79-80 used, 81 mint, useful array of 1913/28 Christian X issues mostly used including
high values and some shade varieties, 136-37 used, 188 used, B1-8 used, C1-3 used, J1-24 used, Faroe Islands
mostly complete used from 1975 through 1980s, Greenland 28-38 mint, 39-40 mint and used, etc., some classic period
Denmark usual mixed condition but overall better than typically seen, mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia: Denmark, Faroes and Greenland, Collection to 1990s. Country collections of very high
percentage used on homemade pages in a large binder, each country with good deal of completion especially in the
1920s/50s and with numerous premium sets and singles including Denmark 3-6 used, 11-14 used, 25-33 used, 35
used, 65-69 used, 79-80 used, nice array of 1913/25 Christian X used including some shade varieties and high values,
136-37 used, 164-75 singles and blocks used, 188 used, B1-8 used, C1-3 used, J1-24 used, Faroe Isl mostly complete
used 1975/86 and some scattered mint thereafter, Greenland 28-38 mint, 39-40 mint and used, and more, much better
condition than typically seen, generally F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
Scandinavia: Faroe Islands, Highly Specialized Collection, 1975-2019. Housed in six Lindner albums
with blue albums and slip cases, starting with first four albums containing the early mint singles, proceeding to complete
sheets of selected earlier sheets, a few early proofs and souvenir cards, proceeding to 2019, fifth album contains the
interesting supplementary items, with a page of revenue (Valuetagjald) stamps, containing black denominations with
square dots after Kr., red denominations and black denominations with round dots after Kr., some Maximum cards,
early 1953 Gledelig Jól post card with Barnahiålpin label, dated 22-12-1953, first day cover, souvenir cards, some
unissued essays and an album full of Christmas seals and Christmas cards, finally, the entire collection duplicates itself
with year sets from 1975-2018, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 77.6 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Scandinavia: Faroe Islands, First Day Cover Collection, 1975-2019. Seven Lindner small cover albums
filled with first day covers, all artist signed first day covers from 1975-2002, normal after 2002, previous owner paid over
$10,000 for the Artist signed covers, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Finland, Classic Collection on a Single Scott Specialty page, 1856-81 (#2//24). From
serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items without thins,
tears or bend; beginnimng with a #2 with 1858 Helsingfors cds, #3 with manuscipt cancel, followed by Serpentines the
likes of which you will never see (all with absoilutely pristine teeth—the very definition of Facit’s three-star laistings),
plus a very pretty run of Finnish Coat of Arms; #2 with Gummesson certificate, #23 signed, and a beautiful array of nicely
struck cancels, plus some obvious shades and varieties, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia: Finland, High End Inventory, Mainly Mint, 1867-2008. About 70 black display cards loaded
with better sets and singles only quality retail sotck. Also includes Aland & Karelia. Finland mint begins with (2) sets of
the Scott #2-3 reprint NH of 1956, followed by mint #7, 227-232 (2), 291-296 (4), 302-302, 312-323 (15), 326, 336-338A,
338A (2), 343-344 (18), 357 (2), 380-381 (3), 388-390, 470A, 518-522, 626, 627-640 (NH blocks), 706 (3), 719, 724a,
793a, 940, B2-B4 NH, B5-B7, B15-B17 NH, B24-B26, B39-B42, B44-B47, B49-B53 NH, B107-B109 NH, C1 Zeppelin
(3), C3 (3), C4 NH, Q14-Q17 (3) NH. Aland 1-22, 31-35 NH, 34-53. Karelia 1-15. Finland used highlights: 7 (3), 24 (3). A
great lot in outstanding quality F-VF or better. Scott $4,785.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200
Scandinavia: Greenland, Super High End Mint Inventory, 1938-2009. Comprised of about 60 black sales
cards almost all mint with much never hinged, neatly mounted with value mainly in the key sets and singles with special
focus on the Liberation 1945 overprints and also much never hinged. Highlights include: Scott #1-94 NH and4 Hinged,
10-18 2 sets, 19-27 1 NH & 1 Hinged set & much more, 19-21 in blocks & singles (2), 22 NH blocks, 23a, 23(2) NH
blocks, 24 (3) NH, 25 (3) NH (1) Hinges, 26 block NH, 27a (2) NH (3) sl. stain, 28-38 6 sets, 39-40 6 sets NH, plus some
later issues. Basically a clean fresh holding of only key sets in excellent quality. Extra value in the blocks. Condition is
F-VF or better with much NH. Don’t miss this one!
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Greenland, Specialized Collection, 1936-2019. On Lindner pages, in seven blue albums,
with matching slip cases, with regular issues in first four volumes containing Greenland 1-9, 10-18, 28-38, 39-40, Thule
Facit T1-T5 (2 sets), followed by official reprints, 1962 savings stamps, trade certificates, five 160mm x 200mm
engraved black or sepia engravings similar to stamp designs by Martin Mörck, an album of booklets and an album of
Christmas seal sheets, plus in small boxes, group of post office folders, including complete run of post office year sets
from 2005-2019, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 74 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Greenland, First Day Cover and Maximum Card Collection, 1963-2018. With first day
covers in ten blue Lindner cover albums, filled with Greenland Post first day covers from 1963 to 2018 and seven
smaller post card albums filled with Maximum cards from mid 1980’s to 2018, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight
54.6 lbs.
Estimate $500 - 750
Scandinavia: Iceland, Extensive Predominantly Used Collection, 1873-1991. Featuring in depth
representation of nearly all issues with multiples throughout, classified by Michel and Scott numbers, including the
following Scott numbers (quantities in parenthesis): 4a unused, 5 with large part “Reykjavic” c.d.s. (signed Dr. Debo
BPP), 8 (post canceled), 9 (pinhole, signed Dr. Debo BPP), 10 (17), 11 (32), 12 (7), 13a (2, one with nice “Reykjavic”
cancel), 14 (3, one with clear cancel), 15 (30), 16 (31), 17 (31), 17a, 18 (19), 21 (22, with strip of four), 28 (17, with block
of four), 29 (13, with block of four), 34-44B (4 sets), 40a se-tenant with #40 in two pairs and a strip of three, 71-85 (2
sets), 78 (2 blocks of four), 83 (8), 85 (2), 86-91 (12 sets, with one set in blocks of four), 92-98 (4 sets), 99-107 (9 sets),
108-128 (8 sets), 121 pair and block of four, 130-138 (9 sets), 138 strip of four and block of four, 141 (4, one with
remainder/dubious [?] cancel and three with “Tollur” cancels), 142 (8), 149 (13, ten with “Tollur” cancels), 150 (32),
152-166, 170-175 (11 sets), 176-187 (2 sets with three additional #186), 203-208B (11 sets), 232-235 on FDC, 240-245
(2 FDC), B5 (2, canceled “Hafnarfjördup” c.d.s. of 15 May 1937 first day and light “Reykjavik” c.d.s. of 20 May 1937
respectively), B6 (2 FDC), B6a-c (8 FDC), C2 (6), C3 (2 strips of four with one on FDC to England), C4-C8, C9-C11 on
two 1931 (June 30) Zeppelin covers with “Islandfahrt” cachets and “Friedrichshafen/(Bodensee)” arrival c.d.s. (July 3),
C15-C20 (13 sets), CO1, O4-O9 (2 sets), O6a strip of three, O10-O12 (2 sets, both #O10 lightly canceled), O13-O19 (9
sets), O31-O38 (6 sets), O40-O49 (2 sets), O51 (6, with strip of three well canceled), O53-O62, and O64-O67, as to be
expected of this type of holding in such quantities, numerous cancels on the better values are light partial strikes, a few
small faults, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Scandinavia: Iceland, High End Mint & Used Stock, 1876-2011. Dozens of black sales cards show off a
truly superior Iceland stock of only better sets and singles, no waste in this lot formed over the decades one nice piece at
a time. The mint highlights include; 34-44b, 55, 76, 92-98, 127, 144-148 (2), 170-175 (2), 186, 193-194 (2), 195-198,
203-208b (3), 213-216 (1 NH and 3 OG), 232-235, 247-252 (2), 305 (2 NH), 615 (block of four NH), 642-645 (8 NH sets),
677 (2 NH), C2 (2), C3 (10), C4-C8 (4), C15-C20 (1 H and 3 OG), C27-C29 (NH blocks), C27-C29 (3), O40-O47,
O53-O62, O53-O67. We note the following used highlights; 10, 44b, 71//83, 86-91, 108//128, 176-186, C2 (2), C15-C20
(3), O2, O10-O12. A worthwhile stock for online sales or to add key items to your collection, very few if any faulty
generally F-VF or better. Don’t miss this one! Scott $9323, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Iceland, A Comprehensive Mint & Used Inventory, 1876-2009. A wonderful stock
comprised of about 1400 sales cards with a very extensive inventory neatly mounted. This is a very clean stock without
the usual high catalogued sliders. it was obviously a favorite Country of the dealer who amassed this well balanced
holding, loaded with never hinged sets and nicely put togetehr in excellent overall quality. The value is primarily in th
emint in the $10 to $100 sets and singles. However, there are also used copies of better stamps adn sets. The stock
even contains the later mint sets up to 2005. Perfect for online auctions or for the specialist dealer. Strong in moderate
priced used before 1925 often with nice cancels. The back of the book section is quite well rounded with semi-postals
and better airmail sets and singles plus a solid group of officials, with excellent value in the mint singles and sets.
condition is above average with some faults but mainly F-VF. Scott in excess of $16,500. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Iceland, Collection, 1876-2004. Extensive group of sets and singles on homemade pages
plus some 1990s/2000s NH issues in stock sheets, mostly used to 1950s and mix of mint and used thereafter with some
present both mint and used, a number of premium inlcuding 15-18 used, 97 used, 103 used. 140-43 revenue cancels,
166 used, 213-16 mint, 232-35 mint, 240-45 used, C1-11 mint, etc., some classic period minor faults and a few dubious
cancels (as often) but overall fresh and F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Scandinavia: Norway, Spectacular Classic Coillection on a Scott Specialty page, 1855-75 (#1-21).
From serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items that
took years to assemble, no thins, tears or bends; evey single stamp has a pretty much socked-on-the-nose c.d.s. or
double-ring circular city/date hand stamp; nine different items (#1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18) have Finne Aune
certificates, Extremely Fine to Superb, catalog value is incosequential as the vast majority of items in this collection are
Luxus Quality and would be impossible to replicate, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity!. Scott $1,878 ++.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia: Norway, Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1905-29 (#59-95). From serious old-time
condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items that took years to assemble,
no thins, tears or bends; evey stamp with c.d.s. or other beautiful cancellation; two items (#59, 69) have Finne Aune
certificates, Extremely Fine, you won’t see this kind of intact collection again!. Scott $1,088.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Scandinavia: Sweden, An Impressive High Quality Comprehensive Stock of Mint & Used Singles,
Sets and Booklets, 1855-2010. A one-of-a-kind superb stock with thousands of stamps and booklets neatly arranged
on “102" cards housed in three long boxes. Certainly one of the finest stocks of Sweden that we have had the pleasure
to offer. The used is mainly in the 19th century and without the usual high Scott ”Bombs". The 20th century is loaded with
mint sets and singles usually between one to seven of any item, much of which was purchased as new issues so the
quality is exceptional. The depth of the stock is also exceptional and will be perfect for offering online with a plethora of
better sets with scarce and complete booklets. An instant business or key addition to your stock. The Face Value alone
is significant as the bulk of the value is in the mint inventory. In the mint section we note: 16, 44, 141 (2), 148, 152 (2),
177, 194-196, 230-235 (3), 263 (3), 268-274 (3), 275-279 (4), 293-298, 313-315 (3), 314-315 NH, 316-321, 322a (5),
326-328 (2), 335-337 NH, 338-341 (2 NH), 360-362 (pair), 363-365 (13 NH), 369-373 (4), 374-376 (2 NH), 391-399,
451a, 462-464 (3), 473 (4), 479-483 (4), 487-491 (4 NH), 499-501 (4), 527a-528a, 570-592 (2), 592, 719-723 (2),
737-764, 985a (2), 1027 (4 NH), 1252a, 1278-1279 (8 NH), 1284a, 1338a, 1351 (4 NH), 1376a (2), 1383a (2),
1384-1385 (8), 1403-1406 (5 NH), 1406a (2), 1418a (3), 1429a (2), 1430-1445, 1452a (2), 1456-1459 (3), 1477a (4),
1482a (4), 1489a (2), 1492-1495 (7), 1495a (3), 1520a (4), 1534-1537 (3), 1537a, 1610a, 1617b, 1660a, 1671a, 1677a,
1679a (2), 1681-1690, 1566a (3), 1592-1593 (3), 1592a, 1703 (4), 1713-1718 (3), 1739-1748 (2), 1748a, 1761 (3),
1776-1780 (4), 1777a (2), 1810-1812 (6), 1818a (2), 1886b, 1897a, 1913b, 1920-1936, 1921b, 1923b, 1925a, 1940a,
1943-1945 (3), 1945a, 1952a (2), 1953-1956 (2), 1956a, 1960b (2), 1972a (2), 1990a, 2002a, 2013-2016 (3), 2016b,
2023a, 2031a, 2048a (2), 2050a, 2113a (7), 2121-2124 (3), 2124a, 2131a (2), 2143a (5), 2162a (2), 2185a, 2198a (2),
2224a, 2237a, 2258a, 2259-2260 (5), 2273a (2), 2280a (3), 2286a (2), 2299a (2), 2309a (4), 2315a (3), 2317a (3),
2322a (2), 23336a (5), 2342a (2), 2346a (2), 2359a, 2362a (3), 2364a, 2366a, 2388a (3), 2390a (2), 2400 (2), 2402a (2),
2403c, 2471c, 2498 (5), 2503 (3), 2543a (3), 2546 (3), 2565, B18 used, B22-B31 (2 used sets), C1-C3 (1 mint, 2 used),
J6, J22 (2), O26 (4). As noted, condition is mainly F-VF with much NH. 19th century is mixed but conservatively
cataloged by 2020 Scott. The quality dictates a worthwhile addition to your inventory, Scott $16,000, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Scandinavia: Sweden, High End Mint & Used Sets and Singles Inventory, 1855-1986. Dozens of black
display stockcards featuring the highlights of a longtime dealer’s Swedish stock comprised of only better sets, singles
and booklets mainly in choice condition both mint and used. The holding consists of predominently items over $50 each
with many in the hundreds. The mint highlights include; 2, 4 (faults), 14, 33a imperf pair of reprint, 34a, 56b margin pair,
65, 70-73, 118 (3), 120 (2), 134 (2 pairs), 139-143, 145-159, 145-147, 167-188, 171, 175-176, 177 pair, 178 pair, 183
(2), 191-193, 197-203, 205, 207, 213-229, 213-215, 227, 229, 239-247 NH, 248-262 NH pairs, 248-262 (4 sets OG),
316-318 NH, 319-321 NH, 326-328 (6 NH), 329-331 NH, 391-399 (4), 479-483 (3 sets sheet of 9), 1567-1580, 1610a
(2), B1-B10 (2), B32-B36, C1-C3, C8c NH, J2-J6, J9, J10, J18, J19 (2), J22, O4, O12-O14, O16, O17, 028-040. Better
used highlights; 3, 7, 11 (2), 12 (2), 197-212, 213-224, 248-262 (3), B1-B10 (2), B32-B36, C1-C3, J3, J12//J22, O5, O7,
O16, and LX1 (extremely fine copy). A great lot comprised of mainly F-VF or better, a few 19th century with faults but
most are sound. Perfect for online sales or to add to an advanced Sweden stock, Scott $20,162, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Scandinavia: Sweden, Classic Collection on a Scott Specialty page, 1855-69 (#2, 5-16). From serious
old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected items over the years, no thins,
tears or bends (#4 with tiny thin is NOT counted in total value); every one with full or partial c.d.s., most with clear city
and/or date, some are superbly struck right on-the-nose, Very Fine overall, intact collection with choice material!. Scott
$4,725.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Scandinavia: Sweden, Collection, 1858-1995. Many 100s of mostly used sets and singles on homemade
pages and being particularly strong post 1910s, note some mint booklets/ booklet panes for 1970s/90s, premium
include 10-12 used, 24-27 used, 40-49 used, 216-18 used, 228 NH, 229-63 used, J4 used, J8 used (2), O1-2 used, LX1
on 1860 cover to Stockholm (minor cover faults), LX2 used, etc., some earlier issues some typical minor faults but
overall condition and centering better than usually seen, mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Serbia, Bosnia and Montenegro, Outstanding Collection. Extensive assembledge of Serbian revenues;
Serbia postal stationary and cut squares; outstanding Bosnia, with one small album identified by plates, partial letter
watermarks, perforations, etc; we also find a clean, substantial mint Bosnia collection on pages with varieties, identified
forgeries, imperfs, perf varieties, covers and stationary; highlight of holding is a small stockbook of Serbia which is
incredible, including (mint unless noted) #2a complete sheet of 12, #3, 11(2), 13(2), 14-15, 16-24, and a host of later
sets and singles; great lot for the specialist. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Spain, Valuable and Eclectic Single Volume, 1855-1950. Imagine an exceptional and equally fascinating
collection of thousands, all clean and well presented, where the standard issue stamps, while strong in their own right,
are clearly “second fiddle”! the issue stamps include lots of highlights along with ID’ed forgeries, perforation types,
cancels, etc; the allure of this fine collection lies in the unusual, such as the lovely section of postal tax issues, Barcelona
issues with souvenir sheets, nice Cavlist issues, Canary Islands, Revolutionary issues, outstanding locals, C.U.P.P.
overprints, military franking stamps, telegraphs, war tax issues, colonial common designs, Zaragoza issues, Officials,
plus lovely Spain and Spanish Morrocco revenues, which are offered in abundance; great lot to take your collection to
the next level! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Spain, Award-winning Exhibition Collection of Pre-stamp or Unfranked Folded Letters and Entires,
1699-1850. More than 250 covers in all; comprising over 120 covers mounted, with early postmarks and various
handstamp types with town and instructional markings in different colors, commencing with a 1699 folded letter from
Cadiz to France, then focusing on the period from 1750-1850 when significant advances and improvements were made
in the postal service following the creation of the Spanish government postal authority in 1706, including five 1757-73
folded letters to France with two showing “Andalusia la Alta” straightline handstamps, plus other destinations such as
two 1791-92 folded address leaves from Cadiz to Buenos Ayres with one endorsed “Correio maritimo”, various
commencing from 1814 to London showing a good range of French entry handstamps, different types of handstruck
rate markings, and concluding with the stamp-issuing period marked by 1850 6cu (2) on separate January and
November 1850 domestic folded letters, one cancelled by “Denia/Valencia” baeza; also more than 130 folded letters
or entires not mounted, including 1779-1801 folded letters or address leaves (7) to Belgium (the 1801 letter
disinfected), mostly clear strikes, overall F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Spain, Massive and Superb Spanish Civil War Collection, 1936-1939. Splendid and beautifully
assembled, extensive and well annotated collection of thousands; tremendous variety of issues from each side of a
momentous conflict; includes extensive Nationalist issues alphabetically arranged by town from Alayor to Zaragoza;
excellent Separatist issues, Communist issues, bogus and private issues; souvenir sheets, Red Cross, refugees,
anti-facist and children aid issues; lovely and compelling study well worth a look; be sure to view further on the web,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Spain, Classic Collection of First Issues on a Scott Specialty page, 1850-53 (1-3, 6-7, 9, 12-13, 15-16,
19-22). From serious old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice
items, with spider or grid in oval cancels; #15 signed; #22 (Edifil #20) with a 1984 COMEX certificate; #8 and #18 are not
counted in the totals because they are not certified, Very Fine appearance, some difficult to find stamps. Scott $4,028.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Spain, Classic Isabella II Issues on Two Scott Specialty pages, 1862-67 (#55//172). From serious
old-time condition-conscious used collector, sound and fault-free, carefully selected choice items, including: #55-60
(#55 with a thin and not counted in the total), 61-66, 67, 69-73 (#73 with thin and not counted in total), 74-75, 76 (with thin
and not counted in the total), 78, 79 (with thin and not counted in totals), 81-82, 84, 86-87, 88-92, 95-97, 98-101, 164,
166-168, 169 (bar cancel), 171 (bar cancel), 172; #64, 65 signed; #70 with 2006 Bergua certificate, #72 signed; with a
half-dozen full or partial double-circle date stamps, Very Fine appearing. Scott $3,068.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Spain, Portugal & Colonies, High End Inventory, 1862-2000. A plethora of only better 19th & 20th Century
mounted on several dozen black sales cards. Clean and only high quality better sets & singles begins with Portugal
used Scott #12-16, 17, 19-24, 35, 39, 41-42, 44-45, 47, 49, 62-63, 88, 90, 92-93, 94-96, C1-C10. Mint Portugal 642-649,
650-657, 675-682, 683-688, 717-720 NH, 721-726, 784-791 (2) NH, 1602-1605 (5) NH. Angola 330a (9) NH, 315-318
(3) sets. Spain mint includes: 260, 386-402, E7, 877a-878a (5) NH, 983a-986a (3) NH, B14-B18, CB1-CB4,
B109-B122, CB8-17, C12-C17, C55a, C119, C131 block NH, C138 (2) NH. Spanish Guinea mint: C1 (4) NY, C13 (8)
NH, C14 (8) NH. Spanish Morocco mint: 280-291, E11. Spanish Sahar mint: C17 (2) NH, C18 (12) NH. Perfect for online
sales with only nice quality material from an old time stock. A possible fault or two but all looks F-VF or better. Teh Spain
has a Scott value of $3,030 and the Portugal $5,009 for a total Scot $8,039.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Spain & Colonies, Wide-Ranging and Impressive Dealers Stock. Comprising over 1300 #102 cards
packed with Spain proper, including Back-of-the-Book, all identified by Scott number; four stockpages with a mix of
Spain and Colonies issues, plus a counterbook filled with better Spain singles and sets running #45//1662 with Semis,
Airs, and even several Carlist issues; bright throughout from our perusal, with condition generally sound, and many if
not most classics with four full margins; usefully duplicated, F.-V.F. or better, solid stock.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Spanish Colonies: Philippines, Fascinating Old-Time Specialist’s Selection. Excellent lot in three
binders, including a one-volume collection of hundreds of Revenue issues from the early Spanish Dominion through the
US Administration; a second volume dedicated to the Tagle and “O.B.” overprint Officials (well-annotated on special
homemade pages, which also includes extensive reference articles on the subject); while the third volume features
Scott-unlisted material, scarce Japanese Occupation postcards, etc., F.-V.F. with much better, specialist’s delight.
Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Switzerland, Remarkable Old-Time Specialist’s Assembly. A simply magnificent hand-picked selection
of approximately 1300 or so items, mostly all used, neatly presented on 38 6" x 9" stockcards, with the vast percentage
of coverage and value based on a huge and superb array of premium and choice specially selected cancellations on
literally hundreds of early Helvetia issues; within this group we will find a dazzling array of perfectly struck cancels culled
from scores of different collections over many years; although this section dominates the holding, rest assured much
additional value is present in the form of better individual stamps, with good Officials, Airmails, special purpose stamps,
several reference items, etc., with the occasional premium mint stamp offered, largely Very Fine, a unique and valuable
holding available to view in full online; don’t miss this one!.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Switzerland, Seated Helvetia Issues Used Hoard, 1862-1864. 1000s of singles (overwhelmingly used)
and some multiples in stock cards, on pages, in stock books, etc., and includes some granite paper issues, shade
varieties and cancels of a countless number of towns and includes framed, Ticino ovals, cds, straightlines, etc.,
premium issues throughout including numerous 60¢, 1 fr used, 1881 10¢ block of fifty NH, unchecked for varieties,
condition better than usual, enormous catalog value and ideal for the patient collector looking for a specific town or a
hidden variety, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, WWI & WWII Military Stamps, 1916-1945. The Holy Grail lot! many thousands in long red
dealers boxes, identified by units, purpose, etc; both WWI and WWII, improbable to find a lot like this for sure, a
specialist delight.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Seated Helvetia Issues Used Assortment, 1862-1864. Couple of collection balances on
pages and four stockbooks all housing a combined 1000s of issues, the great preponderance being used, includes a
handfull of covers, showing a wide range of cancels including straight line, cds including Ambulant, some granite paper,
premium issues through out (note few certificates for high values including 50, 52a. condition much better than usual,
overall F.-V.F. group with substantial retail value. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Tremendous Collection of WWI & WWII Military Stamps. Pair of beautiful collections with
each WWI & WWII in separate volumes, keely arranged and highly annotated with respect to divisions, quantities
printed, errors and varieties, various units, special purpose issues, etc; fascinating collection with thousands in all;
specialists delight, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Switzerland, Desirable Collection, 1850-1995. Value-laden collection of 100s of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets all neatly arranged on homemade pages, primarily used through the 1950s and a mix of mint and used thereafter
(the used mostly cancelled to order) with many present both mint and used, highly complete from the 1930s on, the list
of premium items is long but some tempting morsels would include nice section of mostly used Seated and Standing
Helvetias including handful of varieties, 226 NH, 293-305 used, B1-6 used, B105 mint, B143-44 mint, B206 mint, C1-2
used, J1-10 used, J10-14 used (20c the “a” variety), J15-20 used, J21-28 used, 3O62-93 used, etc., usual mixed
condition in 19th century issues but overall F-VF, a wonderful collection of this popular country.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Officials Collection, 1922-2003. Neatly presented on Lindner pages in maroon album with
matching slip case from League of Nations officials to Telecommunication union issues, highly complete including
some of the more difficult issues, with: 2O1-30, 2O32 HFLVETIA error with Moser certificate, 2O2a-2O25a (grilled gum
varieties) 30c with Gaines certificate, 2O31-34, 2O35, 2O36-55, 2O56, 2O57-64, 2O65-90 mint, 3O1-26, 3O31, 3O47,
3O49-56, 3O60-110 mint, 4O1-48 mint, 5O1-41, 6O1-8 mint, 7O1-39 mint, 8O1-13, 9O1-19, 10O1-18, plus small
collection of French UNESCO issues, condition is mostly sound and attractive, o.g., many never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Ukraine, Retired Specialist Dealer’s Stock of Local Overprints, 1918. As received, with nothing
removed, all neatly arranged on manila stockpages in a thick binder; each issue identified by city and Scott number;
useful duplication with mint, used, blocks, etc.; a treasure trove for the Ukraine enthusiast, F.-V.F. with better, see the
entire holding online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Vatican, Exemplary Postal Card Collection, 1930-2008. A specialized holding in five filled-to-bursting
three-ring binders, running from the 1930 Second Issue (the first with indicia) to nearly the present; solidly annotated
and identified, the cards come mint, postally used, First Day-cancelled, etc.; includes both single and message-reply
cards; many issues present in their original Post Office folders, with numerous official announcements included; in
addition to the basic listing, a myriad of color, printing and paper variety sub-listings are here as well; vast majority mint,
but used include uprated items, slogan cancels, etc., Very Fine, if you like postal stationery, you’ll want to move fast to
bid on this lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Vatican, The Nihil Obstat All-Mint Complete Collection, 1929-2012. An awe-inspiring magnificat in four
books, with nearly every last item present never hinged; the good news starts with a Lighthouse hingeless album
running 1929-83 complete less the 1933 Holy Year issue (#B1-B4), with each of the 1934 Provisionals signed Enzo
Diena; the collection continues in a slipcased binder of Minkus pages to 2004, while a stockbook of Benedict XVI issues
round out the collection; a springback binder of manila stockpages offers a solid range of 1967-79 duplicates, most as
blocks of four or six; an immaculate collection rarely encountered thus, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.2
lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Vatican, Angelic Aerogramme Specialized Collection, 1950-2006. Two thick binders filled with the full run
of issues, starting with a First Day-cancelled #1; includes all the basic listings, plus a wealth of CEI-listed varieties; along
with unlisted color shades of indiciae, paper folds, plate flaws (e.g., #2 with dot after “P” of “Par Avion”, etc.), variations
on internal printing, inverted overlays, double watermarks, unwatermarked varieties, etc.; many postally used with
handstamped and machine cancels, several uprated; three same-day supersonic flight cachets (Tupolev, Concorde
and Boeing); recent issues in manageable quantities, many with official announcements of the issue; complete
annotation throughout, Very Fine overall, devilishly intriguing; well worth the time to view. Shipping charges apply weight 13.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Vatican, High End, Mint & Used Inventory, 1933-1997. Only dozens of better sets & singles both mint and
used all mounted on black display cards for prompt sales of quality material. Mint highlights include: 41-46 (2 o.g.),
61-67 NH, 111 imperf at bottom NH, 122-131 & E11-E12, 129a NH, 143-144 NH blocks, 189-191 (5 NH), 737-748 (8
NH), 870-881 (5 NH), 890-894 (8 NH), 917-921 (6 NH), 1022-1027 (6 NH), 1028-1037 (4 NH), C18-C19 (3 NH & 1 o.g.),
C9-C15 (7 NH), C22-C23 (2 NH), C63-C65 (4 NH), C66-C72 (4 NH), C73-C74 (8 NH), C75-C82 (2 NH), C83-C87 (10
NH), C88-C91 (3), Q1-A15 (2 NH). Plus better used includes: 41-96, 47-54. Majority of the inventory is mint NH. From
an old time stock, fresh and F-Vf or better. Need to refresh your Vatican inventory, this is the perfect holding.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Yugoslavia, Superb Croatia Proof Collection, 1918. Housed in a counterbook, 103 singles, or ina couple
of cases sets, of highly specialized proofs, mostly from the teens, with Predrag Zrinjscak photo certificates for
imperfs/perf proofs, varieties, proofs of overprints with double impressions, a fantastic collection not soon to be
duplicated, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Yugoslavia & States, Excellent Wide Ranging Accumulation. Lovely specialized holding including strong
collections of Montenegro and Bosnia, each quite comprehensive for the stamps as listed; plus nice revenue sections,
perforation varieties; strong Yugoslavia proper, again with a substantial revenue offering; we also note a beautifully
assembled and annotated “Chainbreakers” and Slovinia collection with perforation varieties, provisional postage dues,
trial colors; plus covers, multiples, etc; all housed in various albums, folders, etc; a great collection for the right collector,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Europe, Spectacular Classics Collection, 1850-1930s. Presented on old Yvert album pages; when we say
this is “old-time,” we mean it, frrom German States to Czechoslovakia (remember your spelling rules: the album’s
French), a nearly continent-wide review of the first 80 years or so of philately; no France or Great Britain, but what is here
is simply stunning, with fullest coverage among the early issues, some duplicated presenting shades, types, etc.;
interesting and eye-catching material throughout, including mint unless noted Germany 26, B104, 1930 flown zeppelin
front, German States, Colonies, Belgium 82-91, 222-224, Belgian Congo 1-5, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged,
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs. Scott $48,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Europe, Multiple-Country Holdings and Stocks. A continental sheaf of pages, plus binders and
stockbooks, filled with goodies mainly from Portugal to Greece; duplication throughout, with extensive Greece
including Hermes Heads; Italy including many sets of the always-popular 1920s to 1940s issues (some partial), plus
handfuls of covers and Back-of-the-Book material; solid Switzerland with Helvetias, Semi-Postals and numerous
covers; plus nice Portugal and Liechtenstein, along with snippets from near and far, with Iceland, Spain, Britain
(including several wing-margined Queen Victorias), Europa issues and more—even some 1960s South Korea and
some PRC, generally F.-V.F., enough material to please even the busiest dealer.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Europe: Italy, San Marino, French Colonies, Spain & Vatican, Post WWII, Mint Better Inventory,
1940’s-1990’s. All housed in 5 well packed Elbe stockbooks. Several thousand sets and singles, 98% is mint MH with
very few hinged or used. From an old time dealers stock who bought these as new issues. Loaded with medium priced
material. italy starts with Scott 566 ten blocks of 4 and 3 singles all NH with Scott value of $1,182. Followed by an array of
clean stock. Airmails noted include C62-C65 (4 LH sets), C66-C72 (2 LH sets), CE1-CE2 (7) NH & o.g., CE5-CE7 NH,
CE8-CE9 (4 sets o.g.), E22 (2 NH, E29 (9 NH). Trieste includes $68 (2) NH blocks, 69 NH block, plus quantities of 1 to
about 20 of many bettersingles & sets. A stockbook of San Marino includes a showing of the first issue plus a stock of
newer issues. A stockbook of Spain with issues in nice quantities from the 1960’s to the 1980’s. vatican is also loaded
with the more modern sets which are in short supply. Last but certainly not least is a stockbook including French
Andorra, Comores, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Somali Coast, Wallis & Futuna, mainly mint
NH stock of midrange sets & singles with solid value. This lot will break into very decent country sections or add to your
existing inventory with quality material. Looks all F-Vf or better. Well worth viewing.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Europe, Wide Ranging and Very Worthwhile Accumulation, 1850’s-2003. With majority of collection in
Scott or Davo albums, includes a highly representative 1946-2003 Russia collection on lovely computer generated
pages in 8 binders, strong in 1955-1991 issues, plus a second Minkus Russian collection, 1955-89 with thousands of
stamps. We also not a Scott Luxembourg collection in single album, strong in post 1890 and very nicely filled mint sets
from 1940’s-1990’s, a three volume Davo or Minkus Belgium and Colonies collection with good Ruanda and Burundi,
a beautiful 1937 British Coronation collection in singles and blocks of four, which appears to be complete, a nice
Ireland collection on Scott pages, a single volume Channel islands collection a solid single volume Italy collection with
substantial catalog value, plus two red boxes of #102 cards, strong in Russia, Touva and others, super meaty holding,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe, Lovely Group of Country Collections, 1849-1995. An attractive assemblage of various country
collections, each mint and used, neatly assembled, comprised of a 2 volume Lighthouse Czechoslovakia collection
(1945-65 mint NH), a Scott Specialty album, split between France (1849-76) and Lebaban (1924-1966), plus another
Scott album split between Denmark (1851-1995) and Sweden (1855-1986), plus one volume of Poland, plus Scott
International album (to 1940) containing approximately 10,000 different stamps, nice lot, ideally suited for further
expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Europe (Eastern), including Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Poland and More, 1920’s - 1980’s. Three
Elbe binders loaded with stockpages full of Eastern Europe with several thousand mainly mint singles, sets and
souvenir sheets. The best is teh Yugoslavia strong in the 1940’s to 1960’s mainly mint NH. We also note some
specialized material. Well worth viewing for the full scope. Perfect for online sales. Possibly a few faults but the condition
will generally be F-VF and mainly mint.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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China, Collection, 1878-1985. Mostly used 19th and 20th century issues of China, Taiwan and PRC on
homemade or circuit pages with the strongest portion the pre-1950s issues, a number of premium such as China 1-3
used (minor faults), 13-15 used, 78 small part o.g., 80 mint, 219 used, 280-83 used, 471 used (faults), B9a mint (small
faults), PRC 506-17 used, 713-15 mint, 1095-98 mint, 1108-13 mint, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues but
generally F-VF.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Dubai, Extensive and Valuable Specialized Stock Holding. A dozen binders, a sheet file and more filled
with everything the Emirate has to offer, with all but a handful of material being mint never hinged (and some of the
used with actual postal cancels!), with issued stamps, souvenir sheets, imperforates, overprint errors (doubled,
misaligned, etc.), etc., with strong Thematic appeal for the space, Olympics, Red Cross/Red Crescent, Anti-Malaria and
UN enthusiasts; note matching left and right half-sheets of the First Issue 1np-5np values, plus full panes of 50 of the
First Issue Dues of the same denominations (all neatly folded); identified “bogus” Innsbruck overprints, #C15 souvenir
sheet varieties, one with misregistered red, one with black omitted; proofs (with penned notes) for #C13-C15 and an
imperforate trial printing of #14, and on and on the treasures go…there’s even an aerogramme with indicia inverted; in
need of reorganizing and very close review, but a rich reward to the lucky bidder, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, do buy,
indeed. Shipping charges apply - weight 40.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Dubai, Valuable Specialist’s Accumulation, Mostly Varieties. Splendiferous selection of sheikhly
surprised, all neatly presented (and most annotated) on stockcards, counter pages, etc.; neat array of imperforates and
part-perforates, missing designs, shifts, overprints, etc., with many blocks and souvenir sheets; strong Topical interest,
with space, UN and Red Cross predominant, but note also sports, art, butterflies, etc.; clean and fresh throughout, and
perfect for your next bourse or online offering, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Egypt, Wonderful Specialist’s Accumulation. In three binders with additional gathered and ready to
mount; includes better postal history, a couple early sheets or large multiples, varieties, Revenues, an excellent
one-binder cancellation collection well-assembled and annotated, a one-binder WWII New Zealand FPOs in Egypt,
etc.; an impressively fresh holding, F.-V.F. with much better, an eclectic mix. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, An Excellent, Uncommon Collection, ca. 1864-97. On homemade pages, all fully annotated;
comprises material not found everyday—and certainly not in this quantity and quality; note pristine mint 1892 general
purpose Revenues, 1892-97 Salt Tax issues, extensive 1892-97 Cigarette Tax stamps, a superb section of 1864-92
Inter-Postal and Official Seals with identified forgeries; good postal issues from First Issue imperforate proofs, a lovely
Suez Canal Company section with many different forgeries; more Revenues and Seals, and more, Very Fine overall, a
wonderful lot for the specialist. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Georgia, Semi-Specialized Holding, 1920-98. Substantial holding presented on stockpages in binder and
loose, plus additional material/duplicates on loose album pages, glassines, etc.; solid offering of pre- and early Soviet
material, including multiples, part-sheets, errors and varieties, overprints, and the like; also includes handsome,
duplicated Batum, early Azerbaijan, and Transcaucasian Federated Republic, plus post-Soviet local overprints,
Abkhazia, plus independent Georgia multi-design panes, etc.; note imperforate-between 1922 overprints, a group of
never-seen Revenues, imperforate 1920 surcharges, essays/proofs of the first issue, tête-bêche strips and overprints,
Batum #1-6 imperforate pairs on unaddressed cover (1995 BPA certificate), and much more besides; generally fresh,
but in need of some spiffying up, F.-V.F. with better, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Iraq, Specialized Accumulation, 1940’s-1990’s. With many difficult to find overprints and scarce items,
seldom listed in most catalogs and even less seldom encountered on the philatelic market, with 1948-55 Iraqi Scenes
picture postcards, 1952, Children’s Welfare Association, unadopted design, produced by Bradbury Wilkinson but never
issued, each with punched hole to void stamp, with 1f (8 perforated), 4f (17 perforated), 10f (17 perforated and four
imperforate), and 20f (20 perforated), 19582-71 8 Anti Tuberculosis Association in Iraq stamps, 1958 10f Mothers Day
photo proof, 1958-59 Iraqi Republic 78 officials in multiples, 1967 Obligatory Tax for defence fund (SG T764) block of
four, 1967 flood relief 70+ stamps with various overprints including several very difficult issues, not widely available with
this overprint, 1971-72 46 overprint officials, 1975 Lawyers Society Stamps four values in blocks of four, 1976 five travel
funds revenue stamps, 1980 mint four value Lion of Babylon revenue block of four set, 1980 World Health day 35f anti
smoking campaign green color error, good selection of 1992-1997 Embargo overprint issues, including what appears to
be complete RA23 Dome of the Rock provisional revaluation overprints, approximately 85 FDC’s from 1950’s-1980’s,
typical mixed condition, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Israel, The Mazel Tov Cocktail of Stamps and Covers, 1948-. A mammoth meshugganah melange,
comprising a bit of everything making up Israeli postal history; to give a sense of just how much material is here, we
count 18 binders, 17 boxes plus numerous folders, plus loose—and that’s just the general covers, including First Day
Covers, pictorial and slogan cancels, meters, etc.; stamps include a selection of JNF items, First Issue blackprints, a
nice mostly used collection in two Minkus albums, a binder of manila stockpages filled with stock (often with tabs), and
glassine boxes of singles and tabs, plate blocks, tab singles and blocks; a strong showing of Revenues on document or
on piece; a broad array of postal stationery; 1978-88 Year Books; plus 15 binders of specialized covers ranging from
Space and Astronomy to JNF “Shai” covers to Post Office Openings in the West Bank, Sinai, Syria and Lebanon; even a
nice little holding of Judaica and Holy Land picture post cards; expect the occasional flaw, but generally well-stored and
preserved, bright and clean throughout, F.-V.F., ful fun sapreyziz. Shipping charges apply - weight 267.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Israel, Unsorted Box of Wonderful and Scarce Miscellanies. Containing various plate errors, a 1948
unadopted Helmet Issue Test Stamp in red, what appear to be several essays or proofs for unadopted designs, a TABIL
presentation folder with First Day-cancelled sheet, plus a sheet with a yellow background; some nice Revenues
(including a dry print), plate blocks, Bale #150 with doubling of insignia in tab, striking color varieties, and more, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, a fun lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Israel and Judaica, Judaica Labels and Pro-Palestinian Stamps Collection. Intriguing look at the coin’s
two sides; one binder of Judaica labels, ex-Beals Collection, about 150 in total, all annotated and most issues on their
own page, all in support of various Jewish charities including yeshivas and orphanages, Hadassah and Histadruth, war
victims and war veterans, anti-Nazi, etc.; plus a Supersafe stockbook of pro-Palestinian issues from across the Muslim
world; our quick count tallied 485 stamps of 27 sides, with issues from Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan, Yemen,
Malaysia, Guinea, Saudi Arabia, and many more, with themes such as Deir Yassin, Intifadas, Jerusalem and The Dome
of the Rock/Al-Aqsa Mosque, UNRWA and refugees, etc.; clean and sound throughout; Judaica including a number of
miniature sheets and even a booklet; pro-Palestine with some imperforates, deluxe sheets, souvenir sheets, and the
like, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Israel and Judaica, Esperanto & Dr. Zamenhof Topical Collection. Enticing little collection celebrating
the language and its chief proponent; we note poster stamps, four die proofs in different colors of Brazil’s 1945
Esperanto Congress issue, Brazil 1937 Esperanto 50th Anniversary issue center block of 12 plus imperforate top
margin block of four; Russia’s 1927 Esperanto stamp (1 mint, 2 on different covers), plus pages of postcards and covers
celebrating the language, written in the language, marking Congresses, etc.; several First Day Covers and poster
stamp-bearing covers round out the collection, F.-V.F. with better throughout, see it all online. Shipping charges apply weight 2.8 lbs.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Japan, Knee-high Nihon Stock Accumulation, 1872-1976. Thousands of stamps on hundreds of pages, a
boon for the eBay dealer or packet maker; items present as singles, blocks and part-sheets, with definitives,
commemoratives, National Parks (mostly post-war), sports, Airs from #C3, etc.; note 1923 Earthquake Emergency sets
(9), Fuji & Deer (both dies), extensive Tazawas and Showas, multiple Jingo issues and Famous Men sets, #B1-B3 (10),
even some Offices in China and Offices in Korea, plus mint 1940s souvenir sheet selections, #381 mint, etc.; for the
cancels enthusiast, we note blue “S1" and ”Y1" killers (one each) on 8¢ Hong Kong Queen Victoria issues,
socked-on-the-nose I.J.P.O. Shanghai cancels on #85-86, lcds, botas, crossroads, postal and telegraph cancels, plus
strikes in red, violet and blue; perforation varieties noted, with shades readily apparent; eight pages of Revenues and
Telegraphs add to the appeal, including one Revenue on document alongside a US 40¢ Documentary; no great rarities,
but an amazing amount of material whose catalogue value (and salability) adds up quickly, generally F.-V.F., an
enticing lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Korea, Interesting Mint Stock, 1949-1987. Many dozens of black stockcards containing mostly better sets,
singles and souvenir sheets of Korea, also a small section of earlier mint from the north. Almost all is NH and at least
F-VF. Korea mint includes; 98-105, 108 NH, block of four, 223-224 NH blocks, 229-230, 2 sets of blocks NH, 265-267
NH, 268-282 less 274 NH, 286a NH, 293a NH, 298-300 quantity of NH sets, 298a-300a NH, 304a NH, 305a (2 NH),
310a NH, 318a-320a NH quantity, 356-357 NH, 360//370, 396 NH, 400-401 NH, 545a (50 NH), 580-581a (25 NH),
617a-622a (4 NH), 680-683a NH, 718-720 NH, 744a-746a (5 NH), 1076 (3 NH), 1078 (3 NH), B1-B2 (12 NH sets),
C23-C26 (2 NH), C28 NH, C39-C42 NH. Stamps from the north between 10//29 include some quanties of each. A clean
inventory of very saleable material, perfect to sell online, Scott 2020, $7000+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Laos, Massive Highly Specialized Collection, 1951-2015. In ten large green Lindner albums, each with
slip case, with the first five volumes containing pre-1975 issues and the second group containing the post 1975 issues,
with interesting pre-1975 items consisting of 15 hand painted large die proofs (mostly artist signed, only an
estimated 5-7 of each produced), 39 deluxe proofs, 26 large die sunk proofs, 94 large die proofs, 64 imperf block
of four sheetlets, 258 imperforate or trial color singles, in chronological order as follows: 1952 souvenir booklet
containing souvenir sheets of 1-17, C2-4, J1-6, still sealed with Royaume Du Laos postal seal, plus 26 loose souvenir
sheets, 25-26, C13, perforated and imperforate sets, 27-29, C20-21, perforated and imperforate sets, 32 large die
proof, signed by engraver Pheulpin, 34-36, C24-26, hand colored large die proofs, each signed by engraver Pheulpin,
34-36, C24-26 set with 21 progressive color proofs with strips of three of each values plus singles of airmails, 40, hand
colored large die proofs, each signed by engraver Pheulpin, 39-40 deluxe proof, 39 deluxe proof, 37-40 set of
progressive proof singles, 41-47 large die proofs (some with two of each when color varieties exist), each signed by
engraver Pheulpin, complete set of imperf singles and several progressive color proofs of each value, 41//47 six of the
seven values in hand colored large die proofs, 41-47 complete set of deluxe proofs, 51 die proof in black, signed by
engraver Pheulpin, 74-76 imperf souvenir sheet, 74-76 set of deluxe proofs, 77-80 set of imperforate and perforated
souvenir sheets, 84b, 85-87 deluxe proofs, 95a perforate and imperforate souvenir sheets, 100, C43-45 perforate and
imperforate souvenir sheets, 104-7 imperf mini sheets of four, 104-7 deluxe sheet set, 126 trial color proof strip of five,
126-28 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, 129-32 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of
imperf blocks of four, 133-36 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, 137-40 set of deluxe sheets
and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, 141-44 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, 144 large
die proofs, each signed by engraver Pheulpin, 145-47 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four,
152-55 deluxe proof set, 168-70 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, 163-67 deluxe proof set,
most stamps from this point on contain perforate and imperforate sets, along with deluxe proofs, 195 large black die
proof, signed by engraver Monvoisin, 224 large die proof in violet, signed by engraver Pheulpin, 225 large die proof in
green, signed by engraver Pheulpin, starting in about 1975 deluxe proofs were phased out and collection contains
perforated and imperforate along with any souvenir sheet or special sheetlet known, the rare 1985 overprints (only
missing 675J): 675A-I, 675K-L, B6-8 set of deluxe sheets and mini sheets of imperf blocks of four, B9-11 deluxe proof
set, C1 with two trial color proofs, C14-19 16 progressive color proofs with proofs of each denomination, C14-19 large
die proof, all but C17 signed by engraver Pheulpin, C22-23, perforated and imperforate sets, C22 large die proof,
C27-29 hand colored large die proofs, each signed by engraver Pheulpin, five progressive color proofs of C27, four
progressive color proofs of C28, five progressive color proofs of C29, seven progressive color proofs of C30, plus
C27-28 large progressive color proof blocks of 10, C47-51 set of imperfs and set of deluxe sheets, C75 large die proof,
singed by engraver, C84 large die proof in orange, singed by engraver Pheulpin and J7 large die proof, signed by
engraver Pheulpin. Very fresh with many beautiful hand colored and early deluxe proofs of the beautifully engraved
early issues, o.g., mostly never hinged, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 68.4 lbs. Scott $29,000 ++
(Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Liberia, One-of-a-Kind Proofs Holding. In two large sheet binders filled with dozens of complete, unique
items from the Wright Bank Note Company Archives; note proofs of sheets, souvenir sheets, and multi-design proofs,
color separations or partial designs, loads of penciled or penned comments and critiques, numerous final approvals for
design and/or color, etc.; strong Topical interest, with Kennedy, Space and Churchill the main areas of focus; be sure to
view the lot in full on our website—you’ll not see its like again, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6
lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Libya, Triply Delightful Postal History Collection, 1912-83. Requiring seven volumes to hold it all; begins
with a binder of 1912-20 Italian Administration items, with commercial mail and picture post cards, plus a wealth of
war-related items including censors, propaganda cards, and more; followed by a second binder of WWII-era British
administration (1944-51), with BMA Tripoli, Eritrea, Morocco Agencies and Tangier overprints, some First Day Covers,
etc.; these rounded out by an additional binder of earlier covers plus a four-volume holding of 1955-83 covers; generally
fresh and sound, the earlier material a fascinating history lesson, the later difficult modern material, F.-V.F. or better, get
a taste online. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Mongolia, Magnificent Semi-Specialized Collection, 1924-59. In a handsome old-style album, solidly
complete with duplication and varieties to tempt the specialist; well-presented on homemade quadrille pages; begins
with two Imperial Russian stamps used in Mongolia (one on piece, both with clean cancels), followed by an exquisite
page of First Issues mint/unused, the 5¢ without defacing horizontal perforations, the 2¢ in shades plus an imperforate
with triple impression of gray, and a perf 10 example with frames omitted, bottom margin strip of three perfined
“Obrazets” (Specimen); two perf 10 examples of the 5¢ (one each mint and used); Revenues both as-issued (most
used) and overprinted in black, violet or red for postal use; most issues duplicated with pairs, strips or blocks, color
shades, a mix of cancel types, etc., etc.; finishes with never hinged #175a and #181 var (vertically imperforate at
margin); fresh and clean throughout; a wonderful holding of this popular material, Very Fine overall, imaged in full
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Mongolia, Fabulous Assembly of Specialized Proofs, 1970s-90s. Incredible specialist’s assemblage of
several dozen or more proofs, mostly produced by Kultura Company Printers in Budapest, plus artist’s proofs, mock-up
and corrected proofs, die proofs, color separation proofs, imperforate proofs, etc.; a rich gathering of material, all very
limited in terms of numbers produced, with some others potentially unique; enormous Topical appeal, Very Fine, be
sure to review one of the volumes complete on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Mongolia, Magnificent Postal History Collection, ca. 1950s-60s. Comprising 88 selected-for-interest
covers, each and every one superbly and professionally described, and beautifully presented in two binders; included
are not only scarce to rare stamps found on cover, but detailed analysis of cancellations, rare origins, rare early
cacheted envelopes, late usages on cover of stamps found in various Post Offices, such as #99 used on 1959 cover to
Shanghai; small towns such as 1959 cover from Erdene Tsagaan to Huhhot, a 1958 cover from Zuun Kharaa to
Manchuria and several other noted as the only known examples; #111 on 1958 cover, 1958 Bulgan Hangai to Toronto
cover, a 1957 stampless with boxed “ULAN-BATAR/T.P.” (all in capitals) handstamp, the only recorded example, and
many, many others of a similar ilk; simply put, a magnificent keepsake collection, remarkably presented and
researched, F.-V.F. or better, imaged in full online for you to evaluate. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
Mongolia, Highly Unusual, Exotic Cover Selection, ca. 1940s-2001. A fascinating and seldom-offered
type of lot, comprising eight plastic binders containing approximately 510 neatly presented Mongolian First Day Covers
from 1958-2001; within this group is an excellent overall run of sets and premium souvenir sheets present, without
duplication, which on the surface may not sound exciting, but a run like this is rarely seen; most First Day Covers are
cacheted and unaddressed, though a smaller amount are Registered Airmail covers, mostly to New York or London; the
final two binders are either picture post cards or envelopes, mostly 1940s-70s vintage, about 18 items in all, some
displaying frankings with 30-year-old (or more) stamps (!), Very Fine, a fun lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.8 lbs.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Mongolia, Fantastic Very Different Collection, 1943-2010. A truly unique and excellent collection in two
parts, the first being an amazingly comprehensive all-mint never hinged collection, 1960-2010, perfectly assembled
on album pages in eight nice binders; 1960-95 doesn’t have an empty space—believe it or not, this is not an easy
accomplishment when you add the scarce miniature sheets into the equation; from 1995-2005 the stray, odd set may be
missing, but all is there; the second part of this holding is a black stockbook which contains a wealth of premium items
such as used #75-78 (2), 87-89 (2), 90, 91-96, 100-101, 110-115, 136-139, plus mint #83 (3), 90 (2), 102 (5), 103 (2),
114-115, 121-126 (less #125, three of these), 137 tête-bêche pair, 141 (11 blocks of four), 144-148 (blocks plus
singles), and lots more, largely Very Fine, a super lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.8 lbs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Mongolia, Comprehensive Mainly Mint Collection, 1924-2001. A truly wonderful collection of several
thousan 98% mint stamps with only a few early issues used very neatly mounted in two well filled thick Scott albums.
The vast majority are VF, never hinged. Begins with these highlights mint, Scott #1-7, 16-20, 16a, 17a, both 16b & 18b
are the red overprint listed but unpriced in Scott, 32, 36, 39, 40, 44a, 62-74, 83, 90, 102-103, 114-115, 121-126, less
125, 127-135, 137, 140-143, 146-148, 174-178. From 1959 through 2000 looks almost complete as a very few may be
needed upon caeful checking. The few used highlights include: 16a, 18a-21a, 17b, 19b-20b listed in Scott but unpriced,
21, 32-35, 41, 42-44, 47-52, 59, 60a adn 61. Rarely offered this complete adn needs only a small number of earlier
issues for completion. quality is exceptional F-VF or better, o.g. or mainly NH. Well worth consideration.
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
Mongolia, Remarkable Two-Part Specialist’s Postal History Selection, ca. 1950s-80s. A superb
holding, broken into two parts; the first being 39 very select, impeccably and thoroughly described covers, all postally
used, including usages from Ulan Baatar, Baian Uui Sum, Gobi Altai, Xhongor Aimag, Dariganga, Kargalant-Sum,
Dorno Gobi, Choibalsan, Umnu-Gobi, etc., with many of the smallest remote locations using a wide range of older
stamps some 30 years after their issuance; this group provides an education unto itself, with every item select; the
second section, perhaps consisting of 100 items, contains native picture post cards, propaganda cards, First Day
Covers, along with a healthy portion of commercial mail, with lots of premium items, though not with the extraordinary
write-ups of the first group; a super lot of exotic, uncommon material, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight. Shipping charges
apply - weight 6.2 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Mongolia, Valuable Premium Selection to 1956. Exceptional specialist’s assemblage housed in a single
standard-size counterbook, mint and used, and chock-full of premium such as mint #16-21, 16a-21a, 62-74 plus
duplicates, duplicated #74A with multiples, #74D (6), 74F (6), 74G (4), 74H (6), 74J (6), 83 (22 examples), 102-103 &
114-115 in blocks, #134 block of 20 plus two blocks of four, plus used #32-44, etc., etc., with even a bit of Touva included
as well, bulk largely F.-V.F., imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Mongolia, Huge Commercial Mail Postal History Selection, ca. 1960s-90s. Very substantial specialist’s
holding of approximately 400 or so commercially used covers, offering an extraordinary range of town cancels, wild and
colorful franking combinations (including numerous issues used properly on covers long after their issuance dates); we
also note many scarce and lovely envelope cachets for various events; various Registered, Airmail and other auxiliary
markings, etc.; a wonderful group for the specialist, available in quantities rarely encountered, F.-V.F., an exceptional
lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Persia, Enormous & Superb Specialized Collection, 1855-1939. 1000’s of items, all keenly presented and
annotated in one large album; begins with a rare 1855 Persia Postal Service presentation panel to the 3rd UPU
Congress in Lisbon, an elegant and elusive item; then onto 1865 Riesler’s & Barre essays; extensive, duplicated
1870-76 Lion issues, including reprints and reference items; from here coverage is specialized by issue with many
elusive genuine stamps, identified forgeries, perforation varieties, errors, essays, unissued sets and singles, plus
Officials, Parcel Post, Bushive issues, stationery airmail and more; everything beautifully presented, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Trucial States, The Rock the Casbah Mostly Mint Stock. A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, 32 binders or
stockbooks of Ajman (9, one with Manama), Fujeira (9), Ras al-Khaima (2), Sharjah (6) and Umm al-Qiwain (6),
chock-full of issued stamps and souvenir sheets, imperforates, blocks, part-sheets, and full sheets, overprints,
thematics, foils and more; and unlike most such holdings from the region, while you’ll find CTO singles and sheets
sprinkled in, the overwhelming majority of this stock is mint never hinged—and there even appear to be a few actually
used; a few items jumbled and bumped, but generally fresh and sound, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Sharif will most
definitely like this one. Shipping charges apply - weight 106 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Trucial States, Fantastic, No, Amazing Arab Gulf Nations Collections of Commercial Mail & First Day
Covers. An extraordinary assembly of approximately 900 commercial covers or First Day Covers, with many scarce to
rare items, from Ajman, Fujeira, Umm al-Qiwain, Sharjah, etc.; we note a wonderful, clean, superbly franked variety of
Registered #10-size Airmail covers (bulk to the US, but also Lebanon, etc.), including coverage from about 1964 mostly
through the ‘70s; we note unlisted imperforate covers, First Day Covers and souvenir sheets, foils, amazing franking
combinations, etc., including two unusual binders of Post Office flyers and new issue bulletins; everything is neatly
presented in 14 binders, largely Very Fine, nearly impossible to duplicate, with many items noted by the late specialist,
Leo Malz, as being scarce to RRR! Shipping charges apply - weight 38.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Trucial States, Mostly Mint Arabian Gulf Collection, 1964-72. Presented in four Minkus albums and
comprising Yemen (both PDRY and YAR) and Trucial States, along with South Arabia Kathiri and Qu’aiti States; solidly
filled South Arabia, plus highly or near-complete Sharjah, Ras al-Khaima and Sharjah; Ajman, Dubai and Fujeira are
near-complete to 1968, with coverage more sporadic thereafter; Manama lags behind but it, as with the other Trucials,
includes numerous souvenir sheets and gold foil issues; fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine overall, worth a look, ex
Winston. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Turkey, Extensive, Specialized Old-Time Collection of Ottoman Postmarks in the Middle East.
Fantastic and equally fascinating collection of well over 800 Turkish stamps selected to show usages in the 1869-1918
period throughout the Arab world, all housed in four stockbooks plus a stack of black stockcards; we note a separate
volume of usages from Saudi Arabia (over 100 examples), plus a second volume of hundreds used in Syria and
Lebanon, plus additional noted usages in Alexandretta, Lattakia, Libya, etc.; also includes a bit of classic Turkey proper
not figured in the above; an absolutely terrific specialist’s lot which would be quite difficult to duplicate, generally F.-V.F.
or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Turkey, Superb, Beautifully Presented Specialized Collection, 1863-1953. Mint and used collection of
thousands, highly comprehensive, housed on a single volume; begins with strong duplication of first issues, plus
excellent overprint types of early “EmpOttoman” issues; mint sets, overprint and bisect usage, imperforates, later
Tungra issues, crescent overprints; excellent runs of later pictorial commemorative mint sets to 1953; we also find
strong back of book with semi-officials, airmail, postage due, military, postal tax; lots of revenues plus covers, etc;
wonderful lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Turkey, Ottoman Hejaz Revenues on Document, 1890-1930. An exceptional two-volume collection, one
binder featuring 57 items, including Hejaz stamps with many scarce cancels, plus a second volume with 37 items of
Turkish Ottoman Hejaz, the latter all pre-1914; 94 items in all comprising bank, legal and military forms among others; a
wonderful specialist’s group, Very Fine overall, imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

You can bid live via the internet at www.StampAuctionNetwork.com.
Be sure and register beforehand with Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions and be approved first
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Yemen and Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen, Cover Collection, 1911-1990’s. In seven albums
containing many hundreds of covers, with the usual first day covers and an amazing postally used cover section from
early to mid 1960’s, with one album filled with 80+ covers (mostly postally used) from Bruce Chalmers, AKA Lt. Colonel
Condé and later Brigadier General (and self described as) the Prince of Condé, this colorful aspiring French aristocrat
claimed lineage to the French throne as well as the Ukrainian and Russian thrones through marriage. He is known for
setting up the Yemen and Sharjah post offices in the 1960’s as a new revenue source for both countries and was a
participant in the North Yemen civil war in the 1960’s, many of these covers contain fascinating supplementary
markings, with “Delayed in Transit, Through Enemy Lines” hand stamps, many postmarks from military camps, Royal
Mail postmarks, official Ministry of Communications or Ministry of Information corner cards, Field Hospital postmarks,
etc., another album contains used stamps and covers of South Arabia (currently Republic of Yemen) with some difficult
postally used usages, mostly going overseas, a few local usages, eight government service (free frank) entires, and
three visa pages from passports serviced and stamped with revenue stamps, one album with postally used first day
covers from Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen in the final years of the Civil War, some with various military camp and a
couple with “delayed in transit via Rub’al-Khli Desert route to Oman Coast”, one album with early Yemen 1960-61
covers with some very scarce complete souvenir sheet FDC’s as well the very rare imperf 1964 JFK space sets (in black
and in red brown) and souvenir sheets FDC’s (Michel 332-34, Block 21, 405-8), as well as some modern 1990’s first day
covers, the final two albums are space topical from Yemen Kingdom in one album and Yemen Arab Republic in the
other album, both from approximately 1963-1970 and finally there are many loose covers with approximately 40 airmail
and regular issue covers from late 1930’s or 1940’s, plus an additional 6 Yemen civil war covers with delayed in transit
markings and finally a 1911 postcard, franked with Turkish stamp with Hodeidah picture and postmark, addressed to
Paris, a remarkable collection with many scarce covers that are rarely available in todays retail market, generally
F.-V.F., from the Leo Malz collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Yemen and Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen, Collection, 1920’s-1970’s. Housed in 21 old time manila
stockbooks, with very strong six albums, that run roughly from forerunner issues to early 1960’s Republic issues, with
many great $30-$40 sets in larger quantities, starting with a manila page full of Turkish stamps from the 1910’s with
various Yemen cancels, each neatly sorted into glassine and sorted by city, followed by a page of 1926 issues, with
several reprints along with a single used on piece and a single used on small cover, many 1930’s issues in blocks and
multiples with several plate blocks, imperforate issues, etc., page of 1947 not official issued set (14+ sets), various
1939-40’s surcharges, page of handstamp overprints on 1962 Republic issues, 49-52 (45+ imperforate sets), Michel
328-29 (34 sets), Michel 256-65 (9 sets), Michel 266-70 (25 sets), Michel 325-27 (7 sets), Michel block 16 (6 with red
overprint, 4 with double black overprint, 12 with red inverted overprint), Michel 114B-21B (three pages packed with perf
and imperf sets), C10 (31 imperforate stamps), stock page packed with mint and used C1-2 in blocks and singles, stock
page full of 1942 postage dues, with a page of unlisted overprint of plane with 1954 Officiel. Usual mixed condition and
centering, most of the value will not be found in the Scott catalog, so if you are the high bidder, you will want to pick up a
Michel Gulf States catalog if you don’t already have one and prepare to find massive cumulate value when properly
sorted and added up, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., from the Leo Malz collection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 69.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Yemen, South Arabia and Yemen (Kingdom), Specialized Stock, 1930-2004. Filling 7 counter books, 10
smaller stockbooks and 3 large stockbooks, filled with Yemen, South Arabia and Kingdom issues, with many errors,
overprint varieties, proofs, civil war emergency issues and modern postage issues, many of these stamps are not listed
in Scott and some appear not to be even listed in Michel, with Scott 7-23, 31-43 set of plate blocks, sheet file folder filled
several large glassine envelopes of 1939 issues with various 1954 and 1959 surcharges, some inverted overprints or
printed diagonally, varieties, on German Quatrefoils watermarked paper, etc., group of 1967 poison tax overprints on
approximately 100 Yemen (Kingdom) issues, Yemen 639-42 PDR overprints, and so much more, a great stock for the
advanced specialist of this area, generally F.-V.F., from Leo Malz collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 67.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Africa, an Assembly of Proofs and Imperforates, 1953-71. Including nearly 150 artist’s proofs and
épreuves de luxe, comprising Algeria (2) with B83 signed artist’s proof in black, Cameroun (21) with C31 artist’s proofs x
15 in different single colors or shades, Central African Republic (12), Chad (5), Comoro Island, Congo Republic (2),
Dahomey (12), Gabon (8), Ivory Coast (3), Madagascar (2), Mali (8), Mauritania (5), Morocco (8) with 1963 Freedom
from Hunger artist’s proof of 50c essay in sepia, Niger (6), Senegal (7), Somali Coast (18) #268//286 and C20//C23
signed artist’s proofs in different colors, Togo (16), Tunisia, and Upper Volta (13), also a group of imperforates with
multiples, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
Africa, Independent Nations, Impressive Mint Inventory, 1950’s up. A high end inventory of only better
sets, singles and booklets from over a dozen countries comprised of several hundred black display cards with stamps
neatly mounted on each and ready for resale, looks 99% never hinged and mainly sets over $10 each with most in the
higher ranges. Condition is uniformly F-VF or better. We note Ghana, Lesotho, Liberia, Maalawi, Rwanda, Zambia,
Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Zaire, Nigeria, Nyussa plus a bonus section of Palau, Marshall Islands adn Micronesia all
with decent value. Well worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Excellent & Substantial Old-Time Dealer’s Pickings. Lovely and wide-ranging assemblage of
perhaps 1400 or so items, all neatly presented, generally by country, on 37 6" x 9" stockcards; we note useful China (12
cards) with Local Posts, etc., the bulk of value in China proper including mint #5, used #9, 1c and 2c Red Revenues, plus
some Dowagers, Shanghai, etc.; Japan (12 cards) includes nice Cherry Blossoms, Kobans and Chrysanthemums, with
better mint values, cancels, Revenues, etc.; we also note good Hong Kong (8 cards) with better Queen Victorias,
cancels and Revenues; Thailand (2½ cards) with all earlies, numerous Kedah usages, plus a showing of Nepal, Tuva,
Mongolia, etc.; nice mix of popular material, generally F.-V.F., be sure to see it all online. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Asia, Diverse and Interesting Accumulation, 1860’s-1970’s. Nice lot of unusual sections, with complete
sheets of Korea 59-60, 61, 63, a nice group of 7 Japanese Chrysanthemum issues franking covers used from Korea, a
nice group of 1980’s PRC flight covers, an attractive group of approximately 30 Korean commercial covers, mostly from
the 1950’s - 70’s, a wide ranging selection of approximately 120 Japanese postal or picture postcards, mostly from the
early to mid 20th century, though several attractive examples noted, a large quantity of Japan Scott #355 imperf, many
100’s in all, a meaty group of mostly used Japanese Koban’s Chrysanthemums and Tazawa issues, unchecked for
cancels, with a few nice mint surprises. Additionally, there are approximately 100 Japanese miscellaneous covers,
mostly from the 1930’s - 60’s with a wide range of usages. Finally, we found a blue binder with a nice range of more
interesting, mostly from Japan, but with several nice Korean items as well. Interesting holding, well suited for
breakdown., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Asia, Odds and Ends Accumulation, late 19th Century to 2004. Interesting group of little odds and ends,
small partial collections, groups of covers, postal cards and postcards (including some interesting picture postcards),
groups of stamps on stock pages, groups of glassines filled with stamp sets, occasional souvenir sheets, etc., with eye
catching items as follows: China group of three passports used to travel the world from 1950 to 1970’s with many trips to
Western Europe, Brazil and the U.S., group of earlier covers with 6 picture postcards from U.S. Postal Agency Shanghai
China, 28 covers from late 1930’s-1940’s and 7 early used and unused postal cards from 1900’s-1920’s, two volumes of
China with first album containing many early Imperial surcharges, early Republic and early Treaty Port issues, each on
102 card and filling binder of stock pages, plus 14 black stockpages of early Republic of China issues, second volume
contains Republic of China used from 1990-2004, Republic of China 1448-9, 1471-74, Formosa Boy Scout 1947 (4
sets) of 1947 sheets, Yunnan 45-48, 98-101, PRC many early 1950’s reprints, Scott 1557-72 (T44 set), Japan covers,
two Karl Lewis hand painted covers (C11 and C14), 1919 Dove issue on Rural farming and couple with dove postcard,
early Geisha picture postcard, two early 1910’s Okayama picture postcards, 16 early 1900’s to 1940’s covers or
postcards, several with censors and with Germany or U.S. destinations, four 1908-12 postal cards to Germany via Hong
Kong or Siberia, better singles include 57, 139, 150-51, 5 park souvenir sheets with folders including 288a, 311a, 381a,
385a, 479 (2), 498a, 636A, Korea 91-92, four Korea-American War propaganda leaflets and group of Grim Reapers
Association (Korea) 13th Bombardment stationary, Vietnam 61 Viet Minh issues from 1945-48 (1L1//1L61), usual
mixed centering and condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Asia, Large Accumulation, late 19th century to 2001. Great group of stamps, filled with varieties and
scarcities that are not usually available on the market and should add spice to your collection or inventory if you are the
lucky winner of this lot. These stamps were accumulated by a lover of the esoteric, with Afghanistan 496/505 group of
four sports printer’s chromaline two color proofs, 473, 482, 549 and 551 Buzkashi sheets of 25, 91 1986-89 Kniga
signed perforated (with different perfs than issued stamps) mounted on signed printers proof, only 10 sets of each
prepared (only 3-4 of which were released to collectors), F9 complete sheet of 56, RA5-7 group of complete sheets,
RA9-10 complete sheets, group of 7 postally used covers, many imperforate complete sets, Burma collection of 168
stamps on album pages, military, interim officials, 1989 unissued costumes, mint, Japanese occupation peacock SG
types identified (SG £850+ if genuine), also 1943 2c imperf pair, revenue, etc, 1942 occupation cover with Scott 1N4
tied to Japanese Special Service Post cover to Rangoon, China approximately 500 China Republic and early PRC
stamps in two stock books, Northeast China 1L125 block of 25 and 1L130 sheet of 100, Hong Kong mint QEII partial set
with $5 and $10, India Jaipur State 40+ used postal cards and 39 Merchant postcards, with town cancels from
1930’s-1940’s, thousands of stamps of India 1971 refugee relief mint stamps with various errors, double and triple
prints, printed on back, printed sideways, inverted, many varieties, etc., Japan 283a (5 1938 souvenir sheets with
folders), small stockbook of pre WWII used issues, small shirt box filled with 1960’s-1970’s Japanese postage, nice
omnibus collection of 1970 Osaka from various worldwide countries commemorating the stamp show, Four 1960’s-80’s
North Korean covers (three appear postally used) and stockpage with some earlier issues, envelopes of what appears
to be yearsets from 1976-91, 1996-2001 with stockbook and stock pages of mint issues, mint collection from 1976-83,
small stockbook of earlier propaganda postage stamps from the 1970’s-80’s and many first day covers and mint sets,
Laos Michel Block 5 Kings gold foil souvenir sheet, Nepal 6 forgery sheets of early classic issues, Scott 119 imperforate
pair, block of four and full sheet (6 with watermark variety), Philippines set of 10 Internal Revenue stamps, Tibet 8
forgery sheets of early classic issues, Vietnam C5-9 exploded set of imperforate sheetlets from booklet, North
Vietnam four stock pages of stamps issued after the French Expulsion and during American War, several proofs of
Scott 1507 Lighthouse stamp, and more, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Country Collections. Including Israel, Korea, Laos, Mongolia, Philippines, Thailand and Yemen plus
a group of circuit pages with miscellaneous Asian sets and singles, issues to the 1990s primarily on homemade pages
(Israel to 2000s) and with some better as Israel 7-9 used, 16 mint, Korea 40-43 used, Philippines Spanish and US
administrations plus Republic issues and including some 1945/45 philatelic covers and FDC, Thailand 5 used, 269-71
NH, 278-82 mint, 291-95 mint, 309-14 mint, very strong mint 1960s/70s with many better mint sets and singles including
many NH, etc., usual mixed condition in the early issues but generally F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
Middle East, Massive Accumulation, 19th century to 2000’s. Many thousands (perhaps tens of
thousands of stamps) in sets, souvenir sheets, essays, proofs, errors, freaks, many topicals, varieties, collections,
stocks, folders of sheets, etcetera. This collector gravitated toward the unusual, so many of his interests were areas that
were not widely available in many places, so expect to find very unusual items you may never see in this large of a
quantity again. A few highlights include: Dubai set of nine photograph unissued essays, 1964 Space double overprint
varieties, set of sheets of 1963 WHO and Freedom from Hunger issues, 1964 Olympics hundreds of stamps with many
overprint varieties with inverted, double prints, shifts, partially omitted verbiage, etc., small box filled with over 100 and
possibly hundreds of early 1960’s souvenir sheets, with various printing varieties, many unused aerograms, Israel
small collection of 74 Ottoman Empire stamps cancelled in Palestine, Jordan 435 1964 Space imperforate complete
sheet, Kuwait 392 double print (3), Libya, small stockbook filled with mint and used stamps from 1950’s-60’s, Lebanon
C758-87 (2 sets),Qatar 42-46 (7 sets), 60a double brown and black inscription, many early fish trial color and color
omitted varieties, 1966 Internal Coop Year, 15 perf and 15 imperf sheetlets, perf black UN 20th Anniversary overprint
(26 sheets), perf and imperf red UN 20th Anniversary overprint sheetlets, 108G pair (with and without overprint), 232-27
four trial color proof sets,Ras Al Khaima 1965 International Coop Year set of sheets, Saudi Arabia 730 var, center
printed in black and blue, collection on Minkus pages, from early Hejaz issues to 1980’s, Syria collection of used stamps
and covers, each with clear town cancels and organized by town cancel, small stock book of French era Syria overprint
errors (inverted, printed on reverse, etc.), United Arab Emirates 1-12 (5 complete sets), many common mixed with
occasional errors, proofs, souvenir sheets, large multiples, albums, etc., with four Volumes of Egyptology, Revenue
album, filled with Syria, Lebanon, Egypt with several revenue documents with birth certificate, 1966 University of
Baghdad College of Medicine diploma tax certificate, visa stamps on passport pages, and other interesting documents,
small stock of complete mint sets of Kuwait, Oman and Iraq on 102 cards, small stock book of Trucial States errors and
freaks, two Scott specialty albums, one filled with Aden, Southern Yemen, Bahrain, Qatar, Muscat and Oman, Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, etc., the other album containing War of Liberation of Egypt, Iraq and Transjordan, from Leo Malz collection,
generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Aden-to-Yemen Space-themed Compilation. A Magellanic Cloud of astrophilately material, with
thousands of items from the southern Arabian Peninsula, encompassing Aden, all the Trucial States, and Yemen; the
dealer will find nothing nebulous here, as every issue is in its own glassine with typed identification by Michel number;
the galaxy of material includes souvenir sheets, deluxe sheets, imperforate blocks, missing colors, etc., along with
issued items; all mint with tremendous variety and a stellar cumulative catalogue value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
your own ready-made Space station. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
Middle East, Mostly Mint Collection, 1950-2000. A wonderous collection housed in 11 stockbooks and on
pages; we begin this journey with Aden #1-10, 16-27a, 30-31; Kathiri State #1-11; Qu’aiti #29-40, 41-52; Bahrain
#247a, 256, 295, 301, 313, 348, 492 (2), 586; UAE #13-24, 36-39, 40-42, 46a, 69-82, 116, 537-541; Kuwait, Oman
#25-26, 63 (block of four), 94-105 (2), 106-109 (blocks of four), 110-121 (2), 122 inverted overprint, 139-150, 160
perforated color proof with double overprint, 200-203 deluxe imperforate, 220a, 310a, 329a; Qatar #37-41, 69-85, 98
(2), 104B, 127-127E, 187a, 190-195, 206-211, 232-237, plus dozens of varieties; duplication of even expensive stamps
and sheets; if you deal in Middle East, this one’s for you—the buy of the year, F.-V.F., see a sample online. Shipping
charges apply - weight 24.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Middle East, Large Cover and Revenue Stamped Paper Accumulation, Late 19th Century To 2000’s.
Strong group if you like early or modern Middle East, with many thousands of covers, from early Classic Ottoman and
European Colonial period to 2000’s with scarce modern usages and many great sections between, with approximately
300 better covers from Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan, Ottoman Empire, etc. filled with better covers ranging from $10
up to a couple better covers that Leo marked with a retail price of $300, two small Dubai cover collections with FDC’s
from 1964-1972 and 1964 Boy Scouts Postal Stationary with errors, proofs, unissued, etc., nice group of Palestine with
many registered, censored, postcards, etc., early Israel covers, as well as 17 early Ottoman Empire (in Palestine) or
European Countries with offices in Palestine (German, Italian and Austrian), approximately 150 Libia covers from 1952
to 1980’s, 150-200 mostly 1960’s covers from countries that later mostly joint together to form United Arab Emirates that
are so difficult to find postally used, including Fujeira, Umm Al Qiwain, Yemen and Ajman, 150+ United Arab
Emirates covers from the 1990’s to early 2000’s, approximately 100 large Kuwait covers from 90’s-00’s, 30+ mostly
1950’s covers from Saudi Arabia to USA, mostly ARAMCO corner card or return address, 100+ Oman covers (mostly
to Bangladesh) from 1980’s to 2000’s, approximately 250+ covers addressed to Voice of America in Washington D.C.,
USA from hot spots around future hotspots around the Middle East, like Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, etc., 3000+ 1990’s
covers from Egypt (addressed to Green Card Information in Los Angeles, Ca.), Aden 30+ 1955-57 forces airmail
covers from various military bases or hospitals, 99 Jordan covers with various town cancels from the 1950’s, 100++ Iraq
covers from early Mesopotamia period to Suddam Hussain era, Revenue Documents, with various parcel receipts
with over a dozen Sudan / Egypt, approximately 135 dispatch notes (customs forms) from United Arab Emirates
(Sharjah, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Ajman, Umm Al Qiwain, Fujeirah), 50+ Kuwait parcel receipts, Bahrain 24 dispatch note
(customs forms) from late 1980’s with high value postage stamp denominations, approximately 250+ Egypt
commercial documents franked with many hundreds of stamps, with various revenue stamps, with customs, receipts,
import/export or exchange documents in several different languages, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
South East Asia, An Assembly of Proofs and Imperforates, 1956-70. Comprising Cambodia with 19
épreuves de luxe including 1965 unissued International Cooperation Year 3r to 9r, and Laos with 4 épreuves de luxe
including 1963 Freedom from Hunger miniature sheet on thick card and issued perf. and imperf. (two) miniature sheets
each with left panel of $5 in green (#84b), all with “Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste. Paris” imprints, o.g., n.h.,
one has disturbed gum, also a small group of imperforates with blocks of four, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Argentina, Alluring Array of Stamps and Covers. A wonderfully wide-ranging and eclectic group of
material, spanning from an 1859 stampless cover to France, to a 1990 error on cover, with wonderful material in
between; stamps offer a sizable group of imperforates (most pairs or blocks) from the late 1940s to mid-1960s that
include several trial color proofs, a full sheet of Buenos Aires forgeries, a photographic essay for the 1p UPU Congress
issue (accepted after typographical changes), #562 with a striking pre-printing fold, a bottom margin block of four #594
with an extra island on the bottom stamps, #468c and 468d, a lovely four-page specialized study of the Port Rosario
issue with perforation and watermark varieties, #797 with red omitted, Telegraphs and Revenues, perfins and
Specimens, and more; the 30 covers offer First Flights including 1929 Argentina to Chile signed by pilot Guillaumet,
NYRBA and Panagra covers, two First Day Covers bearing #90 or 90 & 91, several gorgeous multi-color frankings, a
Charity stamp on cover, a 2c Revolution issue on cover to New York, postal stationery, a range of services, etc., F.-V.F.
with better throughout, well worth review; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Brazil, The Blame It on the Bossa Nova Collection, 1843-1982. In a slipcased Scott Specialty album,
intact from the Leo Maltz collection, an old-fashioned quality-conscious philatelist; postally used, about 98% complete,
with many beautiful cancellations, beginning with three genuine and desirable Bulls-Eyes; includes (used): #1-3, 7-10,
21-28, 37-40, 47, 53-60, 61-67, 68-78, 79-81, 82-85, 86-91, 93-98, 99-108, 141-145, 151-158, 240, 342-355, 364, 374,
B1-B4, C1-C6, C7-C16, C53, C73A, J1-J9, etc., along with many souvenir sheets; some mint o.g. items include
#1CL1-1CL7 and 3CL23-3CL24, o.g., overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Brazil, Southern Cross, 1890, Enticing Compilation (99-108). Over 350 items—including pairs, strips,
etc.—neatly arranged on attractive homemade pages; collection comprises each of the values in the set, with multiple
shade and perforation varieties, a solid array of cancel locations and types, paper shades, etc.; note town postmarks,
railway (Ambulante) markings, various boxed straightlines, numerous used pairs (plus a used strip of three of the 200r
value); mint 20r pair and strips of three (2), plus block of four of the 700r chestnut brown, and much more besides,
generally F.-V.F. or better, a lovely study of this iconic issue; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Brazil, Sensational Selection of Southern Cross usages, 1890-99 (99//158). 30 covers or stationery
items, all franked by this iconic Brazilian issue; we note single and mixed frankings, postal cards and stationery uprated,
multi-value frankings, etc.; destinations are mainly to Germany, but domestic usages are also present, as are
destinations such as Hungary, Nova Scotia, France, UK, US, Portugal—even Reval, Russia (!); among the original
issue we find the 20r, 50r, 100r, 200r, 300r and 700r values, as well as a 500r bisect used in conjunction with a 50r on a
local Rio cover; the Provisional issues include 100r on 50r, 300r on 200r, 700r on 500r, 1000r on 700r chocolate, 2000r
on 1000r, plus a 50r on 20r used, with others, alongside a Provisional 700r Newspaper stamp; many Registered covers,
several with additional “AR” handstamps; generally fresh, with a range of cancels and markings to please the most
ardent cover lover, Very Fine, a remarkable holding; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Brazil, Valuable Dealer Stock. In two red boxes. Excellent and valuable dealer show stock on many Scott
numbered and priced “102" cards; begins with a wonderful range of genuine, duplicated Bulls Eyes; extensive Goats
Eyes; and strong from there; plenty of value here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Chile, Superb, Keenly Assembled Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1970. Includes excellent specialized
Columbus heads with varieties, reprints, etc; also includes lots of premium sets; cancels, telegraph stamps, Officially
sealed, AR stamps with varieties, overprint varieties; comprehensive airmails, good postage dues, Officials, miniature
sheets, stationary cut squares, revenues, etc, a very often overlooked Country whioch here is well-represented,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Colombia and States, Magnificent Highly Specialized Collection, 1859-1959. Clean and remarkable
mint and used collection in a Scott album, beginning with lovely Columbia proper from an excellent range of classic
imperforates including, SC #1-8, 10-19, 21, 24-29 (and that’s just the first page!), plus identified forgeries including
Fournier’s, better values in duplicate, part perforated and imperforate varieties, solid Cartagena and Barranquilla, and
much more; the States are quite excellent, including solid Antiquia, with proofs, better sets and singles, varieties; strong
Bolivar issues with proofs; excellent showings of Boyaca, Barbacoa, Cauca, Cundinamarca, Santander, Tolima, etc; in
addition we note nice insured letter stamps, Columbia registration stamps, AR & late fee stamps; lovely section of local
post issues; SCADTA, various labels, telegraphs; substantial revenue and more; super lot, upgrade your collection
now! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Cuba, Havana Wonderful Time Collection, 1960-85. In three Schaubek hingeless albums, with pages
through 1994; complete less about 13 items, with our spot check turning up only never hinged; all regular issues are
here, including souvenir and miniature sheets, se-tenant blocks, 1960s Christmas issues with labels adjacent, etc., plus
much of Topical interest; the most complete post-Castro collection we’ve seen, Very Fine on the whole, you’ll wish you
were here. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Haiti, Substantial, Mainly Mint or Unused Stock, 1881-1940. In six large stockbooks, extensive
duplication and replete with blocks of four and larger, highlighted by a staggering amount of varieties, particularly so in
the handstamped overprints throughout, including 1881 Liberty Head imperforate 1c (15), 2c (8), 3c (8), 5c (8) and 20c
(4) unused, and 7c (10) and 20c (8) used; 1886-87 Liberty Head perf 13½ 5c marginal block of four unused (age
spotting); 1887 Salomon 5c (4) unused, o.g.; 1891-98 Coat-of-Arms issues with a fantastic permutation of perforated
and imperforate varieties in multiples’ 1902 Installation of Provisional Government 1c to 1g unused (6 complete sets) as
well as blocks and varieties; 1904 Centenary of Independence with imperforates and missing and inverted centers;
1904 handstamped surcharge in brown 2c on 50c unused (3) and used (3); 1906 Provisional External Service
overprints in red 1c to 1g, blocks of four with many additional values mint and at least five complete sets of singles
unused; 1914 handstamped surcharges (#177-201) basically complete in blocks of four with various sets of singles as
well; 1917-20 handstamped surcharges with an incredible quantity of singles plus blocks of four as well; 1933-40
Definitive issue well represented mint; Airmail 1933 Boyd-Lyon flight surcharge 60c on 20c pair unused and three
singles mint; Airmail Semi-Postal 1939 60c + 40c and 1.25g + 60c corner pairs never hinged and two sets of singles
mint; Postage Dues 1914 overprints replete with blocks and varieties including 50c olive gray (24, with two blocks of
four, one of which has combination of double overprint with one inverted and one sideways), F.-V.F., practically
impossible to replicate in terms of the specialized nature of varieties for nearly every relevant issue. Shipping charges
apply - weight 24.2 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Honduras, Extensive and Alluring Postal History Assortment, ca. 1890-1986. In four long boxes, over
2000 mainly commercial covers but also including some better First Day Covers, flights, a very nice range of Ulua
Bridge and Theater issue-franked covers, and unusual such as bisects and Revenues used as postage; strong
pre-WWII, with all items in individual cover sleeves, F.-V.F. or better, a great lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.8
lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Honduras, Wonderful, Extensive and Clean Single Volume Collection, 1865-1960. Many hundreds
attractively presented; begins with some Comayagua and Tegucigalpa issues; identified forged overprints; then highly
comprehensive from the 1878 Bolivar issue (SC #30-36) on; included are cancels, postal history and stationery, trial
color proofs, imperforates/partial perforates, cut squares, multiples, overprint varieties, airmails, back of book, and
more, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Mexico, A Comprehensive Mainly Mint Inventory, 1874-2018. A neatly priced and arranged inventory
housed on about 1100 “102" size sales cards featuring thousands of mainly mint and also with strength in the 1920 and
up period. Contains generally 1 to 7 of most sets and singles in mint mainly NH and many $20-$50 Scott value. Perfect
to make uo mini-collections or to add to an existing stock of Mexico as it includes a plethora of the later, difficult to find
issues, both regular and airmails. All of the tedious work is done, a turnkey inventory. Condition is mainly F-VF or better,
much NH.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Mexico, The Porfilio Diaz Collection, 1856-1955. On Vintage reproducion pages in folder, both used and
mint (some never hinged but most o.g.) with many later issues parallel mint and used; with some varieties, shades and
nice cancels; 20th century is mainly complete; highlights include (used): #1-3, 3a, 7-8, 10, 12, 19, 22-23, 24-27, 29, 34,
58-62, 82, 124a, 242-248 and (mint): #14a-17a, 20-21, 86, 247, C2, C9-C10, etc.; also with many officials, o.g., some
never hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F., jam-packed old-time collection. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Nicaragua, 1962, 5c Orchids, imperforate (RA66-RA75 var). A pristine, complete set of ten values in
matched Courvoisier top margin imprint blocks of four, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, rare: only one sheet of 100 printed,
with only three-four sets of blocks believed to exist. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Salvador, Seebeck Issues, Exceptional Postal History Collection, 1890-98. A superb, beautifully
assembled and presented annotated collection comprising 30 choice selected-for-interest and -rarity covers and used
items of postal stationery from the storied Seebeck era; to adequately describe this lot would fill pages, so suffice it to
say we strongly suggest web viewing of the lot in its entirety; we do note exceptional frankings, cancels and town
cancels, usages including A.R. and Registry, great postal stationery usages, four- and seven-times rate usages,
routings and destinations, plus much, much more; specialist’s delight, F.-V.F. or better, simply put, a superb
assemblage of these genuinely scarce to rare items from the Seebeck era of Salvadoran philately. Shipping charges
apply - weight 2.8 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Salvador, Striking Specialized Collection, 1890’s-1970’s. 1895 Gen. Antonio Ezeta (similar to 105-16
set) complete sheets of 100 for each of the three values (3c, 10c and 30c) that exist without overprint, 441-42 complete
mint panes of 25, J17-24 complete press sheet with pane of 25 of each value in large uncut sheet, J17-18 four 1c panes
of 25 and four 2c panes of 25 in one large press sheet, massive holding of Revenue stamps and revenue stamped
revenue paper, with approximately 650 1904 revenues with one set of approximately 300 stamps for alcohols,
beverages, fermented and sodas and group of 350 smaller stamps for sales of Brandy and 44 1950’s-60’s revenue
stamped documents that seem to have been used for import / export, a Scott Specialty album 1891-1928 filled with
1100+ revenue stamps including some nice singles and blocks of Timbre de Centavo stamps in singles and blocks with
o.g., without control number and hole punched in center of each stamp, many 1897 stamps including 1p sheetlet of 24,
and several partial sheets of the various usages of 1904 series, 1897 Municipal usages, 1918 Municipal Tax variable
rate (25) pesos partial sheet of 50, as well as singles and blocks, 1918 Municipal Tax 1 centavos complete sheet of 100
and other Municipal stamps from 1918-1927, Regular issue and Airmail thick specialized group of pages from
1917-1977 with duplication of each issue, with nice variety of 1917-21 surcharges as well as many mint and used up to
1977, approximately total of 100 covers, many of which are postally used first day covers from 1930-70, Memorandum
Postal H&G #G1-2 mint and used aerograms, some 1960’s-70’s aerograms and 22 early 18th century stampless
covers (most appear pre-1820), 16 fronts and 6 folded letters, 11 addressed to Guatemala and the remaining for
internal service, San Salvador, San Miguel, S. Vicente, Usulutan, Chalatenango, S. Sonate, Metapan, Santa Ana and
Zacate Colvca cancels, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4
lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Salvador, “Pinwheel” Issues, Select Group of Covers, ca. 1899-1902. Lovely, nearly all premium
selection of 16 items, showing a remarkable range of frankings, usages, origins, destinations, etc.; we note four 5c #216
values on choice Registered A.R. cover to Costa Rica; a 1c and 12c combination used to Switzerland; two 13c and two
5c from different issues used to San Francisco; two 12c values used Sonsonate to the US; a superb mixed-issue 28c
rate Registered A.R. cover to New York; a short-paid incoming cover from Guatemala with 10c pinwheel-overprinted
Postage Dues applied, plus many, many more; a marvelous specialist’s holding of these fascinating issues, F.-V.F., be
sure to see them all online.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Salvador, Seebeck Issues, Select, Premium Selection of 9 Covers, 1894-98. An outstanding group,
including a rare 1894 cover franked by #92, 94-95 and 1c on 11c Provisional (#104) on Registered A.R. cover to Berlin
(signed Bloch); several choice 1897 issue covers, including a 2c entire with 1c, 12c and 15c stamps to Switzerland; plus
cover with 3c (pair) and 10c to Paris; a lovely Registered A.R. covering bearing six 5c stamps to Santa Ana; a 2c, 5c and
20c Registered A.R. cover to the US; 1898 issues #177 to Germany; #177 (2) and 180 (2) on 1c entire (H&G 68) to US,
etc., F.-V.F., a wonderful selection of scarce postal history; see everything on offer online.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Central America and Caribbean, Large Accumulation, 1850’s-1970’s. Balance of large collection, with
everything that did not make it into our two 2020 specialized sales, many common mixed with occasional errors, proofs,
souvenir sheets, large multiples, albums, etc., with Costa Rica C1 large die proof, C28-30 large unfinished plate proofs
(each missing denomination), C120 imperforate die proof and red cross vignette only die proof blocks of four, C501
imperforate between, RA3-6 blocks of 25, 38 1950’s vignettes in blocks and pairs, 80+ regular and revenue issue plate
proofs in large blocks, Chile group of 44 Islas de Juan Fernandez penal colony Prisoner’s Stamps, Cuba stock book of
hundreds of imperforate stamps in small dealer stock book from 1993-96, 26 sheets of sheets of 100 of Cigar
Importation stamps, 19 plate proofs from 1930’s-40’s Dominican Republic group with a dozen nice covers and over
700 imperforate stamps in blocks and full sheets, Guatemala 119 imperforate complete sheet, 233 two full large die
plate proofs, two frame large die proof, one large die of corner design work only, 233 (8) Guatemala to Puerto Barrios
Railroad Post Office cover, 339-42 perforated die proofs in issued colors, C188//196 group of imperforate and misperf
blocks, C226 unissued gold overprint block of four, C231 trial color proof, C455 large die trial color proofs, RA22 large
trial color proof on card, 1957 four unrecorded artist essays printed on card, 1964 two unrecorded artist essays printed
on card, 40+ group of early 20th century airmail plate proofs, group of complete sheets of 1896 President Cello Arias
and large blocks with several imperforate blocks and 1898 Train stamps including imperforate 10c dark blue sheet, 248
two full imperforate sheets of 50, group of 22 Seebeck revenue stamps, Haiti group of modern issues (mostly souvenir
sheets) and earlier covers, plus 30 better Specimens from the 1940’s-50’sHonduras 75+ imperforate, color missing,
color shift sheets of 30 from 1999 C1057-60 set, Mexico small box of Express issues with small album, singles in
glassines and covers, Nicaragua group of 14 photographs and photo proofs used to design 1940’s stamp issues by
Security Banknote Company, Cigarette group of four blocks of six different values, group of 50 Timbre Fiscal mint
revenue specimens, an album on quadrille pages from inception to 1970’s with a stock book of duplicates from classic
era with many country seal first issues, plus a specialized group of early 20th century from 1900-1932 with various
surcharges, officials, etc., Panama C157-77 imperforate corner margin singles, group of 29 photographs and photo
proofs along with paperwork used to design 1940’s stamp issues by Security Banknote Company, plus group of
souvenir sheets, and more, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight
60.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Latin America, Superb & Diverse Old-Time Dealer’s “Mañana” Holding. Exceptional and eclectic mint or
used selection of approximately 2500 or so items picked out of dozens of miscellaneous collections by a long-time
active dealer; virtually every Central or South American country is represented in some fashion, with very minimal
coverage past 1940; we note a solid range of varieties (inverted overprints, part-perforates, etc.), strong Revenues,
lovely hand-picked cancellations throughout, Specimens, multiples of interest, lots of better individual values, and
much, much more; a super lot for addition to a nice collection, or for organization and breakdown, F.-V.F., inspect the lot
in full online.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Latin America, Magnificent Holding. muy caliente, perfect to warm those cold winter nights; note an
extensive volume of Argentina Officials; a beautiful straightforward Haiti collection; unusual Guatemala with
Telegraph stamps, Revenues and stationery; excellent Venezuela from the imperforate classics on, with better sets
and singles, Maturin issues, and unlisted material; splendid and extensive Peru, with lots of unlisted items, reference
items, excellent Plata overprints, Arequipa issues, privately printed issues, Provisionals and Occupations, plus
Specimens and Officially Sealed; a superb and extensive, clean and valuable one-volume specialized Salvador
collection; a huge, beautiful and specialized one-volume Nicaragua collection, which is outstanding; plus incredible
Paraguay and Uruguay with proofs, essays and premium classics; wonderfully fresh, F.-V.F. with much better, a great
lot of beautiful material. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.8 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Latin America, Country Collections. Including Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Mexico and Salvador to 1990s issues offered intact as received, neatly arranged on
homemade pages with most of the pre-1960s issues used and the post-1960s a mix of mint and used with some present
both mint and used, assorted better sets and singles of the 1920s/50s, airmails, the colorful topicals of the 1960s/90s,
some S/S, etc., a number of premium issues including classic period, usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, excellent
foundation collection with plenty of the stamps of smaller catalog value but quite difficult to locate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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South America, Large Accumulation, 1850’s-1970’s. Balance of large collection, with everything that did
not make it into our two 2020 specialized sales, many common mixed with occasional errors, proofs, souvenir sheets,
large multiples, albums, etc., with section of classic Argentina forgeries and section of officials, nice Bolivia Scott
Specialty loose pages (missing binder), many Paraguay souvenir sheets (many have topical themes), two Scott
Specialty albums of South America with pages to 1970’s, with one volume from Argentina to Columbia and the other
album from Colombia to Paraguay, Columbia with a nice group of early 1860’s-70’s imperforate issues and some useful
States issues, some Ecuador imperforate Republic Coat-of-Arms, nice group of revenues with several album pages of
early 19th century Bolivia revenue stamps, several of which were overprints of early stamp issues, Ecuador 17
1950’s-60’s import to U.S. documents, 32 larger corner margin blocks of Revenue specimens, 217 full sheet of 50 with
the following varieties, small O twice in top row, D with 3 serifs in bottom row, group of proofs and essays with Argentina
1901 six fiscal tax private die plate proofs in six different colors, Bolivia 742-47 imperforate blocks of four (only 100 sets
issued), 1960 group of stamps (Scott 433-50) without surcharge or miscellaneous values with surcharge varieties,
Brazil three different colors of 1000r 1880’s unaccepted design die proofs, 1892 small Waterlow die proof in black
(serial no. 1824) Balloon vignette used on Sergipe revenue stamps, approximately 100 imperfs, misperfs, inverted
overprints, double printed, color shifts, etc. of 1939 semi postal set, 1948 Rotary 60c unadopted imperforate essay in
mauve, 3 Specimen blocks of four of early revenue stamps, Chile 1947 Bachelors of Biology Certificate with University
tax stamp, Columbia 709-12, C351-54 imperforate blocks of four, Ecuador 410 large die proof on card, group of 50+
photographs and photo proofs along with paperwork used to design 1940’s-1950’s stamp issues by Security Banknote
Company, 50+ imperforate, imperforate between, inverted, color shifts variety on 1961 Butterflies set, Sanabria #203-5
Primero la Patrial overprint set, Nicaragua 24 American Banknote Co. Revenue specimens, Paraguay group of 5
photographs and photo proofs along with paperwork used to design 1940’s stamp issues by Security Banknote
Company, Peru 8 1909-24 specimen blocks of four, 8 1909’s postage due specimen blocks of four, #338 1935 high
value from set frame and vignette card proofs, C49//C58 8 imperforate blocks of four with punch holes from Waterlow
archives, C90 large die proof with signature and 160+ early 20th Century specimens, early 20th century sets of early
revenue stamps in quantity (20+ sets of each), and more, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
South America, Country Collections. Including Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela to 1990s issues on homemade pages, it’s all here - classics, desirable sets
and singles of the 1920s/50s, colorful topicals, “back of the book” with airmails, some S/S, etc., mostly used up to 1960
and from that point a mix of mint and used with some issues present both mint and used, better issues scattered
throughout including Argentina C1-19 used, Brazil 3 used, 496a-498a mint, Ecuador C16-25 mint (15s, 25s NH),
Uruguay 282-84 mint, 388-90 mint, 447-61 mint, C38-60 used, C63-82 used, C93-105 used, Venezuela C17-40 used,
C58-63 mint, C164-80 mint (less C178), C338-553 complete mostly used, usual mixed condition in the classic period
but in much better condition than typically seen, mostly F-VF, wonderful foundation collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, JFK - The Motherlode Holding, 1964-2010. Presented in 23 binders, three large sheet files
and 23 counter books, with full sheets and proofs; extraordinary holding of worldwide JFK issues by country, consisting
of sheets, singles, blocks, excellent postal history, die proofs, trial colors and deluxe sheets, gold and silver foils,
ephemera, many from exotic origins; strong in Middle East and Latin America, with a multi-volume specialized Dubai
issues collection; U.S. binder has red, white & blue “Kennedy For President” sticker, #1246 gutter snipe plus a USPS
publicity photo essay, 1287, UC38; note also Bhutan #33a, Dubai imperforate strips #C25-C27, Jordan imperforate
#C457-C462, Qatar #102-102A imperforate, etc; a highly popular Topical with a depth and breadth not seen before;
phenomenal catalogue value, what we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 202.2
lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Celestial Astronomy-themed Exhibit-style Collection. A wonderfully gathered and fully
annotated collection, housed in four binders, with a focus on observatories, astronomers and constellations; a superb
range of material, including Korea “800" for ”300" error, unissued Bolivia Sun Gate series including unoverprinted and
surcharged types, rare proofs and covers; a volume of Bolivia and Peru with original artwork, observatory
commemorative cancels and postmarks; one volume dedicated to Milan Stefanik of Czechoslovakia, with rare covers
and cancels, proofs, etc.; Uruguay with complete Pegasus issues including a Waterlow composite sheet, etc., etc., and
more, Very Fine on the whole, see two volumes imaged in full on our website. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide Strong Aeronautics, Space, Exploration and Transportation Topical Collection,
1910’s-2000’s. Many progressive color proofs, trial color proofs, deluxe proofs, errors, occasional signatures, many
covers, stamp sets, souvenir sheets, filled album pages, stockbooks, albums, etc. A great celebration of the major
scientific achievements of the prior century from the discovery of Nuclear science to exploration of our icy poles to the
beginning of space exploration. Many boxes filled with this massive accumulation of these transportation and scientific
related topical group, with group of cigarette cards, with 40 aviation cards and 80 space cards, Space: small box filled
with mostly Eastern European space topicals, with many hundreds (perhaps thousands) of Soviet space and rocketry
labels, most appear to be from 1950’s-60’s, several in multi value set, some currency, stamps, etc., Nuclear topical
collection on quadrille pages, filled with covers, souvenir sheets, imperf singles, blocks, etc., small Airmail collection
with a particularly charred flight crash cover, Poland Scott NB27 imperf proof sheetlet signed Jungiohann BPP and
NB27 31 sheetlets of ten, each showing all of the different plate positions from I/1 to II/4 including broken earth variety,
most NH (Mi #104, €465), group of space covers with North Korea 5 covers and singles and blocks from same issue, a
couple small boxes filled with metals, pins, buttons, three stockbooks filled with Space sets and souvenir sheets from
late 1960’s-70’s, containing many French Colonies including some nice deluxe proofs, Monaco C55 1955 Jules Verne
two different trial color proof sheets, 1960’s French colonies group with 50+ imperforate stamps and 18 deluxe proofs,
Ghana 389 double Philympia overprint corner margin block of four with David Brandon certificate, Transportation:
envelope of Motorcycle stamps with nice French African colonies deluxe proofs, Aviation: 1929 U.S. Round the World
Zeppelin Flight cover (damaged), about a dozen early Balloon postcards, 1914 aeronautics picture postcard, 1930
‘round the world with John Henry Mears, in record time postcard, signed by Mears on reverse, a couple nice airship
picture postcards, Germany CL2 and CL3 (3 stamps) on two airmail postcards Famous Scientists: one album filled
with covers, deluxe proofs, etc., Polar Exploration: 1924 Everest Expedition, franked with India 1½A GV Mt. Everest
Expedition with blue Mount Everest label, designed by Captain John Baptist Lucius Noel, plus a couple small boxes full
of covers, stamp sets and souvenir sheets, one of the boxes with 2007 International Polar Year omnibus collections,
from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 84.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Space & Related Topical Stock, 1945-2010. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and
errors in sheet protectors, many on annotated dealers counter pages; substantial selection of material worked up, but
didn’t make it into the Leo Maltz stock; includes Guinea #C79 inverted brown color, C70 inverted red color, deluxe
proofs, National Lottery tickets; Bolivia two essays; U.S. #1371 & 1488 misperforated, 1529 black shifted, 1804
imperforate pairs; Ghana #386-389 silver overprint; Cameroun #C111 and C115 inverted overprint; 1960 cover from
China to India; Niger #C250 imperforate pair; Portuguese India #597 inverted, and oh so much more; packs a wallop,
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Baseball, Excellent Cover and Picture Post Card Selection. Lovely and diverse range of
perhaps a few hundred or so items, highlighted without question by approximately 63 pre-WWII Japanese picture post
cards displaying a wonderful array of scenes of early baseball in Japan, with a holding of this nature quite rare;
additionally we find many nice Latin American covers and First Day Covers, modern Japan and worldwide, etc.; a
wonderful opportunity for the enthusiast of “America’s pastime”, F.-V.F. or better, get a nice sampling on our website.
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Expansive John F. Kennedy Collection. Housed in eight binders, on a ream of loose album
pages, plus a sheaf of cover pages; albums cover Ajman to Yemen, with singles, souvenir sheets, Specimens,
imperforates, etc., from everywhere in between, with most mint and appearing to be never hinged; keeping company
with the president are eight binders of material focusing on other famous men, among them Roosevelt, Lincoln,
Washington, Gandhi; Martin Luther King, Jr.; with Adenauer to Mao, Napoleon to Nixon, Lenin to Hammarskjold, and
others; fresh and clean throughout, even featuring several deluxe sheets, Very Fine, magnificent stock array for the
savvy dealer. Shipping charges apply - weight 73 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Sports Collection, mostly from 1950’s-2000’s. Neatly mounted in approximately 500
home-made album pages in ten albums from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe and everything in between, filled with mint sets,
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, covers, etc., with good representation from earlier 1950’s issues all the way up to modern
issues from earlier 2000’s, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Jovian Astronomy-themed Picture Post Card Compilation. A collection if only it were better
organized; many hundreds of cards, mostly German or Austrian but with British, French, Russian, Czech and American
sprinkled throughout, all with an eye to the sky, be it the Star of the East, a romance-endorsing moon (several replete
with real photo Gibson Girls), telescopes and observatories, even a great subset of 1910 Halley’s Comet cards, most
humorous but one announcing “The End Is Nigh!”; lovely designs, much in full color—a wonder to behold, and the
perfect way to while away your Christmas and New Year’s holidays, Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight
7.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Olympics Collection, 1956-64. All on pages dedicated to the two games, with stamps and
souvenir sheets neatly mounted; approximately 40 pages dedicated to the ‘56 Melbourne games, with specialized
Dominican Republic holdings including imperforate stamps and sheets; bulk of holding covers the 1964 games in
Innsbruck and Tokyo; note Japan with Mihons and an aerogramme, Afghanistan; multiple countries’ issues perforated
and imperforate (e.g., Ajman, Albania, Burundi, Yemen); a few CTO items mixed in, plus Paraguay commemorative
folders, etc.; clean and sound throughout, Very Fine, a winning collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Olympics and Soccer in 17 Volumes (1978-1988). Consists of custom hingeless albums, nine
for the 1980 Olymics, two for the 1988 Olympics, five for the 1978 World Cup in Argentina (three binders destroyed but
pages ok), and one binder for the 1982 Spanish World Cup; the binders look complete with fresh MNH stamps, S/S, and
commemorative envelopes, a beautiful collection; the two 1988 Olympic volumes are on sumptuous cream card stock,
the text is in German, a number of the covers are signed (autopen?); the 1978 World Cup albums (with bad binders)
appear complete and while the stamps are fine some damage to page corners is noted, the other binder looks about
95% complete; every country under the sun is here; the Qatar S/S alone are worth a bid, loaded with value, F.-V.F.
Shipping charges apply - weight 87.8 lbs.
Estimate $500 - 750

Cover Collections
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Worldwide, Postal History Amalgamation, 1860-2010. Thousands of covers and cards, mostly loose in
boxes, with U.S.S. Akron and U.S.S. Macon covers, space and related including 3D, with hundreds of Russia covers,
1973 balloon launch, First Day Covers, picture post cards, commemorative and advertising covers, postal stationery,
JFK-themed, large Registered, radio ID cards, 1936 Graf Zeppelin cover, and much, much more besides; worth many
times our low estimate, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 99.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
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Worldwide, Postcard and Cover Treasure Hunt Lot, late 19th to 1990’s. Approximately half a dozen large
boxes filled with covers. The important thing to note about this lot is that the collector had about a five year decline where
he mixed up much of his collection, so here you will find some great items intermingled with common covers to the point
that it is impractical for us to sort the premium from the chaff. That makes this an amazing treasure hunt lot because
there are many great items floating about, some areas of note include 50+ postcards, mostly from the 1910’s from
Austria with oil and petroleum themes, group of 30 1930’s French Morocco postcards, box of better with some WWII
locals, WWI feldpost, POW, etc., various countries represented; Vietnam, Canada, Western Europe with strong
Germany, Switzerland with semi-official airmail covers, general British Empire, Latin America, Middle East, Holyland
usages, etc., expect a couple sorting days if you are the lucky high bidder, generally F.-V.F., from Leo Malz collection.
Shipping charges apply - weight 146.8 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Postal History Nirvana, 1940-90. Thousands of covers loose from San Marino, Vatican, Italy,
Saint Kitts, Saint Vincent, Saint Lucia, Niue, Cook Islands, Bahamas, Berlin, Germany, Great Britain, Ecuador, Austria,
Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Tuvalu, Kirabati, Peru, Argentina, Bolivia, Cameroun, Western Equatorial Africa, Guadeloupe, Costa
Rica, Mexico, and more, with advertising, commercial, Airmail, metered, Registered, censored, some better frankings;
something for everyone here, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 37.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Colossal Cover Compendium. 11 binders and three banker’s boxes of covers, covers and
more covers; wide array of material, including about 1500 US covers (many commercial) from around 1920-80; one
banker’s box of Hungarian 1970s and ‘80s First Day Cover (much of Topical interest); three binders of New Zealand
First Day Covers between 1954 and 1977; a binder of Canadian First Day Covers from the 1980s; a binder of worldwide
First Flight Covers; Czech commemorative cancels 1940-90; two volumes (plus more loose) of US cacheted FDCs of
the 1980s, a volume of Australia 2000 First Day Covers, and three volumes of Great Britain First Day Covers 1936-80;
also includes a holding of (at a guess) a couple thousand postcards, some advertising, some linen, a nice mix of US,
Canada and Europe; material generally fresh and sound; a great opportunity for the eBay seller, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Eclectic and Engaging Postal History Compilation. Comprising many hundreds of covers,
postal cards, post cards and more, the vast majority not your standard “worldwide cover” fare; we note the obligatory
First Day Covers, but these include Bhutan lenticulars plus various Anti-Malaria issues; mint Sierra Leone postal cards
and International Reply Coupons, a stampless “Maritime/Mail” cover, numerous censors (WWI and WWII, including a
Spanish Morocco cover asking the censor to not “mess up” the philatelic franking!), Registered Air covers from Nauru,
perfins, Officials, picture post cards, strong Israel with military postmarks, and so much more; dealer or delighter in the
unexpected—take note, F.-V.F. with better throughout. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Compelling Conglomeration of Covers. In need of organizing, but an intriguing holding, the
vast majority of which are from the stampless and Classic periods; note a binder of Great Britain stampless fronts
(album page with cut-outs to show the backstamps!) with numerous “Penny Post”, “To Pay”, “Paid”, Crowned Circle and
Crowned “FREE” postmarks, plus myriad auxiliary markings including “Prussia/[crown]/Registered” and an 1837
London Ship Letter; nice mix of Bavaria with cancel types and even some unused stationery; solid Germany with
Feldpost and Luftfeldpost covers (we found 25 of the latter), Bohemia & Moravia Occupations, post-war Locals with
“Gebühr bezalt” stationery, Bund posthorn overprints etc.; plus Austria, Hong Kong, US, Naples, Greece, Island, Japan,
and much, much more; picture post cards scattered in, some real photo, F.-V.F., hundreds and hundreds in total, with
the potential for surprises.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Worldwide, Cover Compendium, from Stampless Period to late 1950’s. Over 1,000 covers, sorted by
country order in two small plastic boxes, nice groups of stampless to early classic period, strong amount of postal cards
and stationary, with interesting areas that include: European offices in Levant - 25 covers from German, Austrian,
Ottoman or French offices in the Levant, a few early Australia, nice early pre WWI Austrian postcards, interesting early
Czechoslovakia postal cards, France: 25 early French stampless folded letters or covers and 50 classic Napoleon and
Ceres with a good variety of stamp denominations used and rates including a couple 80c Napoleon cover fronts, 45
early postal cards (many of which are H & G listed), some interesting Peace and Commerce, two sets of Louvre B66-67
postcards, 15 1930’s-1950’s French Africa Airmail covers, 13 unused British Commonwealth (mostly British Africa)
Specimen postal cards, 41 Two Sicilies Scott #3 on cover, Germany - approximately 200 covers, with strong areas of
post war 1948 posthorn overprints, 1948 Buildings issue, 1950’s posthorn issue, some interesting offices abroad, some
early Great Britain stampless to early Victoria issues, some revenue stamped receipts, Hong Kong 151-53 FDC, Israel
group of Palestine, earlier forerunner to early 1950’s commercial covers, Romania 18 on cover front, Russia 18 turn of
the century postal cards or postcards, 25 early from late empire to early Soviet period, Switzerland 5 1939 unsent
Military Postal cards, dozens of early Swiss stationary and postal cards, Thailand 3 interesting stationary entires,
Turkey 1910 postcard and more, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Postal History Extravaganza, 1900-2000. Several thousand worldwide covers loose, with
First Flights, picture postcards, Registered, Airmails, advertising, and more; some better includes Bangladesh #362 on
cover, 1944 censored India, quite a few space and related including 1965 Monaco #C36 with metallic cachet honoring
Virgil Grissom; the perfect lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Extensive, old-time dealer’s cover stock. Substantial holding of may hundreds (if not
thousands) with nearly all the coverage in foreign, including strong early Russia (great propaganda stationery), good
Scandinavia, early worldwide potal cards, etc; superb lot for grouping or breakdown.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of 130+ Airship and Airmail Postcards, 1909-1939. Mostly different postcards,
with 35 early French aeroplanes and dirigibles, 15 Germany Zeppelins over various locations, 8 early Zeppelins, 4
LZ129 postcards, 16 LZ127 postcards (a couple over Japan), 26 Germany WWI era postcards, 13 WWI Zeppelin
postcards (no German, mostly French), 15 U.S. various aviation postcards, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

Stamp Collections
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Worldwide, Massive Collection, 1850’s-2000’s. In 350+ binders containing computer generated album
pages, containing many tens of thousands of stamps, many of the stamps are used and inexpensive, but there are
some better areas, with some stronger Western Europe as well as British Colonies, there are some countries that seem
to have been special to this collector such as Fiji and Canada that have higher level of completion and occasional
countries that have better modern stamps that have a better retail value due to higher face values, some notable
countries include: Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Columbia, Cook Islands, Fiji, Germany, Ghana, Great Britain and
Channel Islands. Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Liechtenstein, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Philippines, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, etc., condition and centering are mixed, very similar
collection in nature as you often see with Scott Internationals that we occasionally offer, a great collection for a beginner
looking for a head start or for a resale dealer looking to easily break down this collection into country collections for
resale, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
H/m
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Worldwide, Large International Collection, 1840’s-2000’s. Many great sections, 60+ International album
with many countries well represented (mostly used) to about the mid 1980’s to 1990’s, with particular better sections of
some selected British Commonwealth modern issues as well as great modern sections of modern mint Scandinavia,
Latin America seems to be pretty well represented to about 1950’s or 1960’s, as we browse the countries, some useful
areas popped out with earlier Aden, useful modern French Andorra, Australia decent mint sets from 1970’s-1990’s,
Algeria nice to 1960’s, Aland nice late 1990’s-2002 mint sets, useful used Austria from 1900-1980’s, good mint
Bahamas from 1970’s to 1996, Bangladesh great section of several pages filled with early hand stamp overprint of
Pakistan issues, useful Bermuda to 1996, Canada modern issues well represented with strong modern issues from
late 1970’s to 2001, good early Ceylon, scattered PRC with well represented early issues (many reprints) and scattered
issues to 1990’s with nice little early 1990’s section, nice early Republic of China from 1910’s to 1980’s issues, useful
early Congo (Belgian), Cuba decent early Spanish section, Denmark nice sections of earlier with good modern mint
from 1974-2001, Egypt fairly strong from the later Spynx to 1980’s, Ethiopia useful sections from about the 1920’s to
late 1970’s, good Faroe Islands all the way through from 1975-2002, Fiji strong modern issues from mid 1970’s-1996,
Finland strong modern issues, neatly mounted from 1974-2002, France, nice offices in Morocco section, Germany
well represented used to 2000,great Great Britain with some early Victoria and great modern from 1992-2005, decent
mint and used Greece to 1970’s,Greenland nice modern from late 1970’s-2002, Hong Kong strong from 1975-2003,
Hungary decent used to about the 1980’s, Iceland good modern from late 1970’s-2002, India nice early representation
to 1970’s commemoratives with some Convention states,good modern Indonesia from mid 1970’s-2001, Iraq decent
used up to mid 1970’s, Ireland good modern section of mint and used from 1970’s to 2000, Israel well represented
(without tabs) mint and used to about the mid 1990’s, Italy decent mostly used to 1998, Japan well represented used
from 1880’s-1990’s, nice Jordan to about 1972, fair amount of mint and used Korea to 1979, decent Laos to 1970’s,
nice earlier Luxembourg, Mauritania fair amount to 1980’s, nice early section of some early Mesopotamia, Mexico
decent used to 1980’s, Monaco to 1970’s, useful modern Netherlands and Colonies from late 1970’s-2002, good
Nigeria, good Norfolk Islands with many modern issues, useful early Nyasaland Protectorate with some nice
George VI and early QEII, Russia strong representation with good range of issues from early to 1990’s with good
1940’s and 50’s commemoratives, Sierra Leone with strong pages of early classic issues to about 1950’s, South
Africa used to 1990’s, useful 1950’s-early 1990’s Spain, Straits Settlements nice early 1940’s-60’s early mixed
sections, great modern Sweden from 1974-2002, useful Switzerland used to late 1990’s, Thailand with strong early
issues and neatly mounted mint (mostly NH) section from 1973-2005,nice amount of early Transvaal, Trinidad and
Tobago decent mint from 1974-1997 and Turks and Caicos well represented with many mint sets, condition and
centering are mixed as usual, previous owner reported to us that tens of thousands of dollars were spent on new issues
over the assembly of this collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Worldwide, Massive Souvenir Sheet, Booklets & More Inventory. Eight cartons packed with 45 binders
containing thousands of souvenir sheets, booklets strips and large items all mint, 99% plus never hinged. From the
1950’s to the 1990’s roughly. Includes Asia with some ROC & PRC, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia including deluxe
souvenir sheets, Korea, British Colonies, Western & Eastern Europe, Africa and Latin America. Perfect to break down
into country units for online sales. Includes many souvenir sheets from the more recent harder to find years. Condition is
uniformly excellent being F-VF or better, very few faults. A turnkey inventory., o.g., 99% never hinged.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Worldwide, Old Time Springback Scott International Album set, 1840-1940. 15 volumes filled with one
sided pages of the first 100 years of philately, with many complete sets and better issues that seem to be packed into
favored countries, with strong sections of German States, Canada and Provinces, British Commonwealth George VI
sets plus 1935 and 37 Omnibus issues, Italy and Area, a bit of interest in early France and Great Britain and a scattering
of interest among the colonies, some interest among Netherlands and Colonies, etc., with U.S. 100 faulty, 160, 165,
230-38, Aden 16-27, Antigua 84-95, Australia 177-79 mint, nice section of Austria occupation issues, Baden and
Bavaria good selection of numerals, Bavaria 77-91, Belgium B69-77, B78-83, B93-98, some nice parcel post sections,
Bermuda 55-69, 71-79, early Brazil numerals, Canada 4, 14, 17-20, Large Queens 21-30, nice small queens, 46-47 (2),
66-73, 84, 85-86 mint, 89-95, 96-103 mint, 119-120 mint, 149-59 mint, 241-45 mint, C1-5, E1 mint, mixed mint and used
first two dues sets, Cape of Good Hope 5 triangles, Cayman Islands 100-11, Ceylon 278-89A, China some early
Republic issues, Cyprus 143-55/159 mint, Denmark 6, decent numerals, Egypt a few early Spynx issues, Eritrea 81-87,
lovely Fiume, France some useful Napolean and Ceres high denominations, 9, 20-21, 37 (2), decent Peace and
Commerce, 329 souvenir sheet, B3-8 mint, B11 mint, Chateau de Malmaison 1944 perf and imperf set to raise money to
restore Petite Trianon, Q13-21 mint, some Alsace and Lorraine occupation issues, German Colonies a few nice partial
Yacht issues, German East Africa 41, Thurn and Taxis highly complete, some Germany Imperial Eagles, good 1920’s
to 30’s semi postals, B49-57, B91-92, B141-43, partial lost colonies label set of 18, Great Britain 5 (2), 7 (2), decent line
and surface printed Victoria’s, 57, 94-95, 96, 98-107, 108-9, 111-22 (mixed mint and used set), 126 mint, 127-38 mint
Edward VII set, 139-40, good Sea Horses to 10/-, Greece, a few Hermes heads, Hawaii decent banknotes with 33-34
mint, 41 mint, some Provisionals and complete officials O1-6, Ireland 96-98 mint, decent early Italy with 33, 37-44, 57,
58-63 mint, 64-66, 67-72, 115-18 mint, 119-22, 165-68, 268-78, 280-87, 290-305, 331-41, B17-19, C3-9, Japan 167-70
mint, Kenya Uganda and Tanzania 66-86, decent section of Leeward Island key plate issues, Liberia, a few early seated
Liberia issues, a good bit of early Mexico, Netherlands 1-3, 6, 124-34, Netherland Antilles 1-7, Netherlands Indies 1-2,
3-16, Newfoundland 49 mint, 54 mint, 73 mint, New Zealand 165-70, Northern Rhodesia 25-45, Romania 158-65,
166-72 mint, Tanganyika 25, Vatican City 1-13, 1-13/E1-2 on first day panel, 19-34, 41-46 first day panel and 55-60 on
early airmail cover. Usual mixed centering and condition, with plenty of sound and complete 20th century sets. A great
collection for expansion with beautiful springback albums, 1840-1900 are on pages intended for normal International
album, but 1900-1940 are on the original spring back pages, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, Paradisio, 1850’s-1990’s. Several large boxes filled with various odd and ends, old time
glassines filled with stamps (that might have been sold as new issues at one time), a group of British Omnibus QEII
stamps from the 1990’s, collection lot balances, old stockbooks filled with…. who knows what? lots of old envelopes
packed with stamps, box filled with Netherlands (albums, glassines of older stamps, a couple mint sheets, etc.), a
similar box of Hungary (with a group of album pages and several stockbooks filled with Hungary, likely intended to
merge into a larger collection when an album became available), lots of dealer stock cards that have the potential to add
up to some decent value, with some really good sections with high potential value (we note two packs of rubber banded
dealer cards of Great Britain with owners Scott value of $14,000+ written on top card and three packs of rubber banded
dealer cards of Canada with several $100+ cards adding up to $$$$$) and finally, some groups of North Korea that were
originally imported from Mystic with a special embargo exemption with many still in the original approval mylar bags,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 133 lbs.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Worldwide, Substantial 15-Volume Collection to the mid-1970s. Mint and used, with countless
thousands in all; coverage ranges by country, but we note better selections from Austria, Brazil, Chile, Czechoslovakia,
France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, Switzerland, and
others; in addition, we note about 20 alphabetically assembled stockbooks with duplicates or unmounted items;
generally sound and a great foundation on which to build, F.-V.F. with better, clear some shelves for this one. Shipping
charges apply - weight 200.2 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Marvelous Mix of Back-of-the-Book Miscellanies. Presented every way possible—in
albums, on loose pages, in stockbooks, etc., a rambling adventure in the Back-of-Beyond, comprising Revenues, cut
squares, labels and Cinderellas, reference material, Railway stamps, POW mail, and more; a true global smorgasbord
with British and French Colonies (including wonderful French Morocco, excellent Ceylon and a solid array of Great
Britain special purpose and embossed stamps), Netherlands, Brazil, extensive Belgium, Iceland, Japan, exceptional
Argentina and Austria, Ecuador, fantastic Mexico, etc.; and if you miss the Front-of-the-Book, some better
straightforward stamps are present as well, generally F.-V.F. with better throughout, a superb holding not easily
duplicated, promising hours of fun.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Large Goodie Lot, 1850’s-1990’s. Four large boxes filled with all sorts of flotsam and jetsam
that seems to have been set aside for future sorting, with many items still on auction cards or dealer tear pages, unculled
album pages, and many better items with a fascinating silver metal exhibit collection focusing on the backs of
stamps with various control markings, designs printed on reverse, errors, adversity prints (with maps or old stationary
used as stamp paper), counterfeit detection, etc, containing some Great Britain Victoria ivory head varieties, 1895
Queenland Victorias with Burele band on reverse, a few Columbia and Paraguay stamps printed on both sides, Turkey
postal currency, some U.S. Motor Vehicle registration stamps, duck stamps, dealer handstamps, etc., a small
collection of high value postage stamps used as revenues, with 150+ Bermuda George VI 12/6 stamps with hole
punched revenues, Great Britain George VI 2 sh. George VI essay in two blocks of four, strip of four and vertical gutter
pair, three stock pages of Edward VII and George V revenue stamps with vermillion embossed Hong Kong stamp duty
cancel, Cyprus two pages of Edward VII and George VI group of stamps with revenue cancels and a stock page of
miscellaneous revenue usages from around the Empire, Germany album of Zusammendrücke, Sudan 1898-1960
selection of registered letters and cards, small collection of New South Wales Victoria issues, a few early 1930’s Russia
covers, 1924 Trans-Polar Flight Expedition, Christiania Norway small North Pole Mail postal card, Netherlands NVPH
E2 (B214-18) first day cover, Hungary B198A-D, CB1-1C Roosevelt souvenir sheets, 10 U.S. #855 Baseball first day
covers, Macau 161 bisect on piece, small group of better Germany offices and better states on individual 107 cards,
U.S. mint 296 and several misperf errors and 945 Thomas Edison publicity photo essay, six 1950-60 Sudan specimen
blocks with School overprint and hole punch through each stamp and a couple P & T Training School Omdurman
covers, U.S. 1939 U.S.S. Snapper Submarine cover, Vatican City 304 brown omitted, group of slightly better U.S.
stamps on identified 102 cards, Italy group of Sardinia and AMG C26 NH, Jamaica group of 1915 WWI patriotic labels,
Yemen 341B very rare group of 12 stamps on piece, India 1504a (probably the rarest of modern India stamps), some
unused Hawaii postal cards, several Artcraft engraved cachet essays, Great Britain album pages with high value 5/Victoria, 1957-58 Belgium Antarctic Expedition full souvenir sheet on FDC, 1954 Christmas Day crash cover to
Prestwick Scotland, group of mint high value Bermuda George VI 2/- to 5/- values, Philippines C36-45 blocks of four,
album pages of better mint U.S. with 211, 214, 216, 225, 227, 275, Judaica 1949 presentation sheet of the Jewish
Parish in Berlin label set, large group of worldwide Red Cross labels, with many European, especially Russian labels, a
dealer counter book of fakes and forgeries with many Hong Kong, Liberia, U.S. Confederate States, Argentina, and
other miscellaneous forgeries, and so many more interesting stamps, centering and condition is mixed, expect to find
great items intermingled with common items to make a very interesting treasure hunt accumulation, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, from the Leo Malz collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 74.2 lbs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Extensive & Valuable Collection 1840-1924. Old time mostly used collection of thousands,
with mint unless noted Antigua 21, 23-25, British East Africa 72, 75-76, Canada 51-52, Falkland Islands 9, 11, 13,
22-23, 25, Labuan 52, Monserrat 31A-34, scores of useful items & enormous aggregate catalog value, usual mixed
condition as one would expect to see with stamps of this age, some stamps have been in the album for so long that they
are stuck to the page. In all, this is an impressive old time collection with a tremendous Scott value, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Extensive Nine-Volume Collection, 1840-1947. In Scott International albums; substantial and
clean, predominantly used collection of over 45,000 different stamps; Latin America particularly nice, with solid Europe
and Colonies (some Colonies better than others), Scandinavia, India with States, decent Eastern Europe, plus Algeria,
Egypt, Persia (normal caveats) and Turkey; no great rarities spotted, but a massive holding sure to fill in lots of holes in
your collection—or to tempt your clients, F.-V.F. with better, master the globe.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Worldwide, Proof and Essay Collection 1910’s-1990’s. Large group of proofs and essays, with many
essays that were the models for the original stamps, plus imperforate proofs, errors, etc., many of which have a topical
theme to them, with Bhutan 590-96 set of approved souvenir sheets in presentation folder, Czechoslovakia B127-29
81 ungummed trial color proofs, mostly imperforate, some double printed and some on various papers, Cook Islands 85
imperf pair, Guinea group of proofs and essay from printer archives with six finished stamps on cards, 11 hand painted
artist proofs (several of which with approval markings), 7 essay of vignettes, Grenada modern uncut pane perforated
gummed and perforated and printed Grenada $1, Italy AMG 82-83 overprint plate proof, Liberia 10 large hand painted
model for essay, each suitable for framing, 4c bird diamond shape hand painted essay, 6 1950’s Great Britain airmail
hand painted essays, 62 1954 Boxing, Soccer, Swimming and Track imperforate trial color proofs (15-16 of each
stamp), each mounted on partial envelope, 51 imperforate color proofs printed with four stamps on each uncut pane on
glossy paper, 429-30, C168 555-56, 1971 Woman’s Suffrage sketches and essays of stamp design, O47 imperf pair,
Madagascar 34 perforated proof of finished stamp mounted on card with Kniga printer’s handstamp and authenticating
signature, 17 deluxe sheets5 original hand painted painting / artwork used for model for the issued stamp, Sudan,
1950’s bicolored essay of Shilluk Warrior imperforate block of 6 with frame and S.G. overprint double printed (one
printing inverted) and Tonga 783-86 hand painted model for stamp design and black and white proof of same design
and so many more proofs, essays, specimens and errors, a great lot for any topical dealer or for someone wishing to
spice up their worldwide collection, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F., from the Leo Malz collection. Shipping
charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Four Corners of the Globe and more. Collection in eleven volumes, includes nice classic
France, Italian States & Colonies with Libya C1-C2, Ireland, Latin America, Eastren Europe, Scandinavia with Iceland
B5, Russia, Asia with nice China including 78, Japan with many 19th century, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight
28 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, J.B. Moens. Album Timbres Poste Illustré. Bruxelles, 1869. Complete and moderately filled
with classics, including France, German States with Hamburg Local Post, Greece Large Hermes Heads, Switzerland
Cantonals (forgeries), British Colonies, South America, and U.S.A. with 1847 5¢ and 1869 30¢ and 90¢, the stamps
stuck down with many defective, binding has splitting mostly affecting the interior and the “gold” clasp is missing, huge
catalog value to mine from, great opportunity awaits, Fine appearance for this philatelic incunabulum.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, International Air Post Collection, 1918-1960. In four Air Post albums, with decent French
Colonies with several omnibus sets, Italian Colonies and Latin American airmails, with particularly good France,
Germany and Italy, with the following notable items: U.S. C3, C4-6, Alaouites C1-4, Albania C1-14, Austria C32-46, mint
and used birds (missing 3s), Brazil 1CL1-7, Canada C1-5, nice China Republic airmails and surcharges,
Czechoslovakia C1-3, Denmark C1-5, Eritrea C7-16, France C15 used, C16-17 used, C22, French Morocco C1-11,
French Polynesia C17-19, Germany C35-37, C46-56, Greece C22-30, Iceland C15-20, Iraq C1-8 souvenir sheet, Italy
345-48, C3-C9, C23-26, C28-34, C35-39, C62-65, C73-78, C79-83, C84-88, C89-94, C95-99, C100-5, Libya C1-2,
Liechtenstein C1-6, C9-13, Mexico C1, New Zealand C1-3, Romania C1-12, Russia C12-13 both sets of perfs, C40-49,
C53-57, San Marino C19-20 and Switzerland C3-C18. Majority of stamps appear fresh and sound, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Seven Collections Perfect for Online Sales. Seven diverse collections housed in one carton
include the following: A solid French collection of mint & used in a Scott album with much mint after 1937 and decent
used prior. A Canada & provinces collection strong in mint post 1940 and nice New Foundland singles & sets mainly
mint. A Scott volume of mint & used Central America, with many mint & used. A volume of Olympia topicals. A second
volume of France plus two smaller collections of Libya & French colonies. An eclectic group perfect to sell by volume
online. Some faults but much F-VF and some later NH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Beast, 1860-2000. Offered in albums, stockbooks and pages, with used U.S. by the
hundreds including Revenues and better; Philippines under U.S. administration; U.S. face; UAR mint collection; mint
British Commonwealth; stock certificates; Tanna Tuva collection; Hungary collection; France collection from 1945 with
mint #B258-B263, B267-B272, C23-C27, C29-C32; mint Falkland Islands; Spain collection; Greenland collection; two
albums of Disney stamps, and much, much more; mixed condition, a joy to behold and a great lot, F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 184 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,798
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Worldwide, Nicely Filled 16 Volume Collection, 1941-1970. Very extensive and well represented
collection, assembled in 16 Scott International albums, spanning a four decade period. Coverage is both mint and used
and overall representation shows nice balance of issues with more than a few countries offering some real punch. While
we note no great rarities here, there are many, miny thousands of different stamps, certainly a solid basis for expansion,
decent sections of Western Europe and Latin America, some nice sections of British and French Colonies, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Incredibly Diverse Mumbo Jumbo. A fabulous holding of everything you thought was missing
from your collection; Topicals include space, aviation, ocean vessels, with proofs, EFOs, artist proofs, First Day Covers,
and more; some better includes Thailand #632a (2), Guatemala #C182 bisect, Mali proof #C45, Saint Thomas & Prince
Apollo issue, Bhutan with unauthorized perforations, gold foils, with plenty more to be discovered; set aside plenty of
time to check her out, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1890-2000. Made up of ten counter books and six volumes, with terrific and
extensive old time Honduras stock, a glassine box with good Spain & Colonies, valuable old-time Elbe stockbook with
thousands of used Australia from Roo’s; also glassines, old approval books, nine counter books of mostly mint Middle
East, better has a small stockbook of used Qatar, stockbook used Lebanon, Iran mint #1488-1490, 1609-1612, Yemen
#98-102, Trucial States; mint British Commonwealth including souvenir sheets, Morocco #1-7, Iraq, album of mint
and used DDR, Chad, French Colonies; lots to get through so bid often, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 66 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Collection of Omnibus Collections, 1949-1979. 19 albums and stock books full of collections
and dealer stockbooks, with two dealer counter books of 1949-1974 UPU issues, with two Monaco 245-6, C30-33 artist
signed die sunk proofs as well as perf and imperforate deluxe proofs, 1959-60 World Refugee Year album and second
group of loose album pages, two collections of 1960 Anti Malaria collection with perf and imperforate Hungary Malaria
sheetlets, plus an additional stockbook of duplicates and album of 1960 Anti Malaria FDC’s, group of 1962 Anti-Malaria
loose album pages, one volume of 1964-65 New York World’s Fair with complete set of three Vatican City souvenir
cards, three volumes of 1965 International Cooperation Year (ICY) stamps, FDC’s, proofs, artist signed proofs, color
trials, with better sections of French Southern Antarctic Territory with 12 signed hand painted or large die proofs,
Argentina 677 imperforate corner margin pair, Ecuador 650 imperforate corner margin block of 10 from only known
imperforate sheet, Hungary artist hand painted essay, Russian covers and five North Korean covers and stamps, Peru
C168 black double print error, one 1974 UPU collection in one album, small Lions stamp collection and 1976 album of
Lions covers, a stockbook of 1978 Coronation issues, four volumes of 1979 Year of the Child issues, with one small
counter book containing errors, imperfs, deluxe sheets, proofs, etc., generally F.-V.F., from the Leo Malz collection.
Shipping charges apply - weight 66.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Large Collection of Collections 1850’s-1990’s. In 50 plus albums and stock books, 5 dealer
counter books plus a group of loose pages containing many newer issue sets from the early 1990’s, groups of loose
stock pages and a few small boxes full of glassines and loose stock cards. Cumulatively, you will find plenty of value in
modern issues, with plenty of face value postage or full mint sets that are missing from most collections from the late
1980’s and early 1990’s. There is also the potential to find some decent rarities floating about as this collector was
known to keep valuable stamps with common issues, leaving a good chance to find some good treasures floating
among the jetsam, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Shipping charges apply - weight 214.4 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Local and Revenue Collection. Revenues from late 19th century to early 20th century and
Lundy Locals from 1929-79. Approximately 1,200+ stamps with 1,000 stamps in glassines and on old album pages,
mostly consisting of various worldwide issues, stored by country and an album of Lundy local stamps, collection
consists of Austria group of 5 newspaper front pages with revenue stamps and approximately 400 mixed revenue
stamp on black stock pages, Belgium 6 revenue stamps, Bulgaria 38 revenue stamps, Canada 50+ revenue stamps,
France 70+ revenue stamps and four revenue stamps on various documents, 48 British Revenue stamps, Greece 7
revenue stamps, Hungary 3 revenue stamps, Israel revenue stamps used on two small documents, Italy 30+ revenue
stamps, Japan 40 revenue stamps, 9 early Korea revenue stamps, Latin America 24 revenue stamps, Luxembourg
revenue stamp, Morocco - Fez 60+ local issues, Netherland 9 revenue stamps, Palestine Loan Contract with Egyptioan
revenue under Ottoman rule, Poland 23 revenue stamps, Romania 11 revenue stamps, small group of 5 mint early
Russia (Soviet era) revenue stamps, Scandinavia 10 revenue stamps, Spain 11 revenue stamps, Sweden 3 revenue
stamps, Switzerland 109 revenue stamps, Turkey 29 revenue stamps and collection in Lundy Stamp Bureau album with
200+ Lundy local issues from 1929-1979 including good selection of early issues, with some early issues, some early
overprints, sheetlets, etc, plus group of covers from Lundy post office that seem to have carried some of these new
issues to the original collector, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection Selection, 1870-1985. A robust collection of collections, with 1896-1960 Olympic
Games collection, British Caribbean collection, Kiribati collection, San Marino collection, Norfolk Island collection,
Bahamas & Bermuda collections, Alan Shepard collection, and a mint Falkland Islands collection with 27, 77-80,
128-142, tons of stuff to go through, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 110.2 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of Vintage Albums, 1850’s-1960’s. This is the balance of a lovely 15 volume Scott
International collection from 1840-1940, this collection containing 17 binders of Worldwide International pages that
appears to make up a complete set along with many hundreds of loose pages that might fill in some occasional gaps,
there are three collections of Scott International Air Post Albums, one set going up to 1929, one set going up to 1939 and
one set going up to 1949, albums partially filled sets and singles, plus a large European style (we believe Davo) of
France and Area from inception to 1964, a U.S. National album for blocks with pages to 1965, with 616 and 628 blocks, a
couple small boxes of odds and ends with a group of large European style approval cards filled with German or
European labels that appear to be produced during or shortly after WWI and some loose U.S. postage, a nice little lot for
album collectors or if you are the lucky winner of the 15 volume International Springback albums so you have have extra
binders and loose pages further expand your collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of Collections Balance, 1850’s-1990’s. With six volumes of Minkus Global albums
(that do not make up a complete set), with various lots that can be stripped out to make smaller country collections, two
dealer stock books of Europa from the late 1950’s to 1990’s, a Scott Specialty album of Austria, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia (owners Scott $2,500+), a U.S. Scott Specialty album with some slightly better stamps (owners Scott
$1,800), Mexico in Minkus Specialty album (owners Scott $1,500+), Haiti in Scott Specialty album (owners Scott
$1,500++), Paraguay in stockbook of manila pages (owners Scott $1,250+), condition and centering are mixed, a nice
little lot for quick break down for quick resale, generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 97.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Wonderful Cinderella, Revenue, and Esoterica Holding. Substantial holding of many
hundreds (or even thousands), all housed on annotated and priced “102" cards in two red dealer’s boxes; we note
considerable Spanish Civil War stamps, various revenues with good Scandinavia, Europe, Latin America and others;
cut squares; lovely and substantial; rich in the unusual. Shipping charges apply - weight 9 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Selection of Better Airmail/Zeppelin Stamps. More than forty sets include such highlights as
(mint unless noted) Aegean Is. C20-25, Egypt 172-76 (NH), C3-4, Finland C1 (NH), Hungary C24-25 (2, one NH),
Germany C40-42 (both mint & used), Latvia CB21-24 & CB21a-24a, Liechtenstein C7-8 (2), C9-13 (NH), San Marino
C11-16, Russia C53-57 (both mint & used), etc.; clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $6,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Children’s Art and Omnibus Collections, 1970’s-2010’s. Many hundred’s (perhaps
thousands) of Children’s art stamps organized on Vario stock pages in four brown Lighthouse albums with matching
slipcases, with stamps from all over the world to commemorate Children’s year, rights of the Child, etc., and SEPAC
corners of Europe, folders 1-9 (2007-2018) and Top of the World of Stamps 1-3 (2010, 2012, 2014) and International
Polar Year Arctic 2007, omnibus collections, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.6 lbs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Polar exploration and Arctic related philately. Better registered airmail envelope on French
Antarctic Expedition stationary posted back to France; NP-28 drift mail posted near the North Pole with two autographs
and two commemorative cancels; two covers from the Russian International Parachute Expedition to the North Pole in
1994, both signed, one has red rubber stamp and the other blue; 1989 TAAF signed and numbered artist litho from
bicentennial of French revolution space issue (one of only 30 done), letter sized and rolled in sonotube; worldwide
binder of polar related issues from Canada, New Zealand, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Denmark, Monaco, Russia,
Jersey, Poland, Korea, Brazil and Peru; very clean stamps, blocks and FDCs, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply weight 4.8 lbs.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Worldwide, Enormous Abu Dhabi to Zululand “Ready to Roll” Dealer Stock, 1850’s-1990’s. Of 101
counter “red box” #102 cards, incredibly diverse mix, strongly Eurocentric with European Colonies, with some decent
British, French, Netherlands and Portuguese colonies, from classics to modern, mint and used, most Scott values from
a little less than $1 to well over $1,000, with some items priced a decade or two ago, so several items may have drifted a
bit in Scott value and with several items much higher now, retail prices range from 25c to $100’s and are moderately
priced, generally around 1/2 Scott for sound down to 2-3% for faulty classics and everything in between, most items
seems to be in the $1-$20 retail value range, approximately 90,000-100,000 cards. We see many of the faulty classics,
which can really suck the life out of a stock, priced at 10% of Scott or less and a decent mix of modern sets. This dealer
was incredibly knowledgeable and noted reprints or forgeries appropriately and had some occasional interesting
varieties, specialty pieces and much much more, all boxes contain cards which are identified with Scott number and
value with individually retail value. 92 of the boxes are sorted into country order (but not necessarily in Scott number
order), 9 of the boxes are completely unsorted. Dominant countries include: Australia, Austria, Belgium and Colonies (2
boxes), Denmark, Egypt, Finland (2 boxes), France and Colonies (4 boxes), Greece (2 boxes), Hungary, Iceland,
Ireland, India, Liechtenstein, Netherlands and Colonies (3 boxes), Norway with 1 (3), Poland, Portugal, Portugues
Colonies, Romania (2 boxes), Sweden and Switzerland (2 boxes with some useful early Cantonals), fantastic
opportunity, a great way to be an instant bourse dealer, some mixed quality on earlies, but this by-and-far one of the
cleanest stocks we have presented, If you are looking for one lot in the sale, this could be “the one”, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Worldwide, Extraordinary Old-Time Dealer’s Eclectic Horde. A wonderful and highly diverse mint or used
selection of approximately 2400 or so items, nearly all plucked from the scores of collections that passed through the
hands of this formerly active dealer; everything is perfectly arranged on about 71 6" x 9" stockcards, and includes
outstanding sections of both British and French Colonies (including the mother countries), Spanish Civil War issues,
Latin America, lovely Greece, strong Austria, and many others; through this holding runs a theme around a select
showing of cancellations, with many excellent examples, along with some varieties, special purpose stamps, etc.,
F.-V.F. or better, a lovely lot with great potential; see it all online.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Worldwide, Massive Dealer Stock on Stock Cards, 1850’s-1970’s. Huge value, neatly organized and
mostly identified on stock cards, which all make up little country collections, each carefully organized in alphabetical
order in a large bankers file box, stong with many Western Europe countries along with the various other miscellaneous
countries floating about, the strongest collection is Switzerland with an owner’s catalog value of over $9,500 (most of
that value in seated and standing Helvetias, along with perf varieties of other early 19th century issues), condition and
centering are both mixed. This is a great lot for easy and efficient breakdown for bourse or internet resale, generally
F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs. Scott $49,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Worldwide, Tremendous Old-Time Dealer’s Eclectic Pickings. Fascinating and diverse holding of
approximately 5000 or more mint or used stamps, culled from countless collections over the years by an astute, active
dealer; undoubtedly these items were plucked out for a reason, but remain unorganized, though all are perfectly
presented on approximately 148 6" x 9" stockcards; coverage gravitates around perhaps a dozen or so countries and
their colonies, including outstanding Greece, Spain & Colonies (including nice Spanish Civil War issues), Portugal &
Colonies, Benelux, Persia, Poland, the Baltics, Yugoslavia & States, Egypt (with a particularly nice range of
cancellations on the Pyramid issues), Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Liberia, and others; a lovely section of ornate Expo or event
labels are present, as well as evidence of a definite eye toward cancellations, generally F.-V.F. or better, be sure to allot
ample time to inspect the lot in its entirety on our website.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, Large Accumulation of Better, mostly from 1850’s-1970’s. Very large box filled with better
culled sections that seem to have been set aside for further processing, with many better items sorted dealer tear
sheets, glassines and on loose album or quadrille pages in manila folders, some special areas include a small box of
1960-73 Greece sets in glassines, two large stockbooks and sheet file folders of Vatican City sets and sheets, group of
Liberia small group of earlier issues, souvenir sheets, proofs, etc., post WWII Europe occupation sets, small collection
of early Greece with 100+ early imperf Hermes heads on quadrille and black stock pages, with several mint values,
good source to fill in this often neglected area, small box filled with better Europe souvenir sheets, with Belgium B466a,
B662a, Hungary 1461a, Netherlands B144a-5a, Portuguese Colonies 1951 Fatima sheet, Russia 1325, C75a, Turkey
1054a, Vatican City 155a, many hundreds of Worldwide forgeries on black approval cards, stock pages and loose in
glassines and a large group of better items on dealer tear pages, with Austria, several early imperf coat of arms,
newspapers, Belgium B555-7, C5, Brazil 30c Bullseye and group of earlier pictorials, Denmark early better 10o
numeral, Finland early Serpentine coat of arms, Great Britain 96, 108, 139 (2), many better early Sea Horses, 224 block
of four, Greece 17 early imperf Hermes heads, Greenland 10-18, 19-21, Iceland half a dozen early numerals, several
stockpages of mint Christian IX and Frederik VIII issues, 144-48 mint, 152-66 mint with extra duplicates, 213-16, C3 (3),
officials, India 203-6, Italy several earlier mint Italy, mint Garibaldi set, C42-47, interesting fundraising label stamp set,
Libya B22, B38-47, Liechtenstein 356, C1-6, Luxembourg 329-31, Netherlands several early imperf William III, group of
perforated third William III issues, many values of 1898 Wilhelmina issue, 64-66, several semi postal used sets,
Curacao Wilhelmina set, Qatar 1966 set of UN Intl. Coop Year sheetlet and souvenir sheet with perf / imperf and red /
black overprint varieties, Russia several early mint coat of arms and earlier CTO commemorative sets, Sweden better
coat of arms issues, Switzerland, early Cantonal and imperf seated Helvetia issues, later standing and seated Helvetia
issues with better perforations, Vatican City 55-60, C18-19, C20-21 and C22-23, usual mixed condition and centering,
many great items to be found here for a person who can quickly sort this somewhat messy accumulation, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Three-Binder Assortment with Better. Everything on fully annotated Stamp Store sales
sheets; most material from Europe or Colonies; first binder is all never hinged, with highlights including Canada #C2,
Ital #572-573, Luxembourg #B151 and Sarawak #194-211; other two binders are mint hinged or used, among the better
are mint Bermuda #126a and 143-162, Bulgaria #C12-C14, Canada #149-159, Falklands #128-142, and Trieste
#C1-C6, and used Italy #Q1-Q6; nice condition throughout, with all fresh and bright, F.-V.F. with much better, perfect for
the eBayer—or the worldwide collector. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Large Stock in Stockbooks, late 19th Century to 1989. Many stockbooks and sheet file
folders filled with many nice mint sets, with the majority of the sets from the 1960’s-80’s with plenty of complete sets,
souvenir sheets, etc., many thousands of stamps, sorted roughly by geographic area, with 3 stockbooks of Europe
(mostly Western Europe) with Austria, Belgium, France, Greece, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Estonia,
Russia, etc., 2 stockbooks of Germany and Area, with a small section of States and Plebisites, 1 stockbook of Northern
Europe with Iceland, Norway, Danish West Indies, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Sweden, 2
stockbooks of Liechtenstein, 1 cover album of Liechtenstein (mostly FDC’s from 1950’s-1980’s), stockbook of various
Eastern European countries, 3 stockbooks of Yugoslavia, 1 stockbook of Italy and 1 stockbook of Italian Area, with
Colonies, San Marino and Vatican City, 1 album of Europa Issues from 1950’s-1989, 2 stockbooks of Great Britain
Machins, 1stockbook with early Victoria’s to 1990’s commemoratives, 1stockbook with Great Britain Regional issues,
Channel Islands and Ireland, 1 stockbook of British Commonwealth Specimens, 2 stockbooks of British
Commonwealth booklets (mostly UK and Canada), 3 stockbooks of British Commonwealth and 2 cover albums of
covers (1 mostly UK and the other mostly various European countries), 1 stockbook of Latin America, 1 small stockbook
of French Colonies, 1 stockbook of Japan, 1 stockbook of Asia with Malaya, Ryukyu, Philippines, Manchuku, Korea,
China Republic, PRC and Taiwan, 1 stockbook of Africa, Middle East and South Asia, with Iran, Israel, Vietnam, etc., 2
stockbooks of miscellenous issues, 7 sheet file folders with various souvenir sheets and sheetlets and a small box of
miscellenous loose stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide, Philatelic Schmear 1860-2000. Thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets housed
in 38 albums and on pages, presentation booklets, mint & used British Commonwealth, topicals with space, JFK,
hundreds of mint & used souvenir sheets, tons of Trucial States, album with FSAT #15, 22, 64-65, 76, C1, C94a, French
Colonies, mint & used Newfoundland, postal stationery, there does not appear to be anything expensive, just a boatload
of salable material, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Wide Ranging Accumulation of Old Time Dealer/Specialist. Fun and diverse holding in
approximately 30 albums or stockbooks offering a tremendous range of material from specialized South Australia,
Chile, Israel, Brazil, Greece (in 4 Vlastos albums), Portugal, Sweden, Monaco, etc.; an extensive Austrian “Notgeld”
collection, a single volume celebrating the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, Spanish Civil War material, early Russia and Finland
covers, etc.; excellent mix, F-VF.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Massive Collection Balance, 1850’s-2000’s. Containing the duplicates and possibly some of
the stamps waiting to fill in a massive collection (which we are also offering this sale if you look for a collection with a
similar title), containing stamps, covers, in glassines, in stock pages, in small boxes, etc., the volume here is huge, so
shipping should be a consideration when bidding, before repacking, this lot filled 11 large plastic storage totes and five
large boxes, so after repacking, we guess this will fill a couple dozen large boxes, as with most collection balances of
this scope, it is difficult to pull out specific areas to highlights, but we did note there were some modern in the main
collection, so there might be some potential to find some U.S. or worldwide postage, as were were thumbing through,
we did note some moderately higher ($20-$50 range) Scott value in classic singles as well as some Canadian postage,
so there is some potential to find many more useful stamps scattered about, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Mainly Mint Mega Monstrosity. A whopping 44 stockbooks or binders, plus additional pages
and glassines loose; everything but the kitchen sink’s here, the majority of the items hailing from Europe but with neat
little pockets of otherwise sprinkled in; strongest holding by far is Germany, from Germanias to Bund and DDR; also
note solid Japan, France, Sweden, Iceland and Spain, along with a bit of Norway and Switzerland, some US postage,
complete booklets from various countries, a nice little colony of Lundy Puffins, even some Afghan Tiger Heads (some
unused, some used on piece), etc., etc.; some material stuck down, but it looks like most will come up cleanly and easily
(if carefully); good duplication throughout, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a great way to restock or to fill those packets
(or those empty spaces in your album).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Massive Global Accumulation, 1861-2000. The absolute ultimate in worldwide mixtures and
more, housed in boxes with literally tens of thousands in glassines, envelopes, stockcards, cigar boxes, stock sheets,
loose, etc.; included are the good, the bad & the ugly, as this holding spans decades of gatherings and accumulations;
what we can say with certainty is that better items abound throughout, with some we noted (mint) being Ionian Islands
#1-3, China #449-462, Newfoundland #233-243, Malay #34, Greenland #10-18, 39-40; a lot guarateed to keep you out
of the bars till early summer at least, F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 75.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Massive and Valuable Consignment Balance. Folders and glassines and loose, oh my!
Genghis would be thrilled with this golden hoard, filled with lots of, well, everything; we note Canada small collection lots
in folders, most priced (originally in two dealer’s show boxes); good Austria collection of Back-of-the-Book with
Telegraph, Newspaper and Military stamps, etc.; Russian Revenues and Cinderellas; massive holdings of mostly mint
stamps in glassines, worldwide new issues, booklets, additional country holdings in file folders, and much, much more;
as received and unpicked, with massive potential on eBay or on the bourse floor (returning soon, we hope), F.-V.F. with
much better, a fantastic mix. Shipping charges apply - weight 78.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Worldwide, Wonderful Group of Better Country Collections. Bulk on Scott quadrille pages; includes
lovely Saudi Arabia and a super single-volume Romania collection which, in addition to a fine showing of stamps,
includes nice Revenues, essays, Soviet Transylvania issue, POW stamps, unissued items, etc.; also includes good
Denmark with unlisted material; an excellent Serbia collection with premium stamps and strong Revenues; superb
Switzerland with emphasis on unlisted; lovely, mostly all mint Iraq; plus lovely British Offices Abroad, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, a lot to fill the globalist with glee. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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Worldwide, Exceptional Wide-Ranging Vintage Specialist’s Accumulation. A bulging bonanza of
bounty, compiled old-style with a roving eye, filling 12 binders/albums/stockbooks, nine glassines or folders of
additional country pages loose, plus three sheet files; two-volume Poland 1968-2005 virtually complete mint collection,
plus an additional volume of extensive “Groszy” overprints with covers plus an interesting and sizable group of
imperforate green proofs; a substantial single-volume DDR collection; lovely, virtually complete 1969-85 France
collection; a nice Persia collection; volume of worldwide souvenir sheets with good Hungary and Romania; sheet files
with various labels; a beautiful, largely complete Ireland collection to 1994 (all mint) in a Scott album; lovely Liberia with
strong classics; old-time Mexico assemblage including extensive Revenues and postal stationery in addition to the
straightforward collection; nice to outstanding quality throughout, F.-V.F. or better, a grand holding, perfect for resale.
Shipping charges apply - weight 54.2 lbs.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
Worldwide, Fabulous, Diverse Accumulation in 19 Stockbooks. Souvenir sheets, premium Hugary,
Belgium, Turkey, Korea, Iraq; French Colony long sets, Scandinavia; better British Empire sets; Navra 17-30; Cyprus
183-97 (2); Great Britain 292-308; Seychelles 125a-45a, Turkey B54-68; Portugal; Poland, nice mint US Ducks RW1, 3,
4, 6-13, RW17-20; Thailand; fantastic lot with tons of premium material, obnly a handful of highlights noted, inspection
invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Dealers Stock by Country. Four red boxes of #102 cards, all identified and priced with nothing
under $1 counted; over 60 countries represented, predominantly solid Great Britain and Commonwealth (including
Australia, Niger, Oman, New Zealand, etc.), plus other popular collecting areas such as Brazil, China, France,
Germany, Scandinavia, etc.; a bonus offering of Belgium, both stock stamps and Safe Hingeless pages 1849-1939, a
Safe Hingeless album 1953-65, and Lindner Hingeless pages 1963-82; good condition and massive retail potential,
generally F.-V.F. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.6 lbs. Scott $14,800+.
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
Worldwide, Delectable Delight of Diversity. Thousands of singles, sets and multiples from every corner of
the globe (how can a sphere have corners?), in or on glassines, stockpages, dealers cards, binders, etc.; includes a
lovely assortment of Monte Carlo Rally blocks (always popular), Katanga-overprinted issues and propaganda stamps,
early Europas, used Sudan “S.G.” overprints, FSAT imperforates, used classics, nice Bhutan including lenticulars and
gold foils, etc., etc.; a massive holding sure to please; excellent stock, or an outstanding way to pass the winter
evenings, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Packet Makers Dream, mostly late 19th Century to 1980’s. Approximately 70 albums and
25+ large boxes of glassines and 45 small shoe boxes or cigar boxes full of stamps and covers that were accumulated
over many years as the duplicates of a lovely worldwide collection, inside you will find five Minkus globals, but it doesn’t
seem to form a full set, as well as little country collections, massive amount of sorted glassines, carefully identified with
the contents of the envelope, large zip lock bags packed with stamps and sorted by geographic area, and so much
more, contents fill approximately 20 boxes of stamps and are quite heavy, so you should factor in the weight before
bidding, condition and centering are mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Massive Global Selection. A truly “all-world” offering of many thousands of sets, singles,
souvenir sheets, etc., largely mint, mostly all 20th century on dealer cards, in glassines, etc.; includes a good showing of
off-beat material (where else will you find Quedlinburg State Savings Bank stamps?), some varieties, etc.; Iraq to Laos,
Tuva to Trengganu, a tuppence Blue to Belgian Dues; ideal for breakdown or a fertile field for the worldwide enthusiast,
mostly F.-V.F. or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry, 1857-2000. Thousands of stamps messily presented in every way
possible: albums, binders, stockbooks, pages and glassines, generally commons, but you’ll run into Cilicia #J13-J16,
Germany #B105, B106, New Brunswick #6-11, Paraguay #C74-C78, a 1937 volume of poster stamps, then we note
Portugal souvenir sheets #586a, 602a, 614a, 637a, 649a, 657a, 661a, 667a, 670a, 674a, 682a, 701a, F.-V.F.
Shipping charges apply - weight 175.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Dealers Priced Stock, Mostly Mint. In over 15 binders, neatly presented, mostly mint with
many hundreds of sets, singles and souvenir sheets; strong Greece, Great Britain, Germany and more; very clean and
presentable, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Clean and Diverse Dealer’s Accumulation. Various binders of better worldwide sets and
souvenir sheets, British and French Colonies, Germany and surrounding area; good Portugal S/S; New Guinea 1-12;
stockbook of US and Canada; binder of various labels; France #329 PEXIP sheet; Hungary B198A-D sheets of 25;
stockbook with Uruguay C14-26, C63-82; Falklands 84-96 (used), 107-18 (MNH), 128-42 (MNH), IL19-33; Fiume
section is lovely; excellent mix of saleable material. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,600
Worldwide, Massive New Issue and Topical Accumulation, mostly 1980’s-2000’s. Many thousands
(perhaps tens of thousands of stamps) in sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, aerograms, essays, proofs, many topicals,
varieties, stocks, etcetera filling many large boxes of stamps, countries are spread all around the world and many
topical subjects, such as famous people, flora and fauna, olympics and more, this collection has been a goldmine for the
unusual and it is reasonable to expect this group to be the same, if you are tired to stocking the ordinary and are looking
for something different to capture some eyes, this lot is for you, from Leo Malz collection, generally F.-V.F. Shipping
charges apply - weight 166.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Rambling Selection. A box of goodies, nearly all on black cards, counter pages or individually
glassined, with a bit of everything to please the internationalist; wonderfully strong in WWII German Occupations,
post-war German Locals, DDR including Courier Post items; Italian North Africa; Morocco imperforates and die proofs;
TAAF and French Polynesia space-related issues; a cancelled IPOSTA sheet; mint Latvian Airs, vending booklets
including Netherlands and France; a smattering of early PRC and Liberated Areas, US items from used classics to mint
postage, Hong Kong, Japan, and much more; no rarities, but all solid additions for your collection or stock, F.-V.F. with
much better. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Stamp Treasure Hunt Lot, late 19th to 1990’s. Approximately 12-15 large boxes filled with
stamps in albums, on loose album and stock pages, groups of glassines, shoeboxes, small sorting boxes, etc., filled
with stamps. The important thing to note about this lot is that the collector had about a five year decline where he mixed
up much of his collection, so here you will find some great items intermingled with common items to such a degree that it
is impractical for us to sort the premium from the chaff. That makes this an amazing treasure hunt lot because there are
many great items floating about, some areas of note include some U.S. face value postage including a few modern
errors, some 1980’s and 1990’s worldwide newer issues, occasional covers, lots of U.N., when we are going though the
hundreds of boxes of this collection, any groups that didn’t make sense as a lot got thrown into this lot, creating some
good potential for finds here, expect a couple sorting days if you are the lucky high bidder, generally F.-V.F., from Leo
Malz collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 395 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Five-Box Surprise, Packets and Better. That’s how we received it, a jumble of a mélange; long
rows of identified US in glassines, more boxes of glassines of worldwide by country (unsorted), a massive holding of UN
First Day Covers on pages, Spain Art-related issues, plus even more glassines filled with…more; all appears to be fairly
common material, but in quantity and variety, F.-V.F., packet-maker’s dream.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Marvelous Maelstrom of Miscellanies. Gigantic jumble of material in albums, stockbooks,
envelopes, glassines, stockpages, etc.; thousands of items in total, with strong Revenue and Cinderella holdings, a
decent mostly post-war mint Canada collection, sheets of Essen Local Post stamps, stamps and souvenir sheets for
various organizations, some powerful French WWI anti-German labels plus a booklet of “Made in France” labels for
goods, etc., etc., etc.; Revenues include Indian States, Spain and Cuba, France, Mexico, Venezuela, Hungary, Canada
and many more, with larger material not often seen such as Reunion cigarette box wrapper; note also cut squares,
British Forces in Egypt used multiples (including several complete booklet panes of 20), some US face, plus randomly
packed front-of-book material; as received, this fills three document boxes, so there’s plenty to keep you busy until
warmer weather arrives, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a fascinating lot worth the time to sift through. Shipping charges
apply - weight 51.6 lbs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Phone (Day) _______________________(Evening)___________________________Fax______________________________

q Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code ________________________

References
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE___________________________________________________
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE___________________________________________________

Bid Information

Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, April 16-17, 2021 in Danbury, CT. I annex the
highest price I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.
Please note that a premium of 20%* will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.
Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.

* Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar days from the date of the auction
shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.

q SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

You may increase my bids by the following percentage
if necessary to win the lot (circle one)

10%

20%

30%

I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to
conform to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s
Premium of 20%
will be added to the total of all purchases.
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Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Please limit my total purchases to:
$_________________
(not including Buyer’s Premium)
NOTE: Limits of less that $200 are respectfully declined

3/15/2021 5:58:12 PM

REMOVE OR PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL BIDS
Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

FAX: 203-297-6059
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Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to
the hammer price of each lot

3/15/2021 5:58:12 PM
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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